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Introduction 

1. Human-Aware Ambient Agent Modelling 

Our modern society is significantly affected by a profound emergence of 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). ICT has been 
materialized in our daily life and since 1990’s researchers and investigators 
have taken the initiative to take the ICT a step ahead. As a main effort, they 
have taken steps to achieve the vision of making ICT disappear into the 
environment using advanced technology and computing thus creating an 
ergonomic space for the occupant user, encompassing a better working 
environment, but also an active living space around us. This invisible 
technology would be capable of aiding us with daily chores and professional 
duties. It could also put up services that support daily routines whenever and 
wherever the user needs them in a favorable manner. This vision has several 
names and definitions that closely resemble each other; it can be called 
ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing, or ambient intelligence (AmI).  

Ambient intelligence refers to electronic environments that are sensitive 
and responsive to the presence of humans [1]. This next wave of information 
technology is fundamentally different in that it makes distributed wired and 
wireless computing and communication disappear into the background and 
puts users to the foreground. AmI adapts to humans instead of the other way 
around. It aims at, for example, augmenting our consciousness, and monitoring 
our health and security. Its ultimate goal is to improve the quality of our life by 
a quiet, reliable and secure interaction with our social and material 
environment. In order to accomplish this goal, knowledge about humans and 
their functioning is an important factor, because devices in the environment 
possessing such knowledge can show a more human-like understanding [9].  

Within human-directed scientific areas, such as cognitive science, 
psychology, neuroscience and biomedical sciences, models have been and are 
being developed for a variety of aspects of human functioning. If such models 
of human processes are represented in a formal and computational format, and 
incorporated in the human environment in devices that monitor the physical 
and mental state of the human, then such devices are able to perform a more in-
depth analysis of the human’s functioning. This can result in an environment 
that may more effectively affect the state of humans by undertaking in a 
knowledgeable manner actions that improve their wellbeing and performance 
[9].  

The term which is becoming more widely used to refer to the integration 
of the models of human’s functioning within the AmI applications is human-
aware ambient agent modelling. In this thesis, the aspect that has been taken as 
a point of departure to model ambient agents is mindreading or Theory of Mind 
(ToM). Theory of mind is the ability to attribute mental states such as, beliefs, 
intentions, desires, pretending, knowledge, emotion etc to others and to 
understand that those states may be similar or different from one's own [8]. 
Human-awareness in the context of AmI requires some form of mindreading 
by the devices involved.  
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Mindreading in humans has developed for a number of aspects, for 
example, intention, attention, emotion, knowing. Two philosophical 
perspectives on having a Theory of Mind are Simulation Theory and Theory 
Theory. In the first perspective it is assumed that mindreading takes place by 
using the facilities involving the own mental states that are counterparts of the 
states attributed to the other person. For example, the state of feeling pain 
oneself is used in the process to determine whether the other person has pain. 
The second perspective is based on reasoning using knowledge about 
relationships between cognitive states and observed behaviour. An example of 
such a pattern is: ‘I hear that the person says ‘ouch!’. Having pain causes 
saying ‘ouch!’. Therefore the person has pain’.  

Throughout this thesis models are investigated both from Simulation 
Theory and Theory Theory perspective involving cognitive and affective 
aspects and the interaction between these two states of humans. These models 
have been integrated into ambient agent models in order to bring on human-
awareness for AmI applications. 
 

2. Research Goal 

The main research goal of this thesis is to investigate how ambient agents can 
be equipped with knowledge about the dynamics of human functioning, and to 
explore the applicability of such ambient agents in a variety of application 
areas. In this thesis human-aware ambient agent models have been developed 
integrated with the ability to reason about the behavior of humans, involving 
cognitive, affective and interaction of both cognitive and affective aspects of 
human’s functioning; those specifically include reasoning, emotion generation 
and reading, emotion contagion, believing, desiring, feeling, decision making, 
and attention. To estimate and to assist humans in performing their daily tasks 
efficiently, the models built in this thesis focus on the analysis and simulation 
of the dynamics of human processes.  
 

3. Modelling Approach 

The modelling approach that has been utilized in this thesis is based on a 
temporal predicate logical language, called Temporal Trace Language (TTL), 
which is a sorted hybrid temporal language [3]. This language is built on atoms 
that can refer to traces, time points and state properties. The language is 
defined as follows: an ontology is a specification (in order-sorted logic) of a 
vocabulary. A state for ontology Ont is an assignment of truth-values {true, 
false} to the set of ground atoms At(Ont). The set of all possible states for 
ontology Ont is denoted by STATES(Ont). A reference to fixed time frame T is 
made in a formal manner which is linearly ordered. Depending on the 
application, it may be dense (e.g., the real numbers), or discrete (e.g., the set of 
integers or natural numbers or a finite initial segment of the natural numbers), 
or any other form, as long as it has a linear ordering. A trace γ over an 
ontology Ont and time frame T is a mapping γ : T → STATES(Ont) i.e., a 
sequence of states in STATES(Ont). The set of all traces over ontology Ont is 
denoted by TRACES(Ont), i.e., TRACES(Ont) = STATES(Ont)T. States of a trace can 
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be related to state properties via the formally defined satisfaction relation |= 
between states and formulae, such as: state(γ, t) |= p. This expression denotes the 
state property p is true in the state of trace γ at time point t.  

On the basis of TTL, a simpler temporal language to specify simulation 
models in a declarative manner, called Language and Environment for 
Analysis of Dynamics by SimulaTion (LEADSTO) has been designed [4]. 
Throughout all the chapters within this thesis, LEADSTO has been used 
extensively to model direct temporal dependencies between two state 
properties in successive states. In this language, direct temporal dependencies 
are modelled by executable dynamic properties. The LEADSTO format is 
defined as follows. Let α and β be state properties of the form ‘conjunction of 
ground atoms or negations of ground atoms’. In the LEADSTO language the 
notation α →→e, f, g, h β, means:  
 

If state property α holds for a certain time interval with duration g, 
then after some delay (between e and f)  

state property β will hold for a certain time interval of length h. 
 

Here, atomic state properties can have a qualitative, logical format, such 
as an expression desire(d), expressing that desire d occurs, or a quantitative, 
numerical format such as an expression has_value(x, v) which expresses that 
variable x has value v.  
 

4. Research Methodology 

The methodology that has been used to investigate human cognitive and 
affective processes and to explore the use of such models within ambient agent 
models comprises of a number of important elements. Those elements include: 
i. Identification of local dynamic properties for basic mechanisms of the 

process under investigation (in informal format) on the basis of literature 
review or on the basis of empirical evidence in order to get insight in the 
basic mechanisms of the process. 

ii. Formalization of these local properties in terms of executable dynamic 
properties, in order to create an executable model of the dynamics of the 
process. 

iii. Simulation of the dynamics of the process, on the basis of the executable 
dynamic properties, in order to generate simulation traces. 

iv. Identification of relevant non-local dynamic properties, which usually 
describe the process from an external observable perspective instead of its 
mental states. 

v. Formalization of these non-local properties in terms of global dynamic 
properties. 

vi. Verification of global dynamic properties against the generated 
simulation traces. 

 
A similar methodology has been applied for modelling the agent aspects: 
i'. Identification of local dynamic properties for basic mechanisms of the 

agent (in informal format). 
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ii'. Formalization of these local properties in terms of executable dynamic 
properties, in order to create an executable model of the dynamics of the 
agent. 

iii'. Simulation of the dynamics of the agent, on the basis of the executable 
dynamic properties, in order to generate simulation traces. 

iv'. Identification of relevant non-local dynamic properties of the agent. 
v'. Formalization of these non-local properties in terms of global dynamic 

properties. 
vi'. Verification of these global dynamic properties against the generated 

simulation traces. 
As a special case, which has occurred many times throughout the thesis, 

from the simulation theory perspective, the elements of the methodology will 
be the same for the human and ambient agent. 

The different elements of the methodology are depicted in Figure 1, in a 
concentric circle diagram where the element in each ring depends on the 
element in the smaller rings. The methodology applied in this thesis can be 
comprehended by studying this diagram inside out. 

The methodology presented above embrace all research presented in 
thesis. In some chapters, however, not all elements of the methodology are 
addressed. 

 
5. Thesis Overview 

The structure of this thesis is simple: it goes from micro to macro. Think of the 
thesis as a sort of photograph album of human-aware ambient agents equipped 
with a mindreading capability: each chapter provides a ‘snapshot’ of human 
awareness, but the lens used to take each picture gets successively wider. The 
thesis begins with models related to the cognitive aspects and expands its focus 
to the affective aspects and at the end it integrates both cognitive and affective 
aspects.  

The format of this thesis is a collection of articles. Existing papers form 
the chapters, in most cases reprinted as they appear in publication. Except for 
the layout of the papers, they have been left unchanged. This has two essential 
implications. For one, this thesis does not have any specific reading order as 
each paper can be read separately, and hence there is an overlap between 
chapters, e.g., introduction of the modelling approach used. Also, earlier work 
is reprinted as it originally appeared and is not updated to the insights gained in 
the course of later work. This allows the reader to refer to the more widely 
circulated publication. Note that all authors have a comparable share in the 
research presented in the articles and are therefore alphabetically ordered.  
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Human & 
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Agent 
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Basic Mechanisms

Formalization

Local Dynamic 
Properties

Executable Dynamic 
Properties

External Observable Perspective

Non-local dynamic 
Properties

Formalization

Global Dynamic 
Properties

Verification

Simulation

Simulation traces

 
 

Figure 1. Elements of methodology used for the analysis of Human & Ambient Agent 
aspects  

 
 

In this thesis, diverse human-aware ambient agent models in different 
(sub-) domains have been studied. The thesis has been structured according to 
five Parts, which together consists of 13 chapters, each focusing on a different 
aspect of dynamics of the human-aware ambient agent design. Figure 2 shows 
a schematic overview of the thesis, in terms of three main parts excluding the 
Introduction and Discussion chapter and their relations. While most of the 
designed models have been integrated into an ambient agent model, still there 
are a few models which have been left to be integrated as future work. 
 

I. Introduction 
This introductory part comprises one chapter which previews much of 
what the thesis is about, and gives an overview of the field of human-
aware ambient agents integrated with mindreading. The introductory part 
positions the research described, presents the central goal of the research, 
the modelling approach used and the research methodology that has been 
followed in this thesis.  
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Figure 2. Schematic overview of the thesis 
 
 

II. Modelling Agents Incorporating Awareness of Cognitive Aspects 
This part explores human-aware ambient agent models that address the 
cognitive aspects of human functioning. Cognitive Science is the study of 
how the human brain generates mental processes. It tends to be more than 
only theoretical in that its theories lead to working models that 
demonstrate behavior similar to human mental processes. The extent to 
which these models can be measured as similar to, or indistinguishable 
from, human processes is the measure of the accuracy of the human 
cognition model. In part II, cognitive aspects of human functioning are 
analyzed using different techniques. Here in all chapters, the Theory 
Theory perspective of Theory of Mind has been applied.  

Reasoning is a high-level cognitive function, and therefore 
generally considered as an important topic while studying human 
cognition. Chapter 2 introduces a formal BDI (belief-desire-intention) 
based agent model for Theory of Mind. The model uses BDI-concepts to 
describe the reasoning process of an agent that reasons about the 
reasoning process of another agent, which is also based on BDI-concepts. 
This chapter identifies three different application areas and illustrates how 
the model can be applied to each of them. A case study for each of the 
application areas is explored and it is shown how the proposed model can 
be applied to them. The first case study illustrates how the model can be 
used for social manipulation. The second case study is about animal 
cognition. The third case study relates to virtual storytelling.  

Chapter 3, address software agents and presents a software 
environment that provides ambient support for a human performing a 
demanding task that requires attention. The environment obtains human 
attention-awareness by use of a dynamical model of human attention, 
gaze sensoring by an eye-tracker, and information about features of the 
objects in the environment. The agent uses a built-in adaptation model to 

Part III  
Modelling Agents 

Incorporating 
Awareness of Affective 

Aspects 

Part II  
Modelling Agents 

Incorporating 
Awareness of Cognitive

Aspects 
 

Part IV 
Modelling Agents 

Incorporating 
Awareness of the 

Interaction between 
Cognitive and Affective 

Aspects
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adapt on the fly the values of certain parameters to the personal 
characteristics of the human.  

Chapter 4 introduces an agent-based support model for leadership, 
which can be used by an ambient system to support a leader in guiding 
the development of his team member(s). Using model-based reasoning, an 
intelligent agent analyses the development level of an employee and 
provides support to the leader by proposing effective leadership 
behaviour. 
 

III. Modelling Agents Incorporating Awareness of Affective Aspects 
This part explores human-aware ambient agent models that address the 
affective aspects of the human functioning. “Affect” is a term used to 
embrace wide variety of experiences such as emotions, moods and 
dispositional traits. It pertains to the experience of feeling or emotion. 
Affect can be thought of as an umbrella term encompassing a broad range 
of feelings that individuals experience, including feeling states, which are 
in-the-moment, short-term affective experiences, and feeling traits, which 
are more stable tendencies to feel and act in certain ways [2]. This part 
explores the models related to emotion and feeling aspects.  

Chapter 5 concentrates on capabilities to interpret somebody else’s 
emotions in an adaptive manner. It specifically integrates two types of 
modelling approaches that exist for reading an observed person’s 
emotions: with or without making use of the observing person’s own 
emotions. Both a neural and cognitive model are presented inspired by 
recent advances in neurological context based on mirror neurons and 
Hebbian learning of connections between neurons. First, a model for 
emotion reading is described involving (preparatory) mirroring of body 
states of the observed person within the observing person. This model 
involves a recursive body loop: a converging positive feedback loop 
based on reciprocal causation between preparations for body states and 
emotions felt. Next the cognitive model is extended to an adaptive model 
based on learning a direct connection between a sensed stimulus 
concerning another agent’s body state (e.g., face expression) and an 
emotion imputation state. In this adaptive agent model the emotion is 
imputed to the other agent before it is actually felt, or even without it is 
felt. The neural and cognitive models presented in this chapter were 
related to each other by an interpretation mapping and both integrate 
approaches to mindreading of two types: the Theory Theory and 
Simulation Theory perspectives.  

Chapter 6 applies the idea of integration of an emotion reading 
model in an ambient agent system to estimate the process of emotion 
generation in an adaptive manner from the Theory Theory perspective. 
For many responses to certain (external or internal) circumstances, an 
important role is played by experiences for similar circumstances in the 
past. How such circumstances are experienced does not only depend on 
the circumstances themselves but also on the extent to which emotional 
responses are induced and felt. The strengths, by which such emotional 
responses are induced, depend on previous experiences.  
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Chapter 7 presents a comparative analysis of three adaptive 
modelling approaches addressing how these induction strengths are 
adapted over time: Hebbian learning, temporal discounting and memory 
traces.  

In Chapter 8, by adopting the Theory Theory perspective again, a 
shift is made towards a social context: modelling emotion contagion in a 
multi-agent environment. Emotion has recently been investigated as a 
collective property of groups, emphasizing the influence of combined 
emotions among group members on group processes. To avoid the 
development of negative emotion in groups, group leaders may benefit 
from intelligent agent systems that analyze the emotional dynamics of the 
group members. In this chapter a multi-agent-based approach to formalize 
and simulate such emotion contagion within groups has been utilized, 
which may involve absorption or amplification of emotions of others. 
This computational multi-agent model is integrated within an intelligent 
ambient agent to monitor and predict group emotion levels over time and 
propose group support actions based on that. Using model-based 
reasoning, the ambient agent analyzes the team’s emotion level for 
present and future time points. In case the team’s emotion level is found 
to become deficient, the ambient agent provides support to the team by 
proposing the team leader actions that will assist the team to overcome 
this deficiency. 

 
IV. Modelling Agents Incorporating Awareness of the Interaction between 

Cognitive and Affective Aspects 
This part explores human-aware ambient agent models that incorporate 
both cognitive and affective aspects of the human functioning and the 
interaction between them. Cognitive functioning is often strongly related 
to affective processes, as has been shown more in general in empirical 
work as described in [5], [6] and [7]. The beliefs of humans usually 
depend on information or cognitive factors, but also affective factors may 
play a role, and hence this part introduces models that incorporate both 
cognitive and affective aspects in modelling the dynamics of mental states 
such as desires and beliefs in interaction with emotion and feeling by 
adopting a neurological perspective.  

Chapter 9 focuses on modelling capabilities to interpret another 
person’s mind, with a special focus on emotions. First a cognitive agent 
model to generate emotional responses and feelings is introduced. This 
model involves the generation and sensing of body states in response to 
certain stimuli. For the case these stimuli concern another person’s body 
state, it is shown how this model can be used to model emotion reading, 
following the Simulation Theory approach to mindreading. Furthermore, 
by taking (internal) mental states instead of stimuli as a source for 
emotional responses, it is shown how to model the way in which a person 
associates feelings to mental states. Moreover, again following the 
Simulation Theory, it is shown how another person can obtain empathic 
understanding of a person by simulating the way in which feelings are 
associated to mental states. This cognitive agent model describes how the 
empathic agent deals with another agent’s mental states and the associated 
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feelings, thus not only understanding the other agent’s mental state but at 
the same time feeling the accompanying emotion of the other agent.  

The rest of the chapters of this part follow the Theory Theory 
approach of Theory of Mind. In Chapter 10, by adopting neurological 
theories on the role of emotions and feelings, an agent model is introduced 
incorporating the reciprocal interaction between believing and feeling. The 
model describes how the strength of a belief may not only depend on 
information obtained, but also on the emotional responses on the belief. 
For feeling emotions a recursive body loop is assumed. The model 
introduces a second feedback loop for the interaction between feeling and 
belief. The strengths of a belief and of the feeling both result from the 
converging dynamic pattern modelled by the combination of the two 
loops. Moreover, the paper shows how such affective effects on beliefs 
can emerge and become stronger over time due to experiences obtained. It 
is shown how based on Hebbian learning a connection from feeling to 
belief can develop.  

In Chapter 11, an adaptive integrative ambient agent model is 
introduced that incorporates the estimation of the model introduced in 
Chapter 10, i.e. on a human’s interactive dynamics of believing and 
feeling. The integrative agent model is equipped with a dynamical model 
which describes how the strength of a belief depends both on information 
obtained and emotional responses on the belief. In addition, the agent 
model integrates an adaptation model to tune parameter values 
representing personal characteristics.  

Next chapter formally defines an ambient agent model that 
integrates a dynamical model for cognitive and affective aspects of 
desiring, based on informally described neurological theories. The 
integrated dynamical model describes more specifically how a desire 
induces (as a response) a set of preparations for a number of possible 
actions, involving certain body states, which each affect sensory 
representations of the body states involved and thus provide associated 
feelings. On their turn these feelings affect the preparations, for example, 
by amplifying them. In this way an agent model is obtained for desiring 
which integrates both cognitive and affective aspects of mental 
functioning. Also this chapter adopts the Theory Theory approach. 
 

V. Discussion and Future Work 
This part summarizes the research and discusses its relevance, main 
contribution, and significance in relation to the main research goal 
established in the current chapter. Also, this part discusses the areas for 
further research. 
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Abstract. This paper discusses a formal BDI-based agent model for Theory of Mind (ToM). The 
Model uses BDI concepts to describe the reasoning process of an agent that reasons about the 
reasoning process of another agent, which is also based on BDI concepts. We discuss three 
different application areas, and illustrate how the model can be applied to each of them. We 
explore a case study for each of the application areas and apply our model to it. For each case 
study, a number of simulation experiments are described, and their results are discussed. 

Keywords: Theory of Mind, Mindreading, BDI-agents, Applications. 

 

1. Introduction 

To function efficiently in social life and within organisations, it is useful if 
agents can reason about the actual and potential behaviour of the agents around them. 
To this end, it is very helpful for these agents to have capabilities to predict in which 
circumstances other agents will show certain appropriate or inappropriate behaviours. If 
for a considered other agent, generation of actions is assumed to be based on a BDI-
model, prediction of such actions will involve reasoning based on a Theory of Mind [4], 
[8], [27] involving beliefs, desires and intentions as a basis for the behaviour.  

Such a Theory of Mind can be exploited by an agent in two different manners. 
The first manner is just to predict the behaviour in advance, in order to be prepared that 
it will occur. For example, if an agent B has done things that are known as absolutely 
unacceptable for an organisation (or a relationship), then he or she may be able to 
predict and therefore be prepared on what will happen after a manager (or partner) agent 
A learns about it. A second manner to exploit reasoning based on a Theory of Mind is to 
try to affect the occurrence of certain beliefs, desires and intentions at forehand, by 
manipulating the occurrence of circumstances that are likely to lead to them. For 
example, the agent B just mentioned can try to hide facts so that the manager (or 
partner) agent A will never learn about the issue. Such capabilities of anticipatory and 
manipulatory reasoning based on a Theory of Mind about the behaviour of colleague 
agents are considered quite important, not to say essential, to function smoothly in 
social life. 

This type of reasoning has an information acquisition and analysis aspect, and 
a preparation and action aspect. To describe the latter aspect, for the agent using a 
Theory of Mind, a model for action preparation based on beliefs, desires and intentions 
can be used as well. For example, for agent B discussed above, the desire can be 
generated that agent A will not perform the action to fire (or break up with) him or her, 
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and that agent A will in particular not generate the desire or intention to do so. Based on 
this desire, the refined desire can be generated that agent A will not learn about the 
issue. Based on the latter desire, an intention and action can be generated to hide facts 
for agent A.  Notice that agent B reasons on the basis of BDI-models at two different 
levels, one for B itself, and one as the basis for the Theory of Mind to reason about 
agent A. 

It is this two-level architecture that is worked out in this paper in a 
computational model and applied to three different case studies. The first case study 
illustrates how the model can be used for social manipulation. This case study addresses 
the scenario of a manager that reasons about the task avoiding behaviour of his 
employee. The second case study is about animal cognition, and illustrates a scenario of 
a prey that manipulates the behaviour of a predator. The third case study relates to 
Virtual Storytelling. Virtual storytelling often uses a fixed, pre-scripted storyline, 
constraining the characters’ autonomy and behaviour. An agent-based approach 
provides possibilities of a narrative emerging from interaction between a number of 
autonomous characters that have mindreading capabilities. The approach is applied to 
generate out of a number of interacting characters a soap storyline, in which some of the 
characters use mindreading in order to mislead and manipulate the other characters.  

The vehicle used to model the two-level BDI-model is the modelling language 
LEADSTO [11]. In this language, direct temporal dependencies between two state 
properties in successive states are modelled by executable dynamic properties. The 
LEADSTO format is defined as follows. Let α and β be state properties of the form 
‘conjunction of ground atoms or negations of ground atoms’. In the LEADSTO 
language the notation α →→e, f, g, h β, means: 

 

If state property α holds for a certain time interval with duration g, 

then after some delay (between e and f) state property β will hold 

for a certain time interval of length h. 

Here, atomic state properties can have a qualitative, logical format, such as an 
expression desire(d), expressing that desire d occurs, or a quantitative, numerical format 
such as an expression has_value(x, v) which expresses that variable x has value v.  
 In Section 2, first the general BDI-model is explained. Next, Section 3 
describes how the simple BDI model can be extended to a BDI-model of an agent that 
reasons about another agent’s BDI-model. Section 4 illustrates this extended BDI-model 
by a case study that addresses the scenario of a manager that reasons about the task 
avoidance behaviour of his employee, and how to prevent that behaviour. Section 5 
illustrates the model by another case study, in the domain of animal behaviour: this case 
study addresses a scenario of a prey that analyses the behaviour of a predator, and 
prevents being attacked. In Section 6 the model is applied within the domain of Virtual 
Storytelling, to obtain characters acting in an emergent soap story. For all three case 
studies, some simulation experiments and their results are presented, and potential 
applications are discussed. Section 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 concludes 
the paper with a discussion. 

2. The BDI Model 

 The BDI-model bases the preparation and performing of actions on beliefs, 
desires and intentions (e.g., [18], [25], [32]). This model shows a long tradition in the 
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literature, going back to Aristotle’s analysis of how humans (and animals) can come to 
actions; cf. [2], [3]. He discusses how the occurrence of certain internal (mental) state 
properties within the living being entail or cause the occurrence of an action in the 
external world. Such internal state properties are sometimes called by him ‘things in the 
soul’, for example, sensation, reason and desire:  
 

‘Now there are three things in the soul which control action and truth - sensation, reason, 
desire.’ [2], Book VI, Part 2.  

 
Here, sensation indicates the sensing of the environment by the agent, which 

leads, (in modern terms) to internal representations, called beliefs. Reason indicates the 
(rational) choice of an action that is reasonable to fulfil the given desire. Based on this, 
Aristotle introduced the following pattern to explain action (called practical syllogism): 
 

If              A has a desire D 
and           A has the belief that action AC is a (or: the best) means to achieve D 
then          A will do AC 

 
The BDI-model incorporates such a pattern of reasoning to explain behaviour 

in a refined form. Instead of a process from desire to action in one step, as an 
intermediate stage first an intention is generated, and from the intention the action is 
generated. Thus the process is refined into a two-step process. See Figure 1 for the 
generic structure of the BDI-model in causal-graph-like style, as often used to visualise 
LEADSTO specifications. Here the box indicates the borders of the agent, the circles 
denote state properties, and the arrows indicate dynamic properties expressing that one 
state property leads to (or causes) another state property. In this model, an action is 
performed when the subject has the intention to do this action and it has the belief that 
certain circumstances in the world are fulfilled such that the opportunity to do the action 
is there. Beliefs are created on the basis of observations. The intention to do a specific 
type of action is created if there is some desire D, and there is the belief that certain 
circumstances in the world state are there, that make it possible that performing this 
action will fulfill this desire (this is the kind of rationality criterion discussed above; 
e.g., what is called means-end analysis is covered by this). Whether or not a given 
action is adequate to fulfill a given desire depends on the current world state; therefore 
this belief may depend on other beliefs about the world state. Instantiated relations 
within the general BDI-model as depicted by arrows in graphical format in Figure 1 can 
be specified in formal LEADSTO format as follows: 

 desire(D) ∧ belief(B1)   →→   intention(AC) 
 intention(Ac) ∧ belief(B2) →→  performs(AC) 

with appropriate desire D, action Ac and beliefs B1, B2. Note that the beliefs used here 
both depend on observations, as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, ∧ stands for the 
conjunction operator (and) between the atomic state properties (in the graphical format 
denoted by an arc connecting two (or more) arrows). Often, dynamic properties in 
LEADSTO are presented in semi-formal format, as follows: 
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At any point in time 
if   desire D is present  
and   the belief  B1 is present 
then   the intention for action AC will occur 
  
At any point in time 
if   the intention for action AC is present  
and    the belief B2 is present 
then  the action AC will be performed  

 

 
Figure 1.  Structure of the general BDI-model 

 
As a generic template, including a reference to the agent A concerned, this can be 
expressed by: 
 
For any desire D, world state property W, and action AC such that  
has_reason_for(A, D, W, AC)  holds: 
 

 desire(A, D) ∧  belief(A, W)    →→  intention(A, AC) 
 
For any world state property W and action AC such that  
is_opportunity_for(A, W, AC)  holds:  
 
 intention(A, AC)  ∧  belief(A, W)  →→  performs(A, AC) 
 
Here has_reason_for(A, D, W, AC) is a relation that can be used to specify which state 
property W is considered a reason to intend a certain action AC for desire D. Similarly 
is_opportunity_for(A, W, AC) is a relation that can be used to specify which state property W 
is considered an opportunity to actually perform an intended action AC.  
 Assuming that beliefs are available, what remains to be generated in this model are 
the desires. For desires, there is no generic way (known) in which they are to be 

obser- 
vations 

  desire 

intention 

      action 

belief in reason 

belief in 
opportunity 

 

? 
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generated in the standard model. Often, in applications, generation of desires depends 
on domain-specific knowledge.  

3. The Two-Level BDI-Model 

 As an instance of the instrumentalist perspective and opposed to explanations from 
a direct physical perspective (the physical stance), in [16], [17], the intentional stance 
(or folk-psychological stance) is put forward. In [17], Dennett explains the advantage of 
intentional stance explanations for mental phenomena over physical stance 
explanations: 
 

‘Predicting that someone will duck if you throw a brick at him is easy from the folk-
psychological stance; it is and will always be intractable if you have to trace the photons 
from brick to eyeball, the neurotransmitters from optic nerve to motor nerve, and so forth.’ 
[17], p.42 

 
According to the intentional stance, an agent is assumed to decide to act and 
communicate based on intentional notions such as beliefs about its environment and its 
desires and intentions. These decisions, and the intentional notions by which they can 
be explained and predicted, generally depend on circumstances in the environment, and, 
in particular, on the information on these circumstances just acquired by interaction 
(i.e., by observation and communication), but also on information acquired by 
interaction in the past. To be able to analyse the occurrence of intentional notions in the 
behaviour of an observed agent, the observable behavioural patterns over time form a 
basis; cf. [17]. 
 In the model presented in this paper, the instrumentalist perspective is taken as 
a point of departure for a Theory of Mind. More specifically, the model describes the 
reasoning process of an agent B that applies the intentional stance to another agent A by 
attributing beliefs, desires and intentions. Thus, for agent B a Theory of Mind is 
obtained using concepts for agent A’s beliefs, desires and intentions. 

 As a next step, the model is extended with BDI-concepts for agent B’s own 
beliefs, desires and intentions as well. By doing this, agent B is able to not only have a 
theory about the mind of agent A, but also to use it within its own BDI-based reasoning 
processes. 

 In Section 3.1, the ontological elements needed to describe BDI-concepts at 
multiple levels are introduced. Based on this ontology, Section 3.2 presents the dynamic 
properties needed to reason with these concepts. 

3.1. Ontology 

To express the agent’s internal states and processes, a state ontology shown in 
Table 1 was specified. Examples of an expression that can be formed by combining 
elements from this ontology are: 
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1)         belief(B:AGENT, depends_on(IE1:INFO_EL, IE2:INFO_EL)) 

which expresses that the agent B has the knowledge that state property IE1 
depends on state property IE2, 

 

2) belief(B:AGENT, leads_to(IE2:INFO_EL, IE1:INFO_EL)) 
 

which represents that the agent has the knowledge that state property IE2 leads 
to state property IE1 

 
3) belief(B:AGENT, leads_to(at(has_value(x,v), T), at(has_value(y, v+δ(v).D), T+D)) 

 
(where δ(v) is an arithmetical term) 

 

which represents that the agent has the knowledge that variable ‘x’ having 
value ‘v’ at time point T leads to variable ‘y’ having value ‘v+δ(v)*D’ at T+D. 

 
This type of expressions is used to represent the agent’s knowledge of a dynamical 
model of a process. Using the ontology, the functionality of the agent has been specified 
by generic and domain-specific temporal rules. 

 
Table 1.  Generic Ontology for agent’s internal states and processes 

 
SORT Description 
ACTION an action 
AGENT an agent 
ACTION_PERFORMANCE a performed action 
WORLD_PROP a world state property 
INFO_RECEIPT information received 
INTERNAL_STATE an internal state property of an agent 

INFO_EL an information element, possibly complex 
(e.g., a conjunction of other info elements) 

MODEL_RELATION a meta-statement; represents a dynamic property 
 

SUB-SORT Relationships 
ACTION_PERFORMANCE ⊆ INFO_EL 

WORLD_PROP ⊆ INFO_EL 

INFO_RECEIPT⊆ INFO_EL 

MODEL_RELATION ⊆ INFO_EL 

INTERNAL_STATE ⊆ INFO_EL 
 

Elements of ACTION_PERFORMANCE Sort Description 

performs(A:AGENT, AC:ACTION) Agent A performs 
Action AC 

 
Elements of WORLD_PROP Sort Description 
holds_in_world(IE:INFO_EL) IE holds in world 
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Elements of INFO_RECEIPT Sort Description 
hears(A:AGENT, IE:INFO_EL) Agent A hears IE 
observes(A:AGENT, IE:INFO_EL) Agent A observes IE 

 
Elements of INTERNAL_STATE Sort Description 
belief(A:AGENT, IE:INFO_EL) Information IE is believed. 
desire(A:AGENT, IE:INFO_EL) Information IE is desired. 
intention(A:AGENT, AC:ACTION) Action AC is intended 

 
Elements of MODEL_RELATION Sort Description 

depends_on(IE1:INFO_EL, IE2:INFO_EL) 
an information element IE1 
depends on another information 
element IE2 

leads_to(IE1:INFO_EL, IE2:INFO_EL) 
an information element IE1 leads 
to another information element 
IE2 

leads_to(con(IE1:INFO_EL, IE2:INFO_EL), 
IE3:INFO_EL) 

conjunction of two information 
elements IE1 and IE2 leads to 
another information element IE3 

leads_to(at(has_value(x, v), T),  
              at(has_value(y, v+δ(v).D), T+D)) 
 
(where δ(v) is an arithmetical term) 

variable x having value v at time 
T leads to variable y having 
value v+δ(v)*D at time T+D 

 
Table 2 below provides an overview of the predicates used in interactions at the global 
level. These predicates are using sorts described in Table 1. 
 

Table 2.  Predicates used for interaction at global level 
 

Predicate Description 
communication_from_to(IE:INFO_EL, A:AGENT, 
B:AGENT) 

Information IE is 
communicated by A to B 

communicated_from_to(IE:INFO_EL, A:AGENT, 
B:AGENT) 

Information IE was 
communicated by A to B 

has_effect(AC:ACTION, IE:INFO_EL) Action AC has effect IE 
fixed_true(IE:INFO_EL) IE is a world fact 

 
To this end, a number of meta-representations expressed by meta-predicates using 

the ontology specified in Table 1 are introduced, e.g.: 
 

 belief(B:AGENT, desire(A:AGENT, IE:INFO_EL)) 
 
This expresses that agent B believes that agent A has a desire for IE. 
 

 desire(B, not(intention(A, AC))) 
 
This expresses that agent B desires that agent A does not intend action AC (note that 
the Sort declarations have been omitted). 
 

 belief(B, depends_on(performs(A, AC), intention(A, AC))) 
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This expresses that agent B believes that, whether A will perform action AC depends on 
whether A intends to do AC. Note that the third meta-statement has a more complex 
structure than the other two, since it represents a statement about a dynamic property, 
rather than a statement about a state property. These dependencies can be read from a 
graph such as depicted in Figures 1 and 2 (right hand side). For example, it is assumed 
that agent B knows part of this graph in his Theory of Mind, expressed by beliefs such 
as: 
 

 

 belief(B, depends_on(performs(A, g), intention(A, g))) 
 belief(B, depends_on(performs(A, g), belief(A, en))) 
 belief(B, depends_on(intention(A, g), desire(A, f))) 
 belief(B, depends_on(intention(A, g), belief(A, en-1))) 
 belief(B, depends_on(desire(A, f), belief(A, e1))) 
 belief(B, depends_on(desire(A, f), belief(A, e2))) 
 belief(B, depends_on(belief(A, e1), observes(A, e1))) 
 
These beliefs can also be expressed by the ‘leads_to’ relationship discussed in Table 1, 
and can be listed as follows: 
 

 belief(B, leads_to(con(intention(A, g),belief(A, en)),performs(A, g))) 
 belief(B, leads_to(con(desire(A, f),belief(A, en-1)),intention(A, g))) 
 belief(B, leads_to(can(belief(A, e1),belief(A, e2)), desire(A, f))) 
 belief(B, leads_to(observes(A, e1), belief(A, e1))) 
 

3.2. Dynamic Properties 

Desire refinement in the BDI-model for an agent B attributing motivations to an agent 
A is formulated (in LEADSTO format) by: 

 
desire(B, IE2) ∧ belief(B, depends_on(IE2, IE1))  →→  desire(B, IE1) 
desire(B, IE2) ∧ belief(B, depends_on(IE2, not(IE1)))  →→  desire(B, not(IE1)) 
desire(B, not(IE2)) ∧ belief(B, depends_on(IE2, IE1))  →→  desire(B, not(IE1)) 
desire(B, not(IE2)) ∧ belief(B, depends_on(IE2, not(IE1)))  →→  desire(B, IE1) 

 
Similarly, desire refinement for an agent B attributing motivations to an agent A can be 
formulated in ‘leads_to’ relationship as follows: 

 
desire(B, IE2) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(IE1, IE2))  →→  desire(B, IE1) 
desire(B, IE2) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(not(IE1), IE2))  →→  desire(B, not(IE1)) 
desire(B, not(IE2)) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(IE1, IE2))  →→  desire(B, not(IE1))desire(B, not(IE2)) ∧ 
belief(B, leads_to(not(IE1), IE2))  →→  desire(B, IE1) 

 
A numerical variant of this is: 
 

desire(B, has_value(IE2, v1)) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(has_value(IE1, v2), has_value(IE2, v1))  
 →→  desire(B, has_value(IE1, v2)) 

 
 
 

Moreover the following schemes for intention and action generation are included in the 
model. For any desire IE1:INFO_EL, world state property IE2:WORLD_PROP, and action 
AC:ACTION such that has_reason_for(B, IE1, IE2, AC)  holds: 
 

desire(B, IE1) ∧  belief(B, IE2)    →→  intention(B, AC) 
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For any world state property IE:WORLD_PROP and action AC:ACTION such that 
is_opportunity_for(B, IE, AC)  holds:  
 

intention(B, AC)  ∧  belief(B, IE)  →→  performs(B, AC) 
 
Moreover, some dynamic properties of the world are needed: 
 

performs(B, AC)  ∧  has_effect(AC,IE)  →→ holds_in_world(IE) 
holds_in_world(IE)  →→ observes(A, IE) 
 
 (given that A can observe IE) 

 
For an overview of the complete two-level BDI-model, see Figure 2. Note that, to 
illustrate the model, Figure 2 uses the model relation “depends_on”, described in Table 
1, which makes this an example instantiation of the generic model, not the generic 
model itself. Moreover, the variables a1, a2, …, am, b, d, e {e1,…,en}, and f are example 
instances of information elements, which act sometimes as desires, and sometimes as 
elements that are observed or believed. Similarly, c and g are example instances of 
actions. 
In the next three sections, the two-level will be applied to three different case studies. 
Section 4 addresses a simple scenario in the context of an organisation, Section 5 
addresses a case study in the domain of animal behaviour, and in Section 6 the model is 
used to create a Virtual Storytelling application. 

4. Case Study 1 - Modelling Task Avoidance in Organisations 

To illustrate the two-level BDI-model described in Section 2, by a specific 
example, a specific scenario is addressed (in the domain of an organisation). The 
scenario is introduced in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 shows how the scenario can be 
modelled using the presented model, and Section 4.3 discusses simulation experiments 
that have been performed on the basis of this model. 

4.1. Task Avoidance Case 

Consider the following scenario within the context of an organisation: a 
manager observes that a specific employee in the majority of cases functions quite 
cooperatively, but shows avoidance behaviour in other cases. In these latter cases, the 
employee starts trying to reject the task if he believes that his agenda already was full-
booked for the short term, and he believes that capable colleagues are available with not 
full-booked agendas. Further observation by the manager reveals the pattern that the 
employee shows avoidance behaviour, in particular, in cases that a task is only asked 
shortly before its deadline, without the possibility to anticipate on the possibility of 
having the task allocated. The manager deliberates about this as follows:  
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belief(B, 
depends_on(am-1, am)) 

belief(B, d) 

intention(B, c) 

     belief(B, b) 

desire(B, am) 

desire(B, am-1) 

belief(B, 
depends_on(a1, a2)) 

 

desire(B, a1) 

desire(B, a2) 

performs(A, g) 

belief(A, en) 

intention(A, g) 

belief(A, en-1) 

         desire(A, f) 

belief(A, e1) 

AGENT B AGENT A 
observes(A, e1) 

observes(A, en) 

holds_in 
world(e) 

performs(B, c) 

 
Figure 2.  Structure of the Two-Level BDI-model 

 

'If I know beforehand the possibility that a last-minute task will occur, I can tell him the 
possibility in advance, and in addition point out that I need his unique expertise for the 
task, in order to avoid the behaviour that he tries to avoid the task when it actually 
comes up.' 

 
Below, this example is formalised, using the BDI-model as introduced in Section 2. 
First, only the behaviour of the employee is addressed (in which no Theory of Mind is 
involved); in Section 4.2, the deliberation process of the manager is addressed as well. 
To this end, the example is made more precise as follows:  
 
The desire to avoid a task is created after time t by the employee if the following holds 
at time t: 
 

• the employee has the belief that a task is requested that has to be finished soon 
• the employee has the belief that he did not hear of the possibility that the task may 

come at any earlier time point 
 

The intention to avoid a task is generated after time t if the following holds at time t: 
 

• the desire to avoid the task is available  
• the belief that capable colleagues are available (not full booked) 

 

The action to avoid the task is generated after time t if the following holds at time t: 
 

• the intention to avoid the task is available 
• the belief that the employee’s own agenda is full 

 

Using the generic template discussed at the end of Section 2, via the relations 
 
 has_reason_for(A, lower_workload, capable_colleagues_available, avoid_task)   
 is_opportunity_for(A, own_agenda_full, avoid_task)   
 

the following model for agent A is obtained: 
 
 belief(A, task_may_come) ∧ belief(last_minute_request)  →→   
 desire(A, lower_workload) 
 
 desire(A, lower_workload)  ∧ belief(A, capable_colleagues_available) →→    
 intention(A, avoid_task) 
 

    intention(A, avoid_task) ∧ belief(A, own_agenda_full)  →→
 performs(A, avoid_task) 
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4.2. A Two-Level BDI-Model for Reasoning About Task Avoidance 

 The model described in Section 3 can be used to describe how the manager agent 
(from the case described in Section 4.1) can reason and act in an anticipatory manner to 
avoid the employee's avoidance desire, intention and/or action to occur. The initial 
desire of B is that A does not perform the action to avoid the task: 
 
 desire(B, not(performs(A, avoid_task)))  
 
Fulfillment of this desire can be obtained in the following three manners: 
 
1) Avoiding A’s desire to occur 
This can be obtained when the employee hears in advance that possibly a last minute 
task may occur. This will make the second condition in A’s desire generation as 
described in Section 4.1 fail. 
 
2) Avoiding A’s  intention to occur (given that the desire occurs) 
This can be obtained by refutation of the belief that plays the role of the reason to 
generate the intention in A’s intention generation as described in Section 4.1, e.g., when 
the employee hears that colleagues do not have the required expertise. 
 
3) Avoiding A’s  action to occur (given that the intention occurs) 
This can be obtained by refutation of the belief that plays the role of opportunity in A’s 
desire action as described in Section 4.1, e.g., when his agenda is not full-booked. 
 
For convenience, the model does not make a selection but addresses all three options to 
prevent the avoidance action. This means that B generates desires for: 
 
- A hears about the possibility of a last-minute task in advance  

 hears(A, task_may_come) 
 

- A hears that no colleagues that are capable of performing the task are available 
 hears(A, not(capable_colleagues_available)) 
 

- A hears that his agenda is not full-booked 
  hears(A, not(own_agenda_full)) 
 
To fulfil these desires, intentions are to be generated by B to perform actions such as: 
 
- B tells A about the possibility of a last-minute task in advance  

 performs(B, tell(A, task_will_come)) 
 

- B tells A that no colleagues that are capable of performing the task are available 
 performs(B, tell(A, not(capable_colleagues_available)) 
 

- B tells A that some of the (perhaps less interesting) tasks were taken from A’s 
agenda and were re-allocated to a colleague 
 performs(B, tell(A, not(own_agenda_full)) 
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Reason for B to choose for these actions is  
 
- the belief of B that telling something will lead to the person hearing it 
  belief(B, adequate_communication(B, A)) 

 
Moreover, these intentions of B can lead to the corresponding actions when the 
following belief of B in opportunity is there: 
 
- the belief that A is available for B to talk to 
  belief(B, available_for(A, B)) 

 
In addition to the generic BDI-model shown in Sections 2 and 3, the following specific 
relations are used to model the case study: 
 

has_reason_for(B, hears(A, IE), adequate_communication, tell(A, IE))   
 

is_opportunity_for(B, available_for(A, B), tell(A, IE))   
 

has_effect(tell(A, IE), communicated_from_to(IE, B, A)) 
 
Note that the last minute request itself is an event that not necessarily comes from agent 
B; it can come from any agent, for example a Director agent. It is modelled as an event 
in LEADSTO. 

4.3. Simulation Experiments 

The model as described above has been used to perform a number of 
simulation experiments, using the LEADSTO software environment [11]. This piece of 
software takes a LEADSTO specification as input, and uses this to generates traces 
(i.e., sequences of states over time). In Figure 3 and 4, examples of resulting simulation 
traces are shown. In these figures, time is on the horizontal axis; the state properties are 
on the vertical axis. A box on top of a line indicates that a state property is true. Note 
that, to enhance readability, only a selection of the relevant atoms is shown. Figure 3 is 
the resulting simulation trace of the situation explained in Section 4.1 in which no 
Theory of Mind is involved, i.e., only the behavior of employee is addressed, without 
social manipulation. The trace depicts that the employee initially receives some inputs 
(e.g., indicated by the state property 
 
 hears(employee, capable_colleagues_available) 
 

at time point 1). 
As a result, the employee has made some beliefs (e.g., the state property  
 

 belief(employee, capable_colleagues_available)  
 

at time point 2), which persists for a longer time. Next, when the employee receives a 
last minute request at time point 6  
 
 hears(employee, last_minute_request) 
 
he eventually generates desire to avoid the task at time point 8  
 

 desire(employee, avoid_task)  
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Based on this desire and the input received earlier  
 
 hears(employee, capable_colleagues_available) 
 
the employee generates the intention to avoid the task at time point 9: 
 
 intention(employee, avoid_task) 
 
Based on this intention and the input received earlier  
 
 hears(employee, own_agenda_full) 
 
at time point 1, the employee eventually performs the action of avoiding the task at time 
point 10.  
 Figure 4 is the resulting simulation trace of the case study described in Section 4.2, 
in which the manager agent can reason and act in an anticipatory manner to avoid the 
employee’s avoidance desire, intention and/or action to occur. Figure 4 shows that the 
manager initially desires that the employee does not perform the action to avoid the 
task: 
 

desire(manager, not(performs(employee, avoid_task))) 
 

Based on this, he eventually generates number of more detailed desires about what the 
employee should hear (see, for example, the state property  
 
 desire(manager, not(hears(employee, capable_colleagues_ available)))  
 
at time point 3). Next, the manager uses these desires to generate some intentions to 
fulfil these desires (e.g., the state property  
 
 intention(manager, tell(employee, not(capable_colleagues_ available)))  
 
at time point 4). Eventually, these intentions are performed, and the employee receives 
some new inputs (e.g., the state property  
 
 hears(employee, not(capable_colleagues_available))  
 
at time point 7). As a result, when the employee receives a last minute request at time 
point 11  
 
 hears(employee, last_minute_request) 
 
he does not generate the action to avoid the task. 
 
Note that in the scenario sketched in Figure 4, the manager takes all possible actions 
(within the given conceptualisation) to fulful its desires. This is a rather extreme case, 
since according to the employee’s BDI-model, modifying only one of its input will be 
sufficient to make sure that (s)he does not avoid the task. Other traces can be generated 
in which the manager takes less actions to fulfil its desires. 
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Figure 3.  Simulation trace of task avoidance behaviour (without ToM) 

 

 
Figure 4.  Simulation trace where task avoidance behaviour is prevented by social manipulation 

5. Case Study 2 - Modelling Animal Behaviour  

In addition to human behaviour, the two-level BDI-model can be applied to 
simulate the mindreading behaviour of animals in certain circumstances, as will be 
shown in the current section. To this end, a specific scenario (about a predator that 
wants to attack a prey) is introduced in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 and 5.3 show how the 
scenario can be modelled formally, and Section 5.3 discusses simulation experiments 
that have been performed on the basis of this model. 
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5.1. Animal Behaviour Case 

In [8], Bogdan introduces the notion of a goal setting for interpretation (i.e., a 
situation in which an organisms needs to interpret the behaviour of another organism in 
order to satisfy its private goals), which he illustrates as follows: 
 

‘To illustrate, suppose that organism A (interpreter) has a private goal (say resting). It 
interferes with the goal of another organism S (subject), which is to eat A. Those A-type 
organisms will be selected who manage to form the social or S-regarding goal of avoiding the 
nasty type S by countering their inimical behavior, say by threat or deception. The latter goal 
in turn selects for interpretation, specifically, for interpretation goals such as desire 
identification and behavior prediction. Those A-type organisms are selected who form and 
reach such interpretation goals. The environment that selected for such accomplishments is a 
goal setting of a certain kind, say of behavior manipulation by behavior prediction and desire 
identification. There could be as many kinds of goal settings for interpretation as there are 
interpretation goals and tasks to achieve them, and hence as many skills.’ [8] p. 111 
 

Based on this description, a scenario is considered that involves a predator 
(agent A) and a prey (agent B). Assume that, under certain circumstances, the predator 
tries to kill the prey, and the prey tries to avoid this by manipulation. First, only the 
behaviour of the predator is addressed (in which no Theory of Mind is involved). 
However, in the next section, the cognitive process of the prey involving Theory of 
Mind is addressed as well. Using the BDI-model as introduced in Section 2, the 
example is made more precise as follows. The desire to eat the prey is created after time 
t by the predator if the following holds at time t: 

 

• the predator has the belief that the prey is alone 
(i.e., not surrounded by other animals) 

 

The intention to kill the prey is generated after time t if the following holds at time t: 
 

• the predator has the desire to eat the prey  
• the predator has the belief that the prey is weak 

(i.e., that it does not show strong, aggressive behaviour) 
 

The action to kill the prey is generated after time t if the following holds at time t: 
 

• the predator has the intention to kill the prey  
• the predator has the belief that the prey is slow 

(i.e., that it does not run very fast, so that it can be caught) 
 
Using the generic template discussed, via the relations 

 
 has_reason_for(predator, eat_prey, not(prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour), kill_prey)   
 is_opportunity_for(predator, not(prey_runs_fast), kill_prey)   
 

the following model for agent predator is obtained: 
 

 belief(predator, not(prey_surrounded_by_other_animals))  →→   

 desire(predator, eat_prey) 
 desire(predator, eat_prey) ∧ belief(predator, not(prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)) →→    
 intention(predator, kill_prey) 
 intention(predator, kill_prey) ∧ belief(predator, not(prey_runs_fast))  →→   
 performs(predator, kill_prey) 
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5.2. A Two-Level BDI-Model for Animal Behaviour 

The model described in Section 3, can be used to describe how the prey agent 
(from the case described above) acts in an anticipatory manner to avoid the predator's 
desire, intention and/or action to occur. In [14] a precursor model based on ‘depends on’ 
relations was used to analyse mindreading behaviour of animals. The initial desire of the 
prey is that the predator does not perform the action to kill it: 
 

 desire(prey, not(performs(predator, kill(prey))))  
 
Fulfilment of this desire can be obtained in the following three manners: 
 
1) Avoiding the predator’s desire to occur 
This can be obtained when the predator observes that the prey is surrounded by other 
animals. This will make the condition in the predator’s desire generation as described 
earlier fail. 
 
2) Avoiding the predator’s intention to occur (given that the desire occurs) 
This can be obtained by refutation of the belief that plays the role of the reason to 
generate the intention in the predator’s intention generation as described earlier, i.e., the 
belief that the prey is weak (and does not show aggressive behaviour). 
 
3) Avoiding the predator’s action to occur (given that the intention occurs) 
This can be obtained by refutation of the belief that plays the role of opportunity in the 
predator’s desire action as described, i.e., the belief that the prey is slow (and does not 
run fast). 
 
For convenience, the model does not make a selection but addresses all three options to 
prevent the killing action. This means that the prey generates desires for: 
 
•
 observes(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals) 
 The predator observes that the prey is surrounded by other animals 

 
• The predator observes that the prey shows aggressive behaviour 
 observes(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour) 
 
• The predator observes that the prey runs fast 
 observes(predator, prey_runs_fast) 
 
To fulfil these desires, intentions are to be generated by the prey to actions such as: 
• call for help of other animals: call_for_help 
• show aggressive behaviour: show_aggressive_behaviour 
• run fast: run_fast 
 
Reasons for the prey to choose for these intentions are beliefs in, respectively:  
 

• The predator is paying attention to the prey’s gaze (so that it will notice it when the 
prey calls for help of other animals) 

 predator_is_noticing_preys_gaze 
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• The predator is paying attention to the prey’s gesture (so that it will notice it when 
the prey shows aggressive behaviour) 

 predator_is_noticing_preys_gesture 
 
• The predator is at a reasonable distance away (so that it is able to run away without 

being caught) 
 predator_is_reasonable_distance_away 

 
Moreover, the intentions of the prey can lead to the corresponding actions 

when the following beliefs of the prey in opportunities are there: 
 

• Other animals are around (so that it is possible to call for their help) 
 other_animals_around 
 
• The predator is about to attack (so that it is possible to show aggressive behaviour) 
 predator_about_to_attack 
 
• No obstacle is blocking the escape route of the prey (so that it is possible to run 

away) 
 no_obstacle 
 
In addition to the generic BDI-model shown before, the following specific relations 
were used to model the case study: 
 
belief(prey(depends_on(performs(predator, kill(prey)), intention(predator, kill(prey)))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(performs(predator, kill(prey)), not(belief(predator, prey_runs_fast)))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(intention(predator, kill(prey)), desire(predator, eat(prey)))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(intention(predator, kill(prey)), not(belief(predator, 

prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(desire(predator, eat(prey)), not(belief(predator, 

prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(belief(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals), observes(predator, 

prey_surrounded_by_other_animals))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(belief(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour), observes(predator, 

prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour))) 
belief(prey(depends_on(belief(predator, prey_runs_fast), observes(predator, prey_runs_fast))) 
 

has_reason_for(prey, observes(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals), 
predator_is_noticing_preys_gaze, call_for_help)   

has_reason_for(prey, observes(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour),  
 predator_is_noticing_preys_gesture, show_aggressive_behaviour)   
has_reason_for(prey, observes(predator, prey_runs_fast),  
 predator_is_reasonable_distance_away, run_fast)   
 

is_opportunity_for(prey, other_animals_around, call_for_help)   
is_opportunity_for(prey, predator_about_to_attack,  
 show_aggressive_behaviour)   
is_opportunity_for(prey, no_obstacle, run_fast)   
 
has_effect(call_for_help, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals) 
has_effect(show_aggressive_behaviour, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour) 
has_effect(run_fast, prey_runs_fast) 
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5.3. Simulation Model 

By combining the relations in Section 5.2, with the generic LEADSTO rules 
provided in Section 3, a complete executable LEADSTO specification for the two-level 
BDI-model has been created and listed below: 
 

desire(prey, not(performs(predator, kill(prey)))) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(performs(predator, kill(prey)), intention(predator, kill(prey)))) →→ 
desire(prey, not(intention(predator, kill(prey)))) 
 
desire(prey, not(performs(predator, kill(prey)))) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(performs(predator, kill(prey)), not(belief(predator, prey_runs_fast)))) →→ 
desire(prey, belief(predator, prey_runs_fast)) 
 
desire(prey, not(intention(predator, kill(prey)))) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(intention(predator, kill(prey)), desire(predator, eat(prey)))) →→  
desire(prey, not(desire(predator, eat(prey)))) 
 
desire(prey, not(intention(predator, kill(prey)))) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(intention(predator, kill(prey)), not(belief(predator, 
prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)))) →→  
desire(prey, belief(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)) 
 
desire(prey, not(desire(predator, eat(prey)))) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(desire(predator, eat(prey)), not(belief(predator, 
prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)))) →→  
desire(prey, belief(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)) 
 
desire(prey, belief(predator, prey_runs_fast)) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(belief(predator, prey_runs_fast), observes(predator, prey_runs_fast))) →→ 
desire(prey, observes(predator, prey_runs_fast)) 
 
desire(prey, belief(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(belief(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour), observes(predator, 
prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour))) →→  
desire(prey, observes(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)) 
 
desire(prey, belief(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)) ∧  
belief(prey, depends_on(belief(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals), observes(predator, 
prey_surrounded_by_other_animals))) →→  
desire(prey, observes(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)) 
 
desire(prey, observes(predator(prey_surrounded_by_other_animals))) ∧  
belief(prey, predator_is_noticing_preys_gaze)  →→ intention(prey, call_for_help) 
 
desire(prey, observes(predator(prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour))) ∧  
belief(prey, predator_is_noticing_preys_gesture)  →→  
intention(prey, show_aggressive_behaviour) 
 
desire(prey, observes(predator(prey_runs_fast))) ∧  
belief(prey, predator_is_reasonable_distance_away)  →→  
intention(prey, run_fast) 
 
intention(prey, call_for_help) ∧ belief(prey, other_animals_around)  →→  
performs(prey, call_for_help) 
 
intention(prey, show_aggressive_behaviour) ∧  
belief(prey, predator_about_to_attack)  →→  
performs(prey, show_aggressive_behaviour) 
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intention(prey, run_fast) ∧  belief(prey, no_obstacle)  →→  
performs(prey, run_fast) 
 
performs(prey, call_for_help) ∧ 
has_effect(call_for_help, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals) →→  
holds_in_world(prey_surrounded_by_other_animals) 
 
performs(prey, show_aggressive_behaviour) ∧ 
has_effect(show_aggressive_behavior, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour) →→  
holds_in_world(prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour) 
 
performs(prey, run_fast) ∧ has_effect(run_fast, prey_runs_fast) →→ 
holds_in_world(prey_runs_fast) 
 
holds_in_world(prey_surrounded_by_other_animals) →→ 
observes(predator, prey_surrounded_by_other_animals) 
 
holds_in_world(prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour) →→ 
observes(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour) 
 
holds_in_world(prey_runs_fast) →→ observes(predator, prey_runs_fast) 

5.4. Simulation Experiments 

Also for this case study, the LEADSTO software environment [11] has been 
used to perform a number of simulation experiments. In Figure 5 and 6, examples of 
resulting simulation traces are shown. In these figures, time is on the horizontal axis; the 
state properties are on the vertical axis. A box on top of a line indicates that a state 
property is true. Note that, for presentation purposes, only a selection of the relevant 
atoms is shown. 

Figure 5 is the resulting simulation trace of the situation in which no Theory of 
Mind is involved, i.e., only the behaviour of the predator is addressed, without 
manipulation by the prey. The trace depicts that the predator initially receives some 
inputs (e.g., indicated by the state property 
 observes(predator, not(prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)) 
at time point 1. 
As a result, the predator has made some beliefs (e.g., the state property 
 belief(predator, not(prey_surrounded_by_other_animals)) 
at time point 2), which persists for a longer time. Due to this belief, it generates the 
desire to eat the prey at time point 3 
 desire(predator, eat(prey)) 
Based on this desire and the belief 
 belief(predator, not(prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)) 
the predator generates the intention to kill the prey at time point 4: 
 intention(predator, kill(prey)) 
Based on this intention and the belief 
 belief(predator, not(prey_runs_fast)) 
the predator eventually performs the action of killing the prey at time point 5. 
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Figure 5: Simulation trace of the predator’s behaviour 
 

Figure 6 is the resulting simulation trace of the extended case study, in which 
the prey agent can act in an anticipatory manner to avoid the predator’s desire to eat the 
prey, and intention and/or action to kill it. Figure 6 shows, among others, that the prey 
initially desires that the predator does not perform the action to kill it: 

 

 desire(prey, not(performs(predator, kill(prey)))) 
 

Based on this, the prey eventually generates a number of more detailed desires about 
what the predator should observe (see, for example, the state property 
 
 desire(prey, observes(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)) 
 
at time point 3). Next, the prey uses these desires to generate some intentions to fulfill 
these desires (e.g., the state property 
 
 intention(prey, show_aggressive_behaviour) 
 

at time point 4). Eventually, when the opportunities are there, these intentions are 
performed, and the predator observes some new inputs (e.g., the state property 
 
 observes(predator, prey_shows_aggressive_behaviour)  
 
at time point 8). As a result, the predator eventually does not generate the action to kill 
the prey. 

Note that in the scenario sketched in Figure 6, the prey takes all possible 
actions (within the given conceptualization) to fulfill its desires.  
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Figure 6: Simulation trace of the prey’s manipulation of the predator’s behaviour. 

6. Case Study 3 - Modelling Virtual Characters  

 Virtual storytelling addresses automated generation of stories with characters 
showing more or less human-like behaviour. Traditionally the approaches to develop 
virtual stories involve stories with a fixed, pre-scripted storyline constraining the 
characters in their autonomy and behaviour, but recently more interest is shown in 
emergent narrative, i.e., storylines generated by interaction between a number of 
characters with certain personalities that (inter)act as autonomous agents. 
 When a story is generated by autonomous characters, then the characters 
should be able to behave in more human-like manners to get realistic emergent 
storyline, and need more complex personalities with human-like properties such as 
emotions and theories of mind. To accomplish this, more sophisticated computational 
cognitive models are to be incorporated within such virtual characters. 
 We will explore the possibilities to equip these characters involved in virtual 
stories in particular with mindreading capabilities, using the single level BDI-model 
presented in Section 3. By offering virtual agents such capabilities, they will be able to 
select behaviours that are useful in social functioning in a more human-like manner, 
with more possibilities of choice, thus enhancing the emergent narrative effect. 
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Below, Section 6.1 presents models for virtual characters based on the single 
level BDI-model. Based on these models, Section 6.2 introduces a model for a 
mindreading character, using the two-level BDI-model. Section 6.3 discusses simulation 
experiments that have been performed on the basis of this model, and how these can be 
used to create virtual stories. Finally, in Section 6.4 it is shown how such virtual stories 
can be analysed using automated tools. 

6.1. BDI-Model for Virtual Characters 

In this section, we will apply the model described in Section 3, to obtain 
behavioural descriptions of characters acting in an emergent soap story. The example 
soap story addressed concentrates on four characters: Boy A, Boy B, Girl A, Girl B. As 
Boy B is attracted to Girl A, who however is dating Boy A, he exploits mindreading 
capabilities to come to more favourable circumstances, involving Girl B as well.
  

The BDI-model was used to model autonomous characters. The first character 
shown as an illustration is Boy A. This is a character that tries to date any attractive girl, 
as defined by the following BDI-model. 
 

BABD1  Boy A Belief Determination  
If Boy A observes some world fact then he will believe this world fact 
If Boy A gets some world fact communicated, then he will believe this world fact 
observes(BoyA, IE)  →→  belief(BoyA, IE)  
communicated_from_to(IE, Y, BoyA)  →→  belief(BoyA, IE) 
 
BADD1  Boy A Desire Determination  
If Boy A believes that a girl is attractive, then he will desire to have contact with her 
belief(BoyA, is_attractive(Y))  →→   desire(BoyA, contact_with(Y)) 
 
BAID1  Boy A  Intention Determination  
If Boy A desires to have contact with a girl, and he believes that she shows interest, then he will 
have the intention to date her 
desire(BoyA, contact_with(Y)) ∧ belief(BoyA, shows_interest(Y))   

→→   intention(BoyA, date(Y)) 
 

BAAD1  Boy A  Action Determination  
If Boy A intends to date a girl, and he believes that she suggests to date, then he will date her 
intention(BoyA, date(Y)) ∧  belief(BoyA, suggest_to_date(Y))  

→→  performs(BoyA, date(Y)) 
 

Using the visualisation template provided in Figure 1, this model can be depicted as 
shown in Figure 7. 
 
Note that this BDI-model defines an internal view on the agent’s cognitive processes. In 
addition, an external behaviour view generated by these processes can be defined, by 
formulating a more complex expression in terms of inputs and outputs only. For the 
behaviour of Boy A, this external view is defined by: 
 

BA1   Boy A Behaviour External View 
If Boy A observes an attractive girl that shows interest in him and suggests to date, then he will 
date her. 
observes(BoyA, is_attractive(Y) ∧ shows_interest(Y)) ∧ 
communicated_from_to(suggest_to_date, Y, BoyA) →→  performs(BoyA, date(Y)) 
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performs(BoyA, date(Y)) 

belief(BoyA, suggest_to_date, Y)) 

intention(BoyA, date(Y)) 

belief(BoyA, shows_interest(Y)) 

         desire(BoyA, contact_with(Y)) 

belief(BoyA, is_attractive(Y)) 

BOY A 

observes(BoyA, ...) 

observes(BoyA, ...) 

 
 

Figure 7. BDI-model for Boy A 
 

Often characters for virtual stories or plays are defined by an external 
behavioural view only. However, since an internal view provides the possibility in the 
story to provide (in addition to the character’s behaviour) more insight in the internal 
world of the character (e.g., the motivations behind the behaviour), also (BDI-based) 
internal models for the characters have been created. 

The second character, girl A, is looking for a partner of a good family, who 
does not date other girls and is rich (a good job), as expressed in the following BDI-
model. For simplicity, formalisations are sometimes left. 
 
GABD1  Girl A Belief Determination  
If Girl A observes some world fact then she will believe this world fact 
If Girl A gets some world fact communicated, then she will believe this world fact 
 
GADD1  Girl A Desire Determination  
If Girl A believes that a certain boy has a good family and does not date other girls, then she will 
desire to be with him  
 
GAID1  Girl A Intention Determination  
If Girl A desires to be with a boy, and he is rich, then she will have the intention to date him 
 
GAAD1  Girl A Action Determination  
If Girl A intends to date a boy, and he proposes to date, then she will date him 
 
The external behaviour view generated by these is: 
 
GA1  Girl A Behaviour External View 
If Girl A observes a boy that is from a good family, rich, does not date other girls, and he suggests 
to date, then she will date him. 
observes(GirlA, good_family(X) ∧ is_rich(X)) ∧ not_dating(X)) ∧ 
communicated_from_to(suggest_to_date, X, GirlA) 

  performs(GirlA, date(X)) →→
 
The third character discussed is a type of poor girl who has no good family: Girl B, 
defined as follows. 
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GBBD1  Girl B Belief Determination  
If Girl B observes some world fact then she will believe this world fact 
If Girl B gets some world fact communicated, then she will believe this world fact 
 
GBDD1  Girl B Desire Determination  
If Girl B believes that she has no good family and no good job, then she will desire to get money.  
 
GBID1  Girl B Intention Determination  
If Girl B desires to get money, and she believes somebody offers her money to date a boy, then 
she will have the intention to show interest in that boy and suggest to date  
 
GBAD1  Girl B Action Determination  
If Girl B intends to date a boy, and he is around, then she will show interest in him and suggest 
him to date 
 
The external behaviour view generated by these is: 
 
GB1  Girl B Behaviour External View 
If Girl B is offered money to date any boy, then she will show interest in this boy and suggest him 
to date. 
observes(no_good_famliy ∧ no_good_job ∧ BoyA_ is_around) ∧  
communicated_from_to(money_offer_for_dating(X2), X1, GirlB) 
→→  performs(GirlB, show_interest_in(X2)) ∧ 
communication_from_to(suggest_to_date, GirlB, X2) 
 

The fourth character used in the example story presented, Boy B, also has been 
specified by a BDI-model. However, this BDI-model is more complex, as it uses 
mindreading capabilities in the desire determination process, and is discussed in the 
next section. 

6.2. Model of a Mindreading Character 

To represent a Theory of Mind on agent A within an agent B, a nested 
expression is used, e.g.: 
 

belief(B, leads_to(con(intention(A, AC) , belief(A, IE)), performs(A, AC))) 
 
This expresses (where con indicates a conjunction, see Table 1): 
 

Agent B believes that, when A has the intention to perform action X and the belief 
that B2 holds, then A will perform action X.  

 

In this manner, temporal relations depicted in a graph as in Figure 1 can be 
represented. Boy B’s Theory of Mind for Girl A, resp. Girl B, Boy A is expressed by: 
 
BBToMGA  Boy B Theory of Mind for Girl A 

belief(BoyB, leads_to(observes(GirlA, IE), belief(GirlA, IE))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(communicated_from_to(IE, Y, GirlA), belief(GirlA, IE))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(belief(GirlA, good_familiy(Y)), 
     belief(GirlA, not_dating(Y))), desire(GirlA, be_with(Y)))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(desire(GirlA, be_with(Y)),  
 belief(GirlA, rich(Y))), intention(GirlA, date(Y)))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(intention(GirlA, date(Y)), 

 belief(GirlA, suggests_to_date(Y))), performs(GirlA, date(Y)))) 
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BBToMGB  Boy B Theory of Mind for Girl B 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(observes(GirlB, IE), belief(GirlB, IE))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(communicated_from_to(IE, Y, GirlB), belief(GirlB, IE))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(belief(GirlB, poor_familiy, 

belief(GirlB, no_good_job)))), desire(GirlB, get_money))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(desire(GirlB, get_money), 

belief(GirlB, money_offered_for_dating(Y))),   
intention(GirlB, show_interest_in_and_suggest_to_date (Y)))) 

belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(intention(GirlB, show_interest_in_and_suggest_to_date (Y)), 
belief(GirlB, is_around(Y))), con(performs(GirlB, show_interest_in(Y)), 
communication_from_to(suggest_to_date, GirlB, Y)))) 

 

BBToMBA  Boy B Theory of Mind for Boy A 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(observes(BoyA, IE), belief(BoyA, IE))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(communicated_from_to(IE, Y, BoyA), belief(BoyA, IE))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(belief(BoyA, is_attractive(Y))),  

 desire(BoyA, contact_with(Y)))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(desire(BoyA, contact_with(Y)),  

 belief(BoyA, shows_interest(Y))), intention(BoyA, date(Y)))) 
belief(BoyB, leads_to(con(intention(BoyA, date(Y)),  

 belief(BoyA, suggests_to_date(Y))), performs(BoyA, date(Y)))) 
 

As can be seen from the specifications above, in this case Boy B has a 
complete and correct theory about the mind of the other characters (i.e., the relations 
exactly match the models provided in Section 6.1). Note that this is not necessarily the 
case; interesting stories can be generated in cases where a character thinks to know 
other characters very well, but turns out to be wrong. In such situations, it may be useful 
for the character to update its Theory of Mind. 

6.2.1. Generating Desires 

When an agent B has a Theory of Mind of another character, it can take this 
into account in generating its own desires. For example, if agent B desires some action 
of agent A to take place, as a consequence it can generate a desire that agent A has the 
intention to perform this action. From the latter desire agent B can generate the desire 
that agent A has a desire that is fulfilled by the action, and so on. The following generic 
specifications enable such desire generation processes in agent B’s BDI-model (here 
IE1 and IE2 may be negations of other statements): 
 

BBToMX 
If agent B believes that IE1 leads to IE2 and desires IE2, then it will desire IE1.  
If agent B believes that IE1 leads to IE2 and it desires not IE2, then it will desire not IE1.  
If agent B desires the conjunction of IE1 and IE2 and it believes that IE1 and IE2 are not fixed, 
then it will desire IE1 and it will desire IE2.  
If agent B desires the conjunction of IE1 and IE2 and it believes that IE1 is fixed, then it will 
desire IE2.  
If agent B desires the conjunction of IE1 and IE2 and it believes that IE2 is fixed, then it will 
desire IE1.  
If agent B believes that IE1 is fixed and that IE1 leads to IE2, then it will believe that IE2 is fixed.  
  desire(B, IE2) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(IE1, IE2, D))  →→  desire(B, IE1) 
  desire(B, not(IE2)) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(IE1, IE2, D))  →→  desire(B, not(IE1)) 
  desire(B, con(IE1, IE2)) ∧ not belief(B, fixed_true(IE1)) ∧ 
       not belief(B, fixed_true(IE2))  →→  desire(B, IE1 ∧ desire(B, IE2)  
  desire(B, con(IE1, IE2))  ∧  belief(B, fixed_true(IE1)) →→  desire(B, IE2)  
  desire(B, con(IE1, IE2))  ∧  belief(B, fixed_true(IE2)) →→  desire(B, IE1)  
  belief(B, fixed_true(IE1)) ∧ belief(B, leads_to(IE1, IE2, D))   →→  belief(B, fixed_true(IE2)) 
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Here a belief on fixed_true(IE) expresses that the agent considers the indicated state 
property IE true and unchangeable.  

6.2.2. Performing Actions 

Within the model of agent B, the mindreading is used to generate specific 
desires. For intention and action generation based on these desires, instantiations of the 
schemes shown in Section 3 are included as well. For the example character Boy B: 
 

BBID1  Boy B Intention Determination  
If Boy B desires that girl B gets money for dating Boy A, and he believes he has money, then he 
will have the intention to offer Girl B money to date Boy A. 
 
BBAD1  Boy B Action Determination  
If Boy B intends to offer Girl B money to date Boy A, and he believes she is around, then he will 
offer her money to date Boy A. 
 

Moreover, as before, Boy B has specifications for beliefs. 
 
BBBD1  Boy B Belief Determination  
If Boy B observes some world fact then he will believe this world fact 
If Boy B gets some world fact communicated, then he will believe this world fact 
 

All of the specifications presented above describe a rather complex internal view on a 
mindreading agent. In contrast, the external view on character Boy B’s behaviour, 
implied by the internal view, is quite simple: he just has to offer Girl B money to date 
Boy A. 
 

BB1  Boy B Behaviour External View 
At some point in time Boy B will offer money to Girl B to date Boy A. 
observes(has_money ∧ GirlB_is_around)  →→   
communication_from_to(money_offer_for_dating(BoyA), BoyB, GirlB) 
 

One might be tempted to just ignore the complex internal specification, and 
define the character Boy B by the simple external view specification instead. For the 
events in the story this will make no difference. However, as also indicated earlier, 
leaving out internal models of characters would provide a very inflexible, brittle 
solution, in which the actions performed by the characters are not explainable by 
referring to their inner world and motivations. 

6.3. Simulation Results 

The BDI-models of the four autonomous characters described in the previous 
sections have been used to generate emergent virtual storylines. To this end, first the 
models have been used as input for the LEADSTO simulation software environment 
[11] in order to generate simulation traces. An example of (a part of) such a trace is 
shown in Figure 8. Note that the generic names Boy A, Girl A, Boy B and Girl B are 
replaced by story names Al, Ann, Bob and Bo, respectively. Figure 8 shows a story of 
Bob, who desires to date with Ann. However, since Ann is already dating with Al, Bob 
invents a plan (based on reasoning about the minds of the different characters involved) 
to create more favourable circumstances: he offers money to another girl, named Bo, 
and asks her to seduce Al, in order to let Ann lose interest in Al. 
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Figure 8. Example simulation trace 
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After generating such simulation traces, for each of the atomic state properties 
that occurs in the model, a mapping has been created to a text fragment. For example, 
the state property  
 

belief(A, shows_interest(B)),   
 

corresponds to the text fragment 
 

 “A believes that B shows interest in him”.  
 

Similarly, the state property 
 
 desire(A, contact_with(B)) 
 

corresponds to 
 

 “A desires to have contact with B”.  
 

Using these mappings and a specific conversion program that has been written, 
the LEADSTO simulation traces are automatically translated into virtual storylines in 
textual format. An example of fragments of such a generated storyline is shown in 
Figure 9.  

 

 
 

Figure 9.  Fragments of a Generated Storyline 
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6.4. Formal Analysis of Dynamics Properties 

 For the above model, it is easy to produce various simulations based on 
different settings, initial conditions and external events offered. Moreover, it is possible 
to incorporate nondeterministic behaviours by temporal rules that involve probabilistic 
effects (cf. [11]). Thus large sets of traces can be generated. When such a set is given, it 
is more convenient to check them on interesting (emergent) properties automatically, 
than going through them by hand. Furthermore, it may also be useful when insight is 
provided how dynamic properties of the multiagent system as a whole depend on 
dynamic properties of the agents within the system, and further on, how these relate to 
properties of specific components within the agents. This section shows how this can be 
achieved. 

In order to analyse whether the resulting storylines satisfy interesting (expected or 
unexpected) properties, a number of dynamic properties have been specified for 
different aggregation levels of the multi-agent system behind the emergent story, cf. 
[23]. The main property considered for the story as a whole is: will at the end Girl A 
date Boy B? This property is formalised as Global Property GP1: 
 

GP1   At some point in time Girl A will date Boy B. 
true  →→  performs(GirlA, date(BoyB)) 
 

Whether or not this property is fulfilled depends on properties of the agents’ 
behaviours. Furthermore, these properties of the agents’ behaviours depend on their 
internal components, in this case components for belief, desire, intention, and action 
determination. In Figure 10, it is shown how the property GP1 at the highest level 
relates to properties of the agents, and how properties of the agents relate to properties 
of their components. In this picture, a connection between a property and a set of 
properties at a lower level indicates that the lower level properties together (logically) 
entail the higher level property. The properties are described in more detail below. 

For example, the property GP1 of the system as a whole can be logically related to 
properties of the agents by the following interlevel relation:  

 

BA1 & GA1 & BB1 & GB1 & IP  ⇒  GP1 
 

Here IP stands for simple interaction properties expressing that generated 
output will reach the input of the relevant agent. As indicated in Figure 10, each 
property of an agent is logically related to properties of the components within the 
agent. The interlevel relations for resp. Boy A, Girl A, and Girl B are: 

 

BABD1 & BADD1 & BAID1 & BAAD1  ⇒  BA1  
GABD1 & GADD1 & GAID1 & GAAD1 ⇒  GA1  
GBBD1 & GBDD1 & GBID1 & GBAD1  ⇒  GB1  
 

The first interlevel relation, for example, expresses that the behavioural property 
for Boy A holds when belief, desire, intention, and action determination have the right 
properties: BABD1, BADD1, BAID1, BAAD1; see Section 6.1. For the other two cases 
(Girl A, Girl B) it is similar. The interlevel relation within Boy B,  

 

BBBD1 & BBDD1 &  BBID1  &  BBAD1  ⇒  GA1 
 

involves different elements. The second property is defined as follows (for the other 
three, see Section 6.2). 
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BBDD1  Boy B Desire Determination  
If  Boy B desires that Girl A does not date Boy A, then he will desire that she observes that Boy A 
dates another girl. 
If  Boy B desires that Girl A observes that Boy A dates another girl, then he will desire that Girl B 
shows interest in him and suggests him to date. 
If  Boy B desires that Girl B  shows interest in Boy A and suggests him to date, then he will desire 
that girl B is offered money for dating Boy A. 

desire(BoyB, not(dates(GirlA, BoyA)) 
→→  desire(BoyB, observes(GirlA, not(not_dating(BoyA))  

desire(BoyB, observes(GirlA, dates(BoyA, X))) 
→→  desire(BoyB, observes(BoyA, shows_interest(GirlB)) ∧  

             communicated_from_to(suggest_to_date, GirlB, BoyA))) 
desire(BoyB, observes(BoyA, shows_interest(GirlB)) ∧  
communicated_from_to(suggest_to_date, GirlB, BoyA))) 

→→  desire(BoyB, communicated_from_to(money_offer_for_dating(BoyA), BoyB, GirlB)) 
 

 

This property BBDD1 has another interlevel relation to the properties BBToMBA, 
BBToMGA, BBToMGB, BBToMX defined in Section 6: 
 

BBToMBA & BBToMGA & BBToMGB & BBToMX  ⇒  BBDD1 
 

Using a dedicated Checker Tool (cf. [10]) for checking logical expressions 
against traces, the dynamic properties as specified above have been automatically 
verified against the generated storyline shown in Section 6.3. In this case, they all 
turned out to hold. However, there may be certain situations in which expected 
properties (such as “At some point in time, Boy B will date Girl A”) do not hold. In 
such situations, the Checker Tool and the interlevel relationships between dynamic 
properties may be used for diagnosis of the story. For example, suppose for a given 
story at some point in time it has been detected (using the Checker Tool) that the 
dynamic property GP1 does not hold, i.e., Boy B does never date Girl A. Given the 
AND-tree structure in Figure 10, at least one of the children nodes of GP1 will not hold, 
which means that either BA1, GA1, BB1, or GB1 will not hold. Suppose by further 
checking it is found that GB1 does not hold. Then the diagnostic process can be 
continued by focusing on this property. It follows that either GBBD1, GBDD1, GBID1, 
or GBAD1 does not hold. Checking these three properties will pinpoint the cause of the 
error. Notice that this diagnostic process is economic in the sense that the whole subtree 
under, e.g., BB1 is not examined since there is no reason for that, as BB1 holds.  

Note that, although the verification of the individual dynamic properties (i.e., 
the nodes in Figure 10) against traces can be done automatically by means of the 
Checker Tool [10], construction of the interlevel relations themselves (i.e., the edges in 
Figure 10) is a manual process. This process can be compared to the construction of 
proofs as often performed in practice by mathematicians (and thus does not involve any 
computer techniques such as automated theorem proving). 

7. Relation to Other Work 

The two-level BDI-Agent Model for Theory of Mind presented in this article is an 
example of recursive modeling; see also [7], [15], [19], [28]. In the field of Agent 
Theory, the idea of recursive modeling has been described in [19] as follows: 
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‘Recursive modeling method views a multiagent situation from the perspective of an agent 
that is individually trying to decide what physical and/or communicative actions it should 
take right now. […] In order to solve its own decision-making situation, the agent needs an 
idea of what the other agents are likely to do. The fact that other agents could also be 
modeling others, including the original agent, leads to a recursive nesting of models.’ [19], 
p.125 

 

In [28], PsychSim - an implemented multi-agent based simulation tool for modeling 
interactions and influence among groups or individuals - has been described in the 
context of childhood bullying and aggression, which provides interesting insight into the 
role that Theory of Mind plays in human behavior. In this work, an agent’s Theory of 
Mind about other agents is crucial in the following sense: 
 

‘For example, a bully motivated by the approval of his classmates would use his mental 
model of them to predict whether they would enjoy his act of aggression and laugh along 
with him. Similarly the bully would use his mental model of the teacher to predict whether 
he will be punished or not’ [28], p. 247 
 
In PsychSim, agents maintain models of each other’s beliefs, goals, policies, etc., 

and are able to reason about it. This is a form of recursive agent modeling specifically 
organised to model psychological factors that play a role in influencing human 
communication and human social interaction in general. 

The work by [15] considers many topics, like foundation of sociality (cooperation, 
competition, groups, organization, etc), levels of coordination and cooperation, 
emergent pre-cognitive structures and constraints. Specifically it addresses influencing 
other agents and trying to change their behavior based on a Theory of Mind of the 
agent: 
 

 ‘The explicit representation of the agents mind in terms of beliefs, intentions, etc., allows 
for reasoning about them, and – even more importantly – it allows for the explicit 
influencing of others, trying to change their behavior (via changing their goals/beliefs).[…] 
The agents should have some decision function (that implicitly or explicitly presupposes 
some goal/desire/preference). The influencing agent should give them some hints for this 
decision, in order to change their behavior’ [15], p. 178 

 

However, in that work no formalisation is presented. In contrast, the model presented 
here has been formally specified.  

Also compared to the earlier work described in [24], a main difference is that 
in the current paper the agent model is executable and therefore can easily be used for 
simulation. Moreover, it not only addresses reasoning about the other agent’s beliefs, 
desires and intentions, but also integrates this with reasoning about the agent’s own 
beliefs, desires and intentions, and actions in order to perform social manipulation. This 
part was not formalised in [24]. 

From a theoretical angle, much literature is available in foundations of 
approaches as the one presented here. For example in literature such as [20], [30], [31], 
a modal logic perspective is used to obtain formal semantics for languages that allow 
the modeller to express that an agent has reflective knowledge about what another agent 
knows. However, most of such modal logic approaches do not address the dynamics of 
the agents’ processes in an executable manner. An exception is [6], where executable 
temporal logic is used as a basis; however, there the reflective aspect is not 
incorporated. 

Concerning related work for the Animal Behaviour case study, there is a large 
body of literature on Theory of Mind in non-human primates e.g., [5], [21] in particular 
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in chimpanzees [29] and macaques [33]. This literature illustrates that non-human 
primates use Theories of Mind about other primates while interacting socially with them 
in specific types of behaviour like imitation, social relationships, deception, and role-
taking. Moreover, recent literature suggests that dogs use a certain kind of Theory of 
Mind as well e.g., [22], [34]. However, none of these papers contains a computational 
model of Theory of Mind in non-human primates. In contrast, the given case study 
presents such a model, and illustrates how it can be applied to simulate the behaviour of 
a prey animal that tries to manipulate the attacking behaviour of a predator.  

Concerning related work for the virtual stotytelling case study, there is a lot of 
literature in the area of interactive drama (e.g., [26], [30]), where a user (player) enters 
in a virtual world, interacts with computer controlled characters, and through his/her 
interaction influences both the characters and the overall development of the story. 
Compared to these approaches, our work is slightly different in the sense that the user 
does not have any interaction with the system. Rather, the storyline is being generated 
by the interaction between the autonomous virtual characters which are equipped with 
computational cognitive models, in particular, with mindreading capabilities. 

8. Discussion 

In order to function efficiently in social life, it is very helpful for an agent to 
have capabilities to predict in which circumstances the agents in its environment will 
show certain behaviours. To this end, such an agent will have to perform reasoning 
based on a Theory of Mind [4]. This paper presents a model for reasoning based on a 
Theory of Mind, which makes use of BDI-concepts at two different levels. First, the 
model uses BDI-concepts within the Theory of Mind (i.e., it makes use of beliefs, 
desires and intentions to describe the reasoning process of another agent). Second, it 
uses BDI-concepts for reasoning about the Theory of Mind (i.e., it makes use of beliefs, 
desires and intentions to describe an agent’s meta-reasoning about the reasoning 
process of another agent). At this second level, meta-statements are involved, such as 
‘B believes that A desires d’ or ‘B desires that A does not intend a’. These meta-
statements are about the states occurring within the other agent. In addition, meta-
statements are involved about the dynamics occurring within the other agents. An 
example of such a (more complex) meta-statement is ‘B believes that, if A performs a, 
then earlier he or she intended a’. 

The two-level BDI-based model as presented can be exploited both for social 
anticipation (i.e., in order to be prepared for the behaviour of another agent) and for 
social manipulation (i.e., in order to affect the behaviour of another agent at forehand). 
The model has been formalised using the high-level modelling language LEADSTO, 
which describes dynamics in terms of direct temporal dependencies between state 
properties in successive states. 

To illustrate the general applicability of the model, it has been applied to three 
different case studies. The first case study shows how the model can be used to simulate 
social manipulation within an organisation. This case study addresses the scenario of a 
manager that reasons about the task avoiding behaviour of his employee. Such models 
can be used, on the one hand, to get more insight into the social interactions within a 
given organisation, and - if the model has enough detail - to make predictions about 
these. On the other hand, they can be used from an engineering perspective, for example 
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to create intelligent virtual agents (e.g., in training environments, games, or virtual 
stories, as shown in the third case study) with a Theory of Mind. 

The second case study is about animal cognition, and illustrates a scenario of a 
prey that manipulates the behaviour of a predator. At least, this case study has indicated 
that it is possible to apply computational models for Theory of Mind to animal 
behaviour. Moreover, the model indeed shows the anticipatory behaviour of higher 
animals as described in literature such as [8]. In this sense the model has been validated 
positively. However, notice that this is a relative validation, only with respect to the 
literature that forms the basis of the model. In cases that the available knowledge about 
the functioning of such animals is improving, the model can be improved accordingly. 
In this sense the approach anticipates further development. 

The third case study demonstrates how the model can be used to obtain 
characters acting in an emergent soap story, for the purpose of Virtual Storytelling 
applications. The example soap story addressed concentrated on four characters: Boy A, 
Boy B, Girl A, and Girl B. In the presented scenario, Boy B exploited mindreading 
capabilities in order to gain the interest of Girl A. One of the main advantages of 
generating a storyline based on autonomous virtual agents equipped with cognitive 
and/or psychological models (in particular, a model for Theory of Mind) is that the 
characters may behave in a more realistic manner, since they are able to reason about 
(and possibly manipulate) the behaviour of other characters. In the presented stories, 
this type of meta-reasoning was shown by Boy B, who was able to predict how the other 
characters would react in certain circumstances, and used this information to manipulate 
them. Another advantage of having more autonomous virtual agents is that different 
variations of the story can be generated based on different settings, initial conditions and 
external events offered. For instance, in the soap story presented in this paper, the 
character of Girl B can be changed in the sense that instead of producing the behaviour 
according to the intention of Boy B (i.e., showing interest in and suggesting to date Boy 
A), Girl B tells everything about Boy B’s plans to Girl A (e.g., the fact that Boy B has 
offered her money). To create such more complex cognitive models, this paper proposes 
a BDI-based approach. However, it is not claimed that this is the only possible way to 
do this. 

Note that, in the presented model, a given Agent B not only has a Theory of 
Mind about an Agent A, but it also uses this theory in its own reasoning process in 
order to do social manipulation, i.e., to change the behavior of Agent A. The model was 
designed in such a way that the Agent A does not know beforehand that Agent B is 
trying to manipulate him by changing some of the beliefs. Thus, the situation was not 
considered that Agent A tries to not to be manipulated by Agent B. In future research it 
will be addressed how such elements can be included in the model. For instance, in the 
task avoidance case study, the employee may have models of other employees to infer 
who else is available for a task. In addition, a number of other extensions will be 
addressed, such as a deeper nesting of Theory of Mind concepts (e.g., A believes that B 
desires that C performs an action), and probabilistic and adaptive Theory of Mind 
models. Another interesting challenge will be to explore to what extent the model can 
be used to develop applications within Ambient Intelligence [1]. According to this view 
(which envisions a world in which humans are surrounded by pervasive computing 
technology that is responsive to their state), an Ambient Agent can be seen as an entity 
that has a Theory of Mind of a human. For example, such an agent may have 
knowledge about a person’s state of emotion, stress, or workload, and provide adaptive 
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support based on that knowledge. Some initial studies, in which the presented model 
has been used for this purpose [9], have indicated that this is a promising direction. 
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Abstract.  This paper presents a software environment providing human-aware 
ambient support for a human performing a task that demands substantial amounts 
of attention. The agent obtains human attention-awareness in an adaptive manner 
by use of a dynamical model of human attention, gaze sensoring by an eye-
tracker, and information about features of the objects in the environment which is 
parameterised for characteristics of the human specified above. The agent uses a 
built-in adaptation model to adapt on the fly the values of these parameters to the 
personal characteristics of the human. The software agent has been implemented 
in a component-based manner within the Adobe® Flex® environment, thereby also 
integrating the Tobii® eye-tracker. It has been applied in a setup for a task where 
the human has to identify enemies and allies, and eliminate the enemies. 

Keywords: Human-aware, ambient, attention, Adobe Flex, software agent, 
human-aware, adaptive 

1    Introduction 

The area of Ambient Intelligence or Pervasive Computing envisions a world in which 
humans are surrounded by intelligent software agents that are unobtrusively embedded 
in their direct environment, and support them in various tasks (e.g., [1, 2, 3]). One of the 
more ambitious challenges for the design of ambient or pervasive systems is to create an 
appropriate representation and awareness of a human’s states; e.g., [1, 2, 3, 19]. 
Ambient agents can provide more dedicated support when they have a certain level of 
human-awareness. This may require awareness not only of personal characteristics such 
as preferences, but also of (dynamically changing) states of the human. Examples of 
such states are emotion and stress, fatigue and exhaustion, goals and intentions, and 
attention states. Such human-aware systems can be taken to perform a certain type of 
mindreading or to possess what in the psychological and philosophical literature is 
called a Theory of Mind; e.g., [9, 11, 12]. Like in the evolutionary human history, 
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within different applications such mindreading may address different types of human 
states, such as intention, attention, belief or emotion states; e.g., see [11]. Acquiring 
awareness of such states is a nontrivial challenge. Sensors may be used by the agent to 
get information about the human’s current state, such as face readers, eye-trackers or 
heart rate sensors, but sensor information can rarely be directly related in a one-to-one 
manner to the human’s states that are of concern. 

A more general situation is that such sensor information can be used in a more 
indirect manner in dynamical models that express temporal relationships between a 
number of variables including these human’s states and the sensor information; e.g., 
[18]. As humans may show substantial individual differences in characteristics in 
cognitive functioning, such a dynamical model usually includes a number of parameters 
for a number of specific characteristics of the human. Therefore they only can be used 
in a dedicated manner when sufficiently accurate estimations can be made for the values 
of these parameters as representations for the characteristics of the human considered. 
For applications in software agents this implies that such an agent does not only need a 
dynamical model of the human’s processes, but also an adaptation model describing 
how the parameter values of the former model can be adapted over time to the 
characteristics of the human. 

The application focus of the work reported here is on attention-demanding tasks. 
Some literature on models for human attention can be found, for example, in [7, 14, 16, 
21]. Within the ambient support system the estimated human attention levels for 
different objects are compared to estimated levels of urgency of the objects present, 
which are interpreted as the attention demands. Based on this comparison between 
attention supply and attention demand a set of objects that need intervention is 
determined, and for these objects appropriate intervention actions are selected. 

This paper presents a software agent that makes use of such a parameterised 
dynamical model of the human, and in addition possesses an adaptation model that on 
the fly tunes the parameter values to the human characteristics. A case study was 
undertaken to test it for a human’s attention states. The human-attention-awareness for 
this case study uses three ingredients: (1) sensor information on the human’s gaze, (2) 
information on features of objects in the environment, and (3) a dynamical (differential 
equations) model of the dynamics of attention levels over time integrating the 
instantaneous information from (1) and (2), and using partial persistency of attention 
over time. The agent’s adaptation model was designed and implemented in a generic 
manner, but for the case study was applied to the dynamical model for attention, thereby 
addressing, among others, parameters for weights of different features of objects, the 
effect of distance between an object and gaze, and an attention persistency factor. 

The software agent and the further ambient support software environment has been 
implemented within the Adobe® Flex® development environment according to a 
component-based design, with event-driven interaction between components based on 
ActionScript. For the gaze sensoring it integrates the Tobii® eye-tracker. Before 
entering a task performance session, initially it allows to set values for a number of 
parameters. 

In this paper in Section 2 an example of the type of application is presented. Section 
3 addresses the assessment of the attention, whereas in Section 4 it is discussed how 
intervention actions are generated. In Section 5 some more details of the developed 
software are discussed. Section 6 presents experimental results for human attentional 
state model. Section 7 presents the background ideas of the parameter adaptation 
approach developed, and in Section 8 the overall adaptation model is described. In 
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Section 9 some more details of the developed software and some results for the case 
study are discussed. In Section 10 a verification of the model is presented. Section 11 is 
a discussion. 

2 The Type of Attention-Demanding Task Considered 

To address the possibilities for human-aware ambient support of attention-demanding 
tasks a specific example environment has been developed. Main characteristics of the 
type of task considered in this environment are: 

• it has elements of monitoring, inspection and analysis of a visually represented 
environment 

• it has elements of deciding on and performing actions to cope with 
circumstances that require intervention 

• part of the task concerns cognitive load 

• (visual) attention plays an important role 

• work load may vary over time and at times may become stressful and 
exhausting   

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Part of screen 

 

This context has been given the form of a (simplified) simulated environment to 
perform such a type of task. More specifically, the idea is that a person has to (1) 
inspect visually displayed moving objects in the environment, and identify whether such 
an object is dangerous (enemy) or not (ally), and (2) for each of such objects, depending 
on the identification perform some actions. The person in charge (further called player) 
faces objects traversing the screen from the top to the bottom.  

The player’s task consists in classifying each object as ally or enemy, and shooting 
down the enemies while letting allies land safely. Identification of an object is a 
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cognitive task, in a simplified form represented by an arithmetical calculation. In order 
to determine whether an object is an ally or an enemy, the player mouse-clicks on the 
object where after an arithmetical formula appears next to that object. A correct formula 
means that we are dealing with an ally while enemies show false formulas. To 
categorize an object as ally, the ← key can be pressed, for enemies the → key. A 
spoken voice will confirm the choice. Objects designated as allies turn greenish yellow 
while those identified as enemies go reddish orange. The player uses cannon at the 
bottom of the screen to shoot down (hostile) objects. The picture in Figure 1 shows an 
identified ally to the left and an identified enemy to the right. Using scores and costs 
that are assigned it can be investigated if support measures affect the efficiency of the 
task execution. Scores are assigned according to the table shown in Figure1. Costs are 
counted as +1 per fired missile; costs are calculated and shown independently of the 
score.  
 

Objects ally enemy 

landed +1 -1 

shot down -1 +1 

Table 1. Score table 

3 Assessment of the Human’s Attentional State 

The assessment of the human’s attentional state concerns three different elements. First, 
from the supply side it is discussed how it is estimated how much attention the human is 
paying to each of the different objects. Next, from the demand side it is discussed how it 
is estimated how much attention is required for each of the objects (urgency). Finally, 
the two types of estimations are compared to determine a discrepancy assessment for 
each of the objects. 

3.1 Attention Estimation 

To perform a demanding task of the type considered, it is important to have 
sufficient visual attention. In such a situation, a player may be assisted by an ambient 
agent that keeps track of where his or her attention is, and provide support in case the 
attention is not where it should be. To this end, the software exploits a domain model of 
the state of attention of the player over time. Below the domain model for attentional 
processes of the player is described, as adopted from [7].  

The player’s attention at the current point in time is distributed over all objects on 
the screen (incoming unidentified objects, the object that displayed formulas, identified 
ally- and enemy-indications). Some objects get more attention, while other objects get 
less attention. This depends on two main aspects. One is the distance between the object 
and the player’s gaze direction: the shorter the distance between the gaze target and the 
object, the higher attention level of this object is, and vice versa. Another main aspect is 
an object’s potential (capability) for attracting attention based on the object’s 
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characteristics (such as brightness and size, for example: a brighter and larger object 
attracts more attention). As a first step for each object on the screen its potential for 
attracting attention is determined. For example, when object O has two characteristics, 
brightness and size, which have numerical values V1 and V2, respectively, then the value 
of the potential of the object O for attracting a player’s attention at a given time point is 
calculated as w1 * V1 + w2 * V2  where w1 and w2 are parameters (weights) reflecting the 
relative importance of the characteristic and size, respectively; w1 and w2 are both real 
numbers between 0 and 1. When multiple characteristics Ci for i = 1, …, m are 
involved, the attention-attracting potential of an object O is expressed by a weighted 
sum 

∑=

m

i 1
wi * Vi  

where Vi is the value of characteristic Ci.  The precise choice of the characteristics 
together with the values of the corresponding weights (the sum of which is set on 1 by 
normalisation) can be chosen from the following list: 
 

• brightness   
• colour   
• size   
• blinking of the object 
• a circle around an object 
• blinking of circle around object 
• time to the ground 
• direction of movement (angle) 
• speed 
• known as enemy or ally 
• distance to the ground 

 
The values for these variables are expressed by numbers in the interval [0, 1], with 0 

no attraction potential and 1 highest attraction potential. For a specific session, initially 
a selection of them can be made and weight factors assigned. 

As a next step the player’s gaze location is taken into account, in order to combine it 
with the potential of an object for attracting the player’s attention; a location is indicated 
by a point on the screen, represented by a pair of coordinates (x,y) with respect to 
horizontal and vertical axes for the screen.  To take gaze into account the potential of 
the object for attraction player’s attention is divided by a function depending on the 
player’s gaze location: 

 

  V(O) = (∑=

m

i 1
wi * Vi  )  / (1 + α * d(O, G)2  

 
Here d(O, G) is the Euclidean distance between the object O and the player’s gaze G. If 
the gaze is represented by coordinates (x1, y1) and the object’s location coordinates are 
(x2, y2) then d(O, G) can be determined as  
 

√(x1-x2) 2+(y1-y2)2  
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and hence d(O, G)2  by (x1-x2) 2+(y1-y2)2. The parameter α  (represented by a positive 
real number) affects how fast an object loses the player’s attention as the gaze moves 
further away from the object. The higher α is, the lower the attention for objects distant 
from the player’s focus. 

It is assumed that a person can have a fixed total amount of attention A distributed 
over all available objects on the screen. Therefore the attention level  AV(O) of an object 
O expresses the amount of the player’s attention directed at the object O as a proportion 
(percentage) of the player’s total attention. If there are n objects in total on the screen 
and the attention value V(Oj)  of the object Oj is indicated by Vj (1≤ j ≤ n), then the 
attention level AV(Oi)  of the object Oi is determined in a normalised form as 

 
AV(Oi)  = ( Vi / (V1+V2+….+Vn )) * A  

 
As a gaze can change from one moment to the other, and it has a strong effect on the 
attention values, these attention values can show quite instable patterns. However, it can 
be assumed that attention persists over shorter time periods. To model this the attention 
values for object O can be modelled with persistence as PAV(O) using the following 
difference equation: 
 
          PAV(O)t+Δt  = PAV(O)t  + β *(AV(O)t  - PAV(O)t )Δt 
 
Here β  is an attention flexibility parameter with a positive value between 0 and 1, and 
time step with 0 ≤ Δt ≤ 1; a high value of β results in fast changes and a low value in a 
high persistence of the old value. Note that for Δt = 1 this can be rewritten into a 
weighted sum form  
 

PAV(O)t+1 = β *AV(O)t  +(1-β) PAV(O)t  
 
which shows more explicitly how the parameter β expresses partial persistence of 
attention; for example, for the extreme value β = 0, the attention state would be fully 
persistent. Written in differential equation format the dynamical model is as follows: 
 

dPAV(O)/dt  = β *(AV(O) - PAV(O)) 
 
This represents a system of n differential equations for all of the n objects involved, 
which via AV(O) integrates the gaze information and information about the object 
features over time. 

3.2 Urgency Estimation 

The task considered involves high attention demands, especially when many objects are 
coming in a short period of time. Some of these objects can be ignored, for example 
because they are allies. Other objects demand more attention, for example enemies that 
have a high speed and/or that are already close to the ground. To find out which objects 
should be given attention, it is estimated how critical objects are: the urgency of objects. 
This is done based on n urgency-indication factors by a weighted sum 
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UV(O) = ∑=

n

i 1
wi * Ui     if  O is an enemy 

  0    if  O is an ally 
 
Here Ui  is the value of the i-th urgency factor and wi the weight of this factor (with total 
sum 1). The factors that can be considered here are: 
 

• time to the ground 
• distance to the ground 
• direction of movement (angle) 
• speed 

 
The values for these variables are expressed by numbers in the interval [0, 1], with 0 no 
urgency and 1 highest urgency. For a specific session, initially a selection of them can 
be made and weight factors assigned. 
It has been assumed that like attention also urgency persists over shorter time periods. 
To model this the attention values for object O can be modelled with persistence as 
PUV(O) using the following difference equation: 
 

         PUV(O)t+Δt  = PUV(O)t  + γ *(UV(O)t  - PUV(O)t )Δt 
 
Here γ  is an urgency flexibility parameter with a positive value between 0 and 1, and 
time step with 0 ≤ Δt ≤ 1; a high value of γ results in fast changes and a low value in a 
high persistence of the old value of the urgency. Note that for Δt = 1 this can be 
rewritten into a weighted sum form  
 

PUV(O)t+1 = γ *UV(O)t  +(1-γ) PUV(O)t  
 
which shows more explicitly how the parameter γ expresses partial persistence of 
urgency; for example, for the extreme value γ = 0, the urgency state would be fully 
persistent. Written in differential equation format the dynamical model is as follows: 
 

dPUV(O)/dt  = γ *(UV(O) - PUV(O)) 
 
This represents a system of n differential equations for all of the n objects involved, 
which via UV(O) integrates the gaze information and information about the object 
features over time. 

3.3 Discrepancy Assessment 

To determine whether there is enough attention for objects that demand attention some 
comparison has to be made. The attention levels that are estimated can be considered as 
offered attention utilisation, and the urgencies can be considered as demands. However, 
in principle these quantities are not expressed according to a measure such that they are 
comparable. For example, the total sum of attention values for all objects is A, which 
may be set on 1, whereas the total sum of urgencies can easily be much higher than 1. 
Moreover, in general, it is not clear at forehand how high an attention level has to be in 
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order torepresent ‘enough attention’. Therefore some rescaling has been made in the 
comparison, in the following discrepancy assessment: 
 

D(O)  =  wu * U(O) -  wa * PAV(O) 
 
This uses initially set weight factors for urgency and attention level to deternine the 
discrepancy for an object O. The interpretation is  
 

D(O) = 0   sufficient attention for the object  
D(O) < 0    more than sufficient 
D(O) > 0    insufficient attention.  

 
The resulting discrepancy assessments are used as input to determine appropriate 
intervention actions. 
 

characteristics parameter symbol range 
human 

characteristics 
 

object feature weight factors wi 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 & Σ wi = 1 
gaze distance effect rate α 0 ≤ α  
attention flexibility rate β 0 < β ≤  1 

environmental 
characteristics 

urgency aspect weight factors ri 0 ≤ ri ≤ 1  &   
Σ ri = 1 

combined 
characteristics 

comparison weight factors si 0 ≤ si ≤  1 

Table 2. Overview of the parameters in the dynamical model 

 
As shown, the overall dynamical model involves a number of parameters some of 

which relate to characteristics of the human and some others to characteristics of the 
environment, or to a combination. As a summary an overview is given in Table 2. 

4 Selection Process for Intervention Actions 

Within the process to determine intervention actions two main decisions made are based 
on the assessment information: (1) which objects to address, and (2) which intervention 
actions to apply on the addressed objects. Below the criteria are discussed on which 
these decisions are based. For a summary, see Table 3. 

4.1 Object Focus Set 

For the first decision two criteria are considered, based on two parameters th (a real 
number ≥ 0) and k (a natural number): (a) the discrepancy of the object is > th, and (b) it 
is among the k objects with highest discrepancy. Given values set for these parameters, 
the combination of these criteria defines a focus set of objects addressed. A special case 
used in the example simulations shown is k = 1 and th = 0. In this case the object with 
highest positive discrepancy is selected.  
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4.2 Intervention Action Selection 

Action selection does not involve only (a) the selection of a specific type of action (for 
example, to display a pointer to the object), but also (b) determination of the intensity 
value for that action (e.g., the size of the pointer). The actions that may be considered 
are affecting the following variables: 
 

• brightness 
• colour 
• size 
• blinking 
• a circle around an object 
• blinking of circle around an object 

 
 Indication Decision parameters Decision criteria 

Object focus set objects with high 
discrepancy 

discrepancy D 
threshold th 
number of objects k 

D > th  &  
the object is among the k 
objects with highest D 

Selected action 
actions with high 
impact on 
discrepancy 

current intensity value X 
sensitivity S 

action with highest 
maximal impact - S*(1-X 
) 

Action intensity 
approximate 
compensation of 
discrepancy 

discrepancy D  
current intensity value X 
sensitivity S 

action intensity  
min(1, X -  D / S) 

 
Table 3. Decision criteria for selection of intervention actions 

 

The values for these variables are expressed by numbers in the interval [0, 1], with 0 no 
intensity and 1 highest intensity. For each object in the focus set an action and its 
intensity value is selected using sensitivity factors. A sensitivity factor S for a variable X 
addressed by a certain action with respect to discrepancy D defines how much (in the 
given situation) the discrepancy D will change upon a change in the variable, which is 
mathematically denoted by the partial derivative ∂D / ∂X. 
 
To determine a sensitivity factor S (i.e., determining the partial derivative ∂D / ∂X) both 
analytical and approximation methods or a combination of them can be used. The 
attention model is defined by a differential equation and no direct formula is given as, 
for example, was the case in the adaptation approach described in [8]. Therefore here 
this partial derivative cannot be determined by analytic calculation. As an 
approximation method, a small arbitrary change ΔX in the value of variable X can be 
tried (for example a change of 4%, which for X = 0.5 makes ΔX = 0.02), and based on 
the resulting change ΔD in the value of D (for example ΔD = -0.15) found in predicted 
discrepancy, the sensitivity factor S can be estimated by  

S = ΔD / ΔX  
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which for example provides S = -0.15 / 0.02 = -7.5).  Note that the norm for the 
discrepancy D is 0, so ΔD = D can be taken. 

Given that for each action option the sensitivity factor is known, as a negative real 
number, it is used in the following manner. First it is multiplied by the remaining 
interval within [0, 1] for the variable addressed by the action: this provides the maximal 
effect -  S*(1-X ) on D that can be achieved by applying this action. An action is chosen 
where this value is maximal, while its potential impact on discrepancy is the highest. To 
approximately compensate the discrepancy the following value is taken for the intensity 
of the action: 

ΔX  =  -  D / S 
X + ΔX  =  X -  D / S 
 

So, when D = 0.6, S = -3 and X has value 0.3 this obtains ΔX = 0.6 /3 = 0.2, so the 
action is selected with value  

X +ΔX = 0.5  
 

In case X -  D / S  exceeds 1,  the maximal intensity 1 can be taken for the action. Table 
3 shows an overview of the decisions made in intervention action selection. 
 

 
Figure 2. Interface to set parameter values 
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5 The Software Environment in Adobe Flex 

In this section some details of the ambient support environment for attention-demanding 
tasks are described. This software environment has been implemented within the 
Adobe® Flex® development environment. The software was implemented according to a 
component-based design. Between the different components event-driven interaction 
takes place, implemented using ActionScript. Moreover, for the gaze sensoring a 
specific sensoring component was included that connects the Tobii® eye-tracker used. 
An interface component allows for initially setting of values for the parameters. Two 
other components represent the assessment and action selection processes described in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
 

 Urgency 
weight w1 

Urgency 
value U(O) 

Attention 
weight w2 

Attention value 
PAV(O) 

Discrepancy 
D(O) 

object1(leftmost) 0.32 0.8 0.36 0.2 0.184 

object2(middle) 0.32 0.6 0.36 0.8 -0.096 

object3(rightmost) 0.32 0.4 0.36 0.3 0.02 

Table 4. Values of parameters and variables for an example session 

 

A number of sessions have been performed using this software environment to test 
the behaviour, and some data of one example session have been included below in this 
section. Figure 2, shows the interface component where the user sets the values of the 
parameters used in the Attention estimation, Urgency estimation and Discrepancy 
assessment as explained in Section 3. Table 2, shows the values of urgency and 
attention estimation, and discrepancy of three objects during the session. 

Example results of the session are shown in the snapshot displayed in Figure 3, 
where 3 objects are visible; i.e. object1 (leftmost object), object2 (middle object) and 
object3 (rightmost object) with different types of support provided to them depending 
upon the estimated urgency and attention levels. The gaze as given by the Tobii® eye-
tracker is denoted by “╬”. As can be seen from the data shown in Table 4, object2 has 
negative discrepancy value (i.e., sufficient attention is given), so in line with the 
decision criteria described in Table 3 in Section 4, no support is provided to it. In this 
situation support is provided to the object having highest discrepancy, i.e., object1. 
Figure 3 also shows the current score and the cost in this stage of the session. As can be 
seen, because of the support measures provided the cost is less as compared to the score 
earned by the human, which shows efficiency of the task execution with the given 
support. 
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Figure 3. Snapshot of an example session 

6 Simulation Experiments for the Ambient Attentional Support 
Agent 
Based on the ambient support system described above, a number of simulations have 
been performed. A first example simulation trace for a non-attentive person included in 
this section is shown in Figure 4 as an illustration (one ally object) and Figure 5 (one 
enemy object).  

In all of the figures shown, time is on the horizontal axis, whereas in Figure 4 (I) and 
Figure 5 (I), the vertical axis shows the values of the human’s attentional state elements, 
and in Figure 4 (II) & (III) and Figure 5 (II) & (III) it shows screen coordinates. The 
example trace in Figure 4 (I) shows the values of the elements of human’s attentional 
state for an ally object. As can be noticed the urgency value of an ally object remains 0 
for the whole simulation session, as has been described in section 3.2. It further shows 
that urgency value is independent of human’s gaze. As described in section 3.1, the 
attention element depends on the difference between the human’s gaze value and 
current location of the object.  

This can be seen in Figure 4 (I) and (II) & (III), where the attention value increases 
as the gaze of the human comes closer to the object and it decreases as human gaze goes 
away from it. Figure 4 (I) also shows the discrepancy element, which is the weighted 
difference between the attention and urgency elements. For this particular example 
simulation the weights for attention and urgency are same, i.e., 0.95, and as the urgency 
for this particular object is 0 (because of being an ally), therefore the discrepancy value 
is exactly reciprocal to the attention value. In other words, for this simulation 
experiment the discrepancy is dependent on attention value only. 
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Figure 4.  Simulation trace 1 –             Figure 5.  Simulation trace 1 – 
for an ally object   for an enemy object (non-attentive person) 

α=0.9, β=0.95, γ=0.1, w1= w2=0.95 
 

The example trace in Figure 5 (I) shows the values of the elements of human’s 
attentional state for an enemy object. As can be noticed the urgency value of an enemy 
object gradually increases over the time until it reaches to ground, as has been described 
in section 3.2. For this example simulation the factors that have been considered are 
time to ground and distance to ground along with object identification. 
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Figure 6. Simulation trace 2 –           Figure 7. Simulation trace 3 – 
        for an enemy object (attentive person)      Comparison of two enemy objects 

α=0.9, β=0.95, γ=0.1, w1= w2=0.95 
 
 

It can also be noted that as the object’s Y coordinate increases, i.e., the object is 
coming closer to ground (see Figure 5 (III)), the urgency value increases simultaneously 
On the other hand, the value of the attention element shows the similar pattern as for an 
ally object described earlier, because it depends on the difference between the gaze and 
object coordinates. This can be seen in Figure 5 (I) and (II) & (III). 

This example simulation trace depicts a scenario where the human does not paying 
attention to the object even though the urgency value of the object increases. This can 
be seen in Figure 5 (II) & (III) where the user gaze goes away from the object. Figure 6, 
shows the simulation of an example scenario where the person pays attention to those 
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objects for which the proposed software environment provides support, i.e., those 
objects that are closer to ground and has not been paid attention to. 

This can be seen in Figure 6 (I), (II) & (III), where the person’s gaze comes closer to 
the object whose urgency is higher because of the ambient support provided by the 
software, as opposed to the pattern shows in Figure 5.  

The simulation experiment trace shown in Figure 7, compares two enemy objects, 
where the person pays attention to the most urgent object as compared to the least 
urgent one. As can be noticed in Figure 7 (I), the person initially pays attention to the 
obj1 but loses attention after a short duration afterwards. Later, as the proposed software 
environment provides support to the most urgent object, i.e., obj1, the person again 
starts to pay attention to it, and hence the attention for that object increases for the rest 
of the simulation trace. Notice that the attention value of obj2 is lower as compared to 
obj1. It can also be validated by the generated pattern of movement of the human gaze 
and the object coordinates, as can be seen in Figure 7 (II) & (III). 

7    The Adaptation Approach 

When using a dynamical model to assess a human’s states in the context of a task and 
environment, the software agent has to maintain beliefs about characteristics of the 
human, used as parameters in the model. As often it is not possible to determine 
accurate values at forehand, this section describes a method by which the agent adapts 
its beliefs concerning human characteristics to the real characteristics. The main idea is 
as follows. The agent initially receives rough estimations of the values for these human 
characteristics, and maintains them as beliefs. Using the dynamical model with 
parameter values as represented by these initial beliefs, the agent predicts the human 
state, up to a certain time point. When at that time point, for example by observation, 
information is obtained that can be related to the real value of one or more state 
variables of the model, this can be used as input for the adaptation process. The agent 
then tries to minimize the difference between predicted and real value by adjusting the 
beliefs on the human characteristics (i.e., the parameter values which were initially 
assumed). This process of adaptation is kept going on until the difference is low 
enough, i.e., until the agent has a sufficiently accurate set of beliefs about the human’s 
characteristics. To be able to make reasonable adjustments it is needed to obtain 
information on how a change in a parameter value affects the difference between 
predicted and real value of the variable that is considered; this is called the sensitivity of 
the variable value for the parameter value. In more detail the adaptation process is 
described as follows. 

7.1  Sensitivities: how they are determined 

Generally speaking the way of determination of the sensitivities is the same as we have 
already discussed in section 4.2. The difference between these two applications is; 
formerly it was determined for variables where as currently we are determining it for 
parameters related to some variables. Within this adaptation process sensitivities of 
state variables for changes in parameter values for human characteristics play an 
important role. The sensitivity S of variable X for parameter P is the number such that a 
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change ΔP in the value of P of parameter P will lead to a change ΔX in X which is 
(approximately) proportional to ΔP with proportion factor S: 
 
 

ΔX = S ΔP 
 

This is an approximation which is more accurate when the Δ’s are taken small; in fact 
the sensitivity is the partial derivative ∂X/∂P. Using the similar approximation method 
used in section 4.2, the following can be done. A small change ΔP in the parameter is 
tried to make an additional prediction for X, and based on the resulting change ΔX found 
in the two predicted values for X, by 
 

SX,P = ΔX/ ΔP  
 
 

the sensitivity S can be estimated.  The idea is that this is done for each of the 
parameters, one by one. 

7.2  Sensitivities: how they are used 

Given that a sensitivity SX,P of variable X for parameter P is known it can be used in the 
following manner. First it can be noticed that sensitivities for some parameters P can be 
0 or almost 0. Apparently, such parameters do not have any serious effect on the 
outcome of the value of variable X. Therefore, changing them based on available values 
for X does not make much sense: a deviation in value of X cannot be attributed to them, 
due to their low influence. Based on the estimation of a sensitivity which has distance at 
least τS  to 0 (where τS  is a small threshold value), in principle a better guess for the 
value of P can be determined by taking 
 
 

ΔP =  -λ * ΔX / SX,P 
 
 

where ΔX is the deviation found between observed and predicted value of X; so, for 
example, when ΔX = 0.25 and λ = 0.3, then for SX,P = 0.75  this obtains ΔP = -0.3*0.25 
/0.75 = -0.1. However, when the sensitivity SX,P is a bit smaller, it could be possible that 
the adjustment of the value of P based on the formula above would exceed the 
maximum or minimum value of its range. For example, when ΔX = 0.25, λ = 0.3, and 
SX,P = 0.025  it results in ΔP = -0.3*0.25 /0.025 = -3. To avoid such problems, a kind of 
threshold function can be applied that maps, for example for a parameter with values in 
the interval [0, 1], the proposed adjustment on a [0, 1] interval (which can still be 
multiplied by a factor for other intervals): 
 

ΔP =    λ * th(σ, τ,  ΔX / SX,P)*(1-W) when  ΔX / SX,P ≥ 0 
ΔP =  - λ * th(σ, τ,  -ΔX / SX,P)*W  when  ΔX / SX,P < 0 

 
Here the threshold function with steepness σ and threshold value τ is defined by 
 

th(σ, τ,  V) = 1/(1+e-σ (V-τ) ) 
 
or, to allow for lower steepness values by 
 

th(σ, τ,  V) = [ 1/(1+e-σ (V-τ) ) - 1/(1+eστ) ] / [ 1 - 1/(1+eστ) ] 
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    = [ 1/(1+e-σ (V-τ) ) - 1/(1+eστ) ] / [ eστ/(1+eστ) ] 
    = [ 1/(1+e-σ (V-τ) ) - 1/(1+eστ) ] * [1+e-στ ] 

 
When for more than one variable X information about its real value is obtained, the 
adjustment ΔP for parameter P is taken as the average of all calculated adjustments 
based on the different variables X such that the sensitivity SX,P is not close to 0. 

8 The Overall Adaptation Process 

Based on the adaptation approach explained in Section 7 above, the overall adaptation 
process was modelled as follows: 

8.1 Initialisation 

1. Take VF the focus set of variables X for which information about its real value 
can be obtained and take a time point t for which information about the real 
value of all X in F is to be obtained. 

2. Take G the subset of parameters P for which adaptation is desired; the other 
parameters are kept constant. 

3. Assume initial values for all of the parameters P. 
4. Choose a value for adaptation speed λ. 

8.2 Sensitivity Determination 

5. By simulation determine predicted values VX at time point t for each X in VF, 
using the assumed values of the parameters. 

6. For each parameter P in G, by simulation determine predicted values CVX at time 
point t for each X in VF, using only for P a value changed by some chosen ΔP 
and the unchanged assumed values for the other parameters. 

7. For each parameter P in G and each variable X in VF, determine the sensitivity 
SX,P of X for P at time point t by dividing the difference between values for X 
found in 5. and 6. by ΔP: 

SX,P =  (CVX - VX) / ΔP 
 

8. Take VF(P)  the focus set of variables X  for P of those variable X for which the 
sensitivity SX,P has distance to 0 of at least the sensitivity threshold τS:  

VF(P) = { X∈ VF  |   |SX,P| ≥ τS } 
 

9. Take PF the focus set of parameters for which the sensitivity for at least one 
X∈VF has distance to 0 of at least the sensitivity threshold τS:  

PF = { P∈ G  |  ∃X∈VF |SX,P| ≥ τS } = { P∈ G  |  VF(P) ≠ ∅} 
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8.3 Adjustment Determination 

10. For each variable X ∈VF determine the deviation ΔX of the predicted value of X 
at t from information that is obtained about the real value of X at t. 

11. For each parameter P∈PF determine the change ΔP as 
ΔP =  λ * th(σ, τ, (ΣX∈VF(P)  ΔX / SX,P) / #(VF(P)))*(1-W)  

when  (ΣX∈VF(P)  ΔX / SX,P) ≥ 0 
ΔP = - λ * th(σ, τ, -(ΣX∈VF(P)  ΔX / SX,P) / #(VF(P)))*W  

when  (ΣX∈VF(P)  ΔX / SX,P) < 0 
 

12. For each parameter P∈PF adjust its value by ΔP. 
 
By repeating this process a number of times both for each time point considered and for 
different time points, over time an approximation is obtained. 

9 Further Details of the Implementation 

In this section some details of the ambient support environment for attention-demanding 
tasks are described. The software environment has been implemented within the 
Adobe® Flex® development environment. The software was implemented according to a 
component-based design. Between the different components event-driven interaction 
takes place, implemented using ActionScript. Moreover, for the gaze sensoring a 
specific sensoring component was included that connects the Tobii® eye-tracker used.  

To address the possibilities for human-aware ambient support of attention-
demanding tasks a (simplified) simulated environment to perform such a type of task 
has been developed; for more details, see [15]. A person has to (1) inspect visually 
displayed moving objects in the environment, and identify whether such an object is 
dangerous (enemy) or not (ally), and (2) for each of such objects, depending on the 
identification perform some actions. The player’s task consists in classifying each object 
as ally or enemy, and shooting down the enemies while letting allies land safely. 
Identification of an object is a cognitive task, in a simplified form represented by an 
arithmetical calculation. The player uses a cannon at the bottom of the screen to shoot 
down (hostile) objects. 

The main idea for an ambient agent supporting this task is that it has awareness 
about whether or not the human pays enough attention to urgent situations. Urgency is 
determined as a weighted sum of a number of factors, which is multiplied by an 
identification factor which is 0 for friends and 1 for enemies; so for friends the urgency 
will always be 0. Examples of factors used are speed, direction and time and distance to 
the ground. 

Using this urgency model; the agent can determine how urgent the situations 
concerning certain objects are, and compare this to the amount of attention, thus 
obtaining the discrepancies for each of the objects (according to the model described in 
Section 3.3). These discrepancies play the role of the variables indicated by X in section 
8. 

For the adaptation model a crucial aspect is the way in which a deviation between 
the discrepancy value estimated by the agent and in reality can be determined. In this 
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case, as an approximation the mouse clicks of the person have been used as an 
indication of discrepancy; see Table 5.  

 

enemy/ 
friend 

mouse 
click 

indicated 
discrepancy

current 
discrepancy 

deviation based on current minus 
indicated discrepancy 

enemy + negative positive current discrepancy + 0.2 
enemy + negative negative 0 
enemy - positive positive 0 
enemy - positive negative current discrepancy -  0.2 
friend + negative positive current discrepancy + 0.2  
friend + negative negative 0 
friend - negative positive current discrepancy + 0.2  
friend - negative negative 0 

 
Table 5.  Determination of deviations 

For example, if at some time point a mouse click occurs at a certain position of an 
enemy, it is assumed that this indicates sufficient attention for that position at that point 
in time which implies an indication that the discrepancy should be negative. Similarly, 
when for certain duration no mouse click occurs at a friendly position, this is considered 
a sign for negative discrepancy. If the current discrepancy is positive and the indicated 
negative, the deviation is determined as the current discrepancy estimation plus 0.2. 
Figure 8 shows for the example scenario how the three objects move compared to gaze 
positions. Object 1 (upper graphs), representing an enemy, moves almost vertically, and 
almost all the time the gaze position has some distance to this object, except maybe 
around time points 800 and 950, here the gaze is a bit closer. In contrast, the positions 
of the friendly object 2, depicted in the second row of graphs, often coincide with the 
gaze positions. The lowest part shows that the positions of object 3 coincide with gaze 
positions only around time points 250 and 950. Tables 3 and 4 describe information 
about the settings in the example scenario. Note that the person considered performs far 
from perfect as the gaze is often at (friendly) object 2 and not at object 1 which is the 
enemy. Therefore an appropriate estimation of discrepancy between urgency and 
attention would show a rather positive value for object 1 and a rather negative value for 
object 2. 
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Figure 8.  Positions of three objects over time compared to gaze positions in the example 

scenario: left hand sides show x-coordinates, right hand sides y-coordinates. It shows that from 
time point 0 to 200 the gaze is near object 2, around 250 near object 3, from 300 to 500 near 

object 2 again, around 800 most close to object 1, and after 900 near object 3 again. 
 

 Brightness  Size  Identification  
Object 1 0.9 0.2 enemy 
Object 2 0.1 0.9 friend 
Object 3 0.25 0.3 friend 

Table 6. Some of the object features 

 
 
α 

 
β

Identification 
weight  

Urgency 
weight 

Attention 
weight 

 
λ

Urgency 
flexibility 

1 0.2 1 0.3 0.9 0.02 0.02 

Table 7. Parameter values 

 
In Figure 9 it is shown how the discrepancies develop over time for each of the objects. 
It shows that initially the discrepancies are not estimated well. For example, for object 1 
discrepancy starts negative. This incorrect estimation of the discrepancy can be 
explained by the parameter setting for weight factors for brightness and size: the 
brightness weight factor is initially 0.9, and object 1 happens to have a high brightness. 
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The more or less converse situation is shown for object 2, which has a low brightness 
and high value for size. However, for the estimation of discrepancy the high size is not 
counted much as initially the weight factor parameter for size is only 0.2.  
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Figure 9.  Estimated discrepancies between urgency and attention for the three objects 
 

Due to these apparently inadequate parameter settings, the ambient software agent 
initially has a false awareness of the person’s attention; for the agent it is as if the 
person pays enough attention to the enemy object but this is not the case in reality. By 
the adaptation process the initially inadequate parameter values for the brightness and 
size weight factors are changing to more appropriate values: from 0.2 vs 0.9 to around 
0.8 vs 0.2, as shown in Figure 10. As a result of this adaptation, the discrepancies shown 
in Figure 9 show a more faithful representation of the situation after, say time point 100 
or 150: the discrepancy for object 1 is estimated as rather high positive, and for object 2 
strongly negative. This gives the ambient software agent an appropriate awareness of 
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the attention of this person who is almost all the time looking at the wrong (friendly) 
object, and does not seem to notice the enemy object. 
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Figure 10.  Adaptation of the parameter values for the brightness weight factor  
(from 0.9 to around 0.2) and size weight factor (from 0.2 to around 0.8) 

10 Evaluation 

In order to evaluate whether the agent functions as expected, an automated analysis of 
dynamic properties has been performed. In this analysis, a number of dynamic 
statements that were expected to hold for the agent have been formalised in the 
language TTL [4], and have been automatically verified against simulation traces (using 
Matlab). The predicate logical language TTL supports formal specification and analysis 
of dynamic properties, covering both qualitative and quantitative aspects. TTL is built 
on atoms referring to states of the world, time points and traces, i.e. trajectories of states 
over time. In addition, dynamic properties are temporal statements that can be 
formulated with respect to traces based on the state ontology Ont in the following 
manner. Given a trace γ over state ontology Ont, the state in γ at time point t is denoted 
by state(γ, t). These states can be related to state properties via the formally defined 
satisfaction relation denoted by the infix predicate |=, comparable to the Holds-predicate 
in the Situation Calculus: state(γ, t) |= p denotes that state property p holds in trace γ at 
time t. Based on these statements, dynamic properties can be formulated in a formal 
manner in a sorted first-order predicate logic, using quantifiers over time and traces and 
the usual first-order logical connectives such as ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ∀, ∃. A first dynamic 
property that was expected to hold for the agent (expressed as P1 below) addresses the 
adaptation of parameter values: 
 

P1 - Smaller range of adaptation over time 
For all traces γ, and all parameters p 
the difference between the highest and the lowest value of p is larger in the first part of γ than in 
the second part. 
 

P1 ≡   ∀γ:TRACE ∀p:PARAMETER ∀x1,x2,y1,y2:REAL 
max(x1, p, γ, 0, end_time/2) & min(x2, p, γ, 0, end_time/2) & 
max(y1, p, γ, end_time/2, end_time) & min(y2, p, γ, end_time/2, end_time)  
⇒ x1 - x2 > y1 - y2 
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Here, end_time denotes the last time point of the simulation trace, and max and min are defined as 
follows: 
 

max(x:REAL, p:PARAMETER, γ:TRACE, tb:TIME, te:TIME) ≡ 
∃t:TIME   
   state(γ, t) |= has_value(p, x) & tb ≤ t ≤ te  & 
   ¬ [ ∃t’:TIME ∃x’:REAL    state(γ, t’) |= has_value(p, x’) & tb ≤ t’ ≤ te  & x’ > x ] 
 

min(x:REAL, p:PARAMETER, γ:TRACE, tb:TIME, te:TIME) ≡ 
∃t:TIME   
   state(γ, t) |= has_value(p, x) & tb ≤ t ≤ te  & 
   ¬ [ ∃t’:TIME ∃x’:REAL     state(γ, t’) |= has_value(p, x’) & tb ≤ t’ ≤ te  & x’ < x ] 

Automated checks pointed out that this property indeed holds for all generated traces. 
For example, for the first half of the trace shown in Figure 3, it turns out that the 
parameter ‘brightness’ varies between 0.18 and 0.90 (a difference of 0.72), whereas for 
the second half of the trace it only varies between 0.20 and 0.17 (a difference of 0.03). 
Similarly, the parameter ‘size’ varies between 0.20 and 0.84 in the first half of that trace 
(a difference of 0.64), and between 0.79 and 0.80 in the second half (a difference of 
0.01). In addition to checking whether the parameter adaptation is performed correctly, 
it is interesting to check whether the accuracy of the model improves over time due to 
these parameter adaptations. To this end, one basically needs to check whether the 
estimated attention corresponds more to the actual attention over time. Since no 
information about the actual attention is available, the estimated attention is compared 
to the mouse clicks of the participant. In particular, the amount of hits, misses, false 
alarms, and correct rejections are counted, similar to signal detection approaches [13]. 
For the current purposes, these notions are defined as follows: 
 

hit - The model estimates a high attention level for contact c at time point t, and indeed the 
participant does click on this contact within d time points 

miss - The model estimates a low attention level for contact c at time point t, whilst the participant 
does click on this contact within d time points 

false alarm - The model estimates a high attention level for contact c at time point t, whilst the 
participant does not click on this contact within d time points 

correct rejection - The model estimates a low attention level for contact c at time point t, and 
indeed the participant does not click on this contact within d time points 

 

These cases have been summed over all time points and all contacts. Within TTL, the 
following properties have been formalised to count the above cases (where th is a 
threshold to estimate high attention, and D is a constant to represent response time, 
which was taken 500 msec): 
 

hit hit(γ:TRACE, t:TIME, x:CONTACT) ≡ 
   ∃t’:TIME ∃i:real 
      state(γ,t) |= belief(has_value(av_for(x), i)) & i > th & 
      state(γ,t’) |= belief(clicked_on(x)) & t < t’ ≤ t+D 

 

miss miss(γ:TRACE, t:TIME, x:CONTACT) ≡ 
   ∃t’:TIME ∃i:real       
      state(γ,t) |= belief(has_value(av_for(x), i)) & i ≤ th & 
      state(γ,t’) |= belief(clicked_on(x)) & t < t’ ≤ t+D 

 
 

false alarm false_alarm(γ:TRACE, t:TIME, x:CONTACT) ≡ 
   ∃i:real       
       state(γ,t) |= belief(has_value(av_for(x), i)) & i > th & 
       ¬∃t’:TIME [ state(γ,t’) |= belief(clicked_on(x)) & t < t’ ≤ t+D ] 
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correct rejection correct_rejection(γ:TRACE, t:TIME, x:CONTACT) ≡ 
   ∃i:real       
      state(γ,t) |= belief(has_value(av_for(x), i)) & i ≤ th & 
      ¬∃t’:TIME [ state(γ,t’) |= belief(clicked_on(x)) & t < t’ ≤ t+D ] 

 
By counting these occurrences, one can calculate the sensitivity and specificity of the 
model as follows: 
 

sensitivity = hits/(hits+misses) 
specificity = correctrejections/(correctrejections+falsealarms) 

 
In principle, an accurate model has a high sensitivity and a high specificity. However, 
these values also depend on the choice of the threshold th. An extremely low threshold 
(of 0) always results in a sensitivity of 1 and a specificity of 0, whereas an extremely 
high threshold (of 1) always results in a sensitivity of 0 and a specificity of 1. Therefore, 
the accuracy should be determined with the threshold as a variable. To this end, an ROC 
(Relative Operative Characteristic) analysis has been performed [10].  

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 11. This figure shows the ROC 
curves for an example situation in which our agent was applied. The blue curve 
indicates the start of the scenario, in which the parameters were not yet tuned (in 
particular, the first 12000 entries of the log file), whereas the red curve indicates the end 
of the scenario, in which the parameters were tuned (the last 12000 entries). The green 
curve indicates the results of a baseline agent which makes random estimations with 
respect to attention. Each curve contains 11 data points (representing 11 different values 
for th) As shown in Figure 4, the model produces much better after parameter adaptation 
results than before. 
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Figure 11.  ROC curves for the model in two different stages, and a random estimation. 
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11    Discussion 

To function in a knowledgeable manner, ambient or pervasive support systems (e.g., [1, 
2, 19]) need to perform some form of mindreading (e.g., [9, 11, 12]) to obtain a model 
of the human(s) they are supporting. The software environment presented here focusses 
on mindreading concerning a human’s attention states (e.g., [7, 14, 16, 18, 21]), based 
on information acquired by sensoring of the gaze, features of the relevant objects in the 
environment, and a dynamical model based on differential equations integrating all this 
information. For the attention estimation the software environment adopts the model 
described in [7], which was also used in [5] and [6]. In contrast to [5] and [6], in the 
approach presented here the selection of intervention actions (as summarised in Table 3) 
is based on numerical approximation methods using sensitivity factors; these numerical 
methods are different from and more generally applicable than the analytical approach 
used in [5] and [6], where within the action generation process no differential equation 
format for (partial) persistency of attention levels is incorporated and no dynamic 
comparison between action options is made. 

In addition to the variables for which values are calculated over time, typically such 
a dynamical model involves a number of parameters that represent characteristics of the 
human and the environment. As often individual differences between humans exist, a 
major challenge here is how the agent can acquire appropriate beliefs on values for 
parameters representing human characteristics that indeed reflect the specific person 
involved. Sometimes personal characteristics of a human can be determined at forehand 
by means of questionnaires and/or interviews. However, such methods do not guarantee 
appropriate outcomes, as what a person says he or she does is not always the same as 
what a person actually does. Therefore the option to estimate such parameters (e.g., 
[17], [20]) may be a better direction to explore. If such parameter estimation is 
performed by the agent at runtime, this results in an adaptive agent that over times gets 
more accurate beliefs on the characteristics of the human. 

The adaptive software agent presented here possesses a parameter adaptation model 
that enables it to perform mindreading in particular concerning a human’s attention 
states (e.g., [7], [14]). This attention-reading capability is based on information acquired 
by sensoring of the gaze, features of the relevant objects in the environment, and a 
dynamical model in the form of a system of differential equations integrating all this 
information. For the latter the dynamical model described in [7] was adopted. As a case 
study for the parameter adaptation model it was applied to the parameters in this 
attention-reading model. By a formal verification process it was shown for this case 
study that the adaptive software agent satisfies a number of expected properties.  

The software environment was implemented according to a component-based design 
within the Adobe® Flex® development environment, which makes it easy to adapt. 
Interaction between components was implemented using ActionScript, in an event-
driven manner. A sensoring component was included for the gaze sensoring which 
connects to the Tobii® eye-tracker. Initially, a prototype implementation of the 
simulation was also carried out in Microsoft Excel®  

The model was evaluated through a number of experiments, some of which were 
discussed in the paper. It was shown that after intervention actions, attention for urgent 
objects was higher. Moreover the software agent with a capability to adapt to personal 
human characteristics as presented here may be the basis for applications in Ambient 
Intelligence or Pervasive Computing (e.g., [1], [2], [3]), where it is assumed that 
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computing takes place in the background without addressing the human by an explicit 
interaction. When such agents can perform some forms of mindreading based on 
observations and dynamical models they possess, they can indeed act in the background 
without directly addressing the human. Some steps in this direction for the case of 
attention-reading were explored in [5] and [6]; however these approaches are not 
adaptive: parameter values need to be given initially. Another approach, not on 
attention-reading but on emotion-reading can be found in [8]. Although there parameter 
adaptation takes place, this is only for a simple case where only two parameters are 
adapted and where an analytical approach for parameter adjustment was used as the 
differential equation could be solved analytically to obtain an explicit formula for the 
sensitivity. As far as the authors know, no other approaches in the literature present 
attention-reading models that are integrated with mechanisms for parameter adaptation. 

Despite the encouraging outcomes, care should be taken not to over-generalise the 
results. Although the verification of dynamic properties pointed out that the model 
performed better than a model making random estimations, one should keep in mind 
that these results were obtained in an experiment that involved only few participants in 
one specific scenario. In future research, more extensive experiments involving more 
participants will be conducted. Future work will address the combination of this model 
for attention with a model that estimates the human’s work pressure and exhaustion and 
its effect on the attention. 
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Abstract 
 

This paper introduces an agent-based support model for leadership, which can be 
used by an ambient system to support a leader in the development of his team 
member(s). Using model-based reasoning, an intelligent agent analyses the 
development level of an employee and provides support to the leader by 
proposing effective leadership behaviour. Simulation experiments performed 
within a dedicated software environment are discussed. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Leadership can be defined as the process of influencing activities of an individual or 
a group towards goal achievement in a given situation [1, p. 86]. Different leadership 
models focus on different aspects that define how effective a leader can be. Some 
models focus on the traits of the leader and group members [2], others on their attitudes 
[7], [8], or on the situational organisational context. The support model introduced in 
the current paper is based on the informal situational leadership model in [1, p.171-
204]. They added a third dimension of leadership behaviour, named the effectiveness 
dimension, to the dimensions task-oriented and relationship oriented leadership 
behaviours taken from [7], [8]. The integration of the third dimension, enables to 
predict the effectiveness of the leadership styles in the specific situational context. 

The motivation for formalising a computational leadership model originated from 
the goal to design an ambient software agent that supports effective team performance. 
As at present no computational models of situational leadership are known to the 
authors, this paper explores such a model. The idea is that an intelligent agent estimates 
the development level of a person and match this with the appropriate leadership style. 
Based on this and the context, which also reflects the history and communication with 
the person, it proposes effective leadership behaviours to the leader. 

In the description of the detailed model the temporal relation a →→ b denotes that 
when a state property a occurs, then after a certain time delay (any positive real 
number), state property b will occur. In this language (called LEADSTO) both temporal 
logical relationships and numerical calculations can be specified, and a dedicated 
software environment is available to support specification and simulation; for more 
details see [4]. 

Below, in Section 2, a detailed model of development level is explained and 
formalised. Section 3 introduces the main aspects of the multi-agent support model for 
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personal development. In Section 4, simulation results of the personal development 
level and the support mechanisms are shown. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper 
with a discussion. 
 
2. A Model for Development Levels 
 

Multiple (informal) models of group development have been suggested by different 
researchers; for example, see [5] and [6]. For the current paper the Situational 
Leadership Theory [1] was adopted, which includes a group development model. In this 
theory, a leader is responsive to the behaviours of a group member (‘employee’), whom 
he categorises in one of four development levels. In this way the group member’s 
behaviour determines the leader’s behaviour. By effective leadership behaviour, the 
group member can grow to a higher development level. It is also possible to categorise 
the whole group in one of the development levels. Therefore, throughout this paper one 
can read ‘group’ instead of ‘group member’ or ‘person’ as well. Another situational 
approach to leadership can be found in [3]. In [1] the authors define development levels 
(‘readiness’ levels) as the extent to which a group member shows the ability and 
willingness to accomplish a specific task. Readiness is not a personality characteristic, 
but a concept that is being used in a specific situation, for a specific task. They define 
ability as the experience, skill or knowledge of the person or group and willingness as 
the degree of confidence, commitment and motivation a person or group has in 
accomplishing a specific task. A person can be able or unable and willing or unwilling 
in task performance. The four combinations that can be made of these four states, define 
the four development levels of a person. Thus, the continuum of possibilities of the 
readiness of a person can be structured according to four levels: R1, R2, R3 and R4, see 
Figure 1 (comparable to [1], Figure 8-2, p.177). Here R1 defines a development level 
where the person is unable and unwilling. The unwillingness is either the lack of 
commitment and motivation or the lack of confidence in task performance. In R2 the 
person is unable but willing. Willingness can be either motivation and commitment the 
person demonstrates, or the confidence the person demonstrates in the guided task 
performance. At level R3, the person is able but unwilling. This means that the person 
now has the ability (experience, skill and knowledge) to perform a task, but lacks 
commitment and motivation or lacks confidence. In R4 the person the person is able to 
perform a task and has the motivation and commitment or shows confidence in 
performing the task.  

 
 

 
Figure 1 Continuum of readiness 

 

 
The current development level of a person is reflected in the aspect gR with possible 
values R1, R2, R3 and R4 for R. For each of the four development levels multiple 
profile attributes pij have been determined, which correspond with the behavioural 
indicators introduced by [1]. The attributes taken into account for level R1 are:  
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defensive_behaviour, complaining_behaviour, intense_frustration, late_task_completion,  
performance_only_to_exact_request, argumentative_behaviour, discomfort_in_body_language,  
confused_unclear_behaviour, fear_of_failure, concern_over_possible_ outcomes.  
 
The attributes used for R2 are:  
nodding_head, seeming_eager, speaking_intense_and_quickly, listening_carefully,  
accep-ting_tasks, acting_quickly, seeking_clarity, making_yes_I_know_ comments,   
answering_questions_superficially. 
 

Each profile attribute pij can be seen as a category or behavioural category of a 
certain development level. Index i defines the development level:  i∈{1,2,3,4}. Index j 
defines the attribute name/position within this development level, for example for  i= 1:  
j∈{1,2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. For example profile attribute p11 ‘defensive_behaviour’ 
belongs to development level R1 and is the first attribute name of this development 
level. This profile attribute reflects the degree to which the person shows defensive 
behaviour. Therefore it has a negative meaning. In the proposed model of group 
development, 10 profile attributes are suggested for development level R1, 9 for 
development level R2 and 7 both for levels R3 and R4. 

Each profile attribute pij has a profile attribute value vij which reflects how often the 
person has shown certain behaviours that indicate the specific profile attribute. Aspect 
vij has been formalised numerically by numbers in the interval [0, 1]. For example v47 = 
0.5 means that the person has shown certain behaviours that indicate that the person is 
being responsible. The exact dynamics of these profile attribute values depend on the 
settings of the other parameters, as explained below. Each profile attribute pij has a 
default profile attribute value vij. The default value of vij depends on the positive or 
negative meaning of the profile attribute pij. A profile attribute pij with a positive 
meaning has a default value 0.1 for vij and one with a negative meaning has a default 
value of 0.9 for vij. For example the profile attribute p18, which is ‘confused_unclear_ 
behaviour’ has a negative meaning. For this reason it is chosen that the default profile 
value of v18 is 0.9. Whenever a person will show behaviour that corresponds with this 
profile attribute p18, the profile attribute value v18 will decrease. A profile attribute pij 
with a positive meaning, for example p25 ‘accepting_tasks’, will have a default value of 
0.1 for v25. If the group (member) shows behaviour that corresponds with this profile 
attribute p25, this profile attribute value v25 will increase. The idea is that the person will 
follow the development levels from R1, to R2, to R3 to R4, by slowly increasing or 
decreasing certain profile attribute values pij.  

An experience name nij with experience value eij was introduced for the degree to 
which a certain behaviour indicates a certain profile attribute pij. Aspect eij has been 
formalised by numbers in the interval [0, 1]. If a profile attribute value pij has a positive 
meaning, then the higher the value of eij the more this behaviour is an indication of the 
corresponding profile attribute pij. This is opposed to eij’s that indicate profile attribute 
behaviours with a negative meaning. Therefore a value of 0.2 for e11 reflects the same 
degree of p11 as the value of 0.8 for e21 that reflects p21. More specifically, in both cases 
the behaviour indicates the profile attribute to an extent of 80%. For example, 
behaviour ‘crossed_arms’ has an experience value e11 of 0.2 (negative meaning), and 
behaviour ‘nods_head’ has an experience value e21 of 0.8 (positive meaning). In this 
example ‘crossed_arms’ indicates profile attribute p11 ‘defensive_behaviour’ just as 
strong as ‘nods_head’ indicates profile attribute p21 ‘nodding_head’, namely they both 
indicate their pij with 80%.  
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The next step is to maintain each profile attribute value vij. The formula for updating 
the profile attribute values vij is expressed as follows: 

If  vij  has a positive meaning 
then new vij  = α vij + (1-α)eij  
 

If  vij  has a negative meaning 
then new vij  = 1-[α(1-vij) + (1-α)(1-eij)] 

Here α is a number in the interval [0, 1] which reflects how persistent the pij value is. If 
α = 0 then every new experience ‘overwrites’ the old profile attribute value vij 
completely. If α is a high number, like 0.8, then the ‘old’ profile attribute value vij is 
very persisting, since the new experience can adjust only 20% of the ‘old’ profile 
attribute vij into the ‘new’ profile attribute vij. Note that for the second formula: 1- new 
vij = α(1-vij) + (1-α)(1-eij), is equivalent with: new vij  = 1-[α(1-vij) + (1-α)(1-eij)]. As an 
example: if the value of v11 (negative meaning) is 0.9 at time point 1, the group shows a 
defensive behaviour with e11 = 0.2, and α is set to 0.5. Then the new value for v11 at 
time point 2 will be: 1-[0.5(1-0.9) +0.5(1-0.2)] = 0.55. 

Expressed in differential equation format, the update mechanism for profile attribute 
pij is as follows: 

 

 pij(t+Δt)  =  pij(t) + β (eij(t) – pij(t)) Δt 
d pij(t)/dt  =  β (eij(t) – pij(t))  

 

where β = 1 - α can be considered a flexibility factor. 
 
The final step is to calculate qi for each development level, which indicates the 

degree the group member has shown behaviours of the specific development level. This 
qi has been formalised by numbers in the interval [0, 1] and reflects the average of the 
profile attribute values pij of the corresponding development level. For example, q1 is 
the average of all pij with index i = 1. If q1 is 0.1, then the person has not shown any 
behaviours yet that are indicative of development level R1, since it is the average of all 
(rescaled) default profile values v1j. The model to average the profile attributes pij is qi = 
∑j=1

n wij / nj where, n1 =10, n2 = 9, n3  = 7 and n4 = 7,  and wij = vij  if the meaning is 
positive and wij = 1-vij   if negative. 

The person will reach a next development level by exceeding a certain threshold for 
each qi. Below a threshold of 0.6 was chosen, but the threshold can be set to any other 
number that will provide predictive behaviour of the person. The criteria for the 
development levels are as follows: 

 

criterion development level 
q1 < 0.6  &  q2 < 0.6  &  q3 < 0.6 gR1

q1  ≥ 0.6  &  q2 < 0.6  &  q3 < 0.6 gR2

q1 ≥ 0.6  &  q2 ≥ 0.6  &  q3 <0.6 gR3

q1 ≥ 0.6  &  q2 ≥ 0.6  &  q3 ≥ 0.6 gR4

 
 

3. The Leadership Support Model 
 

In this section, a support model is introduced that uses the development level model 
of the previous section. This model provides intelligent support to a leader by proposing 
effective leadership behaviour to the leader. The idea here is that an intelligent agent 
can estimate the development level of the person and match this with the appropriate 
leadership style. Then based on the leadership style and the context, which reflects the 
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history and communication with the person, it proposes effective leadership behaviours 
to the leader. In [1], four leadership styles are proposed that match with one of the four 
development levels discussed in previous section. The four leadership styles {S1, S2, 
S3, S4} are four different combinations of behaviours that are low or high on two 
dimensions: task behaviour and relationship behaviour. Typical task behaviour is 
telling people what to do, how to do it, where to do it and who should do it. The leader 
spells out the responsibilities and duties of the person. Relationship behaviour is 
characterised by two-way communication: the encouragement, listening, facilitating, 
and supportive behaviours. Figure 2 (upper part), (inspired by [1, p.182, Figure 8-7]) 
gives an overview of the four leadership styles. 

 
Figure 2 Situational Leadership Model: Leadership styles in four quadrants (upper part), related 

tothe four readiness levels (lower part) 
 
The correct matches of each leadership style with one of the readiness levels of the 

person are defined in [1] as: R1 matches S1, R2 matches S2, R3 matches S3 and R4 
matches S4. In [1] this is depicted as a Gaussian curve that goes through the four 
leadership style quadrants (see Figure 2, upper part). Beneath this, the four development 
stages are depicted. The developmental stage that matches with an interval on the 
horizontal axis of the quadrants, matches with part of the Gaussian curve in that 
interval. The quadrant that is traversed by the Gaussian curve in that interval is the 
matching leadership style for that development level. 

 

Below, the detailed specification of the leadership support model is explained in 
terms of LEADSTO specifications (executable temporal rules; cf. [4]). First, the 
intelligent agent observes the behaviour of the Ph.D. student and generates a belief 
about the student’s behaviour. This is shown in rule BS1. Rule BS2 represents the 
update process of one attribute value. Here, only one rule is given for the update of a 
certain profile attribute value, in case the Ph.D. student did show a behaviour indicating 
this profile attribute, otherwise the profile attribute value persists. After all profile 
attribute values are updated, the ambient agent calculates the four q-values. The 
calculation of the q-value for R1 is reflected in rule BS3. Next in rule BS4 the ambient 
agent calculates which q-value is highest. This value is used by the agent in rule BS5 to 
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generate the belief about the development level of the student. 
 

BS1 Generating a belief on the Ph.D. student's behaviour from an observation 
If  the ambient agent observes body language BL of student STU in a certain context C 
then  the ambient agent will believe that STU has body language BL in a certain context C 
observation_result(body_language_of_in(BL, STU, C)) 
→→ belief(body_language_of_in(BL, STU, C)) 
 

BS2  Analysing the Ph.D. student’s behaviour in terms of profile attribute values 
If the ambient agent believes that student STU has behaviour BL in a certain context C 
and the ambient agent believes that body language BL of student STU has profile attribute 

value PVALUE for profile attribute PNAME  
and the ambient agent believes that the experience value for BL for profile attribute PNAME is 

E 
then  the ambient agent will believe that the profile attribute value of profile attribute PNAME of 

body language BL of student STU is  ALPHA*PVALUE+ (1-ALPHA)*E 
belief(body_language_of_in(BL, STU, C)) & 
belief(p_values_for_of_in(PNAME, PVALUE, BL, STU)) & 
belief(e_value_of_for(E, PNAME, BL)) & 
→→  belief(p_values_for_of_in(PNAME,  

         ALPHA*PVALUE+ (1-ALPHA)*E, BL, STU)) 
BS3 Calculating the estimated q-value of R1 
If the ambient agent believes that the first profile attribute PNAME1 of development level R1 

has profile attribute value PVALUE1 for student STU 
and the ambient agent believes that the tenth profile attribute PNAME10 of development level 

R1 has profile attribute value PVALUE10 for student STU 
then  the ambient agent will believe that the estimated q value of the development level R1 for 

student STU is the average of these 10 PVALUES 
belief(highest_value_of_for(PVALUE1, PNAME1, r1, STU)) & 
belief(highest_value_of_for(PVALUE10, PNAME10, r1, STU)) 
→→  belief(estimated_qvalue_of((PVALUE1+ PVALUE2+… + PVALUE10)/10, r1, STU)) 
 

BS4 Calculating the highest estimated q-value 
If the ambient agent believes that the estimated q-value of development level R1 of student 

STU is X1 
and the ambient agent believes that the estimated q-value of development level R2 of student 

STU is X2 
and the ambient agent believes that the estimated q-value of development level R3 of student 

STU is X3 
and the ambient agent believes that the estimated q-value of development level R4 of student 

STU is X4 
then the ambient agent will believe that the highest estimated q-value for student STU is the 

maximum of X1, X2, X3 and X4 
belief(estimated_qvalue_of(X1, r1, STU)) & 
belief(estimated_qvalue_of(X2, r2, STU)) & 
belief(estimated_qvalue_of(X3, r3, STU)) & 
belief(estimated_qvalue_of(X4, r4, STU)) 
→→  belief(highest_estimated_qvalue_of(max(X1,X2,X3,X4), STU) ) 
 

BS5 Assessing the development level of the Ph.D. student 
If the ambient agent believes that the estimated q value of development level R1, namely X1, 

is the highest of the four estimated q-values for student STU 
then the ambient agent will assess that the development level of student STU in context C is R1 
belief(highest_estimated_qvalue_of(X1, STU))  
→→  assessment(development_level_for_in(R1, STU, C)) 
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Next, in the matching process, the intelligent agent generates its desire for the most 
effective leadership style of the leader, based on the group member’s personal 
development level. Determining which leadership style is most effective (S1, S2, S3 or 
S4) as in [1], is done by the following straightforward generic matching rule, which has 
been incorporated in the intelligent agent: if  Ri    then Si  where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Below, 
rule BS6 models this matching process.  
 

BS6 Matching leadership style with development level 
If   the ambient agent assesses that the development level of student STU in context C is Ri 
then the ambient agent will desire that the leadership style for student STU in context C is Si 
assessment(development_level_for_in(Ri, STU, C)) 
→→  desire(leadership_style_for_in(Si, STU, C)) 
 

In the refinement process, the intelligent agent determines which leadership 
behaviours are appropriate in the given context, which it then proposes to the leader. 
This is represented in rule BS7 below. The context reflects the history and communi-
cation with the student. The intelligent agent has internal knowledge about which 
behaviours are most effective for which leadership style and in which context. 

 

BS7 Choosing the appropriate communication response for the leader  
If the ambient agent desires that the leadership style for student STU in context C is Si 
and the appropriate communication response of PRO is COMM to the behaviour BL of student 

STU in context C 
then the ambient agent will propose to PRO to respond with the communication COMM to 

student STU in context C 
desire(leadership_style_for_in(Si, STU, C)) & 
belief(comm_response_to_in_for(COMM, BL, C, Si)) 
→→  proposal(communication_by_to_in(COMM, PRO, STU, C)) 
 

4. Simulation Results 
 

To illustrate the personal development support model described above, a specific 
scenario is addressed. In Section 4.1, the simulation for the personal development level 
model is discussed and in Section 4.2 shows the simulation for the support model. 
 

4.1. Simulation of the development model 
 

Simulations for an example case have been generated in the LEADSTO software 
environment [4]. The scenario shown represents a situation in which a Ph.D. student is 
developing in explorative research.  
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Figure 3 Simulation trace: qi values for R1, R2 and R3 
  

The student can show behaviours of three types: body language, task performance 
and communication. They are indicators of certain profile attributes pij, which in turn 
are indicative for one of the four development levels, according to [1]. Before the 
student has decided which behaviour to perform, all possibilities for behaviour that suit 
the situational context are derived. In this example case, there are 7 behaviours possible 
for the student in the given context. When the behaviour possibilities are derived, only 
the possible behaviours that match with the student’s current development level are 
chosen. For example, the development level of the student first is R1 and later R2. The 
student’s development level can also be derived from the values of qi which are shown 
in the graphs in Figure 3 (showing time on the x-axis). This figure shows that from 
about time point 145, qi is above the threshold of 0.6. From this time point on the 
student is in the next development level: R2. 

4.2. Simulation of the support process 
 

The intelligent agent analyses the student’s development level and determines the 
most effective leadership behaviours for the professor. The idea is that the ambient 
agent estimates the development level of the student based on his behaviours. After 
each behaviour of the student, the intelligent agent updates the estimations of the 
student’s current profile attribute values from which the estimated qi’s are calculated.  

In Figure 4 the updates of the estimated profile attribute values vij are shown. In 
Figure 5 the estimated values of qi are shown. In contrast, Figure 3 shows the real 
values of qi, but they are identical to the ambient agent’s estimates in Figure 5, only the 
intelligent agent derives the values at a later time point, since it first needs to observe 
the behaviours that the student performs.  
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    Figure 4 Estimated profile attribute    Figure 5 Simulation trace:  

     values vij        leader estimates of qi’s. 
 
 
After the intelligent agent has estimated the current development level of the student, 

it derives appropriate leadership behaviours within the current context and the most 
effective leadership style. In the example simulation the input of the ambient agent’s 
reasoning component ‘action_selection’ is the belief that the most effective leadership 
style is S2. 

Thereafter this component outputs a leadership style behaviour ‘smiling’ which 
corresponds with the leadership style S2 and with the current context c(5). This 
leadership behaviour will be output by the intelligent agent as a proposal to the leader. 
The intelligent agent is called ‘professor_agent’ in the simulation trace. The full 
LEADSTO specification can be found at: http://www.cs.vu.nl/~treur/gd-support.lt. 
 

5. Discussion 
 

This paper presents a first exploration into computational modelling of a leadership 
support model in the context of personal development. Other quantitative modelling of 
personal development can be found in [9], but this work does not focus on support by 
leadership style behaviour, as is done in the current work.  

While also other (informal) models of group development can be found in the 
literature, for example, in [5] and [6], for the current paper the personal development 
model from the situational leadership theory [1] was chosen as the basis for the support 
model. The main reason for this choice was that it focuses on the behaviour of the 
group member. Moreover, the integration of the effectiveness dimension makes it 
possible to predict the effectiveness of the different leadership styles in the specific 
situational context or situational demands. 
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An agent-based approach to formalise and simulate personal development and 
leadership support was chosen. Simulations of an example scenario in which a Ph.D. 
student is developing his skills in conducting explorative research, showed that the 
model is able to show how the student develops from one development level to another. 
The simulations also showed how the support model is able to estimate the personal 
development level and to derive the appropriate behaviours for the leader.  

As a next step, various extensions of the support model will be explored. For 
example, the possibility that the intelligent agent does not estimate the development 
correctly. In that case, a possibility could be that the ambient agent is able to learn from 
its errors by adapting the parameters by which it estimates the development level. A 
more extensive external validation of the model is also part of future work, although the 
model is based on the situational leadership theory in [1], which itself has been 
validated empirically.  
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Abstract 

Two types of modelling approaches exist to reading an observed person’s emotions: with or 
without making use of the observing person’s own emotions. This paper focuses on an integrated 
approach that combines both types of approaches in an adaptive manner. A cognitive model is 
presented inspired by recent advances in neurological context. First a model for emotion reading 
is described involving (preparatory) mirroring of body states of the observed person within the 
observing person. This model involves a recursive body loop: a converging positive feedback loop 
based on reciprocal causation between preparations for body states and emotions felt. Here 
emotion reading involves the own body states and emotions in reading somebody else’s emotions: 
first the same feeling is developed, and after feeling the emotion, it is imputed to the other person. 
Next the cognitive model is extended to an adaptive model based on learning a direct connection 
between a sensed stimulus concerning another agent’s body state (e.g., face expression) and an 
emotion imputation state. In this adaptive agent model the emotion is imputed to the other agent 
before it is actually felt, or even without it is felt. It is shown how by means of an interpretation 
mapping the cognitive model can be related to a neurological model for emotion reading based on 
mirror neurons and Hebbian learning of connections between neurons. In addition to 
specifications of both models and the interpretation mapping, simulation results are shown, and 
automated verification of relevant properties is discussed. 

 

1  Introduction 
From an evolutionary perspective, mindreading (or having a Theory of Mind) in 
humans and some other kinds of animals has developed for a number of aspects, for 
example, intention, attention, emotion, knowing; e.g., (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Bogdan, 
1997; Dennett, 1987; Goldman, 2006; Goldman and Spirada, 2004; Malle, Moses, and 
Baldwin, 2001). Two philosophical perspectives on having a Theory of Mind are 
Simulation Theory and Theory Theory; cf. (Goldman, 2006). In the first perspective it is 
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assumed that mindreading takes place by using the facilities involving the own 
cognitive states that are counterparts of the cognitive states attributed to the other 
person. For example, the state of feeling pain oneself is used in the process to determine 
whether the other person has pain. The second perspective is based on reasoning using 
knowledge about relationships between cognitive states and observed behaviour. For 
example, in (Bosse, Memon, and Treur, 2007a, 2007b) mindreading concerning another 
person’s beliefs, desires and intentions was addressed from a Theory Theory 
perspective, and in (Memon and Treur, 2008) mindreading of emotions was addressed 
from a Simulation Theory perspective, where a person’s own emotions are involved in 
the process of reading the other person’s emotions.  

More and more neurological evidence supports the Simulation Theory perspective, 
in particular the recent discovery of mirror neurons: preparation neurons that are 
activated both when preparing for an action (including a change in body state) and when 
observing somebody else performing a similar action; e.g., (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 
2008; Pineda, 2009; Iacoboni, 2008). However, work as described in (Pantic and 
Rothkrantz, 1997, 2000) shows the feasibility of automated approaches to emotion 
recognition where no own emotions are involved. This feasibility at least refers to the 
technical point of view, but leaves open the question of neurological plausibility.  

The current paper addresses the question whether and how both perspectives can co-
occur both from a technical and neurological perspective. A unified view on emotion 
reading is presented, where on the one hand mechanisms are available to perform 
emotion reading by simulation involving the own emotions (in line with the Simulation 
Theory perspective), but on the other hand by learning a mechanism where emotions are 
recognised without involving the own emotions (resulting in a model part of which is in 
line with the Theory Theory perspective). This unified view is illustrated by both a 
cognitive and neural model for adaptive emotion reading, and by showing how the 
cognitive model can be mapped onto the neural model. 

The two adaptive emotion reading models presented are based on three ingredients 
originating in the neurological area: a recursive body loop to generate emotional 
responses and feelings, the mirrorring function of preparation neurons, and Hebbian 
learning. By Damasio (1999, 2004) preparation neurons are attributed a crucial role in 
generating and feeling emotional responses. In particular, using a ‘body loop’ or ‘as if 
body loop’, a connection between such neurons and the feeling of emotions by sensing 
the own body state is obtained; see (Damasio, 1999, 2004) or the formalisation 
presented in (Bosse, Jonker and Treur, 2008). The concept of recursive body loop is 
used as one of the points of departure. This causal cycle through preparation and feeling 
states is triggered by a stimulus and after an indefinite number of rounds ends up in an 
equilibrium for both states. In this paper it is shown how within a model based on a 
recursive body loop, Hebbian learning can be incorporated in order to obtain an 
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adaptive model for emotion reading. The Hebbian learning creates a direct connection 
from the stimulus (e.g., an observed facial expression) to the imputed emotion, 
bypassing the body loop with the own emotional states. Some simulation results are 
discussed, and formally specified dynamic properties of adaptive and non-adaptive 
emotion reading are shown, and it is discussed how they were verified against 
simulation traces. 

Within the agent systems area, agent models are often designed as cognitive models, 
for example, the well-known BDI-model. However, it is more and more recognised that 
agent models can be more ‘embodied’ to obtain their grounding in (physical or neural) 
reality. Models describing an agent’s internal functioning as fully immersed in physical 
reality can be designed on the basis of modelling concepts that are appropriate to 
describe the relevant neural and biological concepts and their dynamics (e.g., Port and 
van Gelder, 1995). Such concepts can be used to specify a neural agent model. In 
addition it is possible to specify precisely defined (reduction) relations between 
concepts used in a cognitive model and concepts used in a neural model. In this paper it 
is also addressed how the two types of models can be related to each other by 
interpretation mappings (e.g., Kim, 2005; Treur, 2009). To illustrate this, in addition to 
the cognitive model for adaptive emotion reading, also a neurological model is 
introduced, and it is shown how the two models can be related by an interpretation 
mapping.  

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, in Section 2 the neural model for 
adaptive emotion reading is introduced. Some simulation results are shown in Section 3. 
Next, in Section 4 the cognitive model is described. Some simulation results are shown 
in Section 5. In Section 6 it is discussed how automated verification of a number of 
relevant properties was applied. Section 7 shows how the cognitive model can be 
mapped onto the neural model. The paper is concluded with a discussion in Section 8. 

2.   A Neural Model for Adaptive Emotion Reading  

Two main ingredients of the neural model to generate emotional responses and feeling 
states for a given stimulus are: 1) a recursive body loop and 2) the notion of mirror 
neurons (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2008; Pineda, 2009; Iacoboni, 2008) and by the 
Simulation Theory perspective on mindreading (Goldman, 2006). These ingredients are 
addressed, respectively, in Section 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 explains how adaptivity can 
be incorporated in the model based on a third ingredient: 3) a Hebbian learning 
principle. 

The neural model was specified both in MatLab and in the hybrid dynamical 
modelling language LEADSTO (Bosse, Jonker, Meij, and Treur, 2007). Within this 
language, the temporal relation a →→ b denotes that when a state property a occurs, then 
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after a certain time delay (which for each relation instance can be specified as any 
positive real number), state property b will occur. In LEADSTO, both logical and 
numerical calculations can be specified, and a dedicated software environment is 
available to support specification and simulation; for more details see (Bosse, Jonker, 
Meij, and Treur, 2007). 

The neural model presented in this section uses the idea of a recursive ‘body loop’ 
or ‘as if body loop’ inspired by Damasio (1999, 2003). For a body loop this roughly 
proceeds according to the following causal chain: 

sensing a stimulus  →  sensory representation of a stimulus  →  preparation for  bodily 
response  → body state modification → sensing the body state  →  sensory representation of 
the body state  →  feeling the emotion 

Alternatively, an ‘as if body loop’ uses a shortcut: 

preparation for  bodily response  →  sensory representation of the bodily response  
A main idea of the cognitive model is that the body loop (or as if body loop) is 
extended to a recursive (as if) body loop by assuming that in turn the preparation of the 
bodily response is also affected by the state of feeling the emotion (cf. Damasio, 2003, 
pp. 91-92):  

feeling the emotion  →  preparation for  bodily response   

The bodily response and the feeling are assigned a level or gradation, expressed by a 
number, which is assumed dynamic. The causal cycle is modelled as a positive feedback 
loop, triggered by the stimulus and converging to a certain level of feeling and body 
state. Here in each round of the cycle the next body state has a level that is affected by 
both the level of the stimulus and of the feeling state, and the next level of the feeling is 
based on the level of the body state. In the more detailed model described below, the 
combined effect of the levels of the stimulus and the emotional state on the body state is 
modelled as a weighted sum (with equal weights 0.5 in this case). This implies a pattern 
of gradual generation (and extinction) of an emotion upon a stimulus. 

The neural model for adaptive emotion reading introduced here refers to activation 
states of (groups of) neurons and the body. An overall picture of the network structure 
of this model is shown in Figure 1.  
 
2.1  The Neural Network Structure 
In the network structure depicted in Figure 1 each node stands for a group of one or 
more neurons, or for an effector, sensor or body state. The nodes can be interpreted as 
explained in Table 1. 
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Figure 1:  Network structure of the neural model for adaptive emotion reading 

 

In the neural activation state of RN(s, b), the experienced emotion b is related to the 
stimulus s, which triggers the emotion generation process. Note that the more this 
neuron is strongly related to SN(s), the more it may be considered to represent a level of 
awareness of what causes the feeling b; this may be related to what by Damasio (1999) 
is called a state of conscious feeling. This state that relates an emotion felt b to any 
triggering stimulus s can play an important role in the conscious attribution of the 
feeling to any stimulus s. 
 

node nr denoted by description 
0 s stimulus; for example, another agent’s body state b'  
1 SS(s) sensor state for stimulus s 
2 SN(s) sensory representation neuron for s 
3 PN(b) preparation neuron for own body state  b 
4 ES(b) effector state for own body state b 
5 BS(b) own body state b 
6 SS(b) sensor state for own body state b 
7 SN(b) sensory representation neuron for own body state b 
8 FN(b) neuron for feeling state b 
9 RN(s, b) neuron representing that s induces feeling b 

 

Table 1:  Overview of the nodes involved 
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The neural model for emotion reading has been specified in LEADSTO as well. To this 
end the connections with their strengths were specified by: 
 

connectedto(s, sensor_state(S), 1) 
connectedto(sensor_state(S), SN(S), 1) 
connectedto(FN(B), SN(S),  PN(B), 0.5, 0.5)   
connectedto(PN(B), effector_state(B), 1)   
connectedto(effector_state(B), body_state(B), 1)   
connectedto(body_state(B), sensor_state(B), 1)   
connectedto(sensor_state(B), SN(B), 1)   
connectedto(SN(B), FN(B), 1)     
connectedto(FN(B), SN(S),  RN(S, B), α, β) 

 

2.2  Functioning of the Neural Model 
According to the Simulation Theory perspective, an agent model for emotion reading 
should essentially be based on a neural model to generate the own emotions as induced 
by any stimulus s. Indeed, the neural agent model introduced above can be specialised 
in a quite straightforward manner to enable emotion reading. The main step is that the 
stimulus s that triggers the emotional process, which until now was left open, is 
instantiated with the body state b' of another agent (for example a facial expression of 
another agent). Within the network in Figure 1 this leads (via activation of the sensory 
representation state SN(b')) to activation of the preparation state PN(b) where b is the 
own body state corresponding to the other agent’s body state b'. This pattern shows how 
this preparation state PN(b) functions as a mirror neuron. Next, via the recursive body 
loop, gradually higher and higher activation levels of the own feeling state b are 
generated. 

To formally specify the functioning of the neural model, the mathematical concepts 
listed in Table 2 are used. 
 

concept description 
N set of nodes (as listed in Table 1);  

variables indicating elements of this set are i, j, k 
N' N\{0} the set of node numbers except the node for the stimulus s 

wij(t) strength of the connection from node i to node j at time t;  
this is taken 0 when no connection exists or when i=j 

yi(t) activation level of node i at time t 
neti(t) net input to node i at time t 

g function to determine activation level from net input  
γ change rate for activation level 

η learning rate for weights 
 

Table 2:  Mathematical concepts used 
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 The function g can take different forms, varying from the identity function g(v) = v 
for the linear case, to a discontinuous threshold (indicated by β) step function with g(v) 
= 0 for v<β and g(v)=1 for v≥β, or a continuous logistic threshold function based on 

σ τ   with steepness σ and threshold τ. For the connections between nodes of 

which at least one is not a neuron the connections have been made simple: weights 1 
and g the identity function; so w12 = w34 = w45 = w56 = w67  = 1. 

The activation levels are determined for step size Δt for all i ∈ N'  as follows: 
 

 neti(t) = Σj∈N  wji(t) yj(t) 
  Δyi(t) = γ (g(neti(t)) - yi(t)) Δt 
 

Note that for step size Δt = 1 and change rate γ = 1, the latter difference equation can be 
rewritten to 
 

 yi(t+1) = g(neti(t)) 
 

which is a wellknown formula in the literature addressing simulation with neural 
models.  

The generic propagation rules for functioning of the neural model were specified in 
LEADSTO format as (corresponding to general neurological laws): 
 

connectedto(X, Y, α)  &  activated(X, V) →→  activated(Y, α* V) 
connectedto(X1, X2, Y, α, β)  &  activated(X1, V1) &  activated(X2, V2)   

→→  activated(Y, α* V1+β *V2) 
 

These temporal relations specify that propagation of activation levels takes place by 
multiplying them by the strength of the connection; for input from multiple connections 
they are added.  

The neural model description in the form of a system of differential equations can 
be used for an analysis of equilibria that can occur. Here the external stimulus level for 
s is assumed constant. Moreover, it is assumed that γ > 0. In general putting Δyi(t) = 0 
provides the following set of equations for i ∈ N':  
 

 yi = g(Σj∈N  wji yj) 
 

For the given network structure these equilibrium equations are: 
 

y1 = g(w01 y0) y2 = g(w12 y1)  y4 = g(w34 y3) y5 = g(w45 y4) y6 = g(w56 y5) 
y7 = g(w67 y6) y8 = g(w78 y7)  y3 = g(w23 y2 + w83 y8) y9 = g(w29 y2 + w89 y8) 
 

Taking into account that connections between nodes among which at least one is not a 
neuron have weight 1 and g the identity function, it follows that the equilibrium 
equations are: 
 

 y2 = y1 = y0 y7 = y6 = y5 = y4 = y3       y8 = g(w78 y7) 
 y3 = g(w23 y2 + w83 y8) y9 = g(w29 y2 + w89 y8) 
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2.3  Hebbian Learning within the Neural Model 
As a next step, the neural model for emotion reading is extended by a facility to 
strengthen the direct connection between the neuron SN(s) for the sensory 
representation of the stimulus (the other agent’s face expression) and the neuron RN(s, 
f). A strengthening of this connection over time creates a different emotion reading 
process that in principle can bypass the generation of the own feeling. The learning rule 
to achieve such an adaptation process is based on the Hebbian learning principle that 
connected neurons that are frequently activated simultaneously strengthen their 
connecting synapse e.g., (Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; 
Wasserman, 1989). The change in strength for the connection wij between nodes i, j ∈ N 
is determined (for step size Δt) as follows; see also (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002, p. 406): 
 

   Δwij(t) = (η yi(t)yj(t)(1 – wij(t)) - ζ wij(t)) Δt 
 

Here η is the learning rate, and ζ the extinction rate. Note that this Hebbian learning 
rule is applied only to those pairs of nodes i, j ∈ N for which a connection already 
exists. In LEADSTO this rule was specified as: 
 

connectedto(X1, X2, Y, W, β)  &  activated(X1, V1) &  activated(Y, V2)   
→→  connectedto(X1, X2, Y, W+ηV1V2(1-W) - ζW, β)   

 

Also for the adaptive case, equilibrium equations can be found. Here it is assumed 
that γ, η > 0. In general putting both Δyi(t) = 0 and Δwij(t) = 0  provides the following 
set of equations for i, j ∈ N’:  
 

 yi = g(Σj∈N  wji yj) 
 yiyj(1 – wij) -  ζ wij = 0 
 

From the latter set of equations (second line), for ζ = 0 it immediately follows that for 
any pair i, j ∈ N’ it holds: 
 

 either    yi = 0    or    yj = 0    or    wij = 1 
 

In particular, when for an equilibrium state both yi and yj are nonzero, then wij = 1. For 
the general case w ≠ 0 in an equilibrium state it holds: ith ζ 

wij  =  
η  

η   ζ

 

 

 

When yi , yj ≠ 0, th  can be rewritten as is

wij  =  
  ζ 

η

 

 

From this it follows that: 
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wij  ≤  
  ζ 

η

 < 1 

In the simulation examples with nonzero extinction rate (see next section), this upper 
bound indeed can be observed. 

3.   Example Simulations for the Neural Model  

Based on the neural model specifications, a number of simulation traces have been 
generated, both within the LEADSTO environment and in MatLab. Time delays within 
the temporal LEADSTO relations were taken 1 time unit. Section 3.1 presents some 
simulation traces for the nonadaptive case, and Section 3.2 presents some traces for the 
adaptive case. All graphs show the values of the various activation levels (on the y-axis) 
over time (on the x-axis).  
 

3.1  Nonadaptive example simulations of the neural model 
An example simulation trace for the nonadaptive case is shown in Figure 2. Here it is 
shown that the recursive body loop results in an approximation of convergent activation 
levels for the states that relate to the emotion and the body state, among others. A 
simulation trace for emotion reading is obtained by instantiating stimulus S with the 
other person’s face expression (indicated by s = othersface(f)), and instantiating body state 
B with the own face expression (indicated by f). Next, this trace is extended with a 
communication part, based on additional connections (see Figure 3): 
 

connectedto(RN(S, B), PN(say(your emotion is B)), 1) 
connectedto(PN(say(your emotion is B)), effector_state(say(your emotion is B)), 1) 

 

Note that at time point 3 the neuron RN(s, f) has activation level 0.5, which is not 
considered high enough to count as an indication of imputation. However, after time 
point 9 it gets an activation level of 0.75. This is considered an appropriate indication 
for an imputation.  

The numerical software environment Matlab has also been used to obtain simulation 
traces for the neural model described above. An example simulation trace that results 
from this neural model with the function g the identity function is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2:  Example simulation trace for the neural model: nonadaptive case 

body_state(f, X)

activated(FN(f), X)

activated(RN(s, f), X)

activated(s, 1)

activated(sensor state(s), 1)

activated(SN(s), 1)

activated(PN(f), X)

activated(effector state(f), X)

activated(sensor state(f), X)

activated(SN(f), X)
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activated(RN(s, f), X)

      activated(PN(say(your emotion is f)),

  activated(effector state(say(your emotion is

 

Figure 3:  Example simulation trace for neural model with communication  
 

Here, time is on the horizontal axis, and the activation levels of three of the neurons 
SN(s), FN(f), and RN(s,f) are shown on the vertical axis. As shown in this picture, the 
sensory representation of a certain stimulus s quickly results in a feeling state f, and a 
representation that s induces f. When the stimulus s is not present anymore, the 
activations of FN(f) and RN(s, f) quickly decrease to 0. The weight factors taken are: 
w23 = w83 = w89 = 0.1,  w78 = 0.5 and w29 = 0. Moreover, γ = 1, and a logistic threshold 
function was used with threshold 0.1 and steepness 40. 

 SN(s) 
 FN(f) 
RN(s,

Figure 4:  Example MatLab simulation for an agent performing non-adaptive emotion 
reading 
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For the values taken in the simulation above, the equilibrium equations are:  
 

 y2 = y1 = y0 
 y7 = y6 = y5 = y4 = y3 
 y8 = g(0.5 y7) 
 y3 = g(0.1 y2 + 0.1 y8) 
 y9 = g(0.1y8) 
 

As the threshold was taken 0.1 it follows from the equations that for stimulus level y0 = 
0 all values for yi are (almost) 0, and for stimulus level y0 = 1 that all values for yi are 1, 
which is also shown by the simulation in Figure 4. 

 

3.2  Adaptive example simulations of the neural model 
Also a number of simulations have been performed for the neural agent model 
performing adaptive emotion reading; for an example, see Figure 5. As seen in this 
figure, the strength of the connection between SN(s) and RN(s, f) (indicated by b which 
is in fact w29) is initially 0 (i.e., initially, when observing the other agent’s face, the 
agent does not impute feeling to this). However, during an adaptation phase of two 
trials, the connection strength goes up as soon as the agent imputes feeling f to the target 
stimulus s (the observation of the other agent’s face), in accordance with the temporal 
relationship described above.  

 SN(s) 
 FN(f) 
 RN(s, f)
 b 

Figure 5:  Example simulation for the neural model performing adaptive emotion 
reading 
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Note that, as in Figures 3 and 4, the activation values of other neurons gradually 
increase as the agent observes the stimulus, following the recursive feedback loop 
discussed. These values sharply decrease as the agent stops observing the stimulus as 
shown in Figures 4 and 5, e.g. from time point 40 to 76, from time point 112 to 148, and 
so on. Note that at these time points the strength of the connection between SN(s) and 
RN(s, f) (indicated by b) remains stable. After the adaptation phase, and with the 
imputation sensitivity at high, the agent imputes feeling f to the target stimulus directly 
after occurrence of the sensory representation of the stimulus, as shown in the third trial 
in Figure 5. Note here that even though the agent has adapted to impute feeling f to the 
target directly after the stimulus, the other state property values continue to increase in 
the third trial as the agent receives the stimulus; this is because the adaptation phase 
creates a connection between the sensory representation of the stimulus and emotion 
imputation without eliminating the recursive feedback loop altogether. Note that when a 
constant stimulus level 1 is taken, an equilibrium state is reached in which b = 1, and all 
yi are 1. 

The learning rate η used in the simulation shown in Figure 5 is 0.02, the extinction 
rate was put on 0. In Figure 6 a similar simulation is shown for a lower learning rate: 
0.005. 

 SN(s) 
 FN(f) 
 RN(s, f)
 b 

Figure 6:  Adaptive emotion reading of the neural model with lower learning rate 
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4.  A Cognitive Model for Adaptive Emotion Reading 
The cognitive model to generate emotional responses and feeling states for a given 
stimulus was adopted from (Memon and Treur, 2008). Two main ingredients were 
abstracted from neurological principles: 1) a recursive body loop involving preparation 
states and feeling states, and 2) the mirrorring function of preparation states as inspired 
by the notion of mirror neurons (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2008; Pineda, 2009; 
Iacoboni, 2008) and by the Simulation Theory perspective on mindreading (Goldman, 
2006). These ingredients are addressed, respectively, in Section 4.1 and 4.2. Section 4.3 
explains how adaptivity was incorporated in the model by a learning model that was 
abstracted from a Hebbian learning principle. 
 
4.1  Recursive Body Loop 
 

The description of the detailed cognitive model for emotion generation based on a 
recursive body loop is presented in LEADSTO. The specification (both informally and 
formally) of the model is described below. Figure 7 shows a graphical representation, 
where circles denote state properties and arrows denote temporal relationships. Here 
capitals are used for (assumed universally quantified) variables, and lower case letters 
for instances. In the figure it is assumed that b is a body state instance induced by 
stimulus instance s. The first two properties LP1 and LP2 describe the sensing process, 
and are assumed to apply for all instances of the variable S.  

LP1  Sensing a stimulus 
If  stimulus S occurs  
then  a sensor state for S will occur. 

world_state(S) →→  sensor_state(S) 
 

LP2  Generating a sensory representation of a stimulus 
If  a sensor state for S occurs,  
then  a sensory representation for S will occur. 

sensor_state(S)  →→  srs(S) 
 

The third property LP3 only applies to a given specific stimulus instance s and a 
specific body state instance b. 
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LP3  From sensory representation and emotion to preparation* 
If  a sensory representation for s occurs  
  and  feeling b has level V,  
then  the preparation state for body state b will occur with level (1+V)/2. 

srs(s) & feeling(b, V)  →→  preparation_state(b, (1+V)/2) 
If  no sensory representation for s occurs  
  and feeling b has level V,  
then  preparation state for body state b will occur with level V/2. 

not srs(s) & feeling(b, V)  →→  preparation_state(b, V/2) 
 

The properties LP4 to LP8 describe the general pattern of the body loop and are 
applicable to all instances of variable B.  
 
LP4  From preparation to body modification 
If  preparation state for body state B occurs with level V, 
then  the body state is modified to express B with level V. 

preparation_state(B, V) →→  effector_state(B, V) 
 

LP5  From body modification to modified body 
If  the body state is modified to express B with level V, 
then  the body state will have expression B with level V. 

effector_state(B, V) →→  body_state(B, V) 
 

LP6  Sensing a body state 
If  body state B with level V occurs, 
then  body state is sensed. 

body_state(B, V) →→  sensor_state(B, V) 
 

LP7  Generating a sensory representation of a body state 
If  body state B of level V is sensed,  
then  a sensory representation for body state B with level V will occur. 

sensor_state(B, V)  →→  srs(B, V) 
 

LP8  From sensory representation of body state to feeling the emotion 
If  a sensory representation for body state B with level V occurs, 
then  body state B is felt with level V. 

srs(B V) →→  feeling(B, V) 
 

Property LP9 describes the imputation and is assumed to apply to all instances of the 
variables S and B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
* Here, it is assumed that the relative effects of both antecedents are the same. However, the formula (1+V)/2 

can as well be replaced by the more generic formula w1+w2*V with weights w1 and w2. Such an extension 
also enables the modeller to distinguish different types of emotions (e.g., fear may develop faster than 
happiness).  
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LP9   Imputation 
If  a certain body state B is felt, with level ≥ th  
  and  a sensory representation for S occurs,  
then  emotion B will imputed to S.  
Here, th is a (constant) threshold for imputation of emotion. In the simulations shown, th is 
assumed 0.95. 

srs(S) & feeling(B, V)  &  V≥th  →→  imputation(S, B) 
 

In the imputation state, the experienced emotion B is related to the stimulus S, 
which triggers the emotion generation process. Note that this state makes sense in 
general, for any type of stimulus S, as usually a person does not only feel an emotion, 
but also has an awareness of what causes an emotion; what by Damasio (1999) is called 
a state of conscious feeling also plays this role. This state that relates an emotion felt to 
any triggering stimulus will play an important role in the emotion reading process. A 
recursive as-if body loop can be achieved by replacing the temporal relations LP4, LP5, 
LP6, LP7 by the following relation: 
 

LP4*  From preparation to sensory representation of body state 
If  preparation state for body state B occurs with level V,  
then  a sensory representation for body state B with level V will occur. 

preparation_state(B, V) →→  srs(B, V) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7:  Cognitive model for adaptive emotion reading 
 

4.2  Emotion Reading by Mirrorring and Simulation 
Based on the model for a recursive body loop, a model for emotion reading for the 
Simulation Theory perspective can be obtained. Such a model for emotion reading uses 
the model to generate the own emotional responses and feelings to simulate the other 

LP4

imputation(s, b) 

LP1 LP2 LP3

LP5 

LP6

sensor_state(s) srs(s)   world_state(s) preparation_state(b, V)  effector_state(b, V) 

sensor_state(b,V) 

srs(b, V) feeling(b, V) 

LP7 LP8

srs_imputation_ 
sensitivity(s, b) 

LP9

LP12LP13

body_state(b,V)
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person’s process. The model presented above can be specialised in simple manner to 
enable emotion reading. The main step is to assume that for another person’s body state 
that is observed (as a stimulus) a preparation state exists with a mirrorring function. 
This means that the stimulus s that triggers the emotional process is instantiated with 
the body state of another person, as was done in Section 2.2; to make it specific, a facial 
expression f of another person is considered; for example, s = othersface(f), and the 
body state instance b is face expression f. Indeed there is strong evidence that (already 
from an age of 1 hour) sensing somebody else’s facial expression leads (within about 
300 milliseconds) to preparing for and showing the same facial expression (Goldman 
and Sripada, 2004, pp. 129-130). This has been further supported from the neurological 
side by the recent discovery of preparation neurons with a mirroring function; cf. 
(Rizzolatti, Fogassi, and Gallese, 2001; Wohlschlager and Bekkering, 2002; Kohler, 
Keysers, Umilta, Fogassi, Gallese, and Rizzolatti, 2002; Ferrari, Gallese, Rizzolatti and 
Sinigaglia, 2008; Pineda, 2009; Rizzolatti, and Fogassi, 2003; Rizzolatti, 2004; 
Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; Iacoboni, 2008). 

For the sake of illustration, following the emotion imputation, a communication 
about it is prepared and performed. This extension is not essential for the emotion 
reading capability, but just shows an example of behaviour based on emotion reading. 

 

LP10   Communication preparation 
If   emotion B is imputed to S,  
then  a related communication is prepared 

imputation(B, S) →→ preparation_state(say(your emotion is B)) 
 

LP11   Communication 
If  a communication is prepared,  
then  this communication will be performed. 

preparation_state(say(your emotion is B))  →→  effector_state(say(your emotion is B)) 

 
4.3  Adaptivity of Emotion Reading Based on Hebbian Learning 

As a next step, the model for emotion reading based on simulation of the own emotional 
responses and feelings is extended by a facility to learn a direct connection between the 
stimulus (the other person’s body state) and the emotion imputation. Such a connection 
creates an emotion reading process that in principle bypasses the generation of the own 
emotion. The learning model to achieve such an adaptation process is inspired by the 
learning rule used at a neurological level that connected neurons that are frequently 
activated simultaneously strengthen their connecting synapse; e.g., (Hebb, 1949; Bi and 
Poo, 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Wasserman, 1989). In an analogous manner, 
within the model presented here an extra state is included that represents the sensitivity 
of a direct connection between the sensory representation of the stimulus (the other 
face) and the emotion imputation. If this sensitivity is high, the imputation will directly 
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follow the sensory representation of the stimulus, as is expressed by the following 
temporal relationship. 

 

LP12   Direct imputation 
If  the imputation sensitivity between S and B is high  
  and a sensory representation for S occurs,  
then  emotion B will imputed to S. 

srs(S) & srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, high)  →→   imputation(S, B) 
 

The adaptation process itself and the persistence of the sensitivity level is described by 
the following two relationships. 
 

LP13   Imputation sensitivity adaptation 
If  the imputation sensitivity from S to B is W1  
  and a sensory representation for S occurs  
  and an imputation occurs for B to S,  
then the imputation sensitivity will become the value W2 next to W1. 

srs(S) & imputation(S, B) & srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, W1) &  next_value(W1, W2) 
→→  srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, W2) 

 
LP14   Imputation sensitivity persistence 
If  the imputation sensitivity is W1 and no increase occurs,  
then  it will remain the same. 

srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, W1) &  next_value(W1, W2) &  
not srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, W2) 
→→  srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, W1) 
srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, high)  
→→ srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, high) 

 
Note that the variables that represent the sensitivity may be elements of any linearly 

ordered set. Here, for simplicity, the set {low, medium, high} is taken, with relations 
next_value(low, medium)  and next_value(medium, high). However, also other linearly ordered sets 
may be used, for example the set of real numbers between 0 and 1. 

By enabling the learning of a direct connection between sensory representation of a 
stimulus and emotion imputation, this extended model entails that (after a learning 
phase) a person can perform emotion reading without taking the own emotions into 
account. As such, one could argue that part of this learnt model fits better in the Theory 
Theory perspective than in the Simulation Theory perspective. An extensive discussion 
about this debate is presented in Section 8. 
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5.   Example Simulations for the Cognitive Model  

Based on the cognitive model for adaptive emotion reading presented in Section 4, also 
a number of simulations have been performed; for an example, see Figure 8. Note that 
here the sensitivity values have been chosen as qualitative labels: low, medium, high. In 
this figure, the imputation sensitivity state has initial value set to low, represented by  
 

srs_imputation_sensitivity(s, f, low)  
 

in the upper part of Figure 8. In this part of the trace, a dark box on top of a line 
indicates that a state property is true at that time point, and a light box below the line 
indicates that the state property is false. The adaptation phase consists of two trials, 
where as soon as the person imputes emotion e to the target stimulus s (which is the 
observation of the other person’s face), the imputation sensitivity level goes up, i.e., 
from low to medium to high, in accordance with the temporal relationship LP13 (see 
Section 4.3).  
Note that the sensitivity state keeps its value in the adaptation phase until the person 
(again) imputes emotion f to the target, as described by the temporal relationship LP14, 
but retains its final value, i.e. high, after the adaptation phase of two trials.  Moreover, 
note that in the lower part of Figure 8, the values of other state properties gradually 
increase as the person observes the stimulus, following the recursive feedback loop 
discussed in Section 4. These values sharply decrease as the person stops observing the 
stimulus, as described by the temporal relationship LP3 in Section 4.1. After the 
adaptation phase, and with the imputation sensitivity at high, the person imputes 
emotion f to the target stimulus directly after occurrence of the sensory representation of 
the stimulus, as shown in the third trial in the upper part of Figure 8. Again, note that, 
even though the person has adapted to impute emotion f to the target directly after the 
stimulus, the other state property values continue to increase in the third trial as the 
person receives the stimulus. 

6.  Verification of Properties 

To verify whether the overall behaviour of the model is according to expectations, some 
hypotheses (in terms of logical dynamic properties) have been identified, formally 
specified, and verified for simulation traces. These properties express proper emotion 
reading, and some of them are meant to distinguish emotion reading in a situation 
before adaptation and after adaptation. In particular, before an accomplished adaptation 
process, upon occurrence of a stimulus, first the emotion has to be felt before the 
emotion reading takes place. After an adaptation process, the emotion reading takes 
place before the emotion is felt and therefore it will take place faster. 
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Figure 8:  Simulation results for the cognitive model for adaptive emotion reading 
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The modelling approach for temporal expressions is based on the Temporal Trace 
Language TTL for formal specification and verification of dynamic properties; cf. 
Bosse, Jonker, Meij, Sharpanskykh, and Treur, 2009). This reified temporal predicate 
logical language supports formal specification and analysis of dynamic properties, 
covering both qualitative and quantitative aspects. TTL is built on atoms referring to 
states, time points and traces. A state of a process for (state) ontology Ont is an 
assignment of truth values to the set of ground atoms in the ontology. The set of all 
possible states for ontology Ont is denoted by STATES(Ont). To describe sequences of 
states, a fixed time frame T is assumed which is linearly ordered. A trace γ over state 
ontology Ont and time frame T is a mapping γ : T → STATES(Ont), i.e., a sequence of 
states γt (t ∈ T) in  STATES(Ont). The set of dynamic properties DYNPROP(Ont) is the set of 
temporal statements that can be formulated with respect to traces based on the state 
ontology Ont in the following manner. Given a trace γ over state ontology Ont, the state 
in γ at time point t is denoted by state(γ, t). These states can be related to state properties 
via the formally defined satisfaction relation |=. Then, state(γ, t) |= p denotes that state 
property p (from sort SPROP(Ont)) holds in trace γ at time t. Based on these statements, 
dynamic properties can be formulated in a sorted first-order predicate logic, using 
quantifiers over time and traces and the usual first-order logical connectives such as ¬, 
∧, ∨, ⇒, ∀, ∃. A special software environment has been developed for TTL, featuring a 
Property Editor for building TTL properties and a Checking Tool that enables formal 
verification of such properties against a set of traces. 

Using the TTL environment, the following Global Properties (GP’s) have been 
identified, formalised and automatically verified against various simulation traces (first 
an abbreviation is introduced to count how often a state holds in a certain time period): 
 

Abbreviations  
state_holds_times_between(S:SPROP,0,tb,te:TIME,γ:TRACE) ≡  

¬ [ ∃t1:TIME tb<t1<te & state(γ, t1) |= S ] 
 

state_holds_times_between(S:SPROP,n+1,tb,te:TIME,γ:TRACE)  ≡  
∃t1:TIME tb<t1<te &  
state(γ, t1) |= S &  ¬[ ∃t2:TIME tb<t2<t1 &  
state(γ, t2) |= S ] &  state_holds_times_between(S, n, t1, te, γ) 

 

GP1a  Input-Output Correlation Timing 
In trace γ, if at time point t1 the person perceives a facial expression of another person,  
then within time duration D this leads to communication about the person’s emotional state. 
GP1a(t1:TIME, γ:TRACE, D:REAL)  ≡ 

state(γ, t1) |= sensor_state(othersface(F)) ⇒   
[ ∃t2:TIME  t1<t2<t1+D &  state(γ, t2) |= effector_state(your emotion is F) ] 
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This first property checks whether the process of responding (verbally) to the 
stimulus is performed correctly. As could be expected, this property indeed turned out 
to hold for all simulation traces, for any t1. As an illustration, consider the trace shown 
in Figure 8. For this trace, GP1a holds in the situation before learning for D=36, and 
after learning it holds already for D=6. 
 
 

GP1b  Input-Output Correlation During Learning 
If in trace γ between tb and te the person perceives a facial expression of another person for n 
(different) time points, then within time duration D this leads to communication about the 
person’s emotional state. 
GP1b(tb, te:TIME, n:INTEGER, γ:TRACE, D:REAL)  ≡ 

state_holds_times_between(sensor_state(othersface(F)), n, tb, te, γ) ⇒ 
[ ∃t:TIME  te<t<te+D &  state(γ, t) |= effector_state(your emotion is F) ] 

 

This property also holds for all traces and time points. For the trace shown in Figure 
8, it holds for n=3 and D=6. Hence, in all situations that the person perceived the 
stimulus three times, this resulted in a response within 6 time points. 
 
 

GP2  Successful Associative Learning 
If in trace γ between tb and te state property S1 and S2 hold together for n (different) time points,  
then eventually a relation between these states will be learned.  
GP2(tb, te:TIME, n:INTEGER, γ:TRACE)  ≡ 
∀S1,S2:SPROP 
state_holds_times_between(S1∧S2, n, tb, te, γ) ⇒ 
[ ∃t:TIME ∃w:REAL  te<t<te+D & state(γ, t) |= sensitivity_for_relation_between(S1,S2, w) &  w>δ ] 

 

This property holds for all traces for n=2 (and for D=1), which confirms that the 
associative learning is directly successful after two trials. Note that here δ is a certain 
sensitivity threshold, which can be considered to depend on n. Thus, an example 
instance of sensitivity_for_relation_between(S1, S2, w) could be the predicate 
srs_imputation_sensitivity(s, f, high).  
 

GP3a  Emotion reading with own feeling 
In trace γ, if at time point t1 a stimulus occurs,  
then there is a point in time that the emotion is recognised whereas it is felt as well.  
GP3a(t1:TIME, γ:TRACE)  ≡ 

state(γ, t1) |= sensor_state(othersface(F)) ⇒  
∃t2:TIME, V:REAL [ t1<t2<t1+D & V>th &  
state(γ, t2) |= effector_state(your emotion is F) &  state(γ, t2) |= feeling(F, V) ] 
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GP3b  Emotion reading without own feeling 
In trace γ, if at time point t1 a stimulus occurs,  
then there is a point in time that the emotion is recognised whereas it is not felt (yet).  
GP3b(t1:TIME, γ:TRACE)  ≡ 

state(γ, t1) |= sensor_state(othersface(F)) ⇒  
∃t2:TIME, V:REAL  [ t1<t2<t1+D & V≤0.1 &  
state(γ, t2) |= effector_state(your emotion is F)  &  state(γ, t2) |= feeling(F, V) ] 

 

These properties can be used to distinguish the phase when the person performs 
emotion reading with an experienced emotion from the phase without an experienced 
emotion. For example, for the trace depicted in Figure 8, checks pointed out that the 
second phase is entered at time point 126. 

To conclude, although not proven exhaustively, the above checks have pointed out 
that the presented models satisfy a number of relevant expected properties. In addition, 
they allow the modeller to fine-tune the precise temporal aspects of the simulated 
emotion reading process. 

7.   An Interpretation Mapping from the Cognitive to the Neural 
Model  

For cognitive models it is an interesting challenge to find out how they can be related to 
a neural and/or biological realisation. Work on this area of reduction can be found in a 
wide variety of publications in the philosophical literature; see, for example (Kim, 
2005). A specific reduction approach provides a particular reduction relation: a way in 
which each cognitive property a can be related to a neural property b; this b is often 
called a realiser for a. Reduction approaches differ in how these relations are defined. 
In (Treur, 2009) three wellknown approaches are described and compared to each other: 
the bridge law approach, the interpretation mapping approach and the functional 
reduction approach, and it is shown how they can be translated into each other, when 
the context of the realisation is made explicit. 

The notion to define reduction relations used below is the interpretation mapping 
approach; e.g., (Schoenfield, 1967, pp. 61-65). This is based on a mapping ϕ relating 
cognitive concepts a to neural concepts b, in the sense that b = ϕ(a). Such a mapping is 
an interpretation mapping when it satisfies the property that if  L is a cognitive law, then 
the statement ϕ(L) can be derived from neural laws. Usually the mapping is assumed 
compositional with respect to connectives, for example:  

 

ϕ(A1 & A2) = ϕ(A1) & ϕ(A2)  
ϕ(A1 ∨ A2) = ϕ(A1) ∨ ϕ(A2)  
ϕ(¬ A1)  = ¬ ϕ(A1)  
ϕ(A1 →→ A2) = ϕ(A1) →→ ϕ(A2)  
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In this section it is shown how the cognitive model for adaptive emotion reading can be 
mapped onto the neural model, by an interpretation mapping.  
 In order to define an interpretation mapping from the cognitive model to the neural 
model for adaptive emotion generation, one needs to formally settle, for example, which 
neural states exactly are to be interpreted as feeling the emotion, and which as the 
imputation of the emotion to a person. For the state properties of the cognitive model, 
the interpretation mapping ϕ1 has been defined as follows, where a criterion for 
considering RN(S, F) as imputation is defined by a threshold of 0.75.  
 
 

ϕ1(S)  =  activated(S, 1) 
ϕ1(sensor_state(S))  =  activated(sensor_state(S), 1) 
ϕ1(srs(S))  =  activated(SN(S), 1) 
ϕ1(preparation_state(F, V))  =  activated(PN(F), V) 
ϕ1(feeling(F, V))  =  activated(FN(F), V) 
ϕ1(effector_state(F, V))  =  effector_state(F, V) 
ϕ1(sensor_state(F, V))  =  sensor_state(F, V) 
ϕ1(srs(F, V))  =  activated(SN(F), V) 
ϕ1(imputation(S, F))  =  ∃V  V≥0.75 & activated(RN(S, F), V) 

ϕ1(srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V)) =    

∃W  qualifies_as(W, V) & connectedto(FN(f), SN(s),  PN(f), α,  W) 
 
 

Here qualifies_as(W, V) is a predicate that is assumed to relate the values V used in the 
cognitive model to values W between 0 and 1 for the connection strength in the neural 
model. An example instantiation of this predicate is qualifies_as(0.95, high). 

The mapping is extended to more complex (temporal) expressions in a 
compositional manner as follows: 
 

ϕ1(A1 & A2)  =  ϕ1(A1) & ϕ1(A2) 
ϕ1(A1 →→ A2)  =  ϕ1(A1) →→ ϕ1(A2) 

 

Using this, the mapping maps the cognitive temporal relationships between the different 
state properties specified in the cognitive model to neural relationships between state 
properties entailed by the neural model. For example, if L is the relationship  

 

srs(s) & feeling(f, V)  →→  preparation_state(f, (1+V)/2) 
 

which holds in the cognitive model, then L is mapped by ϕ1 onto 
 

      ϕ1(L) =  ϕ1(srs(s) & feeling (f, V)  →→  preparation_state(f, (1+V)/2)) 
=  ϕ1(srs(s) & feeling(f, V))  →→  ϕ1(preparation_state(f, (1+V)/2))) 
=  ϕ1(srs(s)) & ϕ1(feeling(f, V))  →→  ϕ1(preparation_state(f, (1+V)/2))) 
=  activated(SN(s), 1) & activated(FN(f), V)  →→  activated(PN(f), (1+V)/2) 
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The latter expression is not literally part of the neural model, but is entailed by it, in 
particular by 

 

connectedto(FN(f), SN(s),  PN(f), α,  β) 
 

for α=β=0.5 together with the general rule  
 

connectedto(X1, X2, Y, α, β)  &  activated(X1, V1) &  activated(X2, V2)  →→   
activated(Y, α* V1+β *V2) 
 

that specifies propagation of activation through connections. In a similar way a property 
can be mapped that expresses that always an emotion is imputed to a sensed stimulus: 
the temporal relation L' given by 
 

srs(s) →→  imputation(s, f) 
 

is entailed by the temporal relations in the neural model. It is mapped as follows: 
 

ϕ1(L') =  ϕ1(srs(s)  →→  imputation(s, f)) 
=  ϕ1(srs(s))  →→  ϕ1(imputation(s, f)) 
=  activated(SN(s), 1)  →→  ∃V  V≥0.75 & activated(RN(s, f), V) 

 
Indeed this property is entailed by a connection 
 

connectedto(FN(B), SN(S),  RN(S, B), α, W) 

 
but only when W≥0.75 (which makes the condition FN(B) superfluous to pass the 
threshold) and the temporal relationship  
 

connectedto(X1, X2, Y, α, β)  &  activated(X1, V1) &  activated(X2, V2)  →→   
activated(Y, α*V1+β*V2) 

 

in the neural model. Note that this does not hold when W is too low, for example, when 
W = 0.5. An interpretation mapping for the communication extensions of the emotion 
reading model can be defined as a specialisation of the mapping ϕ1  above as follows: 

 

ϕ1(preparation_state(say(your_emotion_is(f))))  =   
∃V  V≥0.75 & activated(PN(say(your_emotion_is(f))), V) 

ϕ1(effector_state(say(your_emotion_is(f))))  =   
∃V  V≥0.75 &   activated(effector_state(say(your_emotion_is(f))), V) 

 

The learning rule of the cognitive model can be mapped as follows: 
 

ϕ1(srs(S) & imputation(S, B) & srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V1) &  next_value(V1, V2) 
→→  srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V2)) 

= ϕ1(srs(S) & imputation(S, B) & srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V1) &  next_value(V1, V2)) 
→→  ϕ1(srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V2)) 
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= ϕ1(srs(S)) & ϕ1(imputation(S, B)) & ϕ1(srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V1))  
   &  ϕ1(next_value(V1, V2))) →→  ϕ1(srs_imputation_sensitivity(S, B, V2)) 
 

=  activated(SN(S), 1)  &   ∃V  V≥0.75 & activated(RN(S, F), V)  &  
    ∃W  qualifies_as(W, V1) & connectedto(FN(f), SN(s),  PN(f), α,  W) &  next_value(V1, V2)  

→→  ∃W  qualifies_as(W, V2) & connectedto(FN(f), SN(s),  PN(f), α,  W) 

 
In principle this is entailed by the Hebbian learning rule  
 

connectedto(X1, X2, Y, W, β)  &  activated(X1, V1) &  activated(Y, V2)   
→→  connectedto(X1, X2, Y, W+ηV1V2(1-W) - ζW, β)   

 

in the neural model, but this also depends on the precise definition of the values in the 
cognitive model and the next value relation. One case in which it holds is when the 
values for the cognitive model are exactly the same as in the neural model. 

8.   Discussion 

In the literature on emotion reading, it is often assumed that a person uses observations 
of another person’s body (for example facial expressions) as a basis for the emotion 
reading process. Models for emotion reading by a person can be of two types: either 
they make use of the own emotion states of the person, or they are independent of them. 
Models for emotion reading of the second type are available using a specific 
classification procedure. Here, for example, a specific emotion reading process can be 
modelled in the form of a prespecified classification process of facial expressions in 
terms of a set of possible emotions; see, for example, (Cohen, Garg, and Huang, 2000;  
Malle, Moses, and Baldwin, 2001; Pantic and Rothkrantz, 1997, 2000). Also models of 
an observing person based on reasoning based on models of the observed person are of 
the second type, for example (Bosse, Memon, and Treur, 2007a, 2007b). Such models 
are considered in the Theory Theory perspective on mindreading (e.g., Goldman, 2006). 
A model based on such a classification procedure or based on reasoning is able to 
perform emotion reading. However, within such an approach the imputed emotions will 
not have any relationship to a person’s own emotions.  

Instead, the Simulation Theory perspective on mindreading assumes that the own 
mental states are used to simulate the other person’s corresponding mental states; (e.g., 
Goldman, 2006; Goldman and Sripada, 2004; Bosse, Memon, and Treur, 2008). In 
recent years, an increasing amount of neurological evidence is found that supports the 
Simulation Theory perspective on emotion reading, e.g., (Rizzolatti, Fogassi, and 
Gallese, 2001; Wohlschlager and Bekkering, 2002; Kohler, Keysers, Umilta, Fogassi, 
Gallese, and Rizzolatti, 2002; Ferrari, Gallese, Rizzolatti, and Fogassi, 2003; Rizzolatti, 
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2004; Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; Iacoboni, 2005, 2008). According to such a type 
of approach, in order to recognise emotions of other persons, humans exploit 
observations of these other persons’ body states in order to mirror these states in their 
own preparation states, and based on this simulation of the other person’s states takes 
place making use of counterparts of these states.  

The neural and cognitive model presented in the current paper integrate approaches 
to mindreading of the two types. The models are based on the notions of (preparatory) 
mirror neurons and a recursive body loop (cf. Damasio, 1999, 2004): a converging 
positive feedback loop based on reciprocal causation between mirrorring preparation 
states and feeling states. The models were equipped with an adaptation model to learn a 
direct connection between sensory representation of a stimulus and emotion imputation. 
Thus, after a learning phase the person can perform emotion reading without taking the 
own emotions into account. As this learnt pathway bypasses the own emotion 
generation process, such a direct connection is faster (it may take place within hundreds 
of milliseconds) than a connection via a body loop (which usually takes seconds). This 
time difference implies that first the emotion is recognised without feeling the 
corresponding own emotion, but within seconds the corresponding own emotion is in a 
sense added to the recognition. When an as if body loop is used instead of a body loop, 
the time difference will be smaller, but still present. An interesting question is whether 
it is possible to design experiments that show this time difference as predicted by the 
neural agent model. As own emotions are not involved anymore, it can be argued that 
the learnt model for emotion reading by itself is not a model from the Simulation 
Theory perspective, whereas the model for the learning process to obtain this model is. 
It may be considered that the learnt model (or part of it) is innate, and is only further 
tuned by the learning process. One step further, one could even argue that the learnt part 
of the model fits in the Theory Theory perspective. However, notice that what is learned 
is only a specific and simple form of a Theory Theory model. A further exploration of 
the relation between adaptive the emotion reading models from a Simulation Theory 
perspective and Theory Theory models is left for future work. 

To show how the adaptive cognitive model for emotion reading is grounded within 
neurological reality, it was formally related to the neural model, based on Hebbian 
learning, where neurons that are frequently activated simultaneously strengthen their 
connecting synapse (cf. Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; 
Wasserman, 1989). This adaptive neural model makes use of mirror neurons, and learns 
a direct (synaptic) connection between sensory neurons (for example, concerning 
another person’s face expression) and the emotion recognition neurons. Based on the 
literature on reduction such as (Kim, 2005; Treur, 2009), it was shown how the models 
can be related to each other by an interpretation mapping. Such an interpretation 
mapping shows how the cognitive model can be grounded in the neural model. 
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The models have been specified in LEADSTO and in Matlab. The neural model 
consists of two types of general rules: one for propagation of activation levels between 
connected neurons, and one for strengthening of connections between neurons that are 
active simultaneously. These rules are applied to all nodes in the network. To perform a 
particular simulation, only the initial activation levels and connection strengths have to 
be specified. The simulations performed indicated that the models are indeed able to 
simulate various patterns of adaptive emotion reading. An interesting challenge for the 
future is to extend the models such that they can cope with multiple qualitatively 
different emotional stimuli (e.g., related to joy, anger, or fear), and their interaction.  

Validation of the presented models is not trivial. At least, this paper has indicated 
that it is possible to integrate the idea of a recursive body loop with the notion of mirror 
neurons and Hebbian learning, with resulting patterns that are quite plausible according 
to the neurological literature. In this sense the models have been validated positively. 
However, this is a relative validation, only with respect to the literature that forms the 
basis of the models. A more extensive empirical evaluation is left for future work. 

Some other computational models related to mirror neurons are available in 
literature; for instance: a genetic algorithm model which develops networks for 
imitation while yielding mirror neurons as a byproduct of the evolutionary process 
(Borenstein and Ruppin, 2005); the mirror neuron system (MNS) model that can learn 
to ‘mirror’ via self-observation of grasp actions (Oztop and Arbib, 2002); the mental 
state inference (MSI) model that builds on the forward model hypothesis of mirror 
neurons (Oztop, Wolpert, and Kawato, 2005). A comprehensive review of these 
computational studies can be found in (Oztop, Kawato, and Arbib, 2006). All of the 
above listed computational models (and many others available in the literature) are 
targeted to imitation, whereas the neural model presented here specifically targets to 
interpret somebody else’s emotions. 
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 Abstract. To improve the performance and wellbeing of humans in complex 
human-computer interaction settings, an interesting challenge for an ambient (or 
pervasive) agent system is to recognise the emotions of humans. To this end, this 
paper introduces a computational model to estimate the process of emotion 
generation based on certain triggers. The model has been implemented and tested 
using the modelling language LEADSTO. A first evaluation indicates that the 
model is successful in estimating a person’s emotions, and is robust to different 
parameter settings. 

1. Introduction 

Ambient Intelligence [1], [2] represents a vision of the future where we will be 
surrounded by pervasive and unobtrusive electronic environments, which are sensitive, 
and responsive to humans. Such an environment has a certain degree of awareness of 
the presence and states of living creatures in it, and supports their activities. It analyses 
their behaviour, and may anticipate on it. Ambient Intelligence (AmI) integrates 
concepts from ubiquitous computing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with the vision that 
technology will become invisible, embedded in our natural surroundings, present 
whenever we need it, attuned to the humans’ senses, and adaptive to them. In an 
ambient intelligent environment, people are surrounded by networks of embedded 
intelligent devices that can sense their state, anticipate, and when relevant adapt to their 
needs. Therefore, the environment should be able to determine which actions have to be 
undertaken in order to keep this state optimal. For this purpose, it has to be equipped 
with knowledge about the relevant physiological and/or psychological aspects of human 
functioning. 
 In Cognitive Science and many other human-directed scientific areas (such as 
psychology, neurosciences, and biomedical sciences), models have been and are being 
developed for a variety of aspects of human functioning, among which visual attention, 
emotional processes, stress and workload. If such models of human processes are 
represented in a formal and computational format, and incorporated in the human 
environment in devices that monitor the physical and mental state of the human (cf. 
[19]) then such devices are able to perform a more in-depth analysis of the human’s 
functioning. This can result in an environment that may more effectively affect the state 
of humans by undertaking - in a knowledgeable manner - certain actions that improve 
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their wellbeing and performance. For example, the workspaces of naval officers may 
include systems that, among others, track their eye movements and characteristics of 
incoming stimuli (e.g., airplanes on a radar screen), and use this information in a 
computational model that is able to estimate where their attention is focused at; see [8]. 
When it turns out that an officer neglects parts of a radar screen, such a system can 
either indicate this to the person or arrange on the background that another person or 
computer system takes care of this neglected part. In these types of applications, an 
ambience is created that has a better awareness and understanding of humans, based on 
computationally formalised knowledge from the human-directed disciplines. 

Within the last decade, the literature in Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence 
shows an increasing amount of attempts to develop (computational) models of 
processes related to emotion [3]. In general, two classes of approaches can be 
distinguished: those that focus on emotion elicitation processes e.g., [5], [13], and those 
that focus on emotion regulation (or coping) processes e.g., [10], [20]. The first process 
addresses the way how human beings develop emotions, based on stimuli from the 
environment e.g., [14] whereas the second process addresses the way how humans 
control their emotions in case they do not correspond with the emotions they desire to 
have e.g., [17].  

The current paper focuses on the former, i.e., on emotion generation processes. Its 
main aim is to present a generic model of emotion generation, which can be used by 
ambient systems to get insight in the emotion generation processes of a human.  

Moreover, the model should be adaptive, i.e., it should be able to learn individual 
characteristics of a person, based on experiences with this person. The idea is that the 
ambient system observes the environment (e.g., which positive and negative events 
happen?) and the behaviour (e.g., which emotional expressions and actions does the 
human show, and for how long?) of a human in a certain scenario for a certain period, 
and uses this information to determine the characteristics of this person with respect to 
emotion generation. Examples of conclusions that the system may draw are “this person 
is in the process of becoming angry”, or “this person is so angry that (s)he must be 
calmed down immediately”. This information will allow the system to continuously 
estimate the emotional state of the human, but also to predict its emotional state in 
future situations. When necessary, it will then use this information for adaptive support. 
For example, in settings where humans and machines have to cooperate in complex and 
dynamic environments (e.g., the naval warfare case described above), the system could 
encourage the human when it predicts he will become sad, or take over some of his 
tasks when he is becoming angry. 

In Section 2, the model for emotion generation is described at a conceptual level, 
using the modelling language LEADSTO [6]. The idea is that the model is so generic 
that it can be applied to any arbitrary domain. Section 3 described the model to estimate 
emotion generation, based on the concept of Theory of Mind. In Section 4, a number of 
simulation results are shown that were generated based on this model. Finally, in 
Section 5, the model is evaluated and conclusions are drawn. 

2. A Model for Emotion Generation 

In this section, the model for emotion generation will be described at an intuitive, 
conceptual level, using the agent-based modelling language LEADSTO [6]. This 
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language allows the modeller to integrate both qualitative, logical aspects and 
quantitative, numerical aspects. In LEADSTO, direct temporal dependencies between 
two state properties in successive states are modelled by executable dynamic properties. 
The format is defined as follows: let α and β be state properties of the form ‘conjunction 
of ground atoms or negations of ground atoms’. In LEADSTO the notation α →→e, f, g, h 
β means: 
 

If  state property α holds for a certain time interval with duration g, 
then  after some delay (between e and f) state property β will hold 
  for a certain time interval of length h. 

 

Here atomic state properties can have a qualitative, logical format, such as an 
expression desire(d), expressing that desire d occurs, or a quantitative, numerical format 
such as an expression has_value(x, v) which expresses that variable x has value v. For 
more details, see [6]. 

In Section 2.1, first a global overview of the model will be provided. Next, Section 
2.2 will present the formalisation of the model in LEADSTO. 

2.1   Emotion Generation based on a Body Loop 

In this and the next section the model to generate emotional states for a given stimulus 
is introduced. It adopts from [13] the idea of a ‘body loop’ and ‘as if body loop’, but 
extends this by making these loops recursive. According to the original idea, emotion 
generation via a body loop roughly proceeds according to the following causal chain; 
see [7], [13]: 
 

sensing a stimulus  →  sensory representation of stimulus  →  
(preparation for)  bodily response  → sensing the bodily response  →   
sensory representation of the bodily response  →  feeling the emotion 

 

As a variation, an ‘as if body loop’ uses a causal relation 
 

preparation for  bodily response  →   
sensory representation of the bodily response  

 

as a shortcut in the causal chain. In the model used here an essential addition is that the 
body loop (or as if body loop) is extended to a recursive body loop (or recursive as if 
body loop) by assuming that the preparation of the bodily response is also affected by 
the state of feeling the emotion (also called emotional feeling):  
 

feeling the emotion  →  preparation for  bodily response   
 

as an additional causal relation. Thus the obtained model is based on reciprocal 
causation relations between emotional feeling and body states, as roughly shown in 
Figure 1. 
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sensed 
stimulus 

body 
state 

emotional feeling 

 
Fig. 1. Recursive body loop. 

Both the bodily response and the emotional feeling are assigned a level or gradation, 
expressed by a number, which is assumed dynamic. The causal cycle is modelled as a 
positive feedback loop, triggered by the stimulus and converging to a certain level of 
emotional feeling and body state. Here in each round of the cycle the next body state 
has a level that is affected by both the level of the stimulus and of the emotional feeling 
state, and the next level of the emotional feeling is based on the level of the body state. 
In the more detailed model described below, the combined effect of the levels of the 
stimulus and the emotional state on the body state is modelled as a weighted sum (with 
equal weights 0.5 in this case). This implies that the pattern of generation (and 
extinction) of an emotion upon a stimulus is as shown in Figure 2 (where the horizontal 
axis denotes time and the vertical axis denotes the level of experienced emotion). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Pattern of emotion generation and extinction by a recursive body loop. 

2.2   Formalisation of the Emotion Generation Model 

The specification (both informally and formally) of the model for emotion generation 
based on a recursive body loop is as follows. This model is based on dynamic Local 
Properties (LP), expressing the basic mechanisms of the process. 
 

recursive 
body loop 

sensed 
body state 
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LP1  Sensing a stimulus 
If a negative stimulus occurs, then a sensor state for the negative stimulus will occur. 

neg_stimulus →→ has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)) 
 
LP2  Generating a sensory representation of a stimulus 
If a sensor state for a negative stimulus occurs, 
then a sensory representation for the negative stimulus will occur. 

has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)) →→ has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)) 
 
LP3  From sensory representation and emotion to preparation 
If a sensory representation for a negative stimulus occurs and emotion e has level v,  
then a preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level α * v + (1-α) * 1 

has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)) & has_state(human, emotion(e, v))  →→ 
has_state(human, preparation_state(f, α * v + (1-α) * 1 )) 
 

If no sensory representation for a negative stimulus occurs and emotion e has level v,  
then a preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level v/2. 

not has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)) & has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) →→ 
has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v/2)) 

 
LP4  From preparation to body modification 
If a preparation state for facial expression f occurs with level v, 
then the face is modified to express f with level v. 

has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v)) →→ has_state(human, effector_state(f, v)) 
 
LP5  From body modification to modified body 
If the face is modified to express f with level v, 
then the face will have expression f with level v. 

has_state(human, effector_state(f, v)) →→ has_state(human, own_face(f, v)) 
 
LP6  Sensing a body state 
If facial expression f with level v occurs, 
then this facial expression is sensed. 

has_state(human, own_face(f, v)) →→ has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v)) 
 
LP7  Generating a sensory representation of a body state 
If facial expression f of level v is sensed, 
then a sensory representation for facial expression f with level v will occur. 

has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v))  →→  has_state(human, srs(f, v)) 
 
LP8  From sensory representation of body state to emotion 
If a sensory representation for facial expression f with level v occurs, 
then emotion e is felt with level v. 

has_state(human, srs(f, v)) →→  has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) 

3. A Theory of Mind Model to Estimate Emotion Generation  

So far, a model was presented that describes a person’s mental states and the relations 
between them at a global level. However, to be able to provide some intelligent support, 
an ambient system somehow needs the capability to attribute instances of these mental 
states to a human, and to reason about these. In psychology, this capability is often 
referred to as Theory of Mind (or ToM, see, e.g., [4]). According to [9], (human and 
software) agents can exploit a ToM for two purposes: to anticipate the behaviour of 
other agents (e.g., preparing for certain actions that the other will perform), and to 
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manipulate it (e.g., trying to bring the other in a certain state in which he will perform 
certain desired actions, or not perform certain unwanted actions). 

A number of approaches in the literature address the development of formal models 
for ToM, e.g., [9], [21]. Usually, such models focus on the epistemic (e.g., beliefs) 
and/or motivational states (e.g., desires, intentions) of other agents. However, since the 
concept of emotions nowadays is receiving more and more attention, such models 
ideally also address emotions. This idea is in line with the theories of many Cognitive 
Scientists like Gärdenfors [15], who claims that humans have a ToM that is not only 
about beliefs, desires, and intentions, but also about other mental states like emotional 
and attentional states [15]. Based on these ideas, this paper proposes to apply a ToM to 
a model for emotion generation as described in the previous section. 

 

3.1 Formalisation of a Theory of Mind Model to Estimate Emotion Generation 

In order to obtain a Theory of Mind model for generated emotions, the idea of recursive 
modelling is used [21]. This means that the beliefs that agents have about each other are 
represented in a nested manner. To this end, each mental state is parameterised with the 
name of the agent that is considered, creating concepts like has_state(human, emotion(e, 
0.5)) and has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)). In addition, a number of meta-
representations, expressed by meta-predicates are introduced. For example, 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, 0.7)))) states that the Ambient Agent (AA) 
believes that the human has an emotion level of 0.7. The agent AA has also beliefs 
about relationships between mental states of the human. This is represented in the 
format: 
 has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(I, J, D))) 

which expresses that when state property I occurs, then after time duration D state 
property J will occur. An example of a specific case of this is when it is taken: 

I has_state(human, srs(f, v))  
  J  has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) 
  D 1 

With these instances for the variables the representation becomes 
 has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(has_state(human, srs(f, v)),  
                 has_state(human, emotion(e, v)), 1))) 

This expresses that agent AA believes that when for the human state property srs(f, v)  
occurs, then after one time unit state property emotion(e, v) will occur. In such a way it is 
expressed that agent AA believes that the emotion generation model presented in 
Section 2 holds. Temporal reasoning based on this model is performed by agent AA 
using the general reasoning rule 
 has_state(AA, belief(at(I, T)))   ∧  has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(I, J, D)))  →→ 
 has_state(AA, belief(at(J, T+D))) 

This rule can be considered a temporal forward simulation rule. 

3.2   Adaptive Aspects in the Model  

The model for emotion generation discussed in Section 2 includes a parameter α for the 
persistence of an emotional state. The value of such a parameter may not be easy to 
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determine, and may differ between different individuals. Therefore a more realistic 
approach should include capabilities to adapt and fine tune the value of this parameter. 
Such a capability has been incorporated in the model. To this end, first the emotion 
generation model was rewritten to a differential equation model, as follows. 

      emotionlevel(t+1) = α emotionlevel(t) + (1 – α) s(t) 
      emotionlevel(t+1) – emotionlevel(t) = - (1 – α) emotionlevel(t) + (1 – α) s(t)  

= (1 – α) (s(t) – emotionlevel(t)) 
      d/dt (s(t) - emotionlevel(t)) = - (1 - α) (s(t) – emotionlevel(t)) 

Here s(t) is the level of the stimulus over time. Note that the time unit here covers 
exactly one cycle of update of the emotion level (that is 6 time steps in the simulation). 
This differential equation has the following solution: 
      s(t) - emotionlevel(t) = (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) e –(1 – α)t 
     emotionlevel(t) = s(t) - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) e –(1 – α)t 

The next step is to identify the sensitivity of the emotion level with respect to a change 
of α. To this end the partial derivative with respect to α is: 
     ∂/∂α emotionlevel(t) = ∂/∂α (s(t) - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) e –(1 – α)t) 

=  - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0))  ∂ /∂α (e –(1 – α)t) 
=  - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t 

When at time point t a difference d(t) = Δ emotionlevel(t) in observed emotion level1 
and calculated emotion level is detected, then based on the derivative w.r.t α this Δ 
emotionlevel(t)  can be related to a difference Δα in α, as follows: 
    d(t) = Δ emotionlevel(t) = ∂/∂α emotionlevel(t) . Δα 

= - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t. Δα 

So  
Δα = - d(t) / (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t.  

This is used in the adaptation process of α with adaptation speed factor γ as follows: 
new α  = α  + γ  Δα  =  α  - γ  . d(t) / (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t   

When at time 0 the stimulus is 1 and the emotion is 0, this becomes: 
new α  = α  + γ  Δα  =  α  - γ  . d(t) / t . e –(1 – α)t   

Here, for example, γ can be taken 0.9. If t and d(t) are given, the new α can be 
calculated using this formula. Within LEADSTO, this mechanism is modelled via the 
following rules: 
 
LP9  Adapt estimated alpha 
Adapt the estimation of α based on the difference in observed and calculated emotion level. 

real_emotion_available & estimated_alpha(a) & current_time(t) &  
has_state(human, emotion(e, v1)) & has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) →→  
estimated_alpha(a - gamma * (v1-v2) / (t * 2.71828 ^ (-1 * (1-a) * t))) 

 
 
 

                                                                 
1 Hence, this approach assumes that every now and then the real emotion level can be observed. 
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LP10  Take over observed emotion level 
If the real emotion level can be observed, use that level in the model (instead of the calculated 
level). 

real_emotion_available & has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) 

4. Simulation Results 

To test the behaviour of the model to estimate emotion generation, it has been used to 
perform a number of simulation runs within the LEADSTO simulation environment [6]. 
The model was tested in a small scenario, involving an ambient agent and a human 
(indicated by AA and human, respectively). The agent AA was equipped with the model 
to estimate emotion generation. The central emotion used in the scenario is anger. In 
order to simulate this, every now and then certain events take place, which influence the 
level of anger of the human either positively (e.g., a request for an annoying task) or 
negatively (e.g., the removal of an annoying task from the todo list). The main goal of 
the agent is to estimate the level of anger of the human. To this end, it starts with some 
default model of the human’s emotion generation dynamics, and then keeps on updating 
this using the strategies explained earlier. When the human becomes too angry, the 
ambient agent can take measures to calm him down (e.g., removing an annoying task 
from the todo list, or taking away an annoying stimulus). In Section 3.1 it was 
explained how in the model representations of the form 
 

 has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(I, J, D)))   
 

together with one forward simulation rule were used. For the sake of simplicity within 
the simulation the general rule was replaced by instantiated versions, some of which are 
shown below (i.e., LP12-LP19; note that the explicit temporal dependencies have been 
left out as well). The first property specifies how the agent AA observes that the human 
senses a stimulus. 
 
 

LP11  Observing human’s sensing negative stimulus 
If the human senses a negative stimulus then the ambient agent AA will observe this. 

has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)) →→ 
has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))) 

 
 
LP12  Belief generation of human’s sensing negative stimulus 
If the ambient agent observes that the human senses a negative stimulus, then it will generate a 
belief on it. 

has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))) 

 
 
LP13  Generating a sensory representation of human sensing negative stimulus 
If AA believes that the human senses a negative stimulus, then it will generate a belief that the 
human will have a sensory representation for this stimulus. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)))) 
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LP14  From sensory representation and emotion to preparation 
If AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for a negative stimulus and AA 
believes that the human has emotion e with level v, then it will generate the belief that the 
human’s preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level α * v + (1-α) * 1. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation_state(f, α * v + (1-α) * 1 )))) 
 

If AA believes that the human has NO sensory representation for a negative stimulus and AA 
believes that the human has emotion e with level v, then it will generate the belief that the 
human’s preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level v/2. 

not(has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus))))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v/2 )))) 
 

LP15  From preparation to body modification 
If AA believes that the human’s preparation state for facial expression f with level v occurred, 
then it will believe that the humans’ face is modified to express f with level v. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v)))) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(f, v)))) 

 
LP16  From body modification to modified body 
If AA believes that the human’s face is modified to express f with level v, then it will believe that 
the human’s face will have expression f with level v. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(f, v)))) →→ 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, own_face(f, v)))) 

 
LP17  Sensing a body state 
If AA believes that the human’s face has expression f with level v, then it will believe that the 
human will sense this facial expression. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, own_face(f, v)))) →→  
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v)))) 

 
LP18  Generating a sensory representation of a body state 
If AA believes that the human has sensed facial expression f with level v, then it will believe that 
the human has a sensory representation for facial expression f with level v. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v)))) →→  
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(f, v)))) 

 
LP19  From sensory representation of body state to emotion 
If AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for facial expression f with level v, 
then it will believe that the human has emotion e with level v. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(f, v)))) →→  
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) 

 

 In addition, a number of other rules have been established to model the behaviour of 
the human and the ambient agent, and its effect on the world: 
 
LP20  Intervention by the Ambient Agent 
If AA believes that the human has emotion e with level v which is higher than a certain threshold 
th1, then it will remove a negative stimulus. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) & v ≥ th1 →→ 
has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) 

 
LP21  Effect of intervention in the world 
As long as AA does not remove a negative stimulus, it persists in the world. 

not has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) →→ neg_stimulus 
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LP22  Performance of human 
If the human has emotion e with level v which is higher than a certain threshold th2, then (s)he 
will show bad performance. 

has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) & v ≥ th2 →→ has_state(human, performed(bad_performance)) 
 

If the human has emotion e with level v which is lower than threshold th2, then (s)he 
will show good performance. 

has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) & v < th2 →→ has_state(human, performed(good_performance)) 
 

 Based on the model, a number of simulations (under different parameter settings) 
have been performed, and some of the simulation traces are included in this section for 
analysis; see Figure 3 to Figure 6. In all of these figures, where time is on the horizontal 
axis, the upper part shows the time periods, in which the binary logical state properties 
hold (indicated by the dark lines); for example; neg_stimulus, estimated_alpha(X), and 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))). Below this part, 
quantitative information is provided about the human’s actual emotion level, and the 
Ambient Agent’s estimation of this emotion level, respectively. Values for these levels 
for the different time periods are shown by the dark lines. For example, in Figure 3, at 
time point 10 AA estimates that the human’s emotion level is 0.5, but this increases to 
0.75 at time point 15 and further. The graphs show how the recursive body loop 
approximates a state for emotion with value 1. Note that only a selection of relevant 
state properties is shown. 
 
Trace 1 
This trace (see Figure 3), shows a normal situation, in which the estimated α is equal to 
the real α indicated in the upper part of the Figure 3, by state properties 
estimated_alpha(0.5) and alpha(0.5) respectively. As shown in the figure, the Ambient 
Agent removes the negative stimulus exactly at the right moments (i.e., at time point 22, 
59, and 95). As a result, the human never shows bad performance. Note that, in this 
trace (as well as the next two), threshold th1 for intervention (see LP15) was set to 0.8, 
and threshold th2 for negative performance (see LP17) was set to 0.95. 
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Fig. 3. Simulation Trace 1 - Estimated α is equal to real α. 

Trace 2 
This trace (see Figure 4), shows a situation in which the estimated α (0.8) is higher than 
the real α (0.5), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 4. As shown in the figure, 
the Ambient Agent estimates the level of emotion of the human much too low, so that it 
is too late in removing the negative stimulus, indicated in the upper part by state 
property has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) at time point 52. This is too late, 
because, as shown in the “actual emotion” graph below, the human’s emotion level has 
gone too high already at time point 32. As a result, the human shows bad performance 
at time point 33 (as indicated by the state property has_state(human, 
performed(bad_performance)) in the upper part of Figure 4). 
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Fig. 4. Simulation Trace 2 - Estimated α is higher than real α. 

Trace 3 
This trace (see Figure 5) shows a situation in which the estimated α (0.2) is lower than 
the real α (0.5), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 5. As shown in the figure, 
the Ambient Agent estimates the level of emotion of the human too high, so that it is a 
bit too early in removing the negative stimulus, as indicated in the upper part by 
property has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) at time point 11. This is not a 
crucial error (the human does not show bad performance), but it is a waste of energy. 
 
Trace 4 
This trace (see Figure 6) shows a situation in which the estimated α is learned. In this 
trace, speed factor γ (see LP9) was set to 0.9, threshold th1 was set to 0.5, and th2 was 
set to 0.95. As shown in the figure, the Ambient Agent initially estimates the level of 
emotion of the human much too low, indicated in the upper part by the state property 
estimated_alpha(0.8). As a result, at time point 32, the human’s emotion level has gone 
too high (shown in the “actual emotion” graph below), so that AA is too late in 
removing the negative stimulus. However, after information about the real emotion 
became available (at time point 35) (shown by state property real_emotion_available), AA 
changes its estimation of α (from 0.8 to 0.65). As a result, from then on the agent 
estimates the emotion much better, and removes the stimulus at the right moments (at 
time points 67 and 93), so that the human does not show bad performance anymore. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation Trace 3 - Estimated α is lower than real α. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Simulation Trace 4 - Estimated α is adapted. 
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All in all, the model has been used to generate a large number of simulation traces, 
using different parameter settings for the real and estimated parameter α. Due to space 
limitations, not all of these results are shown here. However, the simulation experiments 
pointed out that the model in general is successful in estimating a (simulated) person’s 
emotion generation dynamics, and is robust to different parameter settings. 

The obvious next step is to test the model in a real world setting. This can be done, 
for example, in a laboratory experiment where a person is asked to perform a computer 
task during which certain emotion-eliciting events occur. To measure the person’s 
emotional reactions to these events, recent methods to recognise levels of emotion 
based on facial expressions may be employed e.g., [11], [12], [16], [18], [22], [24]. 

5. Discussion 

To improve the performance and wellbeing of humans in complex human-computer 
interaction settings, ambient systems need to assess many aspects of the human’s state. 
In addition to its state of awareness, stress, and motivation, the system needs to assess 
the human’s emotional state, and more specifically, its emotion generation capabilities. 
One step further, the system requires the ability to reason about these emotion 
generation capabilities, and to make predictions based on them. For example, if the 
system knows that the human is very quick in developing a state of anger, this will be 
useful to determine how to communicate with the user for the next hours. 

As a first step in this direction, the current paper introduces an adaptive 
computational model to estimate emotion generation processes. The model combines 
two main components, namely a model for emotion generation (inspired by [13]) and a 
model for Theory of Mind cf. [21]. The model has been implemented using the 
modelling language LEADSTO, and has been tested under different parameter settings.  

The model is based on several important assumptions. For one, it is assumed that it is 
possible to measure a person’s emotional reactions to certain events. The simulation 
runs, abstract from a specific technique that may be used for this, but in real world 
experiments, obviously this cannot be done anymore. For future research the plan is to 
test the model in laboratory experiments; here emotion recognition approaches like 
[11], [12], [16], [18], [22], [24] may be used. In recent years, such approaches have 
proven to be very adequate in recognising emotion elicitation processes in humans. 
Future work should point out how different types of approaches can be compared. One 
of these differences may be the possibility to reason over time about the emotion 
generation process, for example, to predict future emotions, or to predict effects of a 
certain intervention on the emotion level. 

Another interesting direction for further research is to explore the possibilities to 
apply the model to computer-computer interaction instead of human-computer 
interaction settings. For example, a recent trend in the development of intelligent virtual 
agents (IVAs, see [23]) is to equip them with emotions and emotion generation 
mechanisms (e.g., [5], [20]). As soon as such IVAs start to communicate with each 
other, it will be useful for them to have insight in each other’s emotions, and to make 
predictions about them. It may be expected that the generic setup of the model 
presented here allows it to be equally well applicable to software agents as to humans. 
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Therefore, it may eventually be applied in larger systems where a number of real 
humans and virtual humans have to cooperate. 
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Abstract. Stimuli and activations of mental states usually induce emotional 
responses that are experienced by their associated feelings. This paper 
concentrates on how the strengths, by which such emotional responses are 
induced, depend on previous experiences. It presents a comparative analysis of 
three adaptive modelling approaches addressing how these induction strengths are 
adapted over time: Hebbian learning, temporal discounting and memory traces. 
Example simulation results are shown and commonalities and differences between 
the models are analysed.  

Keywords: Induced feelings, adaptive, memory traces, temporal discounting, 
Hebbian learning 

1      Introduction 

For many responses to certain (external or internal) circumstances, an important role is 
played by experiences for similar circumstances in the past. How such circumstances 
are experienced does not only depend on the circumstances themselves but also on the 
extent to which emotional responses are induced and felt. For this paper it is assumed 
that such an induction process of experienced emotional responses takes the form of 
triggered preparations for body states that are in a recursive as-if body loop with certain 
feelings; e.g., [4], [7], [15]. The strengths by which stimuli or activations of mental 
states induce certain preparations for body states or (other) actions occurring as 
emotional responses, might be innate, but are often considered to be acquired, 
strengthened and/or adapted during lifetime; e.g. [6], [12]. These induction strengths of 
responses based on experiences from the past are assumed to play an important role in a 
variety of behaviors, for example, involving decision making according to the Somatic 
Marker Hypothesis e.g. [6], [8].  

To explain or model such a development of induction strength of a response, in the 
literature different perspectives can be found. In this paper three different alternatives 
for modelling approaches are considered. One of them is a Hebbian learning approach 
e.g. [1], [9], [10]. A second alternative is based on a temporal discounting approach as 
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often is used in modelling intertemporal decision making or in modelling trust 
dynamics e.g. [5], [11]. The third alternative considered is a case-based memory 
modelling approach based on memory traces e.g. [13], [14]. Each of the three 
approaches is briefly presented and some simulation results for a common case study 
are discussed and compared to each other to find out under which circumstances the 
approaches coincide, and when they differ. 

As a starting point, in Section 2 it is shown how elements from neurological theories 
on generation of emotion and feeling were adopted, and based on them first a 
computational model was set up that models the effect of stimuli on emotional 
responses and feelings. In accordance with such literature a converging recursive as-if 
body loop to generate a feeling is taken as a point of departure. Next, as the main step, 
in Section 3 the three different adaptation models for the strength of the emotional 
response were integrated in this model. In Section 4 simulation results are presented. 
Section 5 shows how the three resulting models were evaluated and compared based on 
simulation experiments. Finally, Section 6 is a discussion. 

2   Dynamics of Emotional Responses and Feelings 

As any mental state in a person, a sensory representation state induces emotions felt 
within this person, as described by [7], [8]; for example:  ‘…Through either innate design 
or by learning, we react to most, perhaps all, objects with emotions, however weak, and 
subsequent feelings, however feeble.’ [8] p. 93. In some more detail, emotion generation 
via an as-if body loop roughly proceeds according to the following causal chain; see 
Damasio [7], [8]: sensory  representation  of  stimulus   →    preparation  for  body  state     →  
sensory  representation  of  body  state   →    feeling.  The as-if body loop is extended to a 
recursive as-if body loop by assuming that the preparation of the bodily response is also 
affected by the state of feeling the emotion:  feeling   →   preparation  for body state   as an 
additional causal relation. Such recursiveness is also assumed by Damasio [8], as he 
notices that what is felt by sensing is actually a preparation for a body state which is an 
internal object, under control of the person:  ‘The object at the origin on the one hand, and 
the brain map of that object on the other, can influence each other in a sort of reverberative 
process that is not to be found, for example, in the perception of an external object.’ [8] p. 91. 
Thus the obtained model for emotion generation is based on reciprocal causation 
relations between emotion felt and preparations for body states. Within the model 
presented in this paper both the preparation for the bodily response and the feeling are 
assigned an (activation) level or gradation, expressed by a number. The cycle is 
modelled as a positive feedback loop, triggered by a sensory representation and 
converging to a level of feeling and preparation for body state.  

Informally described theories in scientific disciplines, for example, in biological or 
neurological contexts, often are formulated in terms of causal relationships or in terms 
of dynamical systems. To adequately formalise such a theory the hybrid dynamic 
modelling language LEADSTO has been developed that subsumes qualitative and 
quantitative causal relationships, and dynamical systems; cf. [2]. This language has 
been proven successful in a number of contexts, varying from biochemical processes 
that make up the dynamics of cell behaviour to neurological and cognitive processes 
e.g. [3], [4]. Within LEADSTO the dynamic property or temporal relation a →→D b 
denotes that when a state property a occurs, then after a certain time delay (which for 
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each relation instance can be specified as any positive real number D), state property b 
will occur. Below, this D will be taken as the time step Δt, and usually not be 
mentioned explicitly. In LEADSTO both logical and numerical calculations can be 
specified in an integrated manner, and a dedicated software environment is available to 
support specification and simulation.  

An overview of the basic model for the generation of emotional responses and 
feelings is depicted in Fig. 1. This picture also shows representations from the detailed 
specifications explained below. However, note that the precise numerical relations 
between the indicated variables V shown are not expressed in this picture, but in the 
detailed specifications below, labeled by LP1 to LP5 in the picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the connections in the model for induced emotional responses and feelings 

Note that the sensor and effector state for body states and the dashed arrows 
connecting them to internal states are not used in the model considered here. In the 
dynamic properties below capitals are used for variables (assumed universally 
quantified). First the part is presented that describes the basic mechanisms to generate a 
belief state and the associated feeling, starting with how the world state is sensed. 

LP1  Sensing a world state 
If  world state property W occurs of strength V 
then  the sensor state for W will have strength V. 

world_state(W, V) →→  sensor_state(W, V) 
 

From the sensor states, sensory representations are generated according to the dynamic 
property LP2.  
 

LP2  Generating a sensory representation for a sensed world state 
If  the sensor state for world state property W has strength V,  
then  the sensory representation for W with have strength V. 

sensor_state(W, V)  →→  srs(W, V) 
 

Dynamic property LP3 describes the emotional response a sensory representation of a 
stimulus in the form of the preparation for a specific bodily reaction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ω2

ω1

LP4

LP5
srs(b, V) feeling(b, V)sensor_state(b,V)

world_state(w, V) srs(w, V) 

LP1 LP2 LP3

preparation_state(b, V)sensor_state(w, V) effector_state(b, V) 
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LP3  From sensory representation and feeling to preparation of a body state 
If  a sensory representation for w with strength V1 occurs  
   and feeling the associated body state b has strength V2 
   and  the preparation state for b has strength V3 
   and  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation for b has strength ω1 
   and  the connection from feeling to preparation for b has strength ω2 
   and  β   is the person’s orientation for emotional response 
   and  γ    is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses 
then  after Δt  the preparation state for body state b will have strength V3 + γ (h(β,ω1, ω2, V1, V2)-
V3) Δt. 

srs(w, V1)  &  feeling(b, V2)  &  preparation_state(b, V3) &   
has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), ω1)  &   
has_connection_strength(feeling(b), preparation(b), ω2)  
→→  preparation(b, V3+γ (h(β, ω1, ω2, V1, V2)-V3) Δt) 

 

The resulting level for the preparation is calculated based on a function h(β,ω1, ω2, V1, 
V2) of the original levels. For the function h(β,ω1, ω2, V1, V2) the following was taken: 
 

h(β, ω1, ω2, V1, V2) =  β(1-(1-ω1V1)(1-ω2V2)) + (1-β) ω1ω2V1V2  
 

Note that this formula describes a weighted sum of two cases. The most positive case 
considers the two source values as strengthening each other, thereby staying under 1: 
combining the imperfection rates 1-ω1V1 and 1-ω2V2 of them provides a decreased rate 
of imperfection expressed by 1-(1-ω1V1)(1-ω2V2). The most negative case considers the 
two source values in a negative combination: combining the imperfections of them 
provides an increased imperfection. This is expressed by ω1ω2V1V2. The parameter β 
can be used to model a characteristic that expresses the person’s orientation for 
emotional response (from 0 as weakest response to 1 as strongest response). Dynamic 
properties LP4 and LP5 describe the as-if body loop. 
 

LP4  From preparation to sensory representation of a body state 
If  preparation state for body state B occurs with strength V, 
then  the sensory representation for body state B with have strength V. 

preparation(B, V)  →→  srs(B, V) 
 
 

LP5  From sensory representation of body state to feeling 
If  a sensory representation for body state B with strength V occurs, 
then  B will be felt with strength V. 

srs(B, V)  →→   feeling(B, V) 

3      Integrating Adaptation Models for the Induction Strengths  

Three adaptation models for the induction strength ω1 of the connection from sensory 
representation to preparation have been integrated. As a scenario it is assumed that over 
time different sensory representations occur in a repeated fashion. The first adaptation 
model presented follows a Hebbian approach. By this model the induction strength ω1 
of the connection from sensory representation to preparation is adapted using the 
following Hebbian learning rule. It takes into account a maximal connection strength 1, 
a learning rate η, and an extinction rate ζ. 
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LP6  Hebbian learning rule for connection from sensory representation of stimulus to 
preparation 
If  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation of b has strength ω1 
  and the sensory representation for w has strength V1  
  and  the preparation of b has strength V2  
  and  the learning rate from sensory representation of w to preparation of b is η 
  and  the extinction rate from sensory representation of w to preparation of b is ζ 
then  after Δt  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation of b  

will have strength ω1 + (ηV1V2 (1 - ω1) - ζω1) Δt. 
has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), ω1) &  srs(w, V1)  &  preparation(b, V2)  &   
has_learning_rate(srs(w), preparation(b), η)  &   has_extinction_rate(srs(w), preparation(b), ζ)    
→→   has_connection_strength(b, w, ω1 + (ηV1V2 (1 - ω1) - ζω1) Δt) 

 

A similar Hebbian learning rule can be found in [9], p. 406. As a next model a temporal 
discounting principle is used to adapt the induction strength ω1 of the connection from 
sensory representation to preparation. 
 
LP7a  Temporal discounting learning rule for sensory representation of stimulus 
If  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation of b has strength ω1 
  and the sensory representation for w has strength V and V>0 
  and  the discounting rate from sensory representation of w to preparation of b is α 
  and  the extinction rate from sensory representation of w to preparation of b is ζ 
then  after Δt  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation of b  

will have strength ω1 + (α(V- ω1)- ζω1) Δt. 
has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), ω1)  &  srs(w, V)  &  V>0  & 
has_discounting_rate(srs(w), preparation(b), α)  &  has_extinction_rate(srs(w), preparation(b), ζ)     
→→   has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), ω1 + (α(V- ω1) - ζω1) Δt) 

 
LP7b  Temporal discounting learning rule for sensory representation of stimulus 
If  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation of b has strength ω1 
  and the sensory representation for w has strength 0  
  and  the extinction rate from sensory representation of w to preparation of b is ζ 
then  after Δt  the connection from sensory representation of w to preparation of b   
 will have strength ω1 + (α(V- ω1)- ζω1) Δt. 

has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), ω1)  &  srs(w, 0)  &   
has_extinction_rate(srs(w), preparation(b), ζ)     
→→   has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), ω1 - ζω1 Δt) 

 

The third model integrated is based on memory traces. Suppose is_followed_by(γ, a, b) 
indicates that within memory trace with identification label γ state a is followed by state 
b. The states addressed are the sensory representation state and the subsequent 
preparation state. It is assumed that each new pair of events <sensory representation, 
preparation> gets a new unique identification label γ, for example, based on a time stamp. 
The idea is then that for given states a and b, the strength of the induction from a to b is 
extracted in a case-based manner by the fraction of all represented traces in which a 
occurs with b as a next state from all traces in which a occurs: 
 

 #{γ | is_followed_by(γ, a, b)} / #{γ | ∃c  is_followed_by(γ, a, c)} 
 

A temporal element can be incorporated by giving more weight to more recently 
represented memory traces. This was modelled by using temporal discounting when 
extracting the induction strength from the represented memory traces. Moreover, also 
levels of activations of both states were taken into account. In this approach traces get 
weights depending on their time label where traces that occurred further back in time 
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have lower weights. The following rules represent how information is extracted from 
the time-labeled representations by counting the discounted numbers of occurrences.  
 
LP8  Discounting memory traces 
If  the sensory representation for w has strength V1  
  and  the preparation of b has strength V2  
  and  the discounted number of memory traces with state srs(w) is X   
  and  the discounted number of memory traces with state srs(w) and successor state 
preparation(b) is Y   
  and  the discounting rate from sensory representation of w to preparation of b is α 
then  the discounted number of memory traces with state srs(w) is αX+(1-α) V1 
  and  the discounted number of memory traces with state srs(w) and  
 successor state preparation(b) is αY+(1-α) V1V2     

srs(w, V1)  &  preparation(b, V2)  &  has_discounting_rate(srs(w), preparation(b), α)  & 
memory_traces_including(srs(w), X)  &   memory_traces_including_both(srs(w), preparation(b), Y)  
→→   memory_traces_including(srs(w), αX+(1-α) V1)  &    

memory_traces_including_both(srs(w), preparation(b), αY+(1-α) V1V2)   
 

Given these numbers the induction strength of the connection from sensory 
representation to preparation state is determined as Y/X. 
LP9  Generation of preparations based on discounted memory traces 
zzIf  the discounted number of memory traces with state srs(w) is X   
  and  the discounted number of memory traces with state srs(w) and successor state 
preparation(b) is Y   
then  the connection strength from srs(w) to preparation(b) is Y/X     

memory_traces_including(srs(w), X)  &   memory_traces_including_both(srs(w), preparation(b), Y)  
→→   has_connection_strength(srs(w), preparation(b), Y/X)   

4      Example Simulation Results 

Based on the computational model described in the previous section, a number of 
simulations have been performed. Some example simulation traces were included in this 
section as an illustration; see Fig. 2, 3 and 4, for the Hebbian learning, temporal 
discounting and memory traces approach, respectively (here the time delays within the 
temporal LEADSTO relations were taken 1 time unit). Note that only a selection of the 
relevant nodes (represented as state properties in LEADSTO) is shown. In all of these 
figures, where time is on the horizontal axis, and the activation levels of the different 
state properties are on the vertical axis, quantitative information for state properties 
values for the different time periods are shown (by the dark lines). The activation levels 
of the state properties gradually increase while the sensory representation of the 
stimulus occurs, following the recursive feedback loop discussed in Section 2. These 
levels sharply decrease after the sensory representation of the stimulus stops occurring, 
as described by the temporal relationship LP3 in Section 2. Moreover, except for some 
decrease due to extinction, the induction strength of the connection from sensory 
representation to preparation state keeps its value in the phases without stimulus, until 
the sensory representation of the stimulus (again) occurs, as described by temporal 
relationship LP6 in case of Hebbian learning, LP7a and LP7b in case of temporal 
discounting and by LP8a and LP8b in case of memory traces. Further comparison of the 
three adaptation models are discussed in Section 5.  
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Fig. 2 shows the adaptation model following the Hebbian approach. As can be seen 
in this figure, for sensory representation activation level 0.6 and initial level of 
preparation state 0, during the phases of the stimulus the activation levels of the 
preparation and feeling states progressively increase over time until they reach levels 
close to 0.9. 

The induction strength which initially was set to 0.01, gradually increases to attain a 
strength around 0.8. The occurrence of this pattern is in line with the mathematical 
analysis which is discussed in the next section. 

Fig. 3 shows the temporal discounting approach. For sensory representation 
activation level 0.6 and initial level of preparation state 0, the activation levels of the 
preparation and feeling states gradually increase over the time until they reach values 
close to 0.8. The induction strength state initially set at 0.01, gradually increases to 
attain a strength around 0.55. Also the occurrence of this pattern is in line with the 
mathematical analysis discussed in the next section.  

Fig. 4 shows the adaptation model following the memory traces approach. As can be 
seen in the figure, for the sensory representation activation level 0.6 and initial level of 
preparation 0, the activation levels of preparation and feeling states gradually increases 
over time until levels close to 0.9 are reached. The induction strength gradually 
increases from initial value 0.01 to values around 0.7. The occurrence of this pattern 
also is in line with results from the next section. 

5 Comparative Analysis of the Three Adaptation Models 

This section compares the results of simulation for the three adaptive dynamic modeling 
approaches and presents some of the results of a mathematical analysis of the model that 
has been undertaken. 
 
Comparison of simulation results  
For a brief overview of a comparison of simulation results, see Table 1. The adaptation 
speed of the induction strength in the temporal discounting approach is faster as 
compared to other two approaches (see Fig. 2 to 4), even though the discounting rate for 
memory traces approach was set at a higher value. Notice also that the pattern of the 
learning curves differs: Hebbian learning shows a slow start, but later on gets more 
speed, while the other cases show a more or less opposite pattern. Moreover, the 
activation levels of the preparation and feeling states in the temporal discounting and 
memory traces approach increase faster as compared to the Hebbian approach.  
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Fig. 2. Adaptation by Hebbian Learning 
(V1=0.6, β=0.9, γ=0.3, η=0.01, ζ=0.0005)

 
 
 
 

The memory traces approach persist the strength more as compared to the temporal 
discounting approach, and the temporal discounting approach persist the strength more 
as compared to the Hebbian approach. 

Below, some of the results of a mathematical analysis of possible equilibria of the 
model that has been undertaken are discussed. For an overview see also Table 2. Note 
that an equilibrium of the model involves constant values both for activation levels and 
connection strengths and it is also assumed that the stimulus is constant. Moreover, to 
avoid too many exceptional cases, it is assumed that the values for parameters γ, η,ζ are 
nonzero. 

Table 1. Overview of outcomes of the example simulations for the three approaches 

 Hebbian Learning Temporal Discounting Memory Traces 
Maximal induction strength reached 0.8 0.55 0.7 

Adaptation speed lowest highest middle 
Adaptation pattern slow start – 

fast finish 
fast start –  
slow finish 

fast start –  
slow finish 

Extinction speed highest middle lowest 
Maximal preparation and feeling levels 0.9 0.8 0.9 
Speed in preparation and feeling levels lowest highest middle 
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Equilibrium for activation level of preparation state 
First the equilibrium for the activation level of the preparation state has been 
investigated, expressed in the following relation derived from LP3 (note that due to LP4 
the feeling level V2 and preparation level V3 are equal in an equilibrium; see): 

γ (β(1-(1-ω1V1)(1-ω2V2)) + (1-β) ω1ω2V1V2-V2) = 0 
 
 
 

  
 

    Fig. 3:  Adaptation by Temporal Discounting           Fig. 4:  Adaptation by Memory Traces 
      (V=0.6, β=0.9, γ=0.3, α=0.01, ζ=0.0005)                (V1=0.6, β=0.9, γ=0.3, α=0.5, ζ=0.0005) 

 
 

Table 2: Overview of expressions for a number of possible equilibria 

 General case Case V1 = 1 & ω2 = 1 

Hebbian 
Learning 

V2   =   βω1V1  /  (1  - βω2 +(2β - 1)ω1ω2V1) 
ω1  =  ηV1V2 / (ζ+ ηV1V2 ) =   
          1 / (ζ/(ηV1V2) + 1) 

ω1 =  (((η  - (1/β - 1 )ζ)  / 
                                (2ζ + (η  - (1/β)ζ)) 
V2 =  1  - (1 - β )ζ /βη  =  1  -  (1/β - 1 )ζ /η 

Temporal 
Discounting 

V2  =  βω1V1  /  (1   - βω2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2V1) 
ω1  = V1 / (ζ/α+ 1) ≤ V1 

ω1  = 1 / (ζ/α + 1) 
V2  = 1  / (ζ/α (1/β- 1) + 1 ) 

Memory Traces ω1  = V2  =  (β V1  - 1 + βω2) / (2β-1)ω2V1 ω1  =  V2  = 1 
 

Assuming γ ≠ 0, this equation can be solved by expressing V2 into the other variables 
among which V1 that denotes the activation level of the sensory representation. 
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β(1-(1-ω1V1)(1-ω2V2)) + (1-β) ω1ω2V1V2 - V2 = 0  ⇔ 
β(ω1V1+ ω2V2 - ω1ω2V1V2) = V2 -ω1ω2V1V2  + β ω1ω2V1V2   ⇔ 
βω1V1  = V2 -ω1ω2V1V2  + β ω1ω2V1V2  - βω2V2 +βω1ω2V1V2   ⇔ 
βω1V1  = V2 - βω2V2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2V1V2   ⇔  βω1V1  = (1   - βω2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2V1)V2  ⇔ 
V2  = βω1V1 / (1 - βω2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2V1)     (1) 

For 3 example values of β the equation βω1V1 = (1 - βω2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2V1)V2 reduces to 
β = 0 0  = (1 - ω1ω2V1)V2              ⇔  V2   =  0    OR     ω1 = ω2 = V1 = 1 
β = 0.5 0.5 ω1V1  = (1 - 0.5ω2 )V2      ⇔  ω1V1  = (2 - ω2 )V2  ⇔ V2  = ω1V1 / (2 - ω2 )  
β = 1 ω1V1  = (1  - ω2 + ω1ω2V1)V2  ⇔  V2  = ω1V1  / (1   - ω2 + ω1ω2V1) 

For V1 = 1 equation (1) is reduced to 
V2 = βω1 /  (1   - βω2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2)      

For ω2  = 1 this is 
V2 = βω1V1  /  (1 - β +(2β-1)ω1V1) 
 

For ω2  = 1 this is for the three values of β 
β = 0 V2   =  0    OR     ω1 = ω2 = V1 = 1 
β = 0.5 V2  = ω1V1   
β = 1 V2  = ω1V1  / (ω1V1) = 1 

For both V1 = 1 and ω2  = 1 the equation is 
V2 = βω1  /  (1 - β +(2β-1)ω1)   ⇔   V2  =  β  / ((1 - β )/ ω1 + 2β  - 1 )  (2) 
 

Hebbian approach  
Next the equilibrium for the connection strength ω1 from sensory representation to 
preparation is analyzed for the Hebbian approach; this is expressed in the following 
relation derived from LP6: 

ηV1V2(1 - ω1) - ζω1 =  0 
For cases that V1 and V2 are nonzero, this can be used to express ω1 as follows 

ηV1V2       = (ζ+ ηV1V2 ) ω1 ⇔  ω1   = ηV1V2 / (ζ+ ηV1V2 ) ⇔ 
ω1   = 1 / (ζ/(ηV1V2) + 1)      (3) 

In principle the two equations (1) and (3) in ω1  and V2  can be explicitly solved, but for 
the general case this provides rather complex expressions for ω1  and V2. Therefore only 
the specific case V1 = 1  and ω2 = 1   is pursued further. 
 

Case V1 = 1 and ω2 = 1 for the Hebbian approach 
For V1 = 1 equation (3) can be rewritten into 

ω1  = 1 / (ζ/(ηV2) + 1)  ⇔  1 / ω1 = (ζ/(ηV2) + 1) 
Substituting the above equation in the expression (2) for V2 provides: 

V2  =  β  / ((1 - β )/ ω1 + 2β  - 1 )  ⇔ ((1 - β )/ ω1 + 2β  - 1 ) V2  =  β  ⇔ 
((1 - β ) (ζ/(ηV2) + 1) + 2β  - 1 ) V2  =  β  ⇔ (1 - β ) (ζ/η + V2) + 2β V2  - V2   =  β  ⇔ 
(ζ/η + V2) - β  (ζ/η + V2) + 2β V2  - V2   =  β  ⇔  ζ/η- β  (ζ/η + V2) + 2β V2  =  β  ⇔ 
ζ/η- β  ζ/η + β V2  =  β  ⇔ β V2  =  β  - ζ/η + β  ζ/η  ⇔ 
V2  =  1  -  (1 - β )ζ /βη  =  1  -   (1/β - 1 )ζ / η 

From this an expression for ω1 can be determined: 
ω1  = 1 / (ζ/(ηV2) + 1) ⇔ ω1  = 1 / (ζ/(η(1  -   (1/β - 1 )ζ / η) + 1) ⇔ 
ω1  = 1 / (ζ/((η  -   (1/β - 1 )ζ) + 1) ⇔ ω1 = (η  -   (1/β - 1 )ζ)  / (ζ + (η  -   (1/β - 1 )ζ)) ⇔ 
ω1  = (η  -   (1/β - 1 )ζ)  / (2ζ + (η  -   (1/β)ζ)) 

For the three example values of β the equation  β V2  =  β  - ζ/η + β  ζ/η reduces to 
β = 0 This is impossible for nonzero ζ, V1 and V2  
β = 0.5 0.5 V2  =  0.5  - ζ/η + 0.5  ζ/η  

V2  =  1  - ζ/η 
β = 1 V2  =  1  - ζ/η + 1  ζ/η  = 1 
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Temporal discounting approach  
For the temporal discounting approach the variable V2 does not play a role in the 
adaptation method. Temporal relation LP7a implies that for an equilibrium it holds: 

α(V1- ω1) - ζω1  =  0 ⇔ α(V1- ω1)    =  ζω1 ⇔ αV1  =  ζω1  + αω1 = (ζ  + α) ω1 ⇔ 
ω1   =  αV1 / (ζ  + α) = V1 / (ζ/α + 1)     (4) 

Note that since (ζ/α + 1) ≥ 1  it follows that always ω1   ≤ V1 which indeed was observed in 
the simulations. 

 

Case V1 = 1 and ω2 = 1 for the temporal discounting approach 
For V1  = 1 expression (4) becomes  ω1  = 1 / (ζ/α + 1). By equation (2) for V2 it follows 

V2  = β  / ((1 - β )/ ω1 + 2β  - 1 ) ⇔ V2  = β  / ((1 - β ) (ζ/α + 1) + 2β  - 1 ) ⇔ 
V2  = β  / ((ζ/α + 1)  - β (ζ/α + 1) + 2β  - 1 ) ⇔ V2  = β  / (ζ/α- β (ζ/α + 1) + 2β  ) ⇔ 
V2  = β  / (ζ/α- β (ζ/α) + β  ) ⇔ V2  = β  / (ζ/α (1- β) + β  ) ⇔ 
V2  = 1  / (ζ/α (1/β- 1) + 1  ) 

For the three example values of β the equation  V2  = β  / (ζ/α (1- β) + β )  reduces to 
β = 0 V2  = 0   
β = 0.5 V2  = 0.5  / (ζ/α 0.5 + 0.5 )  = 1  / (ζ/α + 1 )   
β = 1 V2  = 1 
 

Memory traces approach  
For the memory traces approach in an equilibrium the expression ω1  = Y/X should 
remain the same, although in principle X and Y still may change. So the criterion is 

Y+ΔY / X+ΔX  = Y/X 
which can be rewritten as 

(Y+ΔY) X = (X+ΔX) Y  ⇔  YX+ΔY X = XY+ΔX Y ⇔ X ΔY = Y ΔX ⇔ 
ΔY/ ΔX = Y/ X 

Therefore according to temporal relation LP8a for an equilibrium it holds: 
(α V1 V2 - ζ Y) / (α V1 - ζ X) = Y/X 

This can be rewritten as: 
(α V1 V2 - ζ Y) X = (α V1 - ζ X) Y ⇔ α V1 V2 X - ζ YX = α V1 Y - ζ XY ⇔ 
α V1 V2 X = α V1 Y ⇔ 
V2 X = Y  OR     V1 = 0   ⇔ 
ω1 = Y / X = V2   OR     V1 = 0    

This can be used to obtain a value for both ω1  and V2  as follows: 
βω1V1  = (1   - βω2 +(2β-1)ω1ω2V1)V2  ⇔  β V2V1  = (1 - βω2 +(2β-1) V2ω2V1)V2 ⇔   
β V1  = 1 - βω2 +(2β-1) V2ω2V1   OR   V2 = 0  ⇔ 
β V1  - 1 + βω2  = (2β-1) V2ω2V1   OR   V2 = 0  ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = (β V1  - 1 + βω2) / (2β-1)ω2V1  OR   V2 = 0    OR    

β = 0.5  &  V1  = 2 - ω2   ⇔ 
ω1 = V2 = (β V1  - 1 + βω2) / (2β-1)ω2V1  OR   V2 = 0    OR                   (5) 

     β = 0.5  &  V1 = ω2  = 1 
 

For the three specific example values of β  the following is obtained.  
β = 0 ω1 = V2   =  0     OR      ω1 = ω2 = V1 = V2 = 1 
β = 0.5 ω1 = V2  = ω1V1 / (2 - ω2 )   ⇔ 

ω1 = V2  = 0   OR   1  = V1 / (2 - ω2 )    ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR   V1 = 2 - ω2  ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR   V1 = ω2 = 1  &  ω1 = V2 

β = 1 ω1 = V2  = ω1V1  / (1   - ω2 + ω1ω2V1)   ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR    1 = V1  / (1   - ω2 + ω1ω2V1)  ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR    V1  = 1   - ω2 + ω1ω2V1  ⇔ 
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ω1 = V2  = 0   OR    (1-ω1ω2)V1  = 1   - ω2  ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR    V1  = (1   - ω2 )/(1-ω1ω2) &  ω1 = V2  ⇔ 
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR    V1 = (1 -ω1ω2 + ω1ω2 - ω2 )/(1-ω1ω2) & ω1 = V2  
ω1 = V2  = 0   OR    V1  = 1-  (1- ω1) ω2 /(1-ω1ω2) &  ω1 = V2 

 

Case V1 = 1 and ω2 = 1 for the memory traces approach 
For ω2 = 1 this can be simplified as 

ω1 = V2  = (β V1  - 1 + β) / (2β-1)V1  OR   V2 = 0    OR   β = 0.5  &  V1  = 1 
and when also V1 = 1 it becomes: 

ω1 = V2  = (β - 1 + β) / (2β-1) = 1 OR   V2 = 0    OR   β = 0.5  &  V1  = 1 
 

5      Discussion 

In this paper a number of learning models for the induction strength of an emotional 
response on a stimulus were analysed and compared. The introduced models on the one 
hand describe more specifically how a stimulus generates an emotional response that is 
felt, and on the other hand how the induction strength of the experienced emotional 
response is adapted over time. For feeling the emotion, a converging recursive body 
loop was used, based on elements taken from [4], [7], [8]. One of the adaptation models 
was based on a Hebbian learning rule cf. [1], [9], [10], [16]. Another one was based on 
temporal discounting, and the third one was based on memory traces. The models were 
specified in the hybrid dynamic modelling language LEADSTO, and simulations were 
performed in its software environment; cf. [2]. Moreover, a mathematical analysis was 
made to determine possible equilibria. In the comparison differences in adaptation speed 
and pattern have been found, and in the maximal value of the induction strength. 
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Abstract To avoid the development of negative emotion in their teams, team leaders 
may benefit from intelligent agent systems that analyze the emotional dynamics of 
the team members. As a first step in developing such agents, this paper uses an agent-
based approach to formalize and simulate emotion contagion processes within 
groups, which may involve absorption or amplification of emotions of others. The 
obtained computational multi-agent model is integrated within an intelligent ambient 
agent to monitor and predict group emotion levels over time and propose group 
support actions based on that. 

Keywords: multi-agent model, emotion contagion spirals, ambient agent model. 

 

1    Introduction 
The occurrence of emotion contagion in groups is a social phenomenon, where 
emotions of group members can be absorbed by other group members, but also can be 
amplified so that levels of emotion may occur that may substantially exceed the original 
emotion levels of group members. How to avoid such trends for negative emotions and 
how to stimulate them for positive emotions can be a real challenge for both group 
members and group leaders. This paper first presents an analysis and a computational 
model for the occurrence of emotion contagion in groups. Next, it is shown how this 
model has been integrated within an ambient agent model to support group leaders. The 
ambient agent can predict and analyze the team’s emotional level for present and future 
time points. In case a team’s emotional level is found (to become) deficient compared to 
a certain norm, the ambient agent proposes the team leader to take some measures. 

Emotions allow humans to respond quickly and efficiently to events that affect their 
welfare [15]. In addition, they provide us with information about others’ behavioral 
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intentions, and script our social behavior. Research on the idea that emotion also has a 
strong social component, which can influence interactions, is found in, e.g. [12], [13]. 
The process of emotion contagion, in which a group member influences the emotions of 
another group member (and vice versa), through the conscious or unconscious induction 
of emotion states [21], is a primary mechanism through which individual emotions create 
a collective emotion.  This process has been described as an inclination to mimic the 
gestural behavior of others, to “synchronize facial expression, utterances and attitudes” 
[13]. Emotion contagion has been shown to occur in many cases varying from emotions 
in small groups to panicking crowds; see [1], [2], [23], [16]. The positive effects of the 
spread of emotions in groups have been investigated empirically in [9], where it is 
hypothesized that positive emotions trigger upward spirals toward enhanced emotional 
well-being. This prediction is based on Frederickson’s broaden-and-build theory [10]. 
The broaden hypothesis states that positive emotions broaden people’s mind-sets: the 
scopes of attention, cognition, action and the array of percepts, thoughts, and actions 
presently in mind are widened. The complementary narrowing hypothesis predicts the 
reverse pattern: negative emotions shrink people’s thought-action repertoires. Support for 
the broaden and narrowing hypotheses can be found in [8]. The build hypothesis 
expresses that positive emotions encourage people to discover and explore new ways of 
thinking and action, by which they are building their personal resources such as socio-
emotional and, intellectual skills. The broaden hypothesis can predict upward trends in 
emotional well-being of a person, which the authors investigated in [9]. The authors 
demonstrated that initial experiences with positive affect can improve broad-minded-
coping, which in turn can predict increases in positive affect over time, creating an 
upward trend towards improved emotional well-being.  

This paper first introduces a multi-agent model that formalizes and simulates emotion 
contagion within groups, and can represent two different types of emotion contagion 
processes: emotion absorption and emotion amplification within groups. Next it is shown 
how this computational model can be used in applications within a teamwork context, 
supported by an intelligent ambient agent. Section 2 explains a formalized model of 
group emotion contagion processes. Next, in Section 3, simulation results for the model 
are presented and in Section 4, the models is analyzed mathematically. Section 5 
addresses formal verification of the emotion contagion model and the simulation results. 
Section 6 describes how the model for emotion contagion has been integrated within an 
existing ambient agent model. In Section 7 some simulation results are discussed for the 
resulting ambient agent model. Section 8 is a discussion. 
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2     The Emotion Contagion Model 
The model for emotion contagion introduced in this section subsumes different types of 
emotion contagion, varying from emotion absorption which occurs when group members 
adapt their emotion levels to each other by a kind of averaging process, to emotion 
amplification, in which case group members can use other group members’ emotion as 
trigger to generate higher or lower levels of emotions than available in the group.  The 
model distinguishes multiple factors that influence emotion contagion. In [1] (following 
[16]) Barsade describes an informal model of emotion contagion in which the emotion 
being expressed and transferred between group members is characterized by the valence 
(positive or negative) and the energy level with which the emotion is expressed. 
Furthermore Barsade [1] suggests two categories of contagion mechanisms: automatic 
subconscious contagion through mimicry and feedback and conscious transfer through 
social comparison of moods and appropriate responses in groups, mediated by attention. 
Regardless of the mechanisms employed, it is claimed that the type of emotion and the 
degree of emotion contagion in groups, is influenced by the emotional valence and the 
emotional energy. 

         qS            qR  

βR   

ηR 

 Emotion 

      εS                                αSR        δR   

 
Figure 1:  Aspects of Emotion Contagion 

 
Inspired by these theories, in this section a computational model of emotion contagion 

is proposed. First a number of aspects are distinguished that play a role in the contagion, 
varying from aspects related to the sender, the channel between sender and receiver and 
the receiver of the transferred emotion. Accordingly, the model distinguishes three parts 
in the process of transfer of emotion and related parameters: a sender S, a receiver R, and 
the channel from S to R (see Figure. 1 and Table 1).  
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 Emotion state Characteristics 

Sender current level of the 
sender’s emotion

qS extent to which the sender expresses the emotion εS 

Channel  the strength of the channel from sender to receiver   αSR 

Receiver current level of the 
receiver’s emotion

qR openness or sensitivity for received emotion δR 

 tendency to adapt emotions upward or downward βR 

tendency to amplify emotions ηR 
 

Table 1:  Parameters for aspects of emotion contagion  
 

The aspect εS depends on how introvert or extravert, expressive, active and energetic the 
person is. It represents the degree to which a person transforms internal emotion into 
external expression. In this sense, an introvert person will induce a weaker contagion of 
an emotion than an extravert person. The aspect αSR depends on the type and intensity of 
the contact between the two persons (e.g., distance vs attachment). The aspect δR 
indicates the degree of susceptibility of the receiver: the extent to which the receiver 
allows the emotions received from others to affect his own emotion, and how 
flexible/persistent the receiver is emotionally. The aspect ηR describes the tendency to 
amplify emotions, when triggered by received emotions. When it is 0 the person does not 
amplify emotion, but only absorbs them; when it is 1 it does not absorb emotions but 
only amplifies them. The aspect βR describes the bias when amplifying emotions (more 
positive or more negative), when triggered by received emotions.  

As a first step, all aspects have been formalized numerically by numbers in the 
interval [0, 1]. In addition, the parameter γSR is used to represent the strength of which 
an emotion is received by R from sender S, modeled as:   

 
γSR  = εS αSR δR          (1)  

 
The stronger the channel, the higher αSR and the more contagion will take place. The 

model works as follows: if gamma is set to 0 there will be no contagion, if γSR is 1, there 
will be a maximum strength of contagion. If γSR is not 0, there will be contagion and the 
higher the value, the more contagion will take place.  In this way, the parameter γSR can 
create the behavior as formulated by hypothesis (1) and (2) from [1]. In a way γSR 
expresses the energy level with which an emotion is being expressed and transferred. 
Interestingly this energy level γSR, depends on situational factors (processes and 
influences) at both group and individual level. The overall strength by which emotions 
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from all the other group members are received by R in a group G, indicated by γR, is 
defined as  

 
γR  = ΣS∈G\{R}  γSR       (2) 

 
The proposed model can simulate upward and downward emotional spirals through 

mechanisms, with which not only an individual agent, but also the whole group of 
agents can get to a higher or lower level of emotion. Each agent transfers an emotion 
value q between 0 and 1. The model makes it possible for each agent in certain 
situations to approximate values like 0 and 1, or values in between. Each agent will 
reach its own emotional equilibrium within the group. Suppose G is a group of agents. 
The dynamics of an agent R’s emotion level is described as 

 

dqR/ dt = γR [ηR (βR PI  + (1-βR) NI) + (1-ηR) qR*   –  qR] .   (3) 
 

Here 
qR* = ΣS∈G\{R}  wSR qS  .     (4) 

 

is a weighted sum of the emotion levels of the other group members with weights 
 

wSR = εS αSR / ΣC∈G\{R}  εC αCR  .     (5)  
 

The upward or downward direction of the change in an agent R’s emotional level over 
time depends on parameter βR, and the speed of ascend or descend on parameter γR.  
Furthermore, to determine amplification, PI and NI are the positive and negative impact 
of received emotion from the other group members respectively, which will be specified 
in more detail below. The parameter βR defines the overall impact as a weighted 
combination of the two contributions. By varying the values of the βR’s, upward as well 
as downward spirals can be simulated. If βR = 1 then the receiver is only susceptible for 
positive impact. If βR = 0, then the receiver is only susceptible to negative impact. Any 
number between 0 and 1 represents a person who is more or less susceptible to positive 
and negative impact. E.g., if βR = 0.8, the agent will be infected by 80% with PI and by 
20% with NI. In more detail the positive and negative impacts of the other group 
members are defined as: 

  

PI = 1 – (1-qR*) (1-qR) .     (6) 
NI = qR * qR .      (7) 

 

By filling these in the equation (2), the detailed set of equations for group G is for all 
R∈G: 
 

dqR/ dt = γR [ηR (βR (1 – (1-qR*) (1-qR))  + (1-βR) qR*qR ) +(1-ηR) qR*  –  qR]  (8) 
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Note that the model presented so far represents the emotional states of all agents 
within a group separately; the question of how these separate individual emotional 
states can be interpreted and aggregated, in order to assess the collective emotional state 
of a group, is addressed in Section 6. 

3   Simulation Results for Emotion Contagion 

In this section some simulation results of emotion contagion processes are discussed, 
first for the emotion absorption model, and next for the emotion amplification model 
that generates emotion contagion spirals. 

3.1   Simulation Results for Emotion Absorption 

A large number of simulations have been performed, using standard numerical 
simulation software, resulting in a variety of interesting patterns. The occurrences of 
most patterns were mathematically proven (under certain conditions) and are presented 
in Section 4. In this section some of the simulation results are discussed for the case of 
the absorption : ηR = 0 for all R.  Simulation results for the case of amplification (ηR = 1 
for all R) will be presented in Section 3.2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2:  Simulation trace 1 for emotion absorption (ηR = 0 and γR = 1 for all R) 

  
Simulations shown here are for a group of 3 agents. Time is at the horizontal axis, and 
the emotion level at the vertical axis. A first pattern found is that when the γR   for all 
agents are not 0  (in this case they are all 1), the emotion levels of all of them will 
approximate their average initial emotion level, with speed depending on the δR 
(susceptibility) and εSαSR; see Figure 2. The occurrence of this pattern has been 
confirmed mathematically; see Theorem 3 in the Section 4.  
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Figure 3: Simulation trace 2 for emotion absorption (ηR = 0 and δa = 0) 

 
 

The opposite of this pattern happens when all γR are 0, in this case all agents will have 
equilibria that are equal to their initial emotional levels. In other words: the emotional 
levels of all agents will not change at all; see Theorem 1 in the next section. Another 
situation (see Figure 3) occurs when agent a has δa set to 0 and the other agents have 
this parameter ≠ 0. This situation represents that agent a is not open to receive 
emotions, but can send emotions. As a result agent a’s initial emotion level will remain 
the same. Furthermore, the agents b and c will eventually reach the equilibrium of agent 
a, which is equal to his initial emotion level. 
 

 
Figure 4:  Simulation trace 3 for emotion absorption (ηR = 0 and δR (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0.5)) 

 

In Figure 4 it is shown that when agent a and b both have δR set to 0, agent c will reach 
a value in between a and b’s initial emotion values. The actual value that agent c will 
reach, depends on the settings of the parameter settings for all agents. This situation 
represents a case, where two agents do not change their emotional level, because they 
are only open to sending emotions, but not to receiving emotions. As a result the third 
agent is forced to reach a value in between the emotional levels of the others. A next 
situation (see Figure 5) is one where δa and εa are set to 0. This represents agent a being 
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bidirectionally excluded form emotion contagion: (s)he can not receive or send 
emotions. The agents b and c, are forced to go to a certain average in between their 
initial emotion values. The exact value they will reach depends on the settings of their 
δR (susceptibility) and εS αSR. 
 

 
Figure 5. Simulation trace 4 for emotion absorption (ηR = 0 and δa = εa = 0) 

 

3.2    Simulation Results for Emotion Amplification 

Inspired by the emotion contagion spirals theory put forward in [9], for the case of 
amplification (ηR = 1 for all R) the proposed model can simulate both upward and 
downward emotional spirals. A large number of simulations have been performed, using 
standard numerical simulation software, resulting in a variety of interesting patterns. In 
this section some of the simulation results are discussed. The next section presents results 
of a mathematical analysis, in which for most patterns their occurrence was proven, 
under certain conditions.  
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Figure 6:  Simulation trace 1 (all β=0, all δa=0.6, δb=0.7, δc=0.8, and all wDC=0.2) 
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Figure 7:  Simulation trace 2 (β (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 0.8), all δR=0.9, all wDC=0.9) 
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 Figure 8: Simulation trace 3 (all β=0.5, all δR=0.1, all wDC=0.9)        
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Figure 9: Simulation trace 4 (β (a, b, c)= (1, 0.3, 0.8),  all δR=0.9,  
wba=0.625, wca=0.375, wab=0.64, wcb=0.36, wac=0.4, wbc=0.6) 
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All simulations presented are for a group of 3 agents, infecting each other with the 
same emotion. A first pattern found is that when the β’s of all three agents are set to 0, 
the emotion levels of all of them will approximate 0, with speed depending on the δR 
(susceptibility) and εS αSR (individual and group characteristics); see Figure 6 (with time 
on the x-axis and emotion strength on the y-axis). The reverse happens when all β’s are 
set to 1, then all agents will achieve an equilibrium of 1. The occurrence of these patterns 
have been confirmed mathematically in Theorem 2 discussed in the next section. 

Another situation occurs when the three agents have their β’s set to: 0, 1 and any 
other number. A situation was simulated in which agent a is susceptible only with 
negative impact (β = 0), agent b is only susceptible with positive impact (β = 1), and 
agent c is susceptible to more positive than negative impact (β = 0.8). In Figure 7, it is 
shown that in this case all equilibria match the agent’s β. The speed of ascend or 
descend, depends on the susceptibility of the agent (setting of δR) and the situational 
factors at the individual and group level (represented by εS and αSR). This illustrates the 
more general result expressed in Proposition 3, discussed in the next section. A next 
simulated situation (see Figure 8) is one where all three agents are equally susceptible to 
positive and negative impact, by setting every agent’s β to 0.5. In this situation all agents 
approximate equilibrium at 0.6; this equilibrium is the average of the initial emotional 
level. This simulation illustrates Theorem 3, discussed in the next section. In the next 
situation presented the settings are: β (a, b, c) = β (1, 0.3, 0.8), as shown in Figure 9. 
This represents a situation where agent a is only or fully susceptible to positive impact, 
agent b is susceptible more towards negative impact and agent c is more susceptible 
towards positive impact. Interestingly, agent b does not have equilibrium of 0 or below 
0.5: all agents have equilibrium of 1. An indication for the height of the equilibrium 
could be the average β, which is 0.7 in this situation. This makes it possible to lift the 
emotional level of all group members to make the group-as-a-whole achieve an upward 
spiral [9]. In the mathematical analysis such behavior has been proved to occur (between 
two agents) in Theorem 4. 

4   Mathematical Analysis for the Emotion Contagion Model 

In this section a mathematical analysis for the emotion contagion models are presented. 
First the emotion absorption model is addressed, and next the emotion amplification 
model. 

4.1   Mathematical Analysis for the Emotion Absorption Model 

This section presents some of the results of a mathematical analysis of the model that 
has been made. Note that γA = 0   iff   ΣB∈G\{A}  εB αBA δA = 0   iff   εBαBAδA  = 0  for all 
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B≠A. This means that γA = 0   can only occur when for each B≠A either εB  = 0  or αBA = 
0  or δA  = 0. This can be interpreted in the sense that A is isolated from emotional 
impact of all group members. In such a special case qA will always be in an equilibrium 

state.  
Theorem 1 (No change when γA = 0) 
If γA = 0 then the emotion value for A will be in an equilibrium right from the start.  
 

Next, conditions on monotonicity are addressed. Assuming γA > 0, from the equations it 
follows that dqA/dt ≥ 0  if and only if qA* ≥ qA. In particular, for A with the lowest qA it 

holds qB ≥  qA for all B ≠ A, and therefore via  qA* = ΣB∈G\{A}  wBA qB  ≥ ΣB∈G\{A}  wBA qA 

= qA it follows that qA is monotonically increasing. Similarly the highest qA is 

monotonically decreasing. 
 

Theorem 2 (Monotonicity Conditions) 
Suppose γA > 0. Then the following hold:  
(a)  qA is monotonically increasing iff qA* ≥ qA 

 qA is strictly monotonically increasing iff  qA* > qA 

(b)  qA is monotonically decreasing iff qA* ≤ qA 

 qA is strictly monotonically decreasing iff qA* < qA 

(c)   If qB ≥  qA for all B ≠ A, then qA is monotonically increasing.  

If in addition qB >  qA for at least one B ≠ A, then qA is strictly increasing. 

(d)   If qB ≤  qA for all B ≠ A, then qA is monotonically decreasing.  

If in addition qB< qA for at least one B ≠ A, then qA is strictly decreasing.    
 

Next, equilibria are addressed for γA > 0. When at some point in time all qA are the 

same, then from Theorem 2(c) and (d) it follows that they are both (non-strictly) 
monotonically increasing and decreasing, so they are in an equilibrium. Moreover, from 
Theorem 2(c) and (d) it follows that as long as the values of the qA are different, then 

the lowest and highest values keep on changing (strictly increasing, resp. decreasing), so 
are not in an equilibrium. This implies the following identification of equilibria. 
 

Theorem 3 (Equilibria when γA > 0 for all A) 
Suppose γA > 0 for all A. Then the equilibria are the cases where all qA are equal. 

Equilibria are reached between the lowest and highest initial value. In some cases the 
equilibria are the average of the initial values, due to preservation of the (overall) sum 
of the emotion levels:  
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ΣA∈G qA(t')   =  ΣA∈G qA(t)   for all t and t'   or ΣA∈G qA(t+Δt)   =  ΣA∈G qA(t)    for all t and 

Δt.    
Taking the sum of the equations, the criterion for preservation is 
   ΣA∈G γA (qA* - qA ) =  0    or  ΣA∈G γA qA*  =  ΣA∈G γA qA   

Now 
   γA wBA =  ΣC∈G\{A}  γCA wBA =  ΣC∈G\{A}  εC αCA δA wBA 
   =  (ΣC∈G\{A}  εC αCA ) δA  εB αBA / ΣC∈G\{A}  εC αCA  
   =  εB αBA δA =  γBA  
Therefore 
   γA qA*  = ΣB∈G\{A}  γA wBA qB = ΣB∈G\{A}  γBA qB   

and taking the sum 
   ΣA∈G γA qA*  =  ΣA∈GΣB∈G\{A}  γBA qB  =   

   ΣB∈GΣA∈G\{B}  γBA qB   =  ΣB∈G  (ΣA∈G\{B}  γBA ) qB   
It follows that the criterion for overall emotion preservation is equivalent to  
   ΣA∈G\{B}  γBA  =  γB  =  ΣA∈G\{B}  γAB       for all B 
which in terms of the basic parameters is equivalent to 
   ΣA∈G\{B}  εB αBA δA  =   ΣA∈G\{B}  εA αAB δB      for all B. 
 

Theorem 4 (Preservation of overall emotion) 
The following are equivalent: 

(i)  The overall emotion in the group is preserved   
(ii)  ΣA∈G\{B}  γBA  = ΣA∈G\{B}  γAB  for all B. 
(iii)  ΣA∈G\{B}  εB αBAδA  =  ΣA∈G\{B}  εA αAB δB  for all B. 

When these conditions are satisfied, an equilibrium is reached where each emotion level 
is the average of the initial emotion levels. The conditions are satisfied in particular 
when all γBA  are equal, or when, more specifically, all εA are equal, all αAB are equal and 
all δB are equal. Finally, it is analyzed under which conditions the emotion values stay 
within the interval [0, 1] (closure property). It can easily be verified that the expression 
describing change reaches its maximum for εA = αAB = δB = qS = 1 and qR = 1.  
Similarly, this function reaches its minimum for εA = αAB = δB = qR = 1 and qS = 0. 
Using this, the following equations for upper and lower bounds are obtained: 
   (1- (#(G) -1))Δt = qmin ≤ qR(t+Δt) ≤ qmax  = ( #(G)-1)Δt 

In order to maintain the closure property for emotion contagion in the absorption model, 
qmax has to be constrained to 1 and qmin to 0. Therefore, respectively: 
   ( #(G)-1).Δt  ≤ 1   and    (1- (#(G) -1))Δt  ≥ 0 

both lead to the same constraint Δt ≤ 1/( #(G) -1). So, as long as this constraint is 
maintained, the closure property holds for the absorption model: 
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Theorem 5 (Closure property) 
The emotion values generated remain in the  interval [0, 1]  if Δt  ≤ 1/( #(G) – 1). 
 

5.2   Mathematical Analysis for the Emotion Amplification Model 

This section presents some of the results of a mathematical analysis of the model that has 
been made. First, the following conditions on monotonicity have been found. 
 

Proposition 1 (Monotonicity Conditions) 
(a)  If βA = 0 then qA(t) is always monotonically decreasing;  

it is strictly decreasing when qA*(t) < 1 and qA(t) > 0. 
(b)  If βB = 1 then qB(t) is always monotonically increasing;  

it is strictly increasing when qB*(t) > 0 and qB(t) < 1. 
(c)  If βA ≤ 0.5 and qA*(t) ≤ qA(t) then qA(t) is monotonically decreasing;  

it is strictly decreasing when qA*(t) < qA(t). 
(d)  If βB ≥ 0.5 and qB*(t) ≥ qB(t) then qB(t) is monotonically increasing;  

it is strictly increasing when qB*(t) > qB(t). 
 

Next, equilibria have been investigated. First, conditions have been established for 
the case of an equilibrium with one of the emotion values 0 or 1. 
 

Proposition 2 
Suppose all wSR are nonzero. Then for an equilibrium the following holds: 
(a)  If  qA  = 0   then  βA = 0  or qC = 0  for all C  
(b)  If  qB  = 1   then  βB = 1  or qC = 1  for all C  
 

Based on this, the following theorem provides the possibilities for equilibria 
concerning those subgroups with β is 0 or 1. 
 

Theorem 1 (Equilibria for members for which β  is 0 or 1) 
Suppose all wSR are nonzero. Let the two subsets S0, S1 ⊆ G be given by 
     S0 = { A ∈ G | βA  = 0  }    S1 = { B ∈ G | βB  = 1  } 
Then for an equilibrium the following holds: 
(a)  If  A∈ S0  then qA = 0 or qC = 1 for all C ≠ A. If  B∈ S1 then  qB = 1  or qC = 0 for all 

C ≠ B. 
(b)  If  #(S0) ≥ 2, i.e., there are at least two members A1 and A2 with  βA1  = 0  and  βA2 = 

0, then either  qA = 0  for all A ∈ S0  or qC = 1  for all C∈ G. 
(c)  If  #(S1) ≥ 2, i.e., there are at least two members B1 and B2 with  βB1  = 1  and  βB2 = 

1, then either  qB = 1  for all B ∈ S1 or qC = 0  for all C∈ G. 
(d)  If  #(S0) ≥ 2 and #(S1) ≥ 2, then there are three possibilities: 
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  (i)   qC = 0  for all C ∈ G 
 (ii)  qC = 1  for all C ∈ G 
(iii)  qA = 0  for all A∈ S0  and qB = 1 for all B∈ S1 

 

In the specific case, that for all group members β is 0 or 1, a complete classification of 
equilibria can be obtained; for an example, see Fig. 2. 
 

Theorem 2  (Equilibria when all β’s are equal to 0 or 1) 
Suppose all wSR are nonzero and for all C it holds βC = 0 or βC = 1, in other words, the 
whole group G is partitioned into the two subsets 

S0 = { A ∈ G | βA  = 0 } and  S1 = { B ∈ G | βB = 1}. 
Then for an equilibrium the following holds: 
(a)  If  S0 = G and  S1 = ∅ , i.e., βC  = 0  for all C, then either  

qC = 0  for all C (attracting) or qC = 1  for all C (non-attracting). 
(b)  If  S1 = G and  S0 = ∅, i.e., βC  = 1  for all C, then either  

qC = 0  for all C (non-attracting) or qC = 1  for all C (attracting). 
(c)  If  #(S0) = #(S1) = 1, i.e., there is exactly one member A with βA  = 0,  and exactly 

one member B with βB  = 1, then there are two possibilities: 
 (i)  qA = 0  for A∈ S0  and qB has any value for B∈ S1 
(ii)  qB = 1  for B∈ S1  and qA has any value for A∈ S0 

(d)  If  #(S0) = 1 and #(S1) ≥ 2, i.e., there is exactly one member A with βA = 0,  and 
there are at least two members B1 and B2 with  βB1  = βB2 = 1, then there are two 
possibilities: 
 (i)  qC = 0  for all C∈ G 
(ii)  qB = 1  for all B∈ S1 and qA has any value for A∈ S0 

(e)  If  #(S1) = 1, and #(S0) ≥ 2, i.e., there is exactly one member B with βB  = 1, and 
there are at least two members A1 and A2 with  βA1  = βA2 = 0, then there are two 
possibilities: 
 (i)  qC = 1  for all C ∈ G 
(ii)  qA = 0  for all A∈ S0  and qB has any value for B∈ S1 

(f)  If  #(S0) ≥ 2 and #(S1) ≥ 2, i.e., there are at least two members A1 and A2 with βA1 = 
βA2 = 0  and also at least two members B1 and B2 with βB1 = βB2 = 1, then there are 
three possibilities: 
  (i)  qC = 0  for all C ∈ G 
 (ii)  qC = 1  for all C ∈ G 
(iii)  qA = 0  for all A∈ S0  and qB = 1 for all B∈ S1 

For the specific case of three group members, where one member has β is 0, one has 1 
and one has neither, the following holds; for an example, see Fig. 3. 
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Proposition 3 (A case for 3 members) 
Consider a group G which consists of three members named by a, b, c with βa = 0, βb = 
1, and βc = β, where 0 < β < 1 is assumed. Moreover, suppose all wSR are nonzero. 
Then the following are the possibilities for equilibria: 

  (i)   qa = qb = qc= 0  
 (ii)  qa = qb = qc= 1   
(iii)  qa = 0,  qb = 1 and qc =  β wbc / ( ( 1-β )wac + β wbc) 

In particular, when  wac = wbc, then the value for qc  in (iii) is β. 

The following proposition shows that only in trivial cases a group member with β not 0 
or 1 can reach 0 or 1. 

Proposition 4 (qA = 0  with βA > 0 or qB = 1  with βB < 1) 
Suppose all wSR are nonzero. Then for an equilibrium it holds 

 (i)  If qA = 0 for some A with βA > 0 then qC = 0  for all C∈G.  
(ii)  If qB = 1 for some B with βB < 1 then qC = 1  for all C∈G.  

 

The case that all group member converge to an equal equilibrium value, which is not 0 
or 1, only occurs when all β’s are 0.5; for an example, see Fig. 4. 
 

Theorem 3 (Equal equilibrium values for all members) 
Suppose all wSR are nonzero, then for an equilibrium the following are equivalent: 

 (i)  For some q with 0 < q < 1 it holds qC =  q  for all C.  
(ii)  For all C  it holds βC  = 0.5. 

 

For the case of two persons, a complete classification can be found, as shown in the 
following theorem. 

 

Theorem 4 (The case of two persons)  
Suppose the group consists of two persons named by a and b. Then for an equilibrium, 
there are the following possibilities: 
(i)  When βa +βb  ≠ 1  the only two possibilities are: 

qa = qb = 0      attracting when  βa +βb  < 1   
qa = qb = 1      attracting when  βa +βb  > 1   

(ii) When βa +βb  = 1 attracting equilibria occur where qa and qb  get values between 0 
and 1. 

5    Formal Verification of the Emotion Contagion Spiral Model 
In this section, it is discussed how traces generated by the emotion contagion models 
have been formally verified. The temporal predicate logical language TTL [5] used to 
express properties to be verified supports formal specification and analysis of dynamic 
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properties, covering both qualitative and quantitative aspects. TTL is built on atoms 
referring to states of the world, time points and traces, i.e., trajectories of states over 
time. In addition, dynamic properties are (sorted) temporal predicate logic statements 
that can be formulated with respect to traces based on the state ontology Ont in the 
following manner. Given a trace γ over state ontology Ont, the state in γ at time point t 
is denoted by state(γ, t). These states can be related to state properties via the formally 
defined satisfaction relation denoted by the infix predicate |=: state(γ, t) |= p denotes that 
state property p holds in trace γ at time t. Based on these statements, dynamic properties 
can be formulated in a formal manner in a sorted predicate logic, using quantifiers over 
time and traces and the usual logical connectives such as ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ∀, ∃. A dedicated 
software environment has been developed for TTL, featuring both a Property Editor for 
building and editing TTL properties and a Checking Tool that enables automated formal 
verification of such properties against a set of (simulated or empirical) traces. 

The purpose of the type of verification performed here is to check whether the 
model behaves as it should. A typical example of a property that may be checked is 
whether no unexpected situations occur, such as a variable running out of its bounds 
(e.g., qA(t) > 1, for some t and A), or whether eventually, an equilibrium value is 
reached. Other more complex examples, can be found in the theorems presented in the 
previous section. For the emotion contagion model, a number of such dynamic 
properties have been formalized in TTL varying from properties addressing limit 
behavior (equilibria reached) to properties of the process from initial values to the 
equilibria. Below, a number of these properties are introduced, both in semi-formal and 
in informal notation (where state(γ, t) |= p denotes that p holds in trace γ at time t). Note 
that the properties are all defined for a particular trace γ and sometimes for a particular 
time interval between tb and te. 

 

P1a - Emotional Stability for Agent a 
For all time points t1 and t2 between tb and te in trace γ, if at t1 the level of emotion of agent a is 
x1, then at t2 the level of emotion of agent a is between x1 - α and x1 + α. 
P1a(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME, a:AGENT, α:REAL) ≡ 
∀t1,t2:TIME ∀x1,x2:REAL 
state(γ, t1) |= emotion(agent(a), x1) &  
state(γ, t2) |= emotion(agent(a), x2) & 
tb ≤ t1 ≤ te & tb ≤ t2 ≤ te ⇒ x1-α ≤ x2 ≤ x1+α 
 

This property can be used to verify in which situations a certain agent’s level of emotion 
does not fluctuate much. It has been found, for example, that for the trace shown in 
Figure 2 and for α = 0.00001, the emotion of agent a remains stable between time point 
28 and 50. In other words, checking P1a(traceFig2, 28, 50, a, 0.00001) was successful, 
where traceFig2 is the trace of Figure 2.  
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P1b - Emotional Stability for Agent a around Value x 
For all time points t between tb and te in trace γ 
the level of emotion of agent a is between x - α and x + α (where α is a constant). 
P1b(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME, x:REAL, a:AGENT, α:REAL) ≡ 
∀t:TIME ∀y:REAL     
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a), y) & tb ≤ t ≤ te ⇒ x-α ≤ y ≤ x+α 
 

As a variant of P1a, property P1b can be used to check whether an agent’s level of 
emotion stays around a certain (given) value. For example, for α = 0.0001, property 
P1b(traceFig2, 25, 50, 0.4333, b, 0.0001) was true. One step further, P1a and P1b can be 
used as building blocks to check the propositions and theorems related to equilibria 
presented in the previous section against the generated traces. For example, property 
P1c checks whether Theorem 3 holds: 
 

 

P1c - Equal Equilibria 
If for all agents A and B, γAB is nonzero in trace γ then eventually the same equilibrium q 

(between 0 and 1) will occur for all agents 
P1c(γ:TRACE, α:REAL) ≡ 
[∀a1,a2:AGENT [a1≠a2 ⇒ ∃g:REAL>0 
[ state(γ, 1) |= has_gamma_for(agent(a1),agent(a2),g) ]]]  
⇒ [∃q:REAL ∀a:AGENT  P1b(γ,40,50,q,a, α)] 
 

This property, which has been proven in the mathematical analysis, has been checked 
for α = 0.07 for all generated traces, and indeed was confirmed. In addition, similar 
properties have been formulated that make claims about the equilibria on the basis of 
the initial settings. Details of these properties are not shown here. However, some 
examples (in informal notation) are: 
• In case γSR = 0 for all agents, then each agent ends up in an equilibrium that is equal 

to its initial emotion value. 
• In case δR = 0 for exactly 1 agent A (i.e., δA = 0), and other δR are nonzero, and all 

αSR and εS are nonzero for all agents, then each agent ends up in an equilibrium that 
is equal to the initial emotion value of agent A. 

• In case δR = 0 and εS = 0 for exactly 1 agent A (i.e., δA = εA = 0), and other δR and εS 

are nonzero, and all αSR are nonzero for all agents, then agent A ends up in an 
equilibrium that is equal to its initial emotion value, and all other agents end up in an 
equilibrium that is in between their initials emotion values. 

• In case δR = 0 for exactly 2 agents A and B (i.e., δA = δB = 0), and other δR are 

nonzero, and all αSR and εS are nonzero for all agents, then agent A and B end up in 
an equilibrium that is equal to their initial emotion value, and all other agents end up 
in an equilibrium that is in between the initial emotion values of A and B. 
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P2a - Monotonic Increase of Emotion1 
For all time points t1 and t2 between tb and te in trace γ, if at t1 the level of emotion of agent a is 
x1, and at t2 the level of emotion of agent a is x2 and t1 < t2, then x1 ≤ x2. 
P2a(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME, a:AGENT) ≡ 
∀t1,t2:TIME ∀x1,x2:REAL 
state(γ, t1) |= emotion(agent(a), x1) &  
state(γ, t2) |= emotion(agent(a), x2) & 
tb ≤ t1 ≤ te & tb ≤ t2 ≤ te & t1 < t2 ⇒ x1 ≤ x2 
 

Property P2a and the variant P2b addressing monotonic decrease (by replacing ≤ in the 
consequent by ≥) can be used to check whether an agent’s level of emotion increases or 
decreases monotonically over a certain interval. Such monotonicity, for example, occurs 
for agent c during the whole trace shown in Figure 2 (i.e., property P2b(traceFig2, 1, 50, c) 
succeeded). Furthermore, these properties can be used as building blocks to check the 
propositions and theorems related to monotonicity presented in the previous section 
against the generated traces. For example, property P2c checks whether part (c) and (d) 
of Proposition 1 hold: 
 

P2c - Conditional Monotonicity 
For all agents A, if qA* ≥ qA between tb and te in trace γ, then qA is monotonically increasing during 

this interval, and if qA* ≤ qA between tb and te in trace γ, then qA is monotonically decreasing 

during this interval. 
P2c(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME) ≡ 
∀a1:AGENT 
[[ ∀t:TIME ∃a2,a3:AGENT ∃x1,x2,x3,w2,w3:REAL 
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a1), x1) & 
 state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a2), x2) & 
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a3), x3) & a2≠a3 & tb ≤ t ≤ te & 
state(γ, 1) |= has_w_for(agent(a2),agent(a1),w2) & 
state(γ, 1) |= has_w_for(agent(a3),agent(a1),w3) & 
w2*x2+w3*x3 ≥ w1] ⇒ p2a(γ, tb, te, a1)] & 
[[∀t:TIME ∃a2,a3:AGENT ∃ x1,x2,x3,w2,w3:REAL 
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a1), x1) &  
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a2), x2) & 
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a3), x3) & a2≠a3 & tb ≤ t ≤ te & 
state(γ, 1) |= has_w_for(agent(a2),agent(a1),w2) & 
state(γ, 1) |= has_w_for(agent(a3),agent(a1),w3) & 
w2*x2+w3*x3 ≤ w1] ⇒ p2b(γ, tb, te, a1)] 
 

Here, qa1* is explained in the section after the introduction section. This property has 

been confirmed for all possible intervals in all generated traces. 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 A strict variant of such properties can be created by replacing ≤ by <. 
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P3 - Emotion between Boundaries 
For all time points t between tb and te in trace γ 
if at t the level of emotion of agent a is x, then min < x < max. 
P3(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME, max, min:REAL, a:AGENT) ≡ 
∀t:TIME ∀x:REAL    
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a), x) & tb ≤ t ≤ te ⇒ min ≤ x ≤ max 
 

This property can be used to check whether the emotion of an agent stays between 
certain boundaries. For example, no emotional value should ever become lower than 0 
or higher than 1. This turned out to be the case for all generated traces where Δt  ≤ 1/( 
#(G) – 1). That is, property P3(trace, 1, 50, 0.0, 1.0, X) succeeded for all traces trace with 
these settings and agents X, which confirms Theorem 5 of the previous section. In 
addition, it was found that the property failed for some traces that do not have these 
settings. E.g., for a trace with Δt = 0.7, all γSR = 1, and initial values qA = 0.3, qB = 0.1, 
and qC = 0.9, the emotion values eventually run out of their boundaries. 
 

P4 - Emotion Agent a1 above Agent a2 
For all time points t between tb and te in trace γ, if at t the level of emotion of agent a1 is x1 
and the level of emotion of agent a2 is x2, then x1 ≥ x2. 
P4(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME, a1, a2:AGENT) ≡ 
∀t:TIME ∀x1,x2:REAL  
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a1), x1) &  
state(γ, t) |= emotion(agent(a2), x2) & tb ≤ t ≤ te  ⇒ x1 ≥ x2 
 

Property P4 can be used to check whether an agent’s emotion level stays above (or 
below) another agent’s level during a specified interval. For example, in the trace of 
Figure 2, agent c always has a higher emotion than agent a (i.e., property P4(traceFig2, 1, 

50, c, a) succeeded). However, in the end the difference becomes very small, and if the 
simulation were continued longer, eventually this property would fail. 
 
 

P5 - Emotion Approaches Value x with Speed s 
For all time points t1 and t2 between tb and te in trace γ, if at t1 the level of emotion of agent a is 
x1, and at t2 the level of emotion of agent a is x2, and t2 = t1+1, then s * |x-x1| ≥ |x-x2| (where s 
is a constant < 1). 
P5(γ:TRACE, tb, te:TIME, x:REAL, a:AGENT) ≡ 
∀t1,t2:TIME ∀x1,x2:REAL 
state(γ, t1) |= emotion(agent(a), x1) &  
state(γ, t2) |= emotion(agent(a), x2) & 
tb ≤ t1 ≤ te & tb ≤ t2 ≤ te & t2 = t1+1 ⇒ |x-x1| * s ≥ |x-x2| 
 
 
 

Property P5 can be used to check whether an agent’s emotion level approaches a given 
value x, and to determine the speed s with which this happens (where 0 < s < 1, and a 
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high s denotes a slow speed). For example, for the trace shown in Figure 3, it turned out 
that agent b approaches emotion level 0.3 with a speed of approximately 0.9991. 
 

P6 - Higher Beta’s lead to Higher Emotion Levels 
If  for all agents the initial level of emotion is higher (or equal) in trace γ1 than in γ2  
   and  for all agents the beta is higher (or equal) in trace γ1 than in γ2  
then  for all agents the final level of emotion will be higher (or equal)  

in trace γ1 than in γ2. 
 

P6(γ1, γ2:TRACE, tb, te:TIME) ≡ 
[∀a:AGENT ∃x1,x2:REAL  
state(γ1, tb) |= emotion(agent(a),x1) &  
state(γ2, tb) |= emotion(agent(a),x2) & x1≥x2 ] &  
[∀a:AGENT ∃x1,x2:REAL   
state(γ1, tb) |= has_beta(agent(a),x1) &   
state(γ2, tb) |= has_beta(agent(a),x2) & x1≥x2 ]  
⇒ [∀a:AGENT ∃x1,x2:REAL   
state(γ1, te) |= emotion(agent(a),x1) &  
state(γ2, te) |= emotion(agent(a),x2) & x1≥x2 ] 
 

This property can be used to compare traces with different parameter settings. It turned 
out to hold for all generated traces, as long as the initial values were not 0 or 1. 

6   The Ambient Agent Model for Group Emotion Analysis  
The emotion contagion model described in Section 2 above can be used by an ambient 
agent to analyse the past, present and future (expected) dynamics of a team’s emotion 
contagion processes. The main goal of the ambient agent designed is to estimate and 
predict the level of a given type of emotion in the group at present and future points in 
time and based on such an analysis propose actions whenever considered needed. The 
emotion considered is assumed to be a positive emotion, so when the emotion level of 
the group is expected to become too low, this analysis process should detect this early 
enough to intervene. 

Concepts needed in such a model for an ambient agent concern the ambient agent’s 
estimations of the relevant human’s states at different points in time; these estimations 
are described by the ambient agent’s observations and beliefs; in addition an assessment 
of the (expected) group’s emotion state is needed. An assessment is generated when the 
group emotion level at some (future) time point is expected to be too low, compared to a 
certain norm (EN). Moreover, to model direct observation of individual emotion levels, 
the concept expressed emotion level (εS qA) is used, as the emotion level that can be 
observed from someone’s face, for example, by use of a face reader. This may differ 
from the emotion level in that the expressiveness factor has also effect on it. 

To formalize the concepts introduced in this and the previous sections, a number of 
logical atoms are introduced that incorporate numerical representations; see Table 2. 
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Note that in order to generate and analyze possible temporal patterns for the future, 
some of the atoms have an additional time variable T. This is used to make predictions 
about future emotion states, as part of the analysis. 

 

 

concept Formalisation 

observation that person A has 
expressed emotion level EV at 

time T

observed(agent,  
has_expressed_emotion_level_at(A:AGENT, 
EV:REAL,T:REAL)) 

belief that person A has 
expressed emotion level EV at 

time T

belief(agent,  
has_expressed_emotion_level_at(A:AGENT,EV:REAL,T:REAL)) 

belief that person B has 
expressiveness E

belief(agent, has_expressiveness(B:AGENT, E:REAL)) 

belief that person A has 
openness for received emotion  

D

belief(agent, has_openness(A:AGENT, D:REAL))   

belief that the channel from B to 
A has strength C 

belief(agent,  
has_channel_strength(B:AGENT, A:AGENT, C:REAL)) 

belief that the contagion 
strength from B to A is CS 

belief(agent,  
has_contagion_strength(B:AGENT, A:AGENT, CS:REAL)) 

belief that the overall contagion 
strength to receiver A  is  CS 

belief(agent,  
has_overall_contagion_strength(A:AGENT, CS:REAL)) 

belief that step size is DT belief(agent, stepsize(DT:REAL)) 

belief that person  A has 
relevance R

belief(agent, has_relevance(A:AGENT, R:REAL)) 

belief that person A has emotion 
level V at time T

belief(agent,  
has_emotion_level_at(A:AGENT, V:REAL, T:REAL)) 

belief that the  group emotion 
level at T is GE

belief(agent, group_emotion_level_at(GE:REAL, T:REAL)) 

belief that the group emotion 
norm is EN

belief(agent, group_emotion_norm(EN:REAL)) 

assessment that the deficient of 
the group emotion at T  is ED

assessment(agent,  
group_emotion_deficient_at(ED:REAL, T:REAL)) 

Table 2:  Concepts to reason about emotion contagion and their formalization 
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The dynamic relationships of the model to reason about emotion contagion are 
described and formalised as follows. Note that the beliefs on emotion expressiveness, 
openness, and channel strengths are assumed to be initially given and to persist (until 
they are changed). Moreover, a scenario is considered where at some (initial) point in 
time the current emotion levels of the members are estimated or observed, and from that 
time point onwards, the beliefs on emotion levels for subsequent time points are 
determined, as a form of temporal projection (or prediction). 

First the role of observed expressed emotions is formalised. The agent is assumed to 
possess observation equipment in the form of a face reader with software that detects 
emotion expressions from face images. This expressed emotion EV results from the 
emotion level V and the expressiveness E by which the emotion is displayed on the face. 
In the model it is assumed that the expressed emotion level is formalised as the product 
V*E. Note that this means that it is assumed that the expressiveness (being a number 
between 0 and 1) always reduces the level of the emotion: EV ≤ E. In other words, this 
assumption excludes the situation that an emotion level is expressed that is not there (no 
faking of emotions). Moreover, note that in ADR2 below it is assumed that the 
expressiveness factor E is nonzero. Then under the assumptions discussed above, from 
an expressed emotion level EV the emotion level V itself can be determined as V = 
EV/E. 

 

ADR1  Observing group members’ expressed emotion levels 
If  the agent observes an expressed emotion level  
then  the ambient agent will believe this. 

observes(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(A, V, T))  
→→  belief(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(A, V, T)) 

 

ADR2  Generating a belief on an emotion level from a  belief on an expressed emotion level 
If   the agent believes that a group member has expressed emotion level EV 
and  that this group member has expressiveness E 
then   it will generate a belief that this group member has emotion level EV/E 

belief(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(A, EV, T)) & 
belief(agent, has_ expressiveness(E)) 
→→  belief(agent, has_ emotion_level_at(A, EV/E, T)) 

 

ADR3   Generating beliefs  on contagion strengths 
If  the ambient agent believes that B has expressiveness E 
and  the ambient agent believes that the channel from B to A has strength C 
and the ambient agent believes that A has openness D 
then   the ambient agent will believe that the contagion strength from B to A will be E*C*D 

belief(agent, has_expressiveness(B, E)) &  
belief(agent, has_channel_strength(B, A, C)) &  
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))   
→→  belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(B, A, E*C*D)) 
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ADR4   Updating beliefs on emotion levels 
If  A≠B  and  B≠C  and  C≠A 
and  the ambient agent believes that B has emotion level V2 at time T 
and  the ambient agent believes that C has emotion level V3 at time T 
and  the ambient agent believes that the contagion strength from B to A is CS2  
and  the ambient agent believes that the contagion strength from C to A is CS3 
and Q1 = (CS2*V2+ CS3*V3)/(CS2+CS3) 
and  the ambient agent believes that A has emotion level V1 at time T 
and  the ambient agent believes that A has beta  BE1 
and  the ambient agent believes that A has eta  ETA1 
and  the ambient agent believes that A has gamma  G1 
and the ambient agent believes that the step size is DT 
then   the ambient agent will believe that the emotion level of A will be  

G1* [ETA1* (BE1 (1 – (1-Q1) (1-V1)) + (1-BE1) Q1V1) +(1-ETA1) Q1  –  V1)]*DT  
at time T+DT 

A≠B & B≠C & C≠A & 

belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(B, V2, T)) &   
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(C, V3, T)) & 
belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(B, A, CS2))  &   
belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(C, A, CS3)) & 
Q1 = (CS2*V2+ CS3*V3)/(CS2+CS3) 
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V1, T)) &   
belief(agent, has_beta(A, BE1)) &   
belief(agent, has_eta(A, ETA1)) &   
belief(agent, has_gamma(A, G1)) &   
belief(agent, step_size(DT))   

→→  belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A,  
V1+ G1* [ETA1* (BE1 (1 – (1-Q1) (1-V1)) + (1-BE1) Q1V1) +(1-ETA1) Q1  –  V1)]*DT, T+DT)) 

 

An analysis also involves an assessment of the (expected) level of the group’s 
emotion. To this end, first a belief on the group’s emotion level is generated. 
 

ADR5  Determining beliefs on the group’s emotion level 
If   the ambient agent believes that the group members have emotion levels V1, V2, V3  
and  relevance R1, R2, R3 respectively  
then   it will believe that the group’s emotion level is R1*V1+ R2*V2+R3*V3. 

belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(a1, V1, T))  &   
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(a2, V2, T))  &   
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(a3, V3, T))  &   
belief(agent, has_relevance(a1, R1))  &   
belief(agent, has_relevance(a2, R2))  &   
belief(agent, has_relevance(a3, R3))   
→→  belief(agent, group_emotion_ level_at(R1*V1+ R2*V2+R3*V3, T)) 

 

An assessment is generated when the group emotion level at some (future) time point 
is expected to be too low, compared to a certain norm. In case of a negative outcome 
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further action may be needed, to avoid this undesired situation. The assessment includes 
an estimation of how much the group emotion level is too low (the group emotion 
deficient): 
 

ADR6  Assessment of the group’s emotion level 
If  the ambient agent believes that the group emotion level V at time T is lower 

than the emotion norm EN,  
then  it will assess the situation as having a group emotion deficient EN-V at T. 

belief(agent, group_emotion_ level_at( V, T)) &   
belief(agent, group_emotion_norm(EN))  &  V<EN 
→→  assessment(agent, group_emotion_ deficient_at(EN-V, T)) 
 

7   The Agent Model for Group Emotion Support  
In the previous sections, the emotion contagion model and the analysis process based on 
it have been discussed. In this section, the support model is introduced that uses these 
models to provide intelligent support to humans in cases where the group emotion level 
is expected to become below a certain norm. The support model introduced here, uses a 
heuristic approach. The idea is that an ambient agent will reason about the proper actions 
that should be undertaken by the team leader to keep the group emotion level optimal. 
For example, it uses knowledge expressing that in case the group emotion level (e.g., 
relaxedness or happiness) is lower than a certain norm, certain members are to be 
detected that play a crucial role in a negative or positive sense and give them either a pep 
talk to or to increase or decrease their impact on the other group members. 

 When a negative assessment of the (future) group emotion state is made, then the 
ambient agent is assumed to propose actions to the team leader, in order to avoid such 
states. Some examples of possible actions are: 

• giving a group member that negatively affects the emotion in the team a less central 
role (decreasing the emotion contagion strengths from this person)  

• ask a person with a positive emotion level (for example the team leader) either to 
not be too open for other members (decrease the person’s openness; i.e., δR) or to be 
more expressive (increase the person’s expressiveness; i.e., εS) 

Two heuristics that are applied are the following: 
• let the group members with lower emotion levels get less impact on the other members, and 

get more impact from the other members 
• let the group members with higher emotion levels get more impact on the other members, 

and get less impact from the other members 
Here ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ can be defined as the members with highest or lowest 

emotion level, but also as above or under the group’s emotion level. In general, two (low 
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and high) emotion thresholds are assumed for this, where a specific case is that these 
thresholds are both equal to the group’s emotion level. 

For a group member under the low threshold, his or her impact on the other members 
can be decreased by (encouragement for) decreasing the person’s expressiveness, or by 
decreasing the channel strengths from this person to the other members. Moreover, the 
person’s impact from other members can be increased by increasing the person’s 
openness, and by increasing the channel strengths from the other members. For an 
overview of the action options based on the two heuristics, see Table 3. 

 

 person under low threshold person above high threshold 

expressiveness decrease increase 

Openness increase decrease 

channels to others decrease increase 

channels from others increase decrease 

Table 3: Overview of the action options 

 
This approach does not give indications for the adjustment extent to which such 

increase or decrease has to be applied. When such adjustment extents are chosen, the 
approach can also be combined with a feasibility ranking approach described next. 

After the ambient agent generates the actions options, they have to be ranked on their 
(in)feasibility, expressing how difficult they are to achieve, because it may happen that 
some action options can be easily realized whereas others are difficult to realize. The 
action option with the lowest infeasibility will be chosen and proposed by the ambient 
agent to the team leader. A realistic ranking, from the most to the least infeasible 
parameter, could be: 1) openness (δA), because it seems that this personality characteristic 
is difficult to change overtime; 2) expressiveness (εA) because this personality 
characteristic can be ‘faked’ (one can display emotions that are not experienced); 3) 
channel strength (αBA) because it is easy to lower the channel strength’s between a person 
and every other group member, by simply separating this individual from the group. The 
formalization of the concepts is given in Table 4. 
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Concept formalisation 

the agent believes that the low 
threshold for individual emotion levels 
is LT 

belief(agent, low_threshold(LT:REAL))   

the agent believes that the high 
threshold for indivi-dual emotion levels 
is HT 

belief(agent, high_threshold(HT:REAL))    

the agent believes that A is a low 
emotion member 

belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A:AGENT)) 

the agent believes that A is a high 
emotion member 

belief(agent,  
high_emotion_member(A:AGENT)) 

the agent believes that the adjustment 
extent is AE 

belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE:REAL))   

the agent believes that an action option 
is to change the value W1 for 
expressiveness of A to W2  

belief(agent,  
action_option(adjust_to( 
expressiveness(A:AGENT),  W1:REAL, 
W2:REAL))) 

the agent believes that an action option 
is to change the value W1 for channel 
strength from A to B to W2  

belief(agent,  
action_option(adjust_to( 
channel_strength(A:AGENT, B:AGENT), 
W1:REAL, W2:REAL))) 

the agent believes that an action option 
is to change the value W1 for openness 
of A to W2  

belief(agent,  
action_option(adjust_to(  
openness(A:AGENT), W1:REAL, W2:REAL))) 

The agent believes that parameter P has 
adjustment  infeasibility factor  IF 

belief(agent, has_infeasibility_factor( 
        P: PARAMETER, IF:REAL))  

The agent believes that the action 
option to adjust parameter P from W1 
to W2 has infeasibility rank R 

belief(agent,  
has_action_option_rank( 
adjust_to(P: PARAMETER, W1:REAL, 
W2:REAL), R:REAL) 

The agent believes that the feasibility 
threshold is FT 

belief(agent, feasiblity_threshold(FT:REAL))   

The agent proposes the action to adjust 
parameter P from W1 to W2 

action_proposal(agent,  
adjust_to(P: PARAMETER, W1:REAL, 
W2:REAL)) 

Table 4: Formalization of concepts in the support model 
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The formalization of the dynamic relationships is as follows. 
 

SDR1  Low emotion member identification 
If  the ambient agent believes that A has emotion level V at T0   
and  that the low threshold is LT  
and  V≤LT 
then  the agent will believe that A is a low emotion member 

belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T0))   &  
belief(agent, low_threshold(LT))   &  
V≤LT 
→→  belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A)) 

 

SDR2  High emotion member identification 
If  the ambient agent believes that A has emotion level V at T0   
and  that the high  threshold is HT  
and  V≥HT 
then  the agent will believe that A is a high emotion member 

belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T0))   &  
belief(agent, high_threshold(HT))   &  
V≥HT 
→→  belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A)) 

 

SDR3  Heuristic generation of expressiveness action options for low emotion members 
If  the ambient agent believes that A is a low emotion member  
and  a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified  
and  it believes that the adjustment extent is AE 
and  the expressiveness of A is E 
then   the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value E for expressiveness  

to E - AE*ED*E 
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A))  & 
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T))  & 
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))  & 
belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E))   
→→  belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(expressiveness(A), E, E - AE*ED*E))) 

 

SDR4  Heuristic generation of channel action options for low emotion members 
If  the ambient agent believes that A is a low emotion member  
and  that a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified  
and  that the adjustment extent is AE 
and  the channel from A to B has strength C 
then   the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value C for channel strength  

to C - AE*ED*C 
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A))  & 
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T))  & 
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))  & 
belief(agent, has_channel_strength(A, B, C))   
→→  belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(A, B), C, C - AE*ED*C))) 
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SDR5  Heuristic generation of openness action options for low emotion members 
If  the ambient agent believes that A is a low emotion member  
and  a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified 
and  it believes that the adjustment extent is AE 
and  the openness of A is D 
then   the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value D for openness  

to D + AE*ED*(1-D) 
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A))  & 
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T))  & 
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))  & 
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))   
→→  belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(openness(A), D, D+ AE*ED*(1-D)))) 
 

 

SDR6  Heuristic generation of expressiveness action options for high emotion members 
If  the ambient agent believes that A is a high emotion member  
and  a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified  
and  it believes that the adjustment extent is AE 
and  that the expressiveness of A is E 
then   the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value E for expressiveness  

to E + AE*ED*(1-E) 
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A))  & 
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T))  & 
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))  & 
belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E))   
→→  belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(expressiveness(A), E, E + AE*ED*(1-E)))) 
 

 

SDR7  Heuristic generation of channel action options for high emotion members 
If  the ambient agent believes that A is a high emotion member  
and  that a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified  
and  that the adjustment extent is AE 
and  that the channel from  A to B has strength C 
then   the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value C for channel strength  

to C + AE*D*(1-C) 
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A))  & 
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T))  & 
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))  & 
belief(agent, has_channel_strength(A, B, C))   
→→  belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(A, B), C, C + AE*ED*(1-C)))) 
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SDR8  Heuristic generation of openness action options for high emotion members 
If  the ambient agent believes that A is a high emotion member  
and  a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified  
and  it believes that the adjustment extent is AE 
and  that the openness of A is D 
then   the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value D for openness to D - 

AE*ED*D 
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A))  & 
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T))  & 
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))  & 
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))   
→→  belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(openness(A), D, D - AE*ED*D))) 

 

SDR9  Ranking action options 
If  the ambient agent believes that an action option is to change the value W1 for P to W2  
and  it believes that P  has infeasibility factor  IF 
then   the agent will believe that the action option has infeasibility rank IF*(W2-W1) 

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(P, W1, W2))) 
belief(agent, has_infeasibility_factor(P, IF))  
→→  belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(P, W1, W2), IF*(W2-W1))) 

 

SDR10  Generation of action proposals  
If  the ambient agent believes that the action option has infeasibility rank R 
and  that the feasibility threshold is FT 
and  R≤FT  and   R≥-FT 

then  it will generate the action option as an action proposal. 
belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(P, W1, W2), R))  & 
belief(agent, feasiblity_threshold(FT))  & 
R≤FT  &  R≥-FT 
→→   action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(P, W1, W2)) 

8  Simulation Results of the Ambient Agent Model 
To illustrate the group emotion support model described in previous sections, by a 
specific example, a specific scenario is addressed. The simulation for the analysis 
process for an absorption case is discussed in Section 8.1. Section 8.2 shows the 
simulation for the support mechanisms. Similarly simulation results for an amplification 
case are presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4. 

8.1  Simulation of analysis process of absorbed emotion contagion 

In this section the simulation results of the analysis process are shown in an example 
scenario for absorption that represents a situation where the group emotion is happiness 
and is analyzed by the ambient agent. The LEADSTO software environment [7] has been 
used to perform a number of simulation experiments. In this example, the ambient agent 
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generates beliefs on the individual emotion levels of three group members, named Arnie, 
Bernie and Charlie (see ADR2), and of the group emotion level at different points in time 
(see ADR5). The agent also assesses the (expected) group’s emotion deficient at a future 
time point based on its belief of the group emotion level and the norm for the group 
emotion level. The norm of the group emotion can be set by the modeler and represents 
in this example an optimal level of happiness, at which the team can perform as optimal 
as possible. The norm was set to 0.62 in this example. 

 In this example scenario, Arnie is very happy (initial emotion level = 0.9), he can not 
receive other emotions (because his δ and receiving α’s are zero), however, he is able to 
send emotions (his ε  is not zero). Bernie is not happy (initial emotion level is 0.05), he 
can not receive emotions (his δ is zero), but he can send emotions (his ε is not zero). The 
contagion strengths toward Arnie and Bernie are zero. If these strengths stay zero, Arnie 
and Bernie will stay on the same emotion level. Finally, Charlie is also not happy (initial 
emotion level = 0.3), but he can receive and send emotions quite strongly (because his δ 
is 0.9 and his ε is 1). For an overview of the settings, see Table 5. 

In Figure 10 a simulation trace is shown in which the horizontal axis represents time, 
and the vertical axis represents quantitative information about generation of ambient 
agent’s beliefs on the individual and group emotion levels at different (future) time 
points. In this situation the total group emotion level goes from 0.64 to 0.59 in 500 time 
steps. This means that the group emotion level is above the norm of 0.62 at first, but will 
get below this norm later. The idea of the analysis model is that our ambient agent 
predicts this downward development early in time (long before it actually happens), so it 
can propose appropriate actions to the team leader early in time, to prevent this from 
happening. The simulations are based on step size Δt = 0.1. 

 

Arnie Bernie Charlie 

Initial emotion level  q 0.9 0.05 0.3 

expressiveness  ε 0.6 0.5 1 

outgoing channel strengths  α 0 0.6 0.6 

openness  δ 0 0 0.9 

relevance  ρ 0.34 0.33 0.33 

Table 5: Parameter Settings in Example Scenario
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n Figure 10, on the x-axis time is represented and goes from 0 to 0.7. This is the 
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Figure 10: Simulation trace of the analysis process for emotion absorption 
 

I
ocessing time of the ambient agent. The idea is that the agent reads the emotions of the 

persons at time point 0 and from that time point ambient agent starts to generate beliefs 
on the development of the emotion levels of the group members and the group as a 
whole. This simulation can be found in all the graphs of the individual and group 
emotion. The developments of the emotion levels (simulated by the ambient agent from 
time point 0 to 0.5) are estimated for the future time points 0 to 5. Figure 11 shows the 
assessment of the expected emotion deficient by the ambient agent (see ADR6). Only 
that part is shown where assessment is generated. At time point 0.55 on the x-axis the 
ambient agent makes an assessment of the future group emotion level deficient for time 
point 5. The ambient agent assesses that on future time point 5 indeed there is a group 
emotion deficient to be expected (of about 0.027).  
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Figure 11: Simulation trace for assessment of emotion deficient 

8.2  Simulation of the support process of absorbed emotion contagion 

In this section the example scenario of the previous section is extended with the 
support of the ambient agent. The assumption is made that Arnie is working separately 
from Bernie and Charlie; i.e., he works in a different office than Bernie and Charlie. 
Therefore, Arnie’s channels to Bernie and Charlie have strength 0. Previously, the 
ambient agent assessed that there is a nonzero emotion deficient expected: the group 
emotion level slowly gets below the group emotion level norm of 0.62. Therefore, based 
on its heuristics, the ambient agent detects which group members are high or low 
emotion members, and generates action options that decrease or increase parameters 
related to these members: expressiveness, openness or channel strength. After ranking 
these options, the agent proposes to the group leader those options, which do not exceed 
a certain feasibility threshold. An example of (a part of) such a trace is shown in Figure 
12. Here, time is on the horizontal axis, and state properties are on the vertical axis. A 
dark box indicates that a state property is true. Figure 12 shows that the ambient agent 
detects the high and/or low emotion members (Arnie is detected as a high emotion 
member and Bernie as a low emotion member.) (see SDR1 and SDR2), the action-
options are ranked (see SDR9) and the ambient agent proposes the actions that do not 
exceed the feasibility threshold to the group leader (see SDR10). 
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belief(agent, low_threshold(0.15))
belief(agent, high_threshold(0.85))
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(1))

belief(agent, feasibility_threshold(0.3))
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(arnie))
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(bernie))

assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(0.0272048, 5.0))
belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(bernie, arnie), 0.6, 0.583677)))

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(bernie, charlie), 0.6, 0.583677)))
belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(openness(bernie), 0, 0.0272048)))

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(expressiveness(bernie), 0.5, 0.486398)))
belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(arnie, bernie), 0, 0.0272048)))
belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(arnie, charlie), 0, 0.0272048)))

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(openness(arnie), 0, 0.0)))
belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(expressiveness(arnie), 0.6, 0.610882)))

belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(expressiveness(bernie), 0.5, 0.486398), -0.00680119))
belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(expressiveness(arnie), 0.6, 0.610882), 0.00544095))

belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(openness(bernie), 0, 0.0272048), 0.0136024))
belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(openness(arnie), 0, 0.0), 0.0))

action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(expressiveness(bernie), 0.5, 0.486398))
action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(expressiveness(arnie), 0.6, 0.610882))

action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(openness(bernie), 0, 0.0272048))
action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(openness(arnie), 0, 0.0))

time 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 12. Simulation trace of heuristics and action proposals 

8.3  Simulation of the assessment of amplified emotion contagion  

In this section the simulation results of the analysis process are shown in an example 
scenario for an amplification case. The ambient agent generates beliefs on the individual 
emotion levels of three group members, named Arnie, Bernie and Charlie (see ADR2), 
and of the group emotion level at different points in time (see ADR5). The agent also 
assesses the (expected) group’s emotion deficient at a future time point based on its 
belief of the group emotion level and the norm for the group emotion level. The norm of 
the group emotion can be set by the modeler and represents in this example an optimal 
level of happiness, at which the team can perform as optimal as possible. The norm was 
set to 0.60 in this example. 
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In this example scenario Arnie, Bernie and Charlie are all not very happy (initial 
emotion levels are 0.3 and 0.1). They are all very open to receive each others happiness 
emotions, all have an openness δ  of 0.9.   

Arnie can send his emotions most effectively to others, because his contagion 
strength, which is his channel  α multiplied by his expressiveness ε, is 0.72 for both 
Bernie and Charlie. Bernie can send emotions less effectively, his contagion strength is 
0.45. Charlie can send his emotions with even less power: his contagion strength is 0.09. 
For an overview of the settings, see Table 6. 

Arnie Bernie Charlie 

Initial emotion level  q 0.3 0.1 0.1 

Impact β 0.3 1 0.6 

Contagion  strength  εa*αab 0.72   

Contagion  strength εa*αac 0.72   

Contagion  strength εb*αba  0.45  

Contagion  strength εb*αbc  0.45  

Contagion  strength εc*αca   0.09 

Contagion  strength εc*αcb   0.09 

Openness  δ 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Relevance  ρ 0.34 0.33 0.33 

Table 6: Overview of the parameter settings  
 
In Figure 13 a simulation trace is shown in which the horizontal axis represents time, 

and the vertical axis represents quantitative information about generation of ambient 
agent’s beliefs on the individual and group emotion levels at different (future) time 
points. In this situation, the total group emotion level goes from 0.49 downwards and 
through an upwards spiral mechanism to 0.58 in 500 time steps. This means that the 
group emotion level is always below the norm of 0.60. In this analysis model, our 
ambient agent predicts the future development of the group emotion level and this 
prediction shows that it will stay below the norm for all the future time steps. In this case 
it can propose appropriate actions to the team leader early in time, to help the group 
emotion level get above the norm faster. The simulations are based on step size Δt = 0.1. 

On the x-axis in Figure 13, time goes from 0 to 1. This time actually represents 
processing time of the ambient agent. The idea is that the agent reads the emotions of the 
persons at time point 0 and from that time point the ambient agent starts to generate 
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beliefs on the development of the emotion levels of the group members and the group as 
a whole. The developments of the emotion levels (simulated by the ambient agent from 
time point 0 to 0.5) are estimated for real future time points 0 to 5. At time point 0.5 on 
the x-axis, the agent makes the assessment of an expected emotion deficiency for real 
future time point 5. The ambient agent assesses that on future time point 5, there is a 
group emotion deficiency to be expected (of about 0.04). 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Simulation trace of the analysis process for emotion amplification 
 

8.4  Simulation of the support process for amplified emotion contagion 

In this section, the example amplification scenario of the previous section is extended 
with the support of the ambient agent. The assumption is made that Arnie, Bernie and 
Charlie are working on a task together that is perhaps stressful, since they are not very 
happy (initial emotion levels are 0.3 or 0.1). Arnie is very charismatic and he works 
together a lot with Bernie and Charlie, this is represented in his high contagion strength. 
Charlie on the other hand is very introvert and therefore his contagion strength is weak. 
Bernie has a medium contagion strength. All three are open to receive happy emotions 
from others, since they all have a high level of openness. In the previous section it was 
shown that the ambient agent predicted the future development of the group emotion 
level, namely an upward spiral that still was below the norm at future time point 5. 
Therefore, based on its heuristics, the ambient agent detects which group members are 
high or low emotion members, and generates action options that decrease or increase 
parameters related to these members: expressiveness or channel strength. After ranking 
these options, the agent proposes to the group leader those options, which do not exceed 
a certain feasibility threshold. An example of (a part of) such a trace is shown in Figure 
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14. Here, time is on the horizontal axis, and state properties are on the vertical axis. A 
dark box indicates that a state property is true. Figure 14 shows that the ambient agent 
detects the high and/or low emotion members (Charlie is detected as a high emotion 
member and Bernie as a low emotion member.) (see SDR1 and SDR2), the action-
options are ranked (see SDR9) and the ambient agent proposes the actions that do not 
exceed the feasibility threshold to the group leader (see SDR10). 
 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Simulation trace of a support process for amplified emotion contagion 
 

9      Discussion 
 

Within teams performing critical tasks, a team leader is responsible for a good spirit in 
the team. Due to high pressure, emotions within the team may easily take the form of a 
negative spiral. Therefore, it is challenging to regulate such patterns. Recent literature 
on emotion contagion spirals addresses how such spirals may occur. Most existing 
computational models of emotional processes represent emotion as a process or state 
that depends on observed stimuli by a single agent; e.g., [7], [17], [22]. These models of 
emotion differ from our proposed model, in that the focus in these models lies more on 
individual emotions, not on collective emotion. Recently researchers have started to 
investigate emotions in a social context more extensively. For the work reported in the 
current paper, more specific work on emotion contagion spirals was taken as a point of 
departure; cf. [8], [9], [10]. In the current paper, first a multi-agent-based model for 
emotion contagion spirals has been presented and analyzed. Although an extensive 
empirical validation is left for future work, it turned out that the model is able to 
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produce various interesting emerging patterns as described (informally) in the 
psychological literature, including the upward and downward emotion spirals discussed 
in [9]. Although this is not an exhaustive proof, it is an important indication that the 
model behaves as expected. In contrast to most existing (symbolic) agent-based 
modeling approaches, the current approach represents a multi-agent system using 
numerical techniques. 

Literature on computational models of emotion contagion is scarce. The only 
computational models that come close to the process modeling of this current work can 
be found in the area of social science, named social diffusion modeling. Examples of 
social diffusion models are: the diffusion of social movements like political interests 
and parties, see [14], and crowd behavior, as in emergency evacuation, see [18]2. Most 
social diffusion models follow the diffusion of innovations model of Rogers, in which it 
is posed that the diffusion process of innovations proceeds in the form of an S-shaped 
curve: the contagion of an innovation starts slow, but then accelerates rapidly, followed 
by a rapid deceleration [20]. Even though social diffusion models can simulate the 
contagion of a certain innovation and use similar concepts as the current work does, 
such as a sender, receiver and communication channel, these computational models of 
social diffusion also differ from our model, in the way that they model the complex 
spread of innovations as diffusion that is asymmetric in time, irreversible, and 
nondeterministic. Our model of emotion contagion, models the continuous spread of 
emotions among the group members over time, which can have many patterns in it and 
is reversible in time.  

The model for emotion contagion was taken as a point of departure for an ambient 
agent model that uses the computational model to assess the expected emotion levels at 
future time points, and to propose actions to the team leader to regulate these levels. The 
generic agent model for human-aware ambient intelligence applications described in [4] 
was taken as a point of departure. One of the possible applications of the resulting 
ambient agent model could be analyzing and supporting group emotion in virtual 
meetings. For example, when two groups at two locations in the world are video- 
conferencing, a software agent could measure the group emotion of both groups and 
could show the emotion level of the other group to the group leaders. The ambient 
software agent could then, if necessary, provide support to the group leaders, e.g. when 
is the best time to let the other group make a decision, or how to calm the other group 
down after their anger level got too high during decision making.  

                                                           
2 The question to what extent our model is able to simulate such completely different 

processes is beyond the scope of this paper. Although these processes share some 
characteristics with the process of emotion contagion, for other factors (e.g. openness, 
or the tendency to adapt emotions upward or downward) it is not trivial to find a 
counterpart. 
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In follow-up research, more attention will be paid to the model’s more detailed 
external validation of the model for emotion contagion spirals. The mathematical and 
automated analyses described above have been successfully performed to guarantee 
internal validity, and it fits to patterns described informally in (social) psychological 
literature. Nevertheless, this does not guarantee that the model is directly applicable to 
humans in a more detailed and more quantitative manner, and in particular it does not 
show which personality parameter values fit which person. Therefore, as a next step, a 
more detailed validation of the model in laboratory experiments is planned. The idea is 
to create a setting in which various humans interact in a room, while continuously being 
subject to (physiological) measurements (e.g., using emotion recognition approaches as 
discussed in [11]) to assess their emotions. The obtained data can then be used in order 
to fine-tune the model using adaptive and machine learning techniques. This will not 
only provide a more detailed validation of the model, but also result in realistic 
parameter settings for different types of individuals. 

Concerning further work, a number of factors can be refined or added to the model. 
For instance, recently a new perspective has emerged that describes leaders as the 
managers of group emotions [19]. According to this perspective, every group member 
can assume a leadership role by providing certainty and direction during times of 
ambiguity to create shared emotion within the group. The gender of this group leader 
also has an important impact on the emerging emotion contagion processes.  

A final possibility to extend the model is to consider multiple emotions. Currently, 
the group contagion spirals of only one emotion can be modeled. It will be interesting, 
for example, to study the impact of simultaneous occurrences of happiness and anger 
within the same group, or the interaction between anger and fear within a group. For 
specific types of emotions, specific values may have to be estimated, e.g. α, δ, ρ.  
However, if also interaction between different emotions is to be addressed (for example, 
anger in one person affecting fear in another person), more specific work is needed, 
which is planned for the future.  
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Abstract. This paper focuses on modelling capabilities to interpret another person’s 
mind, with a special focus on emotions. First a cognitive agent model to generate 
emotional responses and feelings is introduced. This model involves the generation and 
sensing of body states in response to certain stimuli. For the case these stimuli concern 
another person’s body state, it is shown how this model can be used to model emotion 
reading, following the Simulation Theory approach to mindreading. Furthermore, by 
taking (internal) mental states instead of stimuli as a source for emotional responses, it is 
shown how to model the way in which a person associates feelings to mental states. 
Moreover, again following the Simulation Theory, it is shown how another person can 
obtain empathic understanding of person by simulating the way in which feelings are 
associated to mental states. This cognitive agent model describes how the empathic agent 
deals with another agent’s mental states and the associated feelings, thus not only 
understanding the other agent’s mental state but at the same time feeling the 
accompanying emotion of the other agent.  
 

1   Introduction 
 
For effective functioning within a social context, one of the most important issues is to 
which extent persons have a good understanding of one another. Having understanding 
of another person often is related to the notion of mindreading or having a Theory of 
Mind (ToM). This is a very wide notion, subsuming different aspects or foci of the 
understanding, and different methods to obtain the understanding. From an evolutionary 
perspective, mindreading in humans and some other kinds of animals has developed for 
a number of foci, for example, intention, attention, desire, emotion, knowing, belief; 
e.g., (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Bogdan, 1997; Bosse, Memon, and Treur, 2007; Gärdenfors, 
2003; Goldman, 2006). Concerning the methods used to obtain a Theory of Mind, two 
philosophical perspectives as described in philosophical literature are Simulation 
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Theory and Theory Theory; e.g., (Goldman, 2006). In the Simulation Theory 
perspective it is assumed that mindreading takes place by using the facilities (for 
example, network of causal relations) involving the own cognitive states that are 
counterparts of the cognitive states attributed to the other person. In the Theory Theory 
perspective it is assumed that mindreading takes place by reasoning about the other 
person’s mind without using the corresponding facilities. In (Bosse, Memon, and Treur, 
2007) mindreading models from a Theory Theory perspective have been described for 
an agent reasoning about another agent’s intentions and actions. 

For humans, one of the deepest and most fundamental forms of mutual 
understanding is based on the notion of empathy; e.g., (Ickes, 1997; Hoffman, 2000; 
Preston and Waal, 2002; Decety and Jackson, 2004; Lamm, Batson, and Decety, 2007; 
Iacoboni, 2005, 2008). Originally (cf. Lipps, 1903) the notion of empathy was named 
by the German word ‘einfühlung’ which could be translated as ‘feeling into’; e.g., 
(Preston and Waal, 2002). As this word indicates more explicitly, the notion has a 
strong relation to feeling: empathic understanding is a form of understanding which 
includes (but is not limited to) feeling what the other person feels. This paper not only 
addresses how a person can be modelled that is able to perform mindreading, but also to 
have empathic understanding of other persons. A particular challenge here is how to 
enrich understanding of any mental state (such as an attention, belief, desire or intention 
state) of another person to a form of understanding which includes feeling the same 
associated emotion as the other person.  

One ingredient of the approach developed is a generalisation of Damasio’s concept 
of body loop as put forward in (Damasio, 1999, 2004) and formalised in (Bosse, Jonker, 
and Treur, 2008). This perspective distinguishes the (bodily) emotional response to a 
stimulus from feeling the emotion, which is caused by sensing the own bodily response. 
An extension of this idea was obtained by assuming that the body loop is not processed 
once, as a linear causal chain starting with the stimulus and via the body loop ending up 
in the feeling, as assumed in (Damasio, 1999, 2004; Bosse, Jonker, and Treur, 2008). 
Instead a recursive body loop can be assumed: a converging positive feedback loop 
based on reciprocal causation between feeling state (with gradually more feeling) and 
body state (with gradually stronger expression). Triggered by a stimulus, after a number 
of rounds this loop ends up in an equilibrium for both states.  

Two other ingredients that were adopted are the Simulation Theory perspective on 
mindreading (e.g., Goldman, 2006), and recent neurological findings on the mirrorring 
function of preparation neurons (e.g., Iacoboni, 2008; Pineda, 2009; Rizzolatti, 2005; 
Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, and Gallese, 2001; Rizzolatti and 
Sinigaglia, 2008; Wohlschlager and Bekkering, 2002). As already pointed out above, 
the Simulation Theory perspective on mindreading assumes that mindreading that 
focuses on certain mental states and causal network of an observed agent makes use of 
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the same mental states and causal network within the observing agent. The mirrorring 
function of preparation neurons is that they are not only active when a person performs 
some specific action, but also when he or she observes another person performing the 
same action. 

A nontrivial obstacle for the Simulation Theory perspective on mindreading is what 
can be called the reverse causation paradox. This paradox originates from the often 
made assumption that the causal relations used by the observed person flow from 
mental states to actions and body states, whereas the latter is what the observing agent 
observes. As within the observing agent this observation is the starting point for the 
simulation process to determine the observed person’s mental states, this would be 
against the direction of the causal relations used.  In (Goldman, 2006; Goldman and 
Sripada, 2004) this paradox was one of the issues encountered. It turns out that to 
resolve this paradox, a recursive body loop model as introduced here, with its 
underlying circular causal network involving both the observable body states and the 
mental states, is an appropriate basis. It provides models for emotion reading and 
empathic understanding from the Simulation Theory perspective, using the same causal 
relations in both the observed and observing person. 

For reasoning processes in general it is not clear how they relate to underlying neural 
processes. In particular, this holds for the Theory Theory perspective on mindreading. 
The Simulation Theory perspective may suggest to have a more direct relationship to 
the person’s own neural structures for a certain cognitive state. In this paper it is shown 
how a model from the Theory Theory perspective can be mapped on the cognitive 
model for mindreading according to the Simulation Theory perspective. 

In this paper, first the notions of mindreading and empathic understanding are 
clarified and positioned (Section 2), and the three main ingredients used as a point of 
departure are briefly introduced: recursive body loops, the Simulation Theory 
perspective on mindreading, and the mirrorring function of preparation neurons (Section 
3). In Section 4 a cognitive model for emotion generation based on a recursive body 
loop is presented, and incorporating a mirrorring function in preparation states it is 
shown how this model can be used to model emotion reading from the Simulation 
Theory perspective. Some simulation results for this model are shown. In Section 5 a 
cognitive model for empathic understanding is introduced and some simulation results 
for this model are discussed. Finally, Section 6 is a discussion. 
 
2   Different Types of Mindreading and Empathic Understanding 
 
Mindreading and empathic understanding are strongly related concepts. In this section 
their relationship is clarified by providing a conceptualisation of empathy as a specific 
type of mindreading. In the literature, empathy is described in different manners: 
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• The ability to put oneself into the mental shoes of another person to understand his 
or her emotions and feelings (Goldman, 1993) 

• A complex form of psychological inference in which observation, memory, 
knowledge, and reasoning are combined to yield insights into the thoughts and 
feelings of others (Ickes, 1997) 

• An affective response more appropriate to someone else’s situation than to one’s 
own (Hoffman, 1982) 

• An affective response that stems from the apprehension or comprehension of 
another’s emotional state or condition, and which is similar to what the other 
person is feeling or would be expected to feel in the given situation (Eisenberg, 
2000) 

 

Recurring aspects in such descriptions are on the one hand understanding, having 
insight in, apprehension or comprehension, and on the other hand feeling the state of the 
other person. Here the state of the other person may involve emotions felt and/or other 
mental states of the person. For the sake of simplicity, below notions such as 
understanding, having insight in, apprehension, comprehension, are indicated as 
understanding. For example, a person may understand but not feel an emotion felt by 
another person. These distinctions can be used more generally to obtain a form of 
classification of different types of mindreading that are possible. More specifically, 
mindreading can address three types of states of an observed person: 
 

(a) Emotions felt by the person 
(b) Other mental states (e.g., attention states, desire, intention, belief states) 
(c) Both emotion states and other mental states 

 

Moreover, this not only applies to a person who is observed but also to a person 
performing the observing. In particular, a person can understand or feel another person’s 
state, or both. Given this, mindreading of another person’s state can take three forms: 
 

(1) Feeling the state of another person without understanding it 
(2) Understanding the state of another person without feeling it 
(3) Both understanding and feeling the state of another person  

 

As the other person’s state may involve emotions felt and/or other mental states, the 
combination of these provides the matrix of possibilities as shown in Table 1. 

For example, the possibility indicated as type (1a), ‘feeling but not understanding 
another person’s emotion’, is a case of emotion contagion as often occurs in the 
interaction between persons (e.g., Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson, 1994). Here the 
emotion felt by one person is mirrorred in the emotion felt in the other person. Another 
specific case is type (2c): ‘understanding but not feeling another person’s emotions and 
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other mental states’. This is a case that is often assumed to occur in psychopaths who 
have well-developed skills in mindreading and apply them to their victims thereby 
serving their own interest, but do not mirror the feelings of their victims (cf. Raine, 
1993, pp. 159-165; Blair, 2005). Yet other specific cases are type (2b) which subsumes 
classicical cases described by the Theory Theory perspective on mindreading (e.g., 
Goldman, 2006; Bosse, Memon, and Treur, 2007), and type (2a) that subsumes 
approaches based on dedicated emotion recognition methods, for example, from facial 
expressions; e.g., (Pantic  and Rothkrantz, 2000).  
 

Observed person Other person’s  
emotions felt 
(a) 

Other person’s  
other mental states 
(b) 

Other person’s  
emotions felt and 
other mental states (c) Observing person 

Feeling but 
not understanding 

(1) 

Feeling but not 
understanding 
another person’s 
emotion  

Feeling but not 
understanding  another 
person’s belief, desire, 
intention, attention, … 

Feeling but not 
understanding another 
person’s emotions and 
other mental states 

Understanding but 
not feeling 

(2) 

Understanding 
but not feeling 
another person’s 
emotion  

Understanding but not 
feeling another person’s 
belief, desire, intention, 
attention, … 

Understanding but not 
feeling another person’s 
emotions and other 
mental states 

Both understanding 
and feeling 

(3) 

Understanding 
and feeling 
another person’s 
emotion  

Understanding and 
feeling another person’s 
belief, desire, intention, 
attention, … 

Understanding and 
feeling another person’s 
emotions and other 
mental states 

 
Table 1: Different types of mindreading and empathy 

 
Within the literature, cases that fall in row (3) of Table 1 are often related to 

empathy; therefore this row (3) can be considered as a most general or weak notion of 
empathy. Some of the descriptions of the notion of empathy (e.g., in the informal 
approaches from Goldman, 1993; Hoffman, 1982; Eisenberg, 2000, quoted above) 
concentrate on feelings and mirrorring them, which can be described as being of type 
(3a), although sometimes more emphasis is on feeling than on understanding; without 
understanding it would be of type (1a) which in fact can be considered emotion 
contagion and not empathy. The formalised cognitive model from a Simulation Theory 
perspective described in Section 4 below is of type (3a). 

However, in addition to feelings, other descriptions in the literature explicitly 
involve thoughts as well, of both the observed and observing person (e.g., Ickes, 1997), 
which makes them subsumed by type (3c). This type (3c) can be considered as the 
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strong notion of empathy. In Section 5  below this more extended (and challenging) 
notion of empathy is taken as the aim. Here an extra aspect is that feelings and other 
mental states are interrelated: usually any mental state of a person that by itself is not an 
emotion state (for example, a belief, desire, intention or attention state) induces or goes 
together with a certain emotion state. For example, a belief that something bad is to 
happen, may relate to feeling fear, or the belief that something good has happened may 
relate to feeling happiness. Another example of such a relationship is the role of 
cognitive elements (for example, certain thoughts) in the development, persistence and 
recurrence of mood disorders such as depressions; e.g., (Ingram, Miranda & Segal, 
1998). 
 
3   Recursive Body Loops, Mirrorring and Simulation Theory  
 
In this section the three main ingredients are briefly introduced: recursive body loops, 
the mirrorring function of preparation states, and the Simulation Theory perspective on 
mindreading. 
 
3.1  Recursive Body Loops 
The approach developed here adopts from (Damasio, 1999, 2004) the idea of a ‘body 
loop’ and ‘as if body loop’, but extends this by making these loops recursive. According 
to the original idea, a body loop roughly proceeds according to the following causal 
chain; see (Damasio, 1999, 2004; Bosse, Jonker, and Treur, 2008): 
  

sensing a stimulus  →  sensory representation of stimulus  → preparation for bodily response  
→ sensing the body modification  →  sensory representation of the body modification  →  
feeling  

 

In the approach presented here an essential addition is that the body loop (or as if body 
loop) is extended to a recursive body loop (or recursive as if body loop) by assuming 
that the preparation of the bodily response is also affected by the state of feeling:  
 

feeling  →  preparation for  bodily response  
 
as an additional causal relation. Such recursiveness is also assumed by Damasio (2004), 
as he notices that what is felt by sensing is actually a body state which is an internal 
object, under control of the person: 

   ‘The brain has a direct means to respond to the object as feelings unfold because the 
object at the origin is inside the body, rather than external to it. The brain can act directly 
on the very object it is perceiving. It can do so by modifying the state of the object, or by 
altering the transmission of signals from it. The object at the origin on the one hand, and 
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the brain map of that object on the other, can influence each other in a sort of 
reverberative process that is not to be found, for example, in the perception of an external 
object.’ (…) 
   ‘In other words, feelings are not a passive perception or a flash in time, especially not in 
the case of feelings of joy and sorrow. For a while after an occasion of such feelings 
begins – for seconds or for minutes – there is a dynamic engagement of the body, almost 
certainly in a repeated fashion, and a subsequent dynamic variation of the perception. We 
perceive a series of transitions. We sense an interplay, a give and take.’ (Damasio, 2004, 
pp. 91-92) 

 
Thus the obtained model is based on reciprocal causation relations between feeling and 
(preparations for) body states, as roughly shown in Figure 1. Here the source of the 
emotion can be an external stimulus as in the causal chain described above, but, as 
further discussed below, also any internal mental state. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  Recursive body loop induced by a source for emotion 
(external stimulus or internal mental state) 

 
In the approach presented here both the bodily response and the feeling are assigned a 
level or gradation, expressed by a number, which is assumed dynamic. The causal cycle 
is modelled as a positive feedback loop, triggered by the stimulus and converging to a 
certain level of feeling and body state preparation. Here in each round of the cycle the 
next body state preparation has a level that is affected by both the levels of the stimulus 
and the feeling state, and the next level of the feeling is based on the level of the body 
state preparation. In the more detailed model described in Sections 4 and 5 below, the 
combined effect of the levels of the stimulus and the emotional state on the body state is 
modelled as a weighted sum (with equal weights). 

A question that may arise from the distinctions made in the previous Section 2 is 
whether it is possible to feel a state of another person which by itself is not a feeling, for 
example, a belief state. An answer to this involves the way in which any mental state in 
a person induces emotions felt within this person, as described by Damasio (1999, 
2004); e.g.: 
 

‘Even when we somewhat misuse the notion of feeling – as in “I feel I am right about 
this” or “I feel I cannot agree with you” – we are referring, at least vaguely, to the feeling 
that accompanies the idea of believing a certain fact or endorsing a certain view. This is 

 

feeling 

source for 
emotion

body 
state

recursive 
body loop sensed 

body state 
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because believing and endorsing cause a certain emotion to happen. As far as I can 
fathom, few if any exceptions of any object or event, actually present or recalled from 
memory, are ever neutral in emotional terms. Through either innate design or by learning, 
we react to most, perhaps all, objects with emotions, however weak, and subsequent 
feelings, however feeble.’ (Damasio, 2004, p. 93) 

 

From this perspective, if any mental state of an observed person is mirrorred within an 
observing person, by an (assumingly) similar mechanism the feeling associated to that 
mental state can be generated within the observing person as well. In principle, this can 
even happen for the case where the observed person has a damaged neural structure 
causing that this associated feeling is not generated. In this case the observing person 
can feel the other person’s state, whereas the person himself does not feel it. For 
example, if such a person believes he has won a lottery, he may not feel happiness about 
it, whereas an observing agent may mirror such a belief and based on that may generate 
the accompanying feeling of happiness. In some more detail, for this situation emotion 
generation via a body loop roughly proceeds according to the following causal chain; 
see Damasio (1999, 2004): 
 

having a mental state   →  preparation for the induced bodily response  →  
induced body modification  →  sensing the body modification  →   
sensory representation of the body modification →  feeling 

 

 Again, as a variation, an ‘as if body loop’ uses a direct causal relation from 
preparation to sensory representation of body state, as a shortcut in the causal chain, 
and the body loop (or as if body loop) is extended to a recursive (as if) body loop by 
adding an additional causal relation from the state of feeling to the preparation of the 
bodily response. 
  
3.2  The Mirrorring Function of Preparation States 

The idea of a recursive body loop combines quite well with recent neurological findings 
on mirror neurons (e.g., Iacoboni, 2008; Pineda, 2009; Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; 
Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2008). Mirror neurons are preparation neurons with a special 
additional function, called a mirrorring function: they are active not only when a person 
performs a specific action, but also when the person observes somebody else 
performing this action. For example, there is strong evidence that (already from an age 
of 1 hour) sensing somebody else’s face expression leads (within about 300 
milliseconds) to preparing for and showing the same face expression (Goldman, 2006, 
pp. 129-130). 
 The idea is that these neurons play an important role in social functioning and in 
(empathic) understanding of others; (e.g., Iacoboni, 2008; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 
2008). The discovery of mirror neurons is considered a crucial step for the further 
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development of the discipline of social cognition, comparable to the role the discovery 
of DNA has played for biology, as it provides a neurological basis for many social 
phenomena; cf. (Iacoboni, 2008).  
 Combined with the perspective of a recursive body loop, the mirrorring function of 
preparation neurons provides an additional ingredient that explains how an observed 
emotional response of another person (via the person’s body state; e.g., a face 
expression), via the activation of preparation for the same response within the observing 
person due to its mirrorring function, triggers the recursive body loop which 
subsequently leads to a corresponding feeling within the observing person.  
 
3.3  The Simulation Theory Perspective on Mindreading 

The idea of a body loop together with the mindreading function of preparation states 
forms an adequate basis for modelling mindreading from the Simulation Theory 
perspective in philosophy (e.g., Goldman, 2006). The Simulation Theory perspective 
assumes that mindreading uses the network of causal relations involving the own 
cognitive states that are counterparts of the cognitive states attributed to the other 
person. For example, the state of feeling pain oneself is used in the process to determine 
whether the other person has pain. This means that the own network is used to simulate 
the process of the other person; a similar simulation perspective can be used to explain 
imagination; see (Hesslow, 2002). 
 In contrast, the Theory Theory perspective is based on reasoning using knowledge 
about relationships between cognitive states and observed behaviour. An example of 
such a pattern based on causal knowledge of the observing person about the observed 
person is: ‘I hear that she says ‘ouch!’. I know that having pain causes saying ‘ouch!’. 
Therefore she has pain’.  
 A mental process within the observing person based on a recursive body loop and a 
mirrorring function of preparation states can be used as a form of simulation of the 
mental process within the observed person, and therefore coheres well with the 
Simulation Theory perspective on mindreading. Thus the combination of ideas briefly 
discussed in this section (recursive body loop, mirrorring function of preparation 
neurons, and Simulation Theory) fits together quite well and forms the basis of the 
modelling approach presented in this paper. 

 

4   A Cognitive Model for Emotion Generation and Imputation  
In this section a cognitive model to generate emotions and feeling for a given stimulus 
is introduced; this model can be classified as being of type (3a) in Table 1. The 
cognitive model is based on the Simulation Theory perspective (e.g., Goldman, 2006), 
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and is inspired by recent neurological findings on mirror neurons (e.g., Iacoboni, 2008). 
It is shown how in this model the emotion felt by an observed person is mirrorred in the 
observing person and can be imputed by the observing person to the observed person.  
 In the description of the detailed cognitive model the temporal relation a →→ b denotes 
that when a state property a occurs, then after a certain time delay (which for each 
relation instance can be specified as any positive real number), state property b will 
occur. In this language (called LEADSTO) both logical and numerical calculations can 
be specified, and a dedicated software environment is available to support specification 
and simulation; for more details see Bosse, Jonker, Meij, and Treur, 2007).  
 First a general model is discussed of the case where any stimulus leads to an induced 
emotional response which is felt, and imputed to the stimulus. Next it is discussed how, 
when this stimulus is an observed body state (for example, a face expression) of another 
person expressing that person’s emotion, then the same emotion is felt by the observing 
person and imputed to this person.  
 
4.1  Generating Emotional Responses and Feelings by a Recursive Body Loop 
The specification (both informally and formally) of the model for emotion generation 
based on a recursive body loop is as follows, as also shown in Figure 2; here labels LP1, 
… at the arrows refer to local properties specified below in detail. Capitals are used for 
variables and lower case letters for instances. First a general pattern from world states to 
sensory representations of them is described. 
 

LP1  Sensing a world state 
If  world state property W occurs of level V 
then  a sensor state for W of level V will occur. 

world_state(W, V) →→  sensor_state(W, V) 
 
LP2  Generating a sensory representation for a sensed world state 
If  a sensor state for world state property W with level V occurs,  
then  a sensory representation for W with level V will occur. 

sensor_state(W, V)  →→  srs(W, V) 

 
The above two properties are assumed to hold for all instances of the variables W and V. 
In contrast, note that the following property only applies to a specific instance s and a 
specific instance b. 
 
LP3  From sensory representation and feeling to preparation 
If   a sensory representation for s occurs 
  and body state b is felt with level V,  
then  preparation state for body state b will occur with level (1+V)/2. 

srs(s) & feeling(b, V)  →→  preparation_state(b, (1+V)/2) 
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Next the general recursive body loop is modelled, by properties LP4 to LP8 as follows. 
These properties are assumed to hold for all instances of the variables B and V. 
 

LP4  From preparation to body modification 
If     preparation state for body state B occurs with level V, 
then the body state is modified to express B with level V. 

preparation_state(B, V) →→  effector_state(B, V) 
 

 

LP5  From body modification to modified body 
If     the body state is modified to express B with level V, 
then   the body state will have expression B with level V. 

effector_state(B, V) →→  body_state(B, V) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2:  Cognitive model for emotion generation and imputation 
 
 

LP6  Sensing a body state 
If   body state B with level V occurs, 
then  this body state is sensed. 

body_state(B, V) →→ sensor_state(B, V) 
 

LP7  Generating a sensory representation of a body state 
If   body state B of level V is sensed,  
then  a sensory representation for body state B with level V will occur. 

sensor_state(B, V)  →→  srs(B, V) 
 

LP8  From sensory representation of body state to feeling 
If  a sensory representation for body state B with level V occurs, 
then  B is felt with level V. 

srs(B, V)  →→  feeling(B, V) 
 

LP4LP1  LP2 LP3

LP5

LP6 

sensor_state(s)  srs(s)  effector_state(b, V)    world_state(s)  preparation_state(b, V) 

LP9

sensor_state(b,V) 

srs(b, V) feeling(b, V) 

LP7 LP8
imputation(s, b) 

body_state(b,V) 
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In the imputation state, the emotion b felt, is related to the stimulus s, that triggered 
the emotion generation process. Note that this state makes sense in general, for any type 
of stimulus s, as usually a person does not only feel an emotion, but also has an 
awareness of what causes an emotion; what in (Damasio, 1999) is called a state of 
conscious feeling also plays this role.  

 

LP9   Imputation 
If  a certain emotion B is felt, with level V≥ 0.5 and a sensory representation for S occurs,  
then  emotion B will imputed to S. 

srs(S)  &  feeling(B, V)  &  V≥0.5  →→  imputation(S, B) 
 

4.2  Incorporating a Mirrorring Function to Enable Simulation and Mindreading 
A cognitive model for emotion reading from the Simulation Theory perspective should 
essentially be based on a model to generate the own emotions. Indeed, the model 
presented in the previous section can be used in a quite straightforward manner to 
enable emotion reading. The main step is that the stimulus s that triggers the emotional 
process, which until now was left open, is instantiated with the body state of another 
person, to make it specific, a face expression f of another person is considered: s = 

othersface(f). Based on the assumption that a preparation state exists that has a mirrorring 
function for this observation, the model described above will immediately start to 
perform simulation of the observed person’s internal process, and through this performs 
mindreading. 

Using the model, a number of simulations have been performed; for an example, see 
Figure 3 (here the time delays within the temporal LEADSTO relations were taken 1 
time unit). In this figure, where time is on the horizontal axis, the upper part shows the 
time periods in which the binary logical state properties world_state(s), sensor_state(s), 

srs(s), imputation(s, f) hold (indicated by the dark lines): respectively from time point 0, 1, 
2 and 9. Below this part for the other state properties values for the different time 
periods are shown (by the dark lines). For example, the preparation state for f has value 
0.5 at time point 3, which is increased to 0.75 and further at time point 9 and further. 
The graphs show how the recursive body loop approximates converging states both for 
feeling and face expression: value 1 for both. 

Furthermore, for the sake of illustration, following the emotion imputation, a 
communication about it is prepared and performed. This extension is not essential for 
the emotion reading capability, but shows an example of behavior based on emotion 
reading. 
 

LP10   Communication preparation 
If   emotion B is imputed to S,  
then  a related communication is prepared 

imputation(B, S)  →→  preparation_state(say(your emotion is B)) 
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LP11   Communication 
If   a communication is prepared,  
then  this communication will be performed. 

preparation_state(say(your emotion is B)) →→  effector_state(say(your emotion is B)) 
 

The model extended by the above two temporal relations in LEADSTO format, was 
used for simulation as well. An example simulation trace was obtained that for a large 
part coincides with the one shown in Figure 2 (with the other person’s face expression f 
as the stimulus), with an extension as shown in Figure 4. Here also the time delays 
within the additional temporal LEADSTO relations were taken one time unit. 

world_state(s)

sensor_state(s)

srs(s)

feeling(f X)

 

Figure 3:  Simulation trace for emotional responses and feelings based on a recursive body loop 
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Figure 4:  Simulation trace extension for emotion reading 
 

5   A Cognitive Model for Empathic Understanding  

The cognitive model for empathic understanding (of type (3c) in Table 1) presented in 
this section is also based on the Simulation Theory perspective; cf. (Goldman, 2006). 
According to this perspective empathic understanding is obtained by the observing 
agent by activating the same own mental states as the observed agent, thereby using 
similar mechanisms as those used by the observed agent. Therefore, a first step is the 
design of the basic mechanisms to generate a mental state (here en belief state was 
chosen), and to generate the associated feelings. These basic mechanisms will be used 
by both agents. 

A lottery scenario is used to illustrate the model. Agent A observes both his own lot 
number and the winning number and creates the corresponding beliefs; as the number 
in both beliefs is the same, from these the belief that the lottery was won is generated, 
which leads to an associated feeling of happiness. By communication, agent B hears 
from agent A about the own lot number and the winning number. From this he 
simulates the process in agent A thus entering an empathic understanding process in 
which he generates both the belief about the lottery won and the associated feeling. For 
an overview of the model for agent A, see Figure 5. An overview of the model of agent 
B is depicted in Figure 6. These pictures also show representations from the detailed 
specifications explained below. The detailed specification (both informally and 
formally) of the agent model for empathic understanding is presented below. Here 
capitals are used for (assumed universally quantified) variables, e.g. ‘B’, whereas small 
letters represents an instance of that variable, e.g. ‘b’. All aspects have been formalized 
numerically by numbers in the interval [0, 1]. 

 

5.1  A Cognitive Model for Emotional Responses and Feelings for the Lottery Case 
First the part is presented that describes the basic mechanisms to generate a belief state 
(on winning the lottery) and the associated feeling (of happiness). These are used by 
both the observed and observing agent. The first dynamic property addressing how 
properties of the world state can be sensed is LP1 as also used in Section 4.  

s
sensor_state(s)

srs(s)
imputation(s, e)

preparation_state(say(your emotion is e))
effector_state(say(your emotion is e))

time 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

effector_state(say(your emotion is f))

preparation_state(say(your emotion is f))

imputation(s, f)

sensor_state(s)

srs(s)

world_state(s)
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LP1  Sensing a world state 
If world state property W occurs of level V 
then a sensor state for W of level V will occur. 

world_state(W, V) →→  sensor_state(W, V) 
 

For this case this dynamic property is used by agent A to observe both the own number 
and the winning number (see Figure 5); to this end the variable W is instantiated by 
own_number(x) and winning_number(x). Note that communications are also considered 
world facts; LP1 is used by agent B by instantiating W for communications indicated as 
communicated_by_to(I, agentA, agentB). From this sensory representations and beliefs are 
generated according to the next two dynamic properties LP2 and LP3. Note that also 
for these the variable W is instantiated as before. By LP2 a sensory representation is 
created. 
The generation of beliefs based on observations goes via a sensory representation as 
follows. 
 

LP2  Generating a sensory representation for a sensed world state 
If a sensor state for world state property W with level V occurs,  
then a sensory representation for W with level V will occur. 

sensor_state(W, V)  →→  srs(W, V) 
 

LP3  Generating a belief state for a sensory representation 
If a sensory representation for W with level V occurs,  
then a belief for W with level V will occur. 

srs(W, V)  →→   belief(W, V) 
 

Dynamic property LP4 describes how the beliefs based on observations are used to infer 
a belief that the lottery was won. 
 

LP4  Generating a belief on winning the lottery 
If a belief with level V1 occurs that X is the main price winning number of the lottery 
and a belief with level V2 occurs that X is the number of the own lot 
then a belief with level 0.5V1+0.5V2  will occur that the main price of the lottery was won 

belief(winning_number(X), V1)  &  belief(own_number(X), V2)  →→    
belief(lottery_won, 0.5V1+0.5V2) 

 

The emotional response to this belief is the preparation for a specific bodily reaction b, 
as expressed in dynamic property LP5. 
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Figure 5:  Overview of the cognitive model for the observed person A 

 

LP5  From belief that lottery was won and feeling to preparation of a specific body state 
If a belief that the lottery was won with level V1 occurs and feeling body state b has level V2,  
then preparation state for body state b will occur with level 0.5V1+0.5V2. 

belief(lottery_won, V1) &  feeling(b, V2)  →→  preparation_state(b, 0.5V1+0.5V2) 
 

Dynamic properties LP6 to LP10 describe the body loop for this case, as before in 
Section 4. 
 

LP6  From preparation to effector state for body modification 
If preparation state for body state B occurs with level V, 
then the effector state for body state B with level V will occur. 

preparation_state(B, V)  →→  effector_state(B, V) 
 

LP7  From effector  state to modified body 
If the effector state for body state B with level V occurs, 
then the body state B with level V will occur. 

effector_state(B, V)  →→  body_state(B, V) 
 

LP8  Sensing a body state 
If body state B with level V occurs, 
then this body state B with level V will be sensed. 

body_state(B, V)   →→   sensor_state(B, V) 
 
 
 
 

LP1  LP2 LP3

LP4
LP5

LP7 

LP6

LP8 

LP9 LP10

sensor_state( 
winning_number(x),V

   world_state( 
   winning_number(x), V1) 

srs(winning 
number(x), V1)

belief(winning  
number(x),V1) 
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sensor_state( 
own_number(x),V

   world_state( 
   own_number(x), V2) 

srs(own 
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number(x),V2) belief(lottery_won, V)
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   sensor_state(b,V)  srs(b, V) 

feeling(b, V2) 

body_state(b,V) 
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LP9  Generating a sensory representation of a body state 
If body state B with level V is sensed,  
then a sensory representation for body state B with level V will occur. 

sensor_state(B, V)   →→   srs(B, V) 
 

LP10  From sensory representation of body state to feeling 
If a sensory representation for body state B with level V occurs, 
then B is felt with level V. 

srs(B, V)  →→   feeling(B, V) 
 

5.2  A Cognitive Model for Empathic Understanding for the Lottery Case 
Above the part of the model was shown that is used by both the observed and observing 
agent. Next the part of the model is discussed that is particularly involved in the 
empathic understanding process. This part of the model is used within the observing 
agent; see Figure 6. First the communication from the other agent is related to the own 
beliefs. 
 

LP11   Affecting own beliefs by communicated information 
If in agent B a sensory representation with level V occurs that agent A communicated world fact 
W,  
then a belief with level V for this world fact will occur.  

srs(communicated_by_to (W, agentA, agentB), V)  →→  belief(W, V)   
 

Next it is shown how the imputation process takes place for a belief. Here, th is a 
(constant) threshold for imputation. In the simulations shown, th is assumed 0.95 as an 
example. 
 

LP12   Imputation of a belief 
If a  belief  that the lottery was won with level V1≥ th occurs  
and a belief occurs with level V2≥th  that the own number was communicated by agentA,  
and a belief occurs with level V3≥th  that the winning number was communicated by agentA, 
then the belief that the lottery was won will imputed. 

belief(lottery_won, V1)  &  
belief(communicated_by_to(own_number(X1), agentA, agentB), V2)  &  
belief(communicated_by_to(winning_number(X2), agentA, agentB), V3) &   
V1≥th &  V2≥th & V3≥th 
→→  imputation(belief(lottery_won), agentA) 
 

Finally, feelings are imputed in the following manner. 
 

LP13   Imputation of a feeling 
If a certain body state B is felt, with level V1≥ th  
and a belief occurs with level V2≥th  that the own number was communicated by agentA,  
and a belief occurs with level V3≥th  that the winning number was communicated by agentA, 
then feeling B will imputed.  
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feeling(B, V1) & 
belief(communicated_by_to(own_number(X1), agentA, agentB), V2)  &  
belief(communicated_by_to(winning_number(X2), agentA, agentB), V3) &   
V1≥th &  V2≥th & V3≥th 
→→  imputation(feeling(B), agentA) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6:  Overview of the cognitive model for empathic understanding by the observing 
person B 

 

5.3   Example Simulation Results for Empathic Understanding in the Lottery Case 
Based on the model described in the previous section, a number of simulations have 
been performed. Some example simulation traces are included in this section as an 
illustration; see Figure 7 and Figure 8 (here the time delays within the temporal 
LEADSTO relations were taken 1 time unit). In all of these figures, where time is on the 
horizontal axis, the upper part shows the time periods, in which the binary logical state 
properties hold (indicated by the dark lines); for example, 
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Figure 7:   Example simulation trace for the observed person 

 
Below this part, quantitative information for the other state properties values for the 
different time periods are shown (by the dark lines). For example, in Figure 7, the 
preparation state for b has value 0.5 at time point 6 which increased to 0.75 at time point 
12 and so forth. The graphs show how the recursive body loop approximates a state for 
feeling with value 1. Notice that in all lower 6 traces i.e. from preparation state to 
feeling state, the states are activated based on temporal delay between them,  i.e. 
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preparation state has activation level ‘0’ at time point 0, the successor state effector state 
has activation level ‘0’ at time point 1 and so on. 

Figure 7 shows the simulation for the observed agent based on the basic mechanisms 
to generate a belief state and to generate the associated feeling as described in the 
previous section (from LP1 to LP10). As shown in Figure 7 (upper part), the observed 
agent A notices his own number and the winning number from the world state, shown 
by the state properties 

 
sensor_state(own_number(X), 1)    
sensor_state(winning_number(X), 1)  

 
respectively. It then generates the belief that he has won the lottery by comparing the 
two numbers shown by the state property  

 
belief(lottery_won(X), 1.0) 
 

The lower part of Figure 7 shows the values of the various activation levels over time. 
Here it is shown that the recursive body loop results in an approximation of convergent 
activation levels for the states that relate to the feeling and the body state, among others. 

Figure 8 shows a simulation trace for the observing agent, depicting the empathic 
understanding process described in the previous section (in particular using LP11 to 
LP13, but also using LP1 to LP10 for the underlying basic mechanism). Here it is 
shown (in the upper part of the Figure 8) that agent A (observed agent) communicates 
his own number and winning number to the agent B (observing agent), shown by the 
state properties  

 
sensor_state(communicated_by_to(own_number(X), agentA, agentB), 1)  
sensor_state(communicated_by_to(winning_number(X), agentA, agentB), 1)  
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Figure 8:   Example simulation trace for the observing agent 
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respectively. Stepping in the shoes of agent A, then agent B (the observing agent) 
generates its own beliefs about the lot numbers and about winning lottery belief (which 
mirror the beliefs of agent A), as shown by the state property  

 
belief(lottery_won, 1.0) 
 

Later agent B imputes this belief (at time point 5) to agent A as shown by state property  
 
imputation(belief(lottery_won), agentA).  

 
As shown in the figure, after generating the associated feeling, agent B also imputes this 
feeling to agent A, shown by the state property  

 

imputation(feeling(b), agentA)  
 

at time point 35. 

 

6   Discussion 

The work reported here aims at acquiring more insight in mindreading processes of 
humans, in order to obtain detailed and formalised models that can be used in ambient 
software agents as well. When such software agents are equipped with a model for 
mindreading or empathic understanding, they can be able to serve a human in a more 
dedicated manner, and in a sense even feel the same as the human.  

In the literature on automated emotion recognition, a person’s observations of 
another person’s body state, for example, facial expressions, are used as a basis. Here, a 
specific emotion recognition process can be modelled in the form of a classification 
process of facial expressions in terms of a set of possible emotions; see, for example, 
(Cohen, Garg, and Huang, 2000;  Malle, Moses, and Baldwin, 2001; Pantic and 
Rothkrantz, 1997, 2000). Indeed, a model based on such a classification procedure is 
able to perform emotion recognition. However, within such an approach the imputed 
emotions will not have any relationship to a person’s own emotions. The model for 
emotion reading presented in the current paper combines the person’s own emotion 
generation with the emotion reading process as also claimed by the Simulation Theory 
perspective on mindreading, e.g., (Goldman, 2006; Goldman and Sripada, 2004). 
According to this perspective mindreading is performed by the observing agent in a 
simulative manner by activating the same mental states as the observed agent; see also 
(Hesslow, 2002). This assumption is recently getting more and more support by 
empirical results, for example, concerning the discovery of the mirror neuron system; 
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e.g., (Rizzolatti  and Craighero, 2004; Iacoboni, Molnar-Szakacs, Gallese, Buccino, 
Mazziotta, and Rizzolatti, 2005; Iacoboni, 2005, 2008; Pineda, 2009; Goldman, 2009). 

In (Goldman, 2006, pp. 124-132), a number of possible informal emotion reading 
models from the Simulation Theory perspective are sketched and discussed. When a 
mental state is assumed to cause the observed person’s body states and actions, and 
observing the latter is the starting point, a main challenge to be addressed is to solve 
what can be called the paradox of reverse causation: how to simulate a process which in 
principle has the reverse order compared to the causal relations used in the simulation. 

For his model 1, to resolve this paradox, a ‘generate and test process’ for emotional 
states was assumed, where on the basis of a hypothesized emotional state an own facial 
expression is generated, and this is compared to the observed facial expression of the 
other person. In the assessment of this model, the unspecified hypothesis generation 
process for a given observed face was considered as a less satisfactory aspect. Models 2 
and 3 discussed in (Goldman, 2006) are based on a notion of what he called ‘reverse 
simulation’. This means that for the causal relation from emotional state to (the 
preparation of) a facial expression which is used to generate the own facial expressions, 
also a reverse relation from prepared own facial expression to emotional state is 
assumed, which is used for the mind reading process. A point of discussion concerning 
these two models is that it is difficult to fit them to the Simulation Theory perspective: 
whereas the emotional states and facial expression (preparation) states used for 
mindreading are the same as used for the own emotions and facial expressions, the 
causal relations between them used in the two cases are not the same. Model 4 is based 
on a so-called ‘mirroring process’, where a correlation between the emotional state of 
the other person and the corresponding own emotional state is assumed, based on a 
certain causal chain between the two. However, the relation of such a causal chain with 
the causal relations used to generate the own emotional states and facial expressions is 
not made clear, so it is still hard to claim that it fits in the Simulation Theory 
perspective.  

The approach adopted in the current paper has drawn some inspiration from the four 
models sketched (but not formalised) in (Goldman, 2006), as briefly discussed above. 
The recursive body loop (or as if body loop) introduced here addresses the problems of 
model 1, as it can be viewed as an efficient and converging way of generating and 
testing hypotheses for the emotional states, where the (as if) body loop takes care of the 
generation process. Moreover, it solves the problems of models 2 and 3, as the causal 
chain used from facial expression to emotional state is not a reverse simulation, but just 
the circular causal chain (body loop) via the body state which is used for generating the 
own responses and feeling states as well. Finally, compared to model 4, the models put 
forward here can be viewed as an efficient manner to obtain a mirroring process 
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between the emotional state of the other person on the own emotional state, based on the 
machinery available for the own emotional states. 

For an agent observing another agent, having an empathic understanding of the 
observed agent is considered a specific type of mindreading. Mindreading as such can 
focus on certain aspects such as emotion, desire, belief, intention, or attention states 
(e.g., Gärdenfors, 2003). A characteristic of an empathic response is that the response 
does not only include that the observing agent understands the mental state of the 
observed agent, but also feels the associated feeling. In this paper it was shown how the 
presented cognitive model is capable of understanding other agents in an empathic way. 
The model describes how the empathic agent does not only understand another agent’s 
mental state but at the same time feels the accompanying emotion. This model for 
empathic understanding proposed was based on two main assumptions: 
 

(1) The observing agent performs mindreading using the same mental states as the 
observed agent 

(2) Both agents have a similar mechanism to associate feelings to a given mental 
state 

 

Concerning assumption (1), to obtain a form of mindreading for which the observing 
agent generates the same mental state, the Simulation Theory perspective was followed; 
cf. (Goldman, 2006). Concerning assumption (2), to this end a computational model of 
Damasio (1999, 2004)’s informal theory about the generation of emotion and feeling 
was exploited. This theory assumes a neural mechanism that involves changes in an 
agent’s sensed body state, triggered by a certain mental state. Assuming that the 
observed agent and the observing agent indeed have a similar mechanism for this, 
makes it possible that for a given mental state the observing agent generates the same 
feeling as the observed agent.  

Especially in relation to assumption (2) it can be questioned to which extent the 
mechanisms to associate feelings to a given mental state are always the same for two 
persons. As it may be considered plausible that basically the mechanisms are similar, it 
is not difficult to imagine that both due to innate and learned individual differences, the 
empathic reaction may be limited in extent. Indeed, it is often reported that identical 
twins have a much higher level of mutual empathy than any two persons which are not 
identical twins. Moreover, it is also often considered that more empathy is shown 
between two persons when they have had similar experiences in life. Nevertheless, a 
certain extent of empathy still seems possible between persons which are not genetically 
identical and have not exactly the same experiences. It is an interesting challenge for 
future research to develop the introduced model for empathy further by introducing 
parameters by which such individual differences can be expressed, and for which some 
notion of extent to which empathy occurs can be defined. 
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Other models described in the literature on empathy usually only address either 
emotion recognition, or recognition of another type of mental state, or feel another 
persons feeling; e.g., (Pantic  and Rothkrantz, 2000; Goldman, 2006; Bosse, Memon, 
and Treur, 2007; Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson, 1994). As far as the authors know the 
model proposed here is unique in the sense that it combines both understanding and 
feeling of another person’s mental states, and takes into account the way in which 
(other) mental states induce feelings both for the observing and the observed person. 

Future work will address a more extensive evaluation and assessment of the models 
and thereby will explore more variations, for example, of different scenarios with 
different extents of similarity between the persons, and different values of its parameters 
such as the threshold value and the weight factors, for example in the generation of the 
preparation and the belief which were now taken 0.95 and 0.5 respectively. 
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Abstract  

An agent's beliefs usually depend on or informational or cognitive factors such as 
observation or received communication or reasoning, but also affective factors may play a 
role. In this paper, by adopting neurological theories on the role of emotions and feelings, 
an agent model is introduced incorporating the interaction between cognitive and affective 
factors in believing. The model describes how the strength of a belief may not only 
depend on information obtained, but also on the emotional responses on the belief. For 
feeling emotions a recursive body loop between preparations for emotional responses and 
feelings is assumed. The model introduces a second feedback loop for the interaction 
between feeling and belief. The strength of a belief and of the feeling both result from the 
converging dynamic pattern modelled by the combination of the two loops. For some 
specific cases it is described, for example, how for certain personal characteristics an 
optimistic world view is generated in the agent’s beliefs, or, for other characteristics, a 
pessimistic world view. Moreover, the paper shows how such affective effects on beliefs 
can emerge and become stronger over time due to experiences obtained. In this way an 
effect of judgment by ‘experience’, ‘intuition’, ‘educated guess’, or ‘gut feeling’ can be 
obtained. It is shown how based on Hebbian learning a connection from feeling to belief 
can develop. Some example simulation results and a mathematical analysis of the 
equilibria are presented. 

 
1  Introduction 
 
When by observation or communication information about the world is acquired, it is 
often not completely clear and still subject to interpretation what has to be believed. For 
example, if from a distance you see a small paper attached at the front window of your 
car, you may start to believe that you received a charge for parking at the wrong place 
or time. Or you may start to believe that it concerns an advertising of a special offer. In 
such cases emotional aspects may become decisive in what you will believe. Such a 
process is the focus of the work reported here. 
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Already during the process that they are generated beliefs trigger emotional 
responses that result in certain feelings. However, the process of generation of a belief 
is 

ck, from 
som

 how plausible such an assumption is. A main focus in this paper is 
als

not fully independent of such associated feelings. In a reciprocal manner, the 
generated feelings may also have a strengthening or weakening effect on the belief 
during this process. Empirical work such as described in, for example, (Eich, 
Kihlstrom, Bower, Forgas, and Niedenthal, 2000; Forgas, Laham, and Vargas, 2005; 
Forgas, Goldenberg, and Unkelbach, 2009; Niedenthal, 2007; Schooler and Eich, 2000; 
Winkielman, Niedenthal, and Oberman, 2009), reports such types of effects of emotions 
on beliefs, but does not relate them to neurological findings or theories. In this paper, 
adopting neurological theories on emotion and feeling, a computational dynamic agent 
model is introduced that models this reciprocal interaction between feeling and 
believing. The computational model, which is based on neurological theories on the 
embodiement of emotions as described, for example, in (Damasio, 1994, 1996, 1999, 
2003; Winkielman, Niedenthal, and Oberman, 2009)’s, describes how the generation of 
a belief may not only depend on an (external) informational source, but also takes into 
account how the belief triggers an emotional response that leads to a certain feeling. 
More specifically, in accordance with, for example (Damasio, 1999, 2003), for feeling 
the emotion associated to a belief a converging recursive body loop is assumed. A 
second converging feedback loop introduced in the model, inspired by the Somatic 
Marker Hypothesis (Damasio, 1994, 1996), involves the interaction back from the 
feeling to the belief. Thus a combination of two loops is obtained, where connection 
strengths within these loops in principle are person-specific. Depending on these 
personal characteristics, from a dynamic interaction within and between the two loops, 
an equilibrium is reached for both the strength of the belief and of the feeling.  

To illustrate the model, the following example scenario is used. A person is parking 
his car for a short time at a place where this is not allowed. When he comes ba

e distance he observes that a small paper is attached at the front window of the car. 
He starts to generate the belief that the paper represents a charge to be paid. This belief 
generates a negative feeling, which has an impact on the belief by strengthening it. 
Coming closer, some contours of the type of paper that is attached become visible. As 
these are not clearly recognized as often occurring for a charge, the person starts to 
generate a second belief, namely that it concerns an advertising of a special offer. This 
belief generates a positive feeling which has an impact on the latter belief by 
strengthening it.  

Connections from feelings to beliefs might be assumed given a priori (innate), but it 
can be questioned

o on how the effect of the feeling on the belief can emerge over time: It is shown how 
such connections in an agent model may automatically emerge by a Hebbian learning 
mechanism; cf. (Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Xie and 
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Seung, 2003). To model this, it is assumed that the connection from feeling to belief 
initally has strength zero, but due to a Hebbian learning mechanism over time gets 
nonzero strength. This means that the agent learns to strengthen its belief based on a 
supporting feeling. As a consequence, when such a feeling would be absent, the agent’s 
belief would develop less strength; the feeling gives it its full strength. This principle 
models the idea that over time persons build up certain intuitions or gut feelings, and let 
these play an important role in what to (fully) believe and what not to believe. 

In this paper, first in Section 2 Damasio’s theory on the generation of feelings based 
on a body loop is briefly introduced. Moreover, the second loop is introduced, the one 
bet

Feeling and Vice Versa 

ing is discussed in some more 
etail from a neurological perspective, in both directions: from believing to feeling, and 

eling 
s any mental state in a person, a belief state induces emotions felt within this person, 

003); for example: 

ng, at least vaguely, to the feeling 

 

In s to 
e 003): 

dy state  →  feeling 

As

y state 
 

ween feeling and belief. In Section 3 the model is described in detail. Section 4 
presents some simulation results. In Section 5, the Hebbian learning model is described, 
and Section 6 presents some simulation results of the resulting adaptive process. In 
Section 7 a mathematical analysis of the equilibria of the model is presented. Finally, 
Section 8 is a discussion. 

 

2  From Believing to 
 
In this section the interaction between believing and feel
d
from feeling to believing. 
 
2.1  From Believing to Fe
A
as described by Damasio (1999, 2
 

‘Even when we somewhat misuse the notion of feeling – as in “I feel I am right about 
this” or “I feel I cannot agree with you” – we are referri
that accompanies the idea of believing a certain fact or endorsing a certain view. This is 
because believing and endorsing cause a certain emotion to happen. As far as I can 
fathom, few if any exceptions of any object or event, actually present or recalled from 
memory, are ever neutral in emotional terms. Through either innate design or by learning, 
we react to most, perhaps all, objects with emotions, however weak, and subsequent 
feelings, however feeble.’ (Damasio, 2003, p. 93) 

ome more detail, emotion generation via a body loop roughly proceeds according 
 following causal chain; see Damasio (1999, 2th

 

belief   →  preparation for the induced bodily response  →  body modification  →   
sensing the body state  →  sensory representation of the bo

 

 a variation, an ‘as if body loop’ uses a direct causal relation 

preparation for the induced bodily response  →  sensory representation of the bod
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as a shortcut in the causal chain. The body loop (or as if body loop) is extended to a 
rec n of 

masio (2003), 
as ly a body state which is an internal 

y, rather than external to it. The brain can act directly 
on the very object it is perceiving. It can do so by modifying the state of the object, or by 

econds or for minutes – there is a dynamic engagement of the body, almost 

 

Th n 
felt tates, as roughly shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1:  Body loop induced by a belief 
 

Within the model presented in this paper both the bodily response and the feeling are 
assigned a level or grada s assumed dynamic; for 

ursive body loop (or recursive as if body loop) by assuming that the preparatio
the bodily response is also affected by the state of feeling the emotion:  
 

feeling  →  preparation for  the bodily response   
 

as an additional causal relation. Such recursiveness is also assumed by Da
he notices that what is felt by sensing is actual

object, under control of the person: 
    

 ‘The brain has a direct means to respond to the object as feelings unfold because the 
object at the origin is inside the bod

altering the transmission of signals from it. The object at the origin on the one hand, and 
the brain map of that object on the other, can influence each other in a sort of 
reverberative process that is not to be found, for example, in the perception of an external 
object.’ (…) 
   ‘In other words, feelings are not a passive perception or a flash in time, especially not in 
the case of feelings of joy and sorrow. For a while after an occasion of such feelings 
begins – for s
certainly in a repeated fashion, and a subsequent dynamic variation of the perception. We 
perceive a series of transitions. We sense an interplay, a give and take.’ (Damasio, 2003, 
pp. 91-92) 

us the obtained model is based on reciprocal causation relations between emotio
 and body s

 

 

 

 
 

tion, expressed by a number, which i
example, the strength of a smile and the extent of happiness. The causal cycle is 
modelled as a positive feedback loop, triggered by a mental state and converging to a 
certain level of feeling and body state. Here in each round of the cycle the next body 
state has a level that is affected by both the mental state and the level of the feeling 
state, and the next level of the feeling is based on the level of the body state. 
 
 
 
 

 

feeling 

belief body 
state

 

sensed 
body state 
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2.2  From Feeling to Believing 
n an idealised rational agent the generation of beliefs might only depend on 

y independent from non-informational aspects such as 

ure 2. 
 

Figure 2:  The two recursive loops related to a belief 

From a neurologica  feeling to belief 
ay be considered plausible, as neurons involved in the belief and in the associated 

‘the somatic marker (..) forces attention on the negative outcome to which a given action may 
lead, and functions as an automated alarm signal which says: Beware of danger ahead if you 

I
informational sources and be full
emotions. However, in real life persons may, for example, have a more optimistic or 
pessimistic character and affect their beliefs in the sense that an optimist person 
strengthens beliefs that have a positive feeling associated and a pessimistic person 
strengthens beliefs with a negative associated feeling. Thus the strengths of beliefs may 
depend on non-informational aspects of mental processes and related personal 
characteristics. To model this for the case of feelings a causal relation 
 

feeling  →  belief 
 

can be added. This introduces a second recursive loop, as shown in Fig

 
 

 

feeling 

belief body 
state

 
           body- 
      feeling 

 loop 

       belief- 
    feeling 

 loop 
 
 
 

 

l perspective the existence of a connection from
m
feeling will often be activated simultaneously. Therefore such a connection from 
feeling to belief may be developed based on a general Hebbian learning mechanism 
(Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001) that strengthens connections between neurons that are 
activated simultaneously, similar to what has been proposed for the emergence of 
mirror neurons; e.g., (Keysers and Perrett, 2004; Keysers and Gazzola, 2009). The 
mechanism by which this takes place will be modelled in Section 5. 

Another type of support for a connection from feeling to belief can be found in 
Damasio’s Somatic Marker Hypothesis; cf. (Damasio, 1994, 1996; Bechara and 
Damasio, 2004; Damasio, 2003). This is a theory on decision making which provides a 
central role to emotions felt. Each decision option induces (via an emotional response) a 
feeling which is used to mark the option. For example, when a negative somatic marker 
is linked to a particular option, it provides a negative feeling for that option. Similarly, a 
positive somatic marker provides a positive feeling for that option. Damasio describes 
the use of somatic markers in the following way:  
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choose the option which leads to this outcome. The signal may lead you to reject, 
immediately, the negative course of action and thus make you choose among other 

 

Us ments or 
val  
tha s as 
we

ally described theories in scientific disciplines, for example, in biological or 
r in terms 

d dynamic 
odelling language LEADSTO has been developed that subsumes qualitative and 

of 
pro

namic 
pro

alternatives. (…)  When a positive somatic marker is juxtaposed instead, it becomes a beacon 
of incentive. (…) on occasion somatic markers may operate covertly (without coming to 
consciousness) and may utilize an ‘as-if-loop’.’ (Damasio, 1994, p. 173-174) 

ually the Somatic Marker Hypothesis is applied to provide endorse
uations for  options for a person’s actions. However, it may be considered plausible
t such a mechanism is applicable to valuations of internal states such as belief
ll. 

 

3  The Detailed Agent Model for Believing and Feeling 
 
Inform
neurological contexts, often are formulated in terms of causal relationships o
of dynamical systems. To adequately formalise such a theory the hybri
m
quantitative causal relationships, and dynamical systems; cf. (Bosse, Jonker, Meij and 
Treur, 2007). This language has been proven successful in a number of contexts, 
varying from biochemical processes that make up the dynamics of cell behaviour (cf. 
Jonker, Snoep, Treur, Westerhoff, Wijngaards, 2008) to neurological and cognitive 
processes (e.g., Bosse, Jonker, Los, Torre, and Treur, 2007; Bosse, Jonker, and Treur, 
2007, 2008). Within LEADSTO the temporal relation a →→ b denotes that when a state 
property a occurs, then after a certain time delay (which for each relation instance can 
be specified as any positive real number), state property b will occur. In LEADSTO 
both logical and numerical calculations can be specified in an integrated manner, and a 
dedicated software environment is available to support specification and simulation.  

An overview of the agent model for believing and feeling is depicted in Figure 3. 
This picture also shows representations from the detailed specifications explained 
below. However, note that the precise numerical relations between the indicated 
variables V shown are not expressed in this picture, but in the detailed specifications 

perties below, which are labeled by LP1 to LP9 as also shown in the picture. 
The detailed specification (both informally and formally) of the agent model is 

presented below. Here capitals are used for (assumed universally quantified) variables, 
and lower case letters for instances. First the part is presented that describes the basic 
mechanisms to generate a belief state and the associated feeling. The first dy

perty addresses how properties of the world state can be sensed. For thev sake of 
simplicity it is assumed that all world state properties that are modelled, can be 
observed. 
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LP1  Sensing a world state 
If  world state property W occurs of strength V 
then  a sensor state for W of strength V will occur. 

w ) →→  sensor_state(W, V) 
 

his dynamic property is used by the agent to observe both the 
e aper type looking like an offer; to this end 

 offer. From the sensor states, sensory 
r g to the dynamic property LP2. Note that also 

of a specific sensory 
stance b to the strength of 

s of the connections involved. 
H om sensory representation to belief and ω2 from feeling 
to 

Figure 3:  A model for the dynamics of believing and feeling based on a body loop 
 

In Section 4 it will be discussed how th  connection strength ω2 is adapted by a 
Hebbian learning principle. A function g(β1, , ω2, V1, V2) is used for the way in which 
activati ng 
into account the connection strengths. Here β1 is a parameter indicating the person’s 

orld_state(W, V

For the example scenario t
pap r attached looking like a charge and the p
the variable W is instantiated by charge and
epresentations are generated accordin

here it is specified as a general rule, for which in the example the variable W is 
instantiated as indicated above. 
 

LP2  Generating a sensory representation for a sensed world state 
If  a sensor state for world state property W with level V occurs,  
then  a sensory representation for W with level V will occur. 

sensor_state(W, V)  →→  srs(W, V) 

Next the property is described that relates strengths 
representation of an instance w and a specific feeling of an in
the specific belief on w, thereby using certain strength

ere a connection strength ω1 fr
belief is assumed. So, note that this property certainly will not hold for all instances w 

and b. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e
ω1

on levels V1 and V2 of sensory representation and feeling are combined taki

LP4

LP6 

LP5

LP7 
LP8 LP9

world_state(w, V)  srs(w, V) belief(w, V)

body_state(b,V)

srs(b, V) feeling(b, V)   sensor_state(b,V)

LP1 LP2 LP3

preparation_
state(b, V) 

effector_ 
state(b, V)sensor_state(w, V)
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ori

1 

Δt. 

2)    
Δ

T d based on a function g(β1, ω1, ω2, V1, V2) of 
th 1, V2) the following was taken: 
 

-ω2V2)) + (1-β1) ω1ω2V1V2  
 

ote that this formula describes a weighted sum of two cases. The most positive case 

ate of 
imperfec ers the two 

s
 describes the emotional response to a specific belief on an 

instance dily reaction instance b. Also 
e 

n is calculated based on a function h(β2, ω3, ω4, V1, V2) of the original levels. 
He

entation for believing; value 0 indicates that the person is reluctant to believe and 1 
that the person is willing to amplify the strength of his or her belief, whereas a value of 
0.5 makes that the person takes the average values of the two sources. 
 

LP3  Generating a belief state for a feeling and a sensory representation 
If  a sensory representation for w with strength V1 occurs,  
  and  the associated feeling of b has strength V2 
  and  the belief for w has strength V3 
  and  the connection from sensory representation to belief of w has strength  ω
  and  the connection from feeling b to belief of w has strength  ω2 
  an  β is the person’s orientation for believing d 1  

  and  γ is the person’s flexibility for beliefs 1  

Δtthen  after   the belief for w will have strength V3 + γ1(g(β1, ω1, ω2, V1, V2)-V3) 

srs(w, V1)  &  feeling(b, V2)  &  belief(w, V3)  &   
  has_connection_strength(srs(w), belief(w), ω1)   & 

has_connection_strength(feeling(b), belief(w), ω
→→   belief(w, V  + γ  (g(β , ω , ω , V ,V ) - V3 1 1 1 2 1 2 3) t) 

 

he resulting level for the belief is calculate
e original levels. For the function g(β1, ω1, ω2, V

g( 1, 1, 2, V1, V2) =  1(1-(1- 1V1)(1β ω ω β ω
N
considers the two source values as strengthening each other, thereby staying under 1: 
combining the imperfection rates 1-V1 and 1-V2 of them provides a decreased r

tion expressed by 1-(1-V1)(1-V2). The most negative case consid
source values in a negative combination: combining the imperfections of them provides 
an increased imperfection; this is expressed by V1V2. This function g(β1, ω1, ω2, V1, V2) 
can be considered to play the role of a quadratic threshold function, parameterised by 
β1. Note that for connection strength ω2 = 0 (no effect of feeling on belief) the formula 
reduces to the following: 
 

g(β1, ω1, 0, V1, V2)  =  β1(1-(1-ω1V1))  =  β1 ω1V1 
 

In the example simulations discussed in Section 4 the connection strength ω1 has been 
et on 1.  

Dynamic property LP4
w in the form of the preparation for a specific bo

this property does not hold for all instances w and b. The resulting level for th
preparatio

re ω3 is the connection strength from belief to preparation and ω4  from feeling to 
preparation. Moreover β2 is a parameter indicating the person’s orientation for preparing 
responses; value 0 indicates that the person is reluctant to respond and 1 that the person 
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is willing to amplify the strength of his or her response, and a value of 0.5 makes that 
the person takes the average values of the two sources. 
 

LP4  From belief and feeling to preparation of a body state 
If  belief w with strength V1 occurs  
 and feeling the associated body state b has strength V2 
 and  the preparation state for b has strength V3 
 and  the connection from belief of w to preparation for b has strength
 and  the connection from feeling b to preparation for b has stre

  ω3 
ngth  ω4 

γ2(h(β2, ω3, ω4, V1, 

   
 &  

 

F een taken: 
 

2)) + (1-β2) ω3ω4V1V2  
 

I he connection strengths ω3 and ω4  
s-if body loop. 

Dynamic pro n ey hold for 
instances for variables B and W. 

ate(B, V) 

 

 

representation of a body state 
,  

 level V will occur. 

 

 and  β2  is the person’s orientation for emotional response 
onses  and  γ2  is the person’s flexibility for bodily resp

then  after Δt  the preparation state for body state b will have strength V3 + 
V2)-V3) Δt. 

belief(w, V1)  &  feeling(b, V2)  &  preparation_state(b, V3) &
has_connection_strength(belief(w), preparation(b), ω3) 
has_connection_strength(feeling(b), preparation(b), ω4)    
→→  preparation_state(b, V3+γ2(h(β2, ω3, ω4, V1, V2)-V3) Δt) 

or the function h(β2, ω3, ω4, V1, V2) the following has b

h(β , ω , ω , V , V ) =  β  (1-(1-ω V )(1-ω V2 3 4 1 2 2 3 1 4

n the example simulations discussed in Section 4 t
have been set on 1. Dynamic properties LP5 and LP6 describe the a
 

perties LP5 to LP9 describe the body loop. Like LP1 a d LP2 th
all 
 

LP5  From preparation to effector state for body modification 
If  preparation state for body state B occurs with level V, 
then  the effector state for body state B with level V will occur. 

preparation_state(B, V)  →→  effector_st
 

LP6  From effector state to modified body state 
If  the effector state for body state B with level V occurs, 
then  the body state B with level V will occur. 

effector_state(B, V)  →→  body_state(B, V) 

LP7  Sensing a body state 
If  body state B with level V occurs, 

ed. then  this body state B with level V will be sens
body_state(B, V)   →→   sensor_state(B, V) 

LP8  Generating a sensory 
If  body state B with level V is sensed
then  a sensory representation for body state B with

sensor_state(B, V)   →→   srs(B, V) 
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LP9  From sensory representation of body state to feeling 
If  a sensory representation for body state B with level V occurs, 

 the body loop can also be 
la  loop as follows; see 

L sensed body state 

n_state(B, V)  →→  srs(B, V) 
 

 

 

igure 4:  A model for the dynamics of believing and feeling based on an as-if body loop 

 

4    Example Simulation Results of the Interaction of Belief and 
Feeling

B sed on the model described in the previous section, a number of simulations have 
 as an 

; see Figures 5 and Figure 6 (here the time delays within the temporal 
 relations were taken 1 time unit). In Figure 5 two different traces are shown 

then  B is felt with level V. 
srs(B, V)  →→   feeling(B, V) 

 

Alternatively, dynamic properties LP5 to LP8 describing
rep ced by one dynamic property LP10 describing an as-if body
Figure 4. 
 

P10  From preparation to 
If  preparation state for body state B occurs with level V, 
then  the effector state for body state B with level V will occur. 

preparatio

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

F

 

a
been performed. Some example simulation traces are included in this section
illustration
LEADSTO
with different characteristics. Note that the scaling of the vertical axis differs per graph. 
For both traces the world state shows the development of the strength of the belief that 
the observed paper (observed with a rather modest strength of 0.3) at the car is an offer. 
Moreover both γ1 = 0.6 and γ2 = 0.6. Simulation trace 1 at the left hand side has β1 = 

LP4 

LP10

LP9

preparation_ 
state(b, V) 

srs(b, V) feeling(b, V)

sensor_state(b,V)

world_state(w, V)  srs(w, V) belief(w, V)

LP1 LP2 LP3

effector_ 
state(b, V) sensor_state(w, V)
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0.5 and β2 = 0.5, whereas simulation trace 2 at the right hand side has β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 
1.  
In trace 1 the belief (and also the feeling) gets the same strength as the stimulus, namely 
0.3; here no effect of the emotional response is observed. However, in trace 2 the belief 
gets a higher strength (namely 0.65) due to the stronger emotional response (with 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5:  Two example traces: (1) β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.5, (2) β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 1. 

feeling getting strength 1). This shows how a belief can be affected in a substantial 
manner by the feedback from the emotional response on the belief. 
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In Figure 6 the complete example scenario for the car parking case discussed earlier 
is shown. The world state shows something that (from a distance) looks like a charge 
with st upper 
part

Figure 6:  and β2 = 0.4. 

However, having come closer to the car, after time point 225 the world state shows 
with strength ngth of the 
charge shown drops to 0.05, which also wa the strength of the offer before time point 
225

 

rength 0.8 until time point 225; this is indicated by the fifth dark line in the 
 of Figure 6. For this case β1 = 0.8 and β2 = 0.4 was taken, which means a modest 

role for the emotional response. The belief in a charge leads to an increasingly strong 
emotional body state b1 and via the related feeling, the belief reaches a strength a bit 
above 0.9. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  Trace for the car parking case with β1 = 0.8

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 0.8 something that is more like an offer, whereas the stre
s 

. As a consequence the belief in a charge drops and based on a different emotion 
response on the offer belief based on body state b2 the strength of the belief in an offer 
increases until above 0.9. 
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5    Learning to Believe by Feeling  

In Section 2 the connection from feeling to belief was motivated by Damasio’s 
neurological theory called the Somatic Marker Hypothesis. One of the elements of this 

st experiences of the person. Within the 
by making the connection 

at no learning takes 
pla

ing b to belief of w is  η 
 to belief of w is  ζ 
ling b to belief of w will have strength  

1 2

 
 

theory is that somatic markers depend on pa
agent model introduced above this element is incorporated 
strength from feeling to believing adaptive, dependent on beliefs and feelings 
experienced over time. From a Hebbian neurological perspective (Hebb, 1949), 
strengthening of a connection from feeling to belief over time may be considered 
plausible, as neurons involved in the belief and in the associated feeling will often be 
activated simultaneously. Therefore such a connection from feeling to belief may be 
developed and adapted based on a Hebbian learning mechanism (Hebb, 1949; Bi and 
Poo, 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002): connections between neurons that are activated 
simultaneously are strengthened, similar to what has been proposed for the emergence 
of mirror neurons in, e.g., (Keysers and Perrett, 2004; Keysers and Gazzola, 2009).  

Based on these considerations, in the agent model the connection strength ω is 
adapted using the following Hebbian learning rule. It takes into account a maximal 
connection strength 1, a learning rate η, and an extinction rate ζ. A similar Hebbian 
learning rule can be found in (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002, p. 406).  

By the factor (1 - ω)  the learning rule keeps the level of ω bounded by 1 (which 
could be replaced by any number), as Hebbian learning without such a bound usually 
provides instability. When extinction is neglected, the upward changes during learning 
are proportional to both V1 and V2, which in particular means th

ce whenever one of them is 0, and maximal learning takes place when both are 1. 
 
LP11  Hebbian learning rule 
If  the feeling of b has strength V1  
  and  the belief for w has strength V2  
  and  the connection from feeling b to belief of w has strength  ω 
  and  the learning rate from feel

d   an  the extinction rate from feeling b
then  after Δt  the connection from fee
 ω + (ηV1V2 (1 - ω) - ζω) Δt. 

feeling(b, V1)  &  belief(w, V2)  &   
has_connection_strength(b, w, ω)   &   
has_learning_rate(b, w, η)  &    has_extinction_rate(b, w, ζ)     
→→   has_connection_strength( , ω + (ηV V  (1 - ω) - ζω) Δt) b, w
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6    Example Simulation Results for Learning to Believe 

ased on the agent model described in the previous section, a number of simulations 
ave been performed. Some example simulation traces are included in this section as an 

 the LEADSTO 

3 and ω4  have 

resented in Section 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 7:  Example trace with a number of learning phases 
 
 

B
h
illustration; see Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 (the time delays within
relations were taken 1 time unit). Here the connection strengths ω1, ω
been set on 1, and ω2 is dynamic based on the Hebbian learning rule.  

In Figure 7, β1 = 0.95 , β2 = 0.4, η = 0.02 and the extinction rate ζ is 0.0002. The 
example trace in Figure 7 shows how after learning of the connection from feeling to 
belief, the strength of the belief substantially exceeds the strength of the incoming 
stimulus (0.9 vs 0.6).  

In Figure 8 and Figure 9 some example simulation traces are showing how 
equilibria are reached for a constant environment with settings as indicated in the upper 
part of the figures. These traces illustrate the outcomes of the mathematical analysis of 
equilibria that will be p
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7   Mathematical Analysis 

In the example simulations discussed in Section 4 it was shown that for a time period 
with a constant environment, the strengths of beliefs, body states and feelings reach a 
stable equilibrium. By a mathematical analysis it can be addressed which types of 
equilibria are possible. To this end equations for equilibria can be determined from the 
dynamical model equations for the belief and the preparation state level, which can be 
expressed as differential equations (with b(t) the level of the belief, s(t) of the stimulus, 
f(t) of the feeling, and p(t) of the preparation for the body state at time t).  

First the case of a fixed connection strength 1 from feeling to belief is addressed. 
The following differential equations can be obtained. 
 

db(t)/dt  =  γ1 (β1(1-(1-s(t))(1-f(t))) + (1-β1)s(t)f(t) – b(t)) 
dp(t)/dt  =  γ2 (β2(1-(1-b(t))(1-f(t))) + (1-β2)b(t)f(t) – p(t)) 

 

To obtain equations for equilibria, constant values for all variables are assumed (also the 
ones that are used as inputs such as the stimuli). Then in all of the equations the 
reference to time t can be left out, and in addition the derivatives db(t)/dt  and dp(t)/dt  
can be replaced by 0. Assuming γ1 and γ2 nonzero, this leads to the following equations. 
 

β1(1-(1-s)(1-f))  + (1-β1)sf  – b = 0 
β2(1-(1-b)(1-f))  + (1-β2)bf  – p = 0 

As for an equilib  two equations 
in b, f, and s: 
 

  – b = 0     (1) 
β (1-(1-b)(1-f)) + (1-β )bf  – f = 0   (2) 

ber of special 
cas

ntially simplified as shown in the 
nd c .  

As c lieving (β1 = 0) and 
 a negat  = 0), reach a stable 

 

rium it also holds that f = p, this results in the following

β1(1-(1-s)(1-f)) + (1-β1)sf

2 2
 

For the general case (1) can directly be used to express b in f, s and β1. Using this, in (2) 
b can be replaced by this expression in f, s and β1, which transforms (2) into a quadratic 
equation in f with coefficients in terms of s and the parameters β1 and β2. Solving this 
quadratic equation algebraically provides a complex expression for f in terms of s, β1 
and β2. Using this, by (1) also an expression for b in terms of s, β1 and β2 can be found. 
As these expressions become rather complex, only an overview for a num

es is shown in Table 1 (for 9 combinations of values 0, 0.5 and 1 for both β1 and β2). 
For these cases the equations (1) and (2) can be substa
seco olumn (for equation (1)) and second row (for equation (2))

an be seen in this table, persons that are pessimistic for be
ive profile in generating emotional responses (βhave 2 

equilibrium for which both the belief and the feeling have level 0. The opposite case 
occurs when a person is optimistic for believing (β1 = 1) and has a positive profile in 
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generating emotional responses (β2 = 1). Such a person reaches a stable equilibrium for 
which both the belief and the feeling have level 1. For cases where one of these β1 and 
β2 is 0 an ibrium is reached where the belief gets the 
same lev on is in the middle between optimistic 

mistic for believing (β  = 0.5), for the case of a negative profile in generating 

e case of a positive profile in generating emotional responses the stable 
belief rea  of the stimulus ch is the 0.65 shown 
in the se  eff  the feeling on the 

he case where both β  = 0.5 and β  = 0.5 is illustrated in the first trace in Figure 

d the other one is 1, a stable equil
el as the stimulus: b = s. When a pers

and pessi 1

emotional responses the stable belief reached gets half of the level of the stimulus, 
whereas for th

ched gets 0.5 above half of the level  (whi
cond trace in Figure 5). This clearly shows the ect of

belief. T 1 2

5: b = f = s. 
 

 

                     β2  0 0.5 1 

β1 eq. (1)       eq. (2)   f = 0       b =1 b = f f = 1         b = 0 

0 b = sf b = f = 0    b = f = s =1 b = f = 0    b = s 
 f = 1       

b = s = 0 

b = f  and s = 1 b = f = 0 

0.5 b = (s + f)/2 b = s/2   
f = 0        

b = f = s =1
 

b = f = s b = (s + 1)/2
f  = 1      

b = f = s = 0 
  

1 1-b = (1-s)(1-f) b = s 
f = 0 

b = f =1 b = f = 1     b = f = 1       b = f = s =0 

b = s =1 b = f  and s = 0 

 
Table 1: Overview of equilibria for 9 cases of parameter settings. 

Next the case with learned connection strength is addressed. The example simulations in 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show how for a time period with a constant environment with 
strength 0.5, the strengths of beliefs, body states and feelings and connection between 
feeling and belief reach a stable equilibrium. For this case the following differential 
equations can be obtained.  
 

db(t)/dt  =  γ1 (β1(1-(1-ω1s(t))(1-ω2(t)f(t))) + (1-β1) ω1ω2(t)s(t)f(t) – b(t)) 
dp(t)/dt  =  γ2 (β2(1-(1-ω3b(t))(1-ω4f(t))) + (1-β2) ω3ω4b(t)f(t) – p(t)) 
dω2(t)/dt  =  (η b(t)f(t)(1 - ω2(t))- ζω2(t))  

 
Note that below, as in Section 6 the connection strenghts ω , ω  and ω   are taken 1. 
Moreover, 

1 3 4

ω2 is denoted as ω. Assuming γ1, γ2 , ζ and η nonzero, this leads to the 
ollowing equations. 

-ωf))  + (1 1)ωsf  – b = 0 

ηbf(1 - ω) - ζω = 0 

f
 

β1(1-(1-s)(1 -β
β2(1-(1-b)(1-f))  + (1-β2)bf  – p = 0 
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Figure 8:  Approximated equilibrium for β1 = 1, β2 = 0.4 

 

As for an equilibrium it also holds that  f = p, this results in the following equations in 
, f, ω, s: 

 

β1(1-(1-s)(1-ωf)) + (1-β1)ωsf  – b = 0   (3) 
β2(1-(1-b)(1-f))  + (1-β2)bf  – f = 0    (4) 
ηbf(1 - ω) - ζω = 0     (5) 

 

ote that as an extreme case b = f = s = 0 satisfies (3), (4) and (5). For the general case, 
ation (5) can be rewritten into 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b

N
first, equ
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ηbf - ωηbf - ζω = 0 
ω (ηbf + ζ) = ηbf 

ω  =  
η  

η   ζ
 

ω = 
  ζ 

η

 

where the last step only applies when b, f ≠ 0. Using b, f  ≤ 1 from this it follows that 

ω  ≤  
  ζ 

η

 

 

   < 1 

 

This shows that given the extinction, the maximal con ection th will be lower 
than 1, but may be close to 1 when the extinction rate is very small compared to the 
learning rate. However, it also depends on the equilibrium values for f and b. For values 

n 
 these values are low, also the equilibrium value for ω  will be low, since: 

n  streng

 

of f and b that are 1 or close to 1, this maximal value of ω  can be approximated. Whe
in contrast
 

ω  = η   ζ
η     ≤  

ζ
η  

 

 

n particular, when one of b and f is 0 then also ω  is 0 (and conversely). 

is expression in f, ω, s and β1, which transforms 
to a  f with coefficients in terms of s, ω and the parameters β1 

and β2. S ation algebraically provides a complex expression for 
f in terms o  s, 2. Using this, by (3) also an expression for b in terms of s, ω, 
β1 and β2  

 

 

 

 

I  

For the general case equation (3) can directly be used to express b in f, ω, s and β1. 
Using this, in (4) b can be replaced by th
(4) in quadratic equation in

ic equolving th uadrat
f  β

is q
ω, β1 and 

 can be und. fo
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Figure 9:  Approximated equilibrium for β1 = 0.2, β2 = 0.9 

Again only an overview for a number of special cases is shown in Table 2. For these 
cases the equations (3) and (4) can be substantially simplified as shown in the second 
column (for equation (3)) and second row ( quation (4)). As can be seen in Table 2, 
persons that have a low orientation for be eving (β1 = 0) and have a low profile in 
generating emotional responses (β2 = 0), have an equilibrium for which both the belief 
and the feeling have level 0, and also ω = 0  The case where both β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.5 
indicates an equilibrium with  b = f = s, and ω = 1 /(1 + ζ /ηs2). Note that in Table 2 for 
β1 = 1 and β2  nonzero,  two equations in ω and b occur, which can be solved further to 
obtain more complex explicit expressions for each of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for e
li
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               β2   0 0.5 1 

β1 eq. (3)    eq. (4)   f = 0       b =1 f = 1         b = f b = 0 

0 b = ωsf b = f =ω 
= 0       

- ω = 0  b = b = f = ωs 
 f = 1  

ω = 0  or ω  = 1- 
ζ
η

 

b = ω = 0 

0.5 b = (s + f)/2 b = s/2   
f =ω = 0    

b = f = s =1

ω = ζ 
η

    

 

ω = ζ 
η

b = f = s

 

b = (s + 1)/2 
f  = 1      

ω= ζ
η

 

b = f = 
 s = ω =0 

1 1-b = (1-s)(1-ωf) b = s 
ωf =  = 0 

b = f =ω =1  

η

b = f  

ω =
  ζ  

ω =   

f = 1         

ω =   

ω = ζ 
η

 

b = s =  
ω = 0 b = s =1 

ω = ζ 
η

   

 
Table 2: Overview of equilibria for 9 cases of parameter settings for β1 and β2. 

 

8   Discussion 

n this paper, first an agent model was introduced incorporating the reciprocal 
interaction between believing and feeling based on neurol
I

ogical theories that address 
he role of emotions and feelings. A belief usually triggers an emotional response. 
o elief may not ly depend on i ation obtained, b so on this 

nse e le, show literatur (Eich et al., 2000; 
t ., 2009; Nie er and Eich, 

the literature, thi omenon has been studied informally but no formal 
computational models have been developed, as far as the  Accordingly, 
this paper is an attempt to develo a formal co utatio d w a belief 

otio n t, e oth  the emo
is felt affects the ents tak
(Damasio, 1999, 2003; Bosse, Jo d Treu rsive body 
loop is included in the model. As a second l mo nverging 

  be streng  
belief and of the f erge as a result o m ed e 
combination of the two loops.  

t
C nversely, a b  on nform ut al
emotional respo , as, for xamp n in e such as 
Forgas et al., 2005; Forgas e

s phen
 al denthal, 2007; School 2000). In 

authors know.
nal mo el of hop 

se that is fel
r feeling the 

nker an

mp
on th

emotion, ba
r, 2008), 
oop the 

generates an em nal respo
belief. Fo

 and er hand ow
sed 

 h
on elem

a converging recu
del includes a co

 the 

tion that 
en from 

feedback loop for the interact
eeling em

ion between feeling and lief. th Bo
ic pattern generat

th of the
 by thf the dyna
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The causal relation from f seco s inspired by the 
Somatic Marker Hypothesis de 94, ra and Damasio, 

03), and may also be justified ebbian ning prin Hebb, 1949; Bi 
nd Poo, 2001), as also has be or the functioning  neurons; e.g., 

(Keyser daptive 
process, a model for the connection from feeling to belief was developed based on a 
Hebbian learning rule (cf. Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; 

03). The resulting adaptive model on the one hand describes how a 

l Conference on Principles of Practice in Multi-Agent Systems, PRIMA'09. 
Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, Springer Verlag, 2009, to appear. 

eeling to belief i
scribed in (D

 by a H
en done f

n this 
amasio, 19

 lear

nd loop wa
1996; Becha

ciple (cf. 
 of mirror

20
a

s and Perrett, 2004; Keysers and Gazzola, 2009). To formalise this a

Xie and Seung, 20
belief generates an emotional response that is felt, and on the other hand how a 
connection can emerge enabling that the emotion that is felt affects the strength of the 
belief. The models were specified in the hybrid dynamic modelling language 
LEADSTO, and simulations were performed in its software environment; cf. (Bosse, 
Jonker, Meij, and Treur, 2007). A mathematical analysis of the equilibria of the models 
was discussed.  

As part of planned future work, it will be explored how the presented model can be 
integrated within an agent model in order to obtain a human-aware ambient agent that is 
able to estimate how a person’s beliefs are affected both by information received and 
emotional responses. One of the challenges here is to provide estimated values for the 
parameters representing individual human characteristics (for example the parameters 
β1 and β2). Experience with this issue for other models has shown the feasibility of an 
automated (on the fly) parameter tuning approach; see (Bosse, Memon, Treur, and 
Umair, 2009; Both, Hoogendoorn, Jaffry, Lambalgen, Oorburg, Sharpanskykh, Treur, 
and Vos, 2009). 
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Abstract: In this paper an adaptive integrative ambient agent model is introduced 
incorporating the estimation of a human’s interactive dynamics of believing and 
feeling. To this end the integrative agent model is equipped with a dynamical 
model which describes how the strength of a belief depends both on information 
obtained and emotional responses on the belief. Both the strength of the belief and 
of the induced feeling result from a converging dynamic pattern modelled by 
reciprocal causal interactions between the two. In addition, the agent model 
integrates an adaptation model to tune parameter values representing personal 
characteristics. In a simple personalised business case it is shown how the ambient 
agent model is able to assess a client’s state and use this assessment to interact 
with this client in a personalised manner.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

An important and interesting recent class of applications for software/hardware agents 
can be found in Ambient Intelligence: the area of ambient or pervasive systems; e.g., 
(Aarts, Collier, Loenen, Ruyter, 2003; Aarts, Harwig, Schuurmans, 2001; Riva, 
Vatalaro, Davide, Alcañiz, 2005). One of the more ambitious challenges in this area is 
to create ambient agents with an appropriate awareness of the (mental) states of 
humans. Human-aware ambient agent systems can be taken to perform a certain type of 
mindreading or to possess what in the psychological and philosophical literature is 
called a Theory of Mind; e.g., (Gärdenfors, 2003; Goldman, 2006). As developed 
during the evolutionary human history, mindreading addresses different types of mental 
states, such as intention, attention, belief or emotion states; e.g., see (Gärdenfors, 2003). 
Inspired by these facilities available in nature, ambient agent models can be developed 
that have mindreading capabilities for one or some of these types of mental states. 
However, it is more and more acknowledged that such mental states can be quite 
dynamic and often interact with each other intensively. To obtain an adequate ambient 
agent model, dynamical models describing such dynamics and interaction has to be 
integrated within the agent model.  

Human-aware ambient agent systems equipped with the ability to reason about the 
different types of mental states can be applied in the area of personalised customer 
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relationships and marketing. While designing effective marketing strategies, market 
researchers use a variety of techniques to learn about personal characteristics and states 
of clients. A recent trend is to dig deeper into the clients’ minds and lives. The work 
reported here focuses on the dynamics and interaction of an individual client’s beliefs 
and emotions and integrates models for these dynamics in an ambient agent model to 
provide effective intelligent marketing strategies by a better understanding of the 
cognitive and affective system of the client. In their generation process beliefs trigger 
emotional responses that result in certain feelings. In a reciprocal manner, the generated 
feelings affect the belief as well; for some literature on such reciprocal interactions 
between cognitive and affective astates, see, for example, (Eich, Kihlstrom, Bower, 
Forgas, and Niedenthal, 2000; Forgas, Laham, and Vargas, 2005; Forgas, Goldenberg, 
and Unkelbach, 2009; Niedenthal, 2007; Schooler and Eich, 2000; Winkielman, 
Niedenthal, and Oberman, 2009).  

In this paper, a computational dynamic model is used that models the client’s 
reciprocal interaction between feeling and believing, which is based on neurological 
theories on the embodiement of emotions as described, for example, in (Damasio, 1994, 
1996, 1999, 2004; Winkielman, Niedenthal, and Oberman, 2009). More specifically, in 
accordance with, for example (Damasio, 1999, 2004), for feeling the emotion associated 
to a belief a converging recursive body loop is assumed. A second converging feedback 
loop introduced in the model, inspired the Somatic Marker Hypothesis (Damasio, 1994, 
1996), involves the interaction back from the feeling to the belief. Thus a combination 
of two loops is obtained; from a dynamic interaction within and between the two loops, 
an equilibrium is reached for both the strength of the belief and of the feeling. The 
dynamical model has a parameter β representing the human’s personal characteristic in 
positive or negative emphasis of belief generation. 

This dynamical model is integrated within an ambient agent model to enable the 
agent to assess the strength of the belief and feeling, and to intervene when desired. As 
the personal characteristic represented by the parameter β  is hard to determine at 
forehand, the ambient agent is also equipped with an adaptation model to adjust this 
parameter over time. This results in an adaptive integrative agent model that learns to 
estimate the human’s belief and feeling better and better over time. 

To illustrate the model, the following example scenario is used. A person (client) 
develops strong (false) beliefs due to strong negative feelings (of insecurity) about a 
product offered by the bank, for example, an investment bank buying bonds or shares. 
The ambient agent is equipped with a model to estimate the level of the belief and 
feeling of the client related to this insecurity. When the client becomes too insecure, i.e., 
the emotion level goes above certain threshold, the ambient agent can take measures in 
order to achieve a reduction of the insecure feeling, e.g., by providing information that 
makes the client feel more secure about the product. 

In this paper, first in Section 2 the dynamical model for the interaction between 
belief and feeling is described. In Section 3 the ambient agent model is described which 
integrates the dynamical model. Section 4 describes the parameter adaptation model 
integrated within the agent. Section 5 presents some simulation results. Finally, Section 
6 is a discussion. 
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2   BELIEF AND EMOTION  

In this section the interaction between believing and feeling is discussed in some more 
detail from a neurological perspective. As any mental state in a person, a belief state 
induces emotions felt within this person, as described by Damasio (1999; 2004, p. 93):   
 

belief   →  preparation for bodily response  → bodily response →  sensing the bodily response  
→  sensory representation of the bodily response  →  feeling 

 

As a variation, an ‘as if body loop’ uses a direct causal relation 
preparation for the bodily response  →  sensory representation of the bodily response 

 

as a shortcut in the causal chain. The body loop (or as if body loop) is extended to a 
recursive body loop (or recursive as if body loop) by assuming that the preparation of 
the bodily response is also affected by the state of feeling the emotion:  
 

feeling  →  preparation for  the bodily response   
 

as an additional causal relation. Such recursiveness is also assumed by Damasio (2004, 
p. 91-92), as he notices that what is felt by sensing is actually a body state which is an 
internal object, under control of the person. Within the model used in this paper both 
the bodily response and the feeling are assigned a level, expressed by a number; for 
example, the strength of a smile and the extent of happiness.  

Although beliefs in an idealised rational agent might only depend on informational 
sources, real life persons may, for example, have a more optimistic or pessimistic 
character and affect their beliefs accordingly. To model this a causal relation 
 

feeling  →  belief 
 

is added. Therefore two recursive loops result, as shown in Figure 1. From a 
neurological perspective the existence of a connection from feeling to belief may be 
considered plausible, as this may be developed based on a general Hebbian learning 
mechanism (Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001) that strengthens connections between 
neurons that are activated simultaneously, similar to what has been proposed for the 
emergence of mirror neurons; e.g., (Keysers and Perrett, 2004; Keysers and Gazzola, 
2009). Another type of support for a connection from feeling to belief can be found in 
Damasio’s Somatic Marker Hypothesis; cf. (Damasio, 1994, 1996; Bechara and 
Damasio, 2004; Damasio, 2004). This is a theory on decision making which provides a 
central role to emotions felt. Each decision option induces (via an emotional response) 
a feeling which is used to mark the option. Usually the Somatic Marker Hypothesis is 
applied to provide endorsements or valuations for options for a person’s actions. 
However, it may be considered plausible that such a mechanism is applicable to 
valuations of internal states such as beliefs as well. 

To adequately formalise an informally described theory, the hybrid dynamic 
modelling language LEADSTO has been developed that subsumes qualitative and 
quantitative causal relationships, and dynamical systems; cf. (Bosse, Jonker, Meij and 
Treur, 2007). Within LEADSTO the temporal relation a →→ b denotes that when a state 
property a occurs, then after a certain time delay (which for each relation instance can 
be specified as any positive real number), state property b will occur. In LEADSTO 
both logical and numerical calculations can be specified in an integrated manner, and a 
dedicated software environment is available to support specification and simulation.  
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An overview of the model for believing and feeling is depicted in Figure 1. Note 
that the precise numerical relations between the indicated variables V shown are not 
expressed in this picture. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Dynamical model for belief and feeling 
 

The less trivial part of the detailed specification (both informally and formally) of 
the model is presented below. Here capitals are used for (assumed universally 
quantified) variables. First the dynamic property for the process for belief generation is 
described, where both the sensory representation and the feeling play their role. This 
specifies part of the loop between belief and feeling. The level for the belief is 
calculated based on a function g(β, V1, V2) of the original levels.  

LP3  Generating a belief for a feeling and a sensory representation 
If  a sensory representation for w with level V1 occurs,  
  and  the associated feeling of b with level V2 occurs 
  and  the belief for w has level V3 
  and  β1  is the person’s orientation for believing 
  and  γ1  is the person’s flexibility for beliefs 
then  a belief for w with level  V3 + γ1 (g(β1, V1, V2)-V3) Δt  
 will occur. 

has_state(human, srs(w, V1))  &   
has_state(human, feeling(b, V2))  &   
has_state(human, belief(w, V3) ) 
→→   has_state(human, belief(w, V3 + γ1 (g(β1, V1,V2) - V3) Δt) 

 

For the function g(β, V1, V2) the following was taken: 
 

g(β, V1, V2) =  β(1-(1-V1)(1-V2)) + (1-β)V1V2  
 

Note that this formula describes a weighted sum of two cases. The most positive case 
considers the two source values as strengthening each other, thereby staying under 1: 
combining the imperfection rates 1-V1 and 1-V2 of them provides a decreased rate of 
imperfection expressed by: 1-(1-V1)(1-V2). The most negative case considers the two 
source values in a negative combination: combining the imperfections of them provides 
an increased imperfection. This is expressed by V1V2. The factor β is used to model the 
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characteristic of a person that expresses the person’s orientation (0 most negative, 1 
most positive). 

Dynamic property LP4 describes the emotional response to a belief in the form of 
the preparation for a specific bodily reaction. This specifies another part of the loop 
between feeling and body state. This dynamic property uses the same combination 
model based on g(β, V1, V2) as above. 
 

LP4  From belief and feeling to preparation of a body state 
If  belief w with level V1 occurs  
   and feeling the associated body state b has level V2 
   and  the preparation state for b has level V3 
   and  β2  is the person’s orientation for emotional response 
   and  γ2  is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses 
then  preparation state for body state b will occur with level V3 + γ2 (g(β2, V1, V2)-V3) Δt. 

has_state(human, belief(w, V1))  &   
has_state(human, feeling(b, V2))  &   
has_state(human, preparation(b, V3)) 
→→  has_state(human, preparation(b, V3+γ2 (g(β2, V1, V2)-V3) Δt) 

3   THE AMBIENT AGENT MODEL 

Within the integrative ambient agent model, the model for the dynamics of belief and 
feeling is embedded in order to enable the agent to reason about this process, and to 
assess the person’s beliefs and feelings. In psychology, this capability is often referred 
to as mindreading or Theory of Mind (see, e.g., Gärdenfors, 2003). The embedding uses 
the format that the causal relationships of the model described in Section 2 above are 
transformed into relationships for beliefs of the ambient agent on mental states of the 
person. In order to achieve this, the idea of recursive modelling is used; e.g., (Marsella, 
Pynadath and Read, 2004). This means that the beliefs that agents have about each other 
are represented in a nested manner. To this end, each mental state is parameterized with 
the name of the agent that is considered, thus creating concepts like  
 

has_state(human, feeling(b, 0.5))  
has_state(AA, performed(add_pos_info))  

 

In addition, a number of meta-representations are introduced. For example,  
 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, 0.7))))  
 

states that the ambient agent (AA) believes that the human has a feeling level of 0.7 for 
b. The following are the resulting agent local properties (ALP) that specify the 
processes within the ambient agent. The first property specifies how the agent AA 
observes that the human senses external information. 
 
 

ALP1 Observing the human’s sensing external information 
If  the human senses external information,  
then  the ambient agent AA will observe this. 

has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, V))  
→→  has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, V)))) 
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ALP2 Generating a belief for the human’s sensing  
If  the ambient agent AA observes that the human senses an external information,  
then  it will generate a belief on it. 

has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, V))))  
→→   has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, V)))) 

 

ALP3 Generating a belief for a sensory representation  
If  AA believes that the human senses external information,  
then it will generate a belief that the human will have a sensory representation for this. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, V))))  
→→   has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(externalinfo, V)))) 

 

ALP4 From sensory representation and feeling to belief 
If  AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for external information with level 

V1  
  and  AA believes that the human has feeling b with level V2,  
  and  the belief for w has level V3  
  and β1 is the person’s estimated orientation for emotional response  
  and  γ1 is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses  
then it will generate the belief that the human’s belief with level V3+γ1 (g(β1, V1, V2)-V3) Δt will 

occur 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(externalinfo, V1)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, V2)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, belief(w, V3))))  
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, belief(w, V3+γ1 (g(β1, V1, V2)-V3) Δt )))) 

 

ALP5 From belief and feeling to preparation of a body state 
If  AA believes that the human has a belief for w with level V1  
  and  AA believes that the human has feeling b with level V2,  
  and  the preparation for body state b has level V3  
  and  β2 is the person’s orientation for emotional response  
  and  γ2 is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses 
then  it will generate the belief that the human’s preparation state for body state b will occur with 

level V3+γ2 (g(β2, V1, V2)-V3) Δt. 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, belief(w, V1)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, V2)))) 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation(b, V3)))) & 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation(b, V3+γ2 (g(β2, V1, V2)-V3) Δt)))) 

 
ALP6 From preparation to body modification 
If  AA believes that the human’s preparation state for body state b with level V occurred,  
then it will believe that the human’s body state is modified with level V. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation(b, V))))  
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(b, V)))) 

 
ALP7 From body modification to modified body 
If  AA believes that the human’s body is modified with level V,  
then it will believe that the human’s body is showing b with level V. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(b, V))))  
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(b, V)))) 
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ALP8 Sensing a body state 
If  AA believes that the human’s body is showing b with level V,  
then it will believe that the human will sense this body state. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(b, V))))  
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(b, V)))) 

 
ALP9 Generating a sensory representation of a body state 
If  AA believes that the human has sensed body state b with level V,  
then it will believe that the human has a sensory representation for body state b with level V. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(b, V))))  
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(b, V)))) 

 
ALP10 From sensory representation of body state to feeling 
If  AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for body state b with level V,  
then it will believe that the human has feeling b with level V. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(b, V)))) 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, V)))) 

 
In addition, a number of other rules have been established to model the behaviour of the human 
and the ambient agent, and its effect on the world: 
 
ALP11 Intervention by the Ambient Agent 
If  AA believes that the human has feeling b with level V which is higher than a certain 

threshold th1,  
then it will add some positive information to the external environment . 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, V)))) & V ≥ th1  
→→  has_state(AA, performed(add_pos_info)) 

 
ALP12 Effect of intervention in the world 
As long as AA does not add some positive information to the external environment,  
then positive information will remain 0. 

not has_state(AA, performed(add_pos_info)) →→  added_pos_info(0) 
As soon as AA adds some positive information to the external environment, it will be available in 
the environment. 

has_state(AA, performed(add_pos_info)) →→  added_pos_info(0.2) 

4    THE ADAPTATION MODEL 

Characteristics of a human, used as parameters in a dynamical model (such as the β 
used in the belief generation in the model described above) are often not easy to 
determine at forehand, and can only be given to the agent as initial beliefs. This section 
describes a method by which an agent is able to adapt these beliefs concerning human 
characteristics to the real characteristics as follows. Using the dynamical model with 
parameter values as represented by these initial beliefs, the agent predicts the human 
belief and feeling state, up to a certain time point. When at that time point, for example 
by observation, information is obtained about the real value of this belief or feeling 
state, this is used as input for the adaptation process. The agent adjusts the belief on the 
human characteristic, to reduce the difference between predicted and real value.  

For reasonable adjustments, information is required on how a change in parameter 
value affects the difference between predicted and real value of the variable that is 
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considered; this is called the sensitivity of the variable value for the parameter value. 
The sensitivity S of variable X (e.g., the belief or feeling level) for parameter P (e.g., the 
β used in belief generation) is the number such that a change ΔP in the value of 
parameter P will lead to a change ΔX in X which is (approximately) proportional to ΔP 
with S as proportion factor: ΔX = S ΔP. This is an approximation which is more accurate 
when the Δ’s are taken small. To determine a sensitivity S the following approximation 
method is used. A small change ΔP in the parameter is used to make an additional 
prediction for X, and based on the resulting difference ΔX found in the two predicted 
values for X, by SX,P = ΔX/ ΔP the sensitivity S can be estimated. Once the sensitivity 
and a deviation ΔX between estimated and observed level have been determined, the 
value W of the parameter P is adjusted by ΔP in the following manner (with α the 
adaptation speed): 
 

ΔP  = α*(1 - W)* (-ΔX/ SX,P)   if  -ΔX/ SX,P ≥ 0 
ΔP  = α* W* (-ΔX/ SX,P) if  -ΔX/ SX,P ≤ 0 

 

This approach has been specified in LEADSTO format as follows. 
 
ALP13  Calculating change ΔX in predicted belief X  
If  AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for external information with level 

V1  
  and  AA believes that the human has feeling b with level V2,  
  and  AA believes that the predicted belief for w has level V3  
  and β1 is the person’s estimated orientation for emotional response 
  and  γ1 is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses  
  and the change to be made in person’s estimated β1 is V4 
then it will generate the predicted belief for w with level V3+γ1 (g(β1+ V4, V1, V2)-V3) Δt  

has_state(AA, belief(as_state(human,srs(externalinfo, V1)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, V2)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(predicted_belief(w, V3)))  
→→  has_state(AA, belief(predicted_belief(w, V3+γ1 (g(β1+V4, V1, V2)-V3) Δt )))) 

 
ALP14  Generating sensitivity 
If  AA believes that the predicted belief for w has level V1  
  and  AA believes that the human has a belief for w with level V2 
  and the change to be made in person’s estimated β1 is V3 
then  AA will generate the belief for sensitivity by (V1 – V2)/V3 

has_state(AA, belief(predicted_belief(w, V1))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, belief(w, V2)))) 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(sensitivity, (V1 – V2) / V3)) 

 

ALP15  Calculating deviation 
If  AA believes that the human has a belief for w with level V1 
  and  AA believes that the observed human belief is V2 
then  AA will generate the belief that the deviation between estimated and observed belief is  
 (V1 – V2) 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, belief(w, V1)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(observed_human_belief, V2)) 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(deviation, V1 – V2)) 
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ALP16  Adapt estimated beta 
If  AA believes the estimated beta is V1 
  and AA believes that the deviation between estimated and observed belief is V2 
  and   AA believes that the sensitivity is V3 
  and  - V2 / V3 > 0 
  and  α is the adaptation speed 
then  AA will generate the belief in an estimated beta with level (α * (1 - V1)* (-V1 / V3) + V1) 

has_state(AA, belief(estimated_beta(V1))) &  
has_state(AA, belief(deviation, V2)) & 
has_state(AA, belief(sensitivity, V3)) & - V2 / V3 > 0 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(estimated_beta(α * (1 - V1)* (-V1 / V3) + V1))) 
 
 

If   AA believes estimated beta is V1 
  and  AA believes that the deviation between estimated and observed belief is V2 
  and   AA believes that the sensitivity is V3 
  and  - V2 / V3 ≤ 0 
  and  α is the adaptation speed 
then  AA will generate the belief in an estimated beta with  level (α * V1 * (-V1 / V3) + V1) 

has_state(AA, belief(estimated_beta(V1))) &  
has_state(AA, belief(deviation, V2)) & 
has_state(AA, belief(sensitivity, V3)) & - V2 / V3 <= 0 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(estimated_beta(α *  V1 * (-V1 / V3) + V1))) 

5    SIMULATION RESULTS 

Based on the model described in the previous section, a number of simulations have 
been performed within the LEADSTO simulation environment (Bosse, Jonker, Meij and 
Treur, 2007). The model was tested in a small scenario, involving an ambient agent and 
a human (indicated by AA and human, respectively). The agent model was equipped with 
the model to estimate human’s emotion level. The central emotion used in the scenario 
is insecurity for the particular product, as discussed in Section 1. In order to simulate 
this, every now and then certain events take place, which influence the level of 
insecurity of the human either positively (e.g., some good news about the product 
published in a newspaper) or negatively (e.g., some friend informed him about his own 
past bad experience with that product). To model this behavior, the following property 
has been used: 
 
 

ALP17  Generating a sensor state for external information 
If  a sensor state of external information of level V1 occurs  
  and the ambient agent has added some positive information V2, has flexibility η  
  and some positive information V3  
  and some negative information V4 is present from the environment,  
then the human will sense external information with level  (V1-η*(V2+V3)*V1+η*V4*(1-V1)). 

has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, V1)) & 
added_pos_info(V2) & 
flexibility(η) & 
positive_externalinfo(V3) & 
negative_externalinfo(V4) 
→→ has_state(human, sensor_state(externalinfo, (V1-η*(V2+V3)* V1+η*V4*(1-V1)))) 
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Here positive_externalinfo and negative_externalinfo represent the positive and negative 
events that are occurring randomly in the environment which influence the insecurity 
level of the human. For the example simulations the probability for the positive events 
to occur has been taken 0.8 and for negative events to occur is 0.3.  

The main goal of the ambient agent is to estimate the level of insecurity of the 
human. To this end, it starts with some initial values of the human’s belief and feeling 
levels, and then keeps on updating this, using the strategies explained earlier. When it is 
estimated that the human becomes too (unreasonably) insecure, the ambient agent can 
take measures to calm him down (e.g., informing him some positive information about 
the product). Some example simulation traces (under different but fixed parameter 
settings) are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 (here the time delays within the temporal 
LEADSTO relations were taken 1 time unit). In all of these figures, where time is on the 
horizontal axis, the upper part shows the time periods, in which the binary logical state 
properties hold (indicated by the dark lines); for example, added_pos_info. Below this 
part, quantitative information is provided about the human’s actual belief and feeling 
level, and the ambient agent AA’s estimation of this belief and feeling level, 
respectively. Values for these levels for the different time periods are shown by the dark 
lines. Note that only a selection of the relevant state properties is shown. 
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Figure 2:  Simulation Trace 1 – The estimated β is higher than real β 
 
Trace 1 
The first trace (see Figure 2), shows a situation in which the estimated β (0.95) is 
substantially higher than the real β (0.7), as indicated in the upper part of Figure 2. As 
shown in the figure, the ambient agent AA estimates the level of emotion of the human 
too high so that it is too early in adding the positive information indicated in the upper 
part by state property 
 

has_state(AA, performed(add_pos_info))  
 

at time point 52.  
 

Trace 2 
The second trace (see Figure 3) shows a situation in which the estimated β (0.45) is 
substantially lower than the real β (0.7), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 3. 
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Figure 3:  Simulation Trace 2 –       Figure 4:  Simulation Trace 3 –  
The estimated β is lower than real β                             The estimated β is adapted and 

approximates the real β 
 

As shown in the figure, the ambient agent AA estimates the level of emotion of the 
human much too low, so that it is too late in adding the positive information, indicated 
in the upper part by state property  
 

has_state(AA, performed(add_pos_info))  
 

at time point 128. This is too late, because, as shown in the actual emotion graph below, 
the human’s emotion level has gone too high already at time point 118. 

In Figure 4 a simulation trace is shown where the parameter β is adapted to the 
person. Here the initial value of β is too high (0.95) compared to the actual value (0.7). 
To compensate for that, the adaptation model first reduces the estimated value to below 
0.6, after which it almost monotonically approximates the real value 0.7. 
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6   DISCUSSION 

To function in a knowledgeable manner, ambient agents (e.g., Aarts, Collier, Loenen, 
Ruyter, 2003; Aarts, Harwig, Schuurmans, 2001; Riva, Vatalaro, Davide, Alcañiz, 
2005) need a model of the humans they are supporting. Such a model enables them to 
perform a form of mindreading (e.g., Gärdenfors, 2003; Goldman, 2006). The ambient 
agent model presented here focuses on mindreading concerning the interaction between 
beliefs and emotions, based on neurological theories that address this interaction.  
A belief usually triggers an emotional response and may also depend on this emotional 
response, as, for example, shown in literature such as (Eich et al., 2000; Forgas et al., 
2005; Forgas et al., 2009; Niedenthal, 2007; Schooler and Eich, 2000). 

The ambient agent model presented uses a computational model of this interaction. 
For feeling the emotion, based on elements taken from (Damasio, 1999, 2004; Bosse, 
Jonker and Treur, 2008), a converging recursive body loop is included in the model. As 
a second loop the model includes a feedback loop for the interaction between feeling 
and belief. The causal relation from feeling to belief in this second loop was inspired by 
the Somatic Marker Hypothesis described in (Damasio, 1994, 1996; Bechara and 
Damasio, 2004), and may also be justified by a Hebbian learning principle (cf. Hebb, 
1949; Bi and Poo, 2001), as for the functioning of mirror neurons; e.g., (Keysers and 
Perrett, 2004; Keysers and Gazzola, 2009). Both the strength of the belief and of the 
feeling emerge as a result of the dynamic pattern generated by the two loops.  

The adaptive integrative agent model equipped with the dynamical model for the 
dynamics of belief and feeling was specified in the hybrid dynamic modelling language 
LEADSTO, and simulations were performed in its software environment; cf. (Bosse, 
Jonker, Meij, and Treur, 2007). An adaptation model was integrated within the agent to 
be able to tune beliefs on the human’s characteristics used as parameters in the 
dynamical model to the real characteristics. 
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Abstract. In this paper an ambient agent system is presented incorporating the 
estimation of a human’s dynamics of desiring and being tempted. To this end the agent 
is equipped with a dynamical model of the human’s processes which describes how 
the strength of a desire relates to responses in the form of being prepared for certain 
actions, which in turn relate to feelings which can be biased, for example due to 
addicting experiences in the past. In this dynamical model both the strength of such a 
preparation and of the induced feeling result from a converging dynamic pattern 
modelled by reciprocal causal interactions between the two. In a simple case it is 
shown how by use of this dynamical model, the ambient agent system is able to 
predict and assess a human’s desire state, and related to this desire, his or her 
preparation for certain actions, and use this assessment to suggest alternatives to avoid 
falling for certain temptations. It is discussed how the system has been verified. 
 

  
1 Introduction 

Agent modelling provides a useful design approach to the area of ambient systems (e.g., 
Aarts, Collier, Loenen, Ruyter, 2003; Aarts, Harwig, Schuurmans, 2001; Riva, 
Vatalaro, Davide, Alcañiz, 2005). One of the more ambitious challenges in this area is 
to create ambient systems with an appropriate human-awareness: awareness of the 
(mental) states of humans. Human-aware ambient systems can be taken to perform a 
certain type of mindreading or to possess what in the psychological and philosophical 
literature is called a Theory of Mind (e.g., Gärdenfors, 2003; Goldman, 2006). During 
the evolutionary human history, mindreading has been developed to address different 
types of mental states, such as desire, intention, attention, belief or emotion states (e.g., 
Gärdenfors, 2003). Inspired by such capabilities as developed in nature, ambient 
systems can be designed that have mindreading capabilities for one or some of these 
types of mental states. Such mental states can be dynamic and often interact with each 
other. To obtain an adequate human-aware ambient system, a dynamical model 
describing these dynamics and interaction is needed. To design an ambient system 
incorporating such a model, agent modelling offers a useful approach, as agents are able 
to integrate such dynamical models and reason about them (e.g., Bosse, Hoogendoorn, 
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Klein, and Treur, 2009). Human-aware ambient agent systems equipped with the ability 
to reason about the different types of mental states can be applied to support of humans, 
for example persons vulnerable to temptations due to a developing addiction.  

More specifically, this paper focuses on the dynamics and interaction of an 
individual’s desires and temptations and integrates a domain model for these dynamics 
in an ambient agent model to provide effective support by an enhanced awareness of the 
cognitive and affective states of the person. A desire triggers a number of responses in 
the form of preparations for certain actions related to the desire that result in certain 
feelings. In a reciprocal manner, the generated feelings affect the preparations; for some 
literature on such reciprocal interactions between cognitive and affective states, see, for 
example, (Eich, Kihlstrom, Bower, Forgas, and Niedenthal, 2000; Niedenthal, 2007; 
Winkielman, Niedenthal, and Oberman, 2009).  

The dynamical domain model used in this paper to model the person’s reciprocal 
interaction between feeling and preparation, is based on neurological theories on the 
embodiement of emotions as described, for example, in (Damasio, 1994, 1996, 1999, 
2003; Winkielman, Niedenthal, and Oberman, 2009). More specifically, in accordance 
with, for example (Damasio, 1999, 2003), for feeling the emotion associated to a 
preparation a converging recursive body loop is assumed. This feedback loop also 
involves the interaction back from the feeling to the preparation state. For given 
circumstances, within this loop, an equilibrium is reached for both the strength of the 
preparation and of the feeling. The level of this equilibrium depends on the strengths of 
the connections within such a loop, which by a Hebbian learning mechanism is assumed 
to be subject to adaptation based on earlier experiences; this is also in line with the 
Somatic Marker Hypothesis (Damasio, 1994, 1996). It is through this adaptation 
process that addicting experiences can create serious biases in these loops, that may 
easily lead to vulnerabilities for temptations. 

As the domain model of the human’s processes is integrated within an ambient agent 
model it enables the agent to predict and assess the strength of a desire and the 
preparations induced by the desire, and to intervene whenever a preparation of an 
inappropriate action becomes too high. The principles behind the ambient system 
proposed, are illustrated by simulation of a simple example scenario. 

In this paper, first in Section 2 the domain model for the dynamics of desires, 
preparations and feelings is described. Section 3 presents some simulation results of the 
domain model. In Section 4, formal analysis of the domain model is addressed, both by 
mathematical analysis of equilibria and automated logical verification of properties. In 
Section 5 the ambient agent model is described which integrates the domain model. 
Section 6 presents some simulation results of the integrated ambient agent model. In 
Section 7 verification of the integrated model is addressed. Section 8 is a discussion. 

2   Desires, Preparations and Feelings 

In this section the interaction between desiring, preparing and feeling is discussed in 
some more detail from a neurological perspective. Any mental state in a person induces 
emotions felt by this person, as described in (Damasio, 2003, p. 93): 
 ‘… few if any exceptions of any object or event, actually present or recalled from memory, are 
ever neutral in emotional terms. Through either innate design or by learning, we react to most, 
perhaps all, objects with emotions, however weak, and subsequent feelings, however feeble.’  
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More specifically, in this paper it is assumed that responses in relation to a mental state 
of desiring roughly proceed according to the following causal chain: 
 

desire   →  preparation for response  →  body state modification  →  sensing body state  →   
sensory representation of body state →  induced feeling 

 

As a variation, an ‘as-if body loop’ uses a direct causal relation 
 

preparation for response  →  sensory representation of body state 
 

as a shortcut in the causal chain; cf. (Damasio, 1999). The body loop (or as-if body 
loop) is extended to a recursive (as-if) body loop by assuming that the preparation of 
the bodily response is also affected by the state of feeling the emotion:  
 

feeling  →  preparation for  the bodily response   
 

Such recursion is suggested in (Damasio, 2003, pp. 91-92), noticing that what is felt is a 
body state which is under control of the person: 
‘The brain has a direct means to respond to the object as feelings unfold because the object at the 
origin is inside the body, rather than external to it. The brain can act directly on the very object it 
is perceiving. (…) The object at the origin on the one hand, and the brain map of that object on 
the other, can influence each other in a sort of reverberative process that is not to be found, for 
example, in the perception of an external object.’  
 

Within the model used in this paper, both the bodily response and the feeling are 
assigned a level or gradation, expressed by a number. The causal cycle is modelled as a 
positive feedback loop, triggered by an activation of the desire and converging to certain 
activation levels of feeling and preparation for a body state. Here in each round of the 
cycle the next body state preparation has a level that is affected by both the activation 
levels of the desiring and the feeling state, and the next level of the feeling is based on 
the level of the preparation for the body state. In this way the activation of a specific 
action is based on both the activation level of the desire and of the feeling associated to 
this action. This illustrates Damasio’s theory on decision making with a central role for 
emotions felt, called the Somatic Marker Hypothesis (cf. Bechara and Damasio, 2004; 
Damasio, 1994, 1996). Each considered decision option induces (via an emotional 
response) a somatic marker. Viewed from this perspective, based on the recursive as-if 
body loop, not only the strength of the connection from desire to preparation but also 
the strength of the connection from feeling to preparation will play an important role in 
deciding which action to pursue. When one or each of these connections is weak it will 
not lead to a high activation level of the preparation state, whereas a strong connection 
strength may result in a high activation level of the preparation state so that it may 
become the dominant option. Such a dominant preparation can play the role of a strong 
temptation. 

The strengths of the connections from feeling to preparation may be subject to 
learning. Especially when a specific action is performed and it leads to a strong effect in 
feeling, by Hebbian learning (Bi and Poo, 2001; Hebb, 1949) this may give a positive 
effect on the strength of this connection and consequently on future activations of the 
preparation of this specific action. Through such a mechanism experiences in the past 
may have their effect on behavioural choices made in the future, as also described as 
part of Damasio’s Somatic Marker Hypothesis. In the agent model described below, this 
is applied in the form of a Hebbian learning rule realising that actions induced by a 
certain desire which result in stronger experiences of satisfaction felt will be chosen 
more often to fulfill this desire. 

In the remainder of this section the dynamical model for desires, preparations and 
feelings is presented; for an overview see Figure 1. This picture also shows 
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rep

Figure 1.  Overview of the dynamical model for the human’s desire, preparations and feelings 

 
 

enerating a desire by sensing a bodily unbalance 
he desire considered in the example scenario is assumed to be generated by sensing an 

rinciple that organisms aim at 

resentations from the detailed specifications explained below. However, note that 
the precise numerical relations between the indicated variables V shown are not 
expressed in this picture, but in the detailed specifications of properties below, which 
are labeled by LP0 to LP9 (where LP stands for Local Property), as also shown in the 
picture. The detailed specification (both informally and formally) of the agent model is 
presented below. Here capitals are used for (assumed universally quantified) variables. 
The agent model was specified in LEADSTO, where the temporal relation a →→ b 
denotes that when a state property a occurs, then after a certain time delay (which can 
be specified as any positive real number), state property b will occur. In LEADSTO 
both logical and numerical relations can be specified.  
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maintaining homeostasis of their internal milieu. The first dynamic property addresses 
how body states are sensed. 
LP0  Sensing a body state 
If  body state property B has level V 

 V. 

c property is used by the person to sense the body 
s (e.g., a state of being hungry), and the body 

 level V,  

sire generation is described, from the 
s dy state unbalance.  

n of a desire, together with a feeling, induces preparations for 
s: those actions the person considers relevant options to satisfy 

then  a sensor state for B will have level
odb y_state(B, V) →→  sensor_state(B, V) 

 

For the example scenario this dynami
tate b from which the desire originates 

states bi involved in feeling satisfaction with specific ways in which the desire is 
fulfilled. From sensor states, sensory representations are generated according to 
dynamic property LP1.  
 

LP1  Generating a sensory representation for a sensed body state  
If  a sensor state for B has
then  a sensory representation for B will have level V. 

sensor_state(B, V)  →→  srs(B, V) 
 

Next the dynamic property for the process for de
ensory representation of the bo

 

LP2  Generating a desire based on a sensory representation 
If  a sensory representation for b has level V,  
then  a desire to address b will have level V. 

s(sr b, V)  →→   desire(b, V) 
 

Inducing preparations  
It is assumed that activatio
a number of action option
the desire, for example based on earlier experiences. Dynamic property LP3 describes 
such responses to an activated desire in the form of the preparation for specific actions. 
It combines the activation levels V and Vi of two states (desire and feeling) through 
connection strengths ω1i and ω2i respectively. This specifies part of the recursive as-if 
loop between feeling and body state. This dynamic property uses a combination model 
based on a function g(σ, τ, V, Vi, ω1i, ω2i) which includes a sigmoid threshold function  
 

th(σ, τ, V)  = τσ  
   

 

with stee or this model g(σ, τ, V, Vi, ω1i, ω2i) is defined as  
σ, τ, ω V + ω V )  

n 
tate. LP

i i

from desire for b to preparation for bi 
m feeling of bi to preparation for bi 

i, τ i,  V, Vi, ω1i, ω2i) - Ui) Δt. 
  

→→  prep_state(bi, Ui + γ1 (g(σi, τ i, V, Vi, ω1i, ω2i) - Ui) Δt) 

pness σ  and threshold τ . F
g(σ, τ, V, V , ω1i, ω2i)  = th(i 1i 2i i

 

with V, V t n l  , ω we o t  connections to the preparatioi  ac ivatio  leve s and ω1i  2i ights f he
3 is formalised in LEADSTO as: s

 

LP3  From desire and feeling to preparation  
If  desire for b has level V   
   and feeling the body state bi has level Vi 

d b  has level U     an   the preparation state for 
   and  ω1i   is the strength of the connection 
   and  ω2i   is the strength of the connection fro
   and  σ i  is the steepness value for the preparation for bi 
   and  τ i  is the threshold value for the preparation for bi 
   and  γ 1 is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses 
then  preparation state for bi will have level  Ui + γ 1(g(σ
 

desire(b, V)  &  feeling(bi, Vi)  &  prep_state(bi, Ui)  & 
has_steepness(prep_state(bi), σi) &  has_threshold(prep_state(bi), τi) 
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F
D ether with the body loop 

 B has level V   

d ntation of B 
B 

nses 

epness(srs(B), σ) &  

D
 

L te to feeling 

nd LP7 below describe the preparations of body states bi 
is that the actions performed by body 

 
Th fined uous (but not differentiable) manner as a 
pie y 

rom preparation to feeling 
ynamic properties LP4 and LP5 describe how the as-if body loop tog

affects the feeling. 
LP4  From preparation and sensor state to sensory representation of body state 
If  preparation state for body state B has level V1 
  and sensor state for 2
  and the sensory representation for B has level U 
   an   σ  is the steepness value for the sensory represe
   and  τ  is the threshold value for the sensory representation of 
   and  γ 2 is the person’s flexibility for bodily respo
then  the sensory representation for body state B will have level  
 level U + γ2 (g(σ, τ,  V1, V2, 1, 1) - U) Δt. 
 

prep_state(B, V1) & sensor_state(B, V2) & srs(B, U)  & has_ste
τhas_threshold(srs(B), ) 

→→  srs(B, U + γ2 (g(σ, τ, V1, V2, 1, 1) - U) Δt) 
 

ynamic properties LP5 describes the remaining part of the as-if body loop. 
P5  From sensory representation of body sta

If  a sensory representation for body state B has level V, 
then  B will be felt with level V. 

srs(B, V)  →→   feeling(B, V) 
 

fects on body states Action performance and ef
T 6 aemporal relationships LP
and their effects on body states b and bi. The idea 
states bi are different means to satisfy the desire related to b, by having an impact on the 
body state that decreases the activation level V (indicating the extent of unbalance) of 
body state b. In addition, when performed, each of them involves an effect on a specific 
body state bi which can be interpreted as a basis for a form of satisfaction felt for the 
specific way in which b was satisfied. So, on the one hand a specific action performance 
involving bi has an effect on body state b, by decreasing the level of unbalance entailed 
by b, and on the other hand it has an effect on the body state bi by increasing the level of 
satisfaction entailed by bi.  This level of satisfaction may be proportional to the extent to 
which the unbalance is reduced, but may also be disproportional. 
As the possible actions to fulfill a desire are considered different, they differ in the 
extents of their effects on these two types of body states, according to an effectiveness 
rate αi between 0 and 1 for b, and an effectiveness rate βi between 0 and 1 for bi. The 
effectiveness rates αi and βi can be considered a kind of connection strengths from the 
effector state to the body states b and bi, respectively. In common situations for each 
action these two rates may be equal (i.e., αi = βi), but especially in more pathological 
cases they may also have different values where the satisfaction felt based on rate βi for 
bi may be disproportionally higher or lower in comparison to the effect on b based on 
rate αi  (i.e., βi > αi or βi < αi). An example of this situation would be a case of 
addiction for one of the actions. To express the extent of disproportionality between βi 
and αi, a parameter λi, called satisfaction disproportion rate, between -1 and 1 is used. 
This parameter relates βi to αi using a function f, by βi = f(λi, αi). Here the function  f(λ, 
α) satisfies 

 

f(0, α) = α f(-1, α) = 0 f(1, α) = 1 

e function f(λ, α)  can be de  in a contin
cewise linear function in λ b
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f(λ, α) = α + λ(1-α) if  λ ≥ 0 

Usi  cases λi = 0 is taken, for cases were satisfaction is 
dis er 0 d for cases where satisfaction is disproportionally 
lower -1 ≤ λ  < 0 

te for body state B will have level V. 

λi 

i, b) & 
i, αi)Vi) 

If

1)  * (1 - α2 * V2) * (1 - α3 * V3) )) * V) Δt. 
, V2)  &  effector_state(b3, V3)  &  body_state(b, V)  &  

α2, b2, b) &  is_effectivity_for(α3, b3, b) 
 * (1 - α t   

in 
L is a rate of 
d rate of 

2i  of the connections from feeling bi to preparation of bi are considered 
ng. When an action involving b  is performed and leads to a 

reases the strength of this 

 
 

f(λ, α) = (1+λ)α if  λ ≤ 0 
 
ng such a function f, for normal
proportionally high  < λi ≤ 1 an

i
 
LP6  From preparation to effector state  
If  preparation state for B has level V, 
hen  the effector stat

prep_state(B, V)  →→  effector_state(B, V) 
 
LP7 From effector state to modified bo  dy state bi 
If  the effector state for b  has level V , i i

 and for each i the effectivity of bi for b is αi   
   and the satisfaction disproportion rate for bi for b is 

n  )Vi. the body state bi will have level  f(λi, αi

effector_state(bi, Vi) & is_effectivity_for(αi, b
is_disproportion_rate_for(λi, bi)  →→  body_state(bi, f(λ

 
LP8  From effector state to modified body state b 

  the effector states for b  have levels V , i i
 and body state b has level V,   

   and for each i the effectivity of bi for b is αi 
then body state b will have  

 (1 – ( (1 - α1 * V level  V +(ϑ * (1-V) – ρ *
effector_state(b , V )  &  effe1 1 ctor_state(b2

α &  is_effectivity_for(is_effectivity_for( 1, b1, b) 
→→  body_state(b, V + (ϑ * (1-V) – ρ * (1 – ( (1 - α1*V1) 2*V2) * (1 - α3*V3) )) * V) Δ

 

Note that in case only one action is performed (i.e., Vj = 0 for all j ≠ i), the formula 
P8 above reduces to V +(ϑ * (1-V) –  ρ * αi * Vi  * V) Δt. In the formula ϑ  
eveloping unbalance over time (for example, getting hungry), and ρ  a 

compensating for this unbalance. Note that the specific formula used here to adapt the 
level of b is meant as just an example. As no assumptions on body state b are made, this 
formula is meant as a stand-in for more realistic formulae that could be used for specific 
body states b.  
 
 

Learning of the connections from desire to preparation 
The strengths ω
to be subjected to learni i
strong effect on bi, by Hebbian learning [13] this inc
connection. This is an adaptive mechanism that models how experiences in the past may 
have their effect on behavioural choices made in the future, as also described in 
Damasio’s Somatic Marker Hypothesis (Damasio, 1994, 1996). Within the model the 
strength ω2i of the connection from feeling to preparation is adapted using the following 
Hebbian learning rule. It takes into account a maximal connection strength 1, a learning 
rate η, and an extinction rate ζ. A similar Hebbian learning rule can be found in 
(Gerstner and Kirstner,  2002, p. 406). 
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LP9  Hebbian learning for the connection from feeling to preparation 
If  the connection from feeling bi to prepara ω
 and the feeling bi has level V1i  

tion of bi has strength 2i 

d  the preparation of bi has level V2i  

e  
2i) Δt. 

 

 + (ηV1iV2i (1 - ω2i) - ζω2i) Δt) 
 

3.   Example Simulation Results of the domain model 
B ous section, a number of simulations 
h n as an 

mporal 
tion of the relevant 

ir respective body states as shown in 
Fig

 
  an
  and  the learning rate from feeling bi to preparation of bi is η 

d    an the extinction rate from feeling bi to preparation of bi is ζ 
rom feeling bi to preparation of bi will havthen  after Δt  the connection f

 strength ω2i + (ηV1iV2i (1 - ω2i) - ζω
has_connection_strength(feeling(bi), preparation(bi), ω2i) & 
feeling(bi, V1i)  &  preparation(bi, V2i) &   
has_learning_rate(feeling(bi), preparation(bi), η)  &   

, ), ζ)    has_extinction_rate(feeling(bi)  preparation(bi

 →→   has_connection_strength(feeling(b ), prei paration(bi), ω2i

ased on the agent model described in the previ
ave been performed. A first example simulation trace included in this sectio

illustration is shown in Figure 2; in all traces, the time delays within the te
LEADSTO relations were taken 1 time unit. Note that only a selec
nodes (represented as state properties in LEADSTO) is shown. In all of the figures 
shown, where time is on the horizontal axis, and the activation levels of the different 
state properties are on the vertical axis, activation levels of the state properties gradually 
increase following the recursive feedback loop.  

For the example shown in Figure 2, for each i it was taken λi = 0, so satisfaction felt 
is in proportion with fulfillment of the desire.  Action option 3 has the highest 
effectiveness rate, i.e. α3 =1. Its value is higher as compared to the other two action 
options. This effect has been propagated to the

ure 2(b). All these body states has a positive effect on body state b, decreasing the 
level of unbalance, as shown in Figure 2(b), where the value of body state b (which was 
set initially to 0.3) decreases over time until it reaches an equilibrium state. Each of 
these body states generates feelings by a recursive as-if body loop, as shown in Figure 
2(c). Furthermore it gives a strong effect on the strength of the connection from feeling 
to preparation. The connection strength keeps on increasing over time until it reaches an 
equilibrium state, as shown in Figure 2(d). As the extinction rate (ζ=0.01) is smaller 
compared to the learning rate (η=0.04), the connection strength becomes 0.8, which is 
closer to 1, as confirmed by the mathematical analysis in Section 4. 
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Figure 2: Simulation Trace 1 – Normal behaviour 
(σ1=σ2=10, τ1=τ2=0.5, γ1=γ2=0.05, α1=β1 =0.05, α2=β2 =0.25, α3=β3=1, ρ=0.8, ϑ=0.1, η=0.04, 

ζ=0.01) 
 
Figure 3, shows the simulation of an example scenario where the person is addicted 

to a particular action, in this case to action option 1, λ1 = 1. But because the 
effectiveness rate α1 for this option is very low (0.05), the addiction makes that the 
person is not very effective in fulfilling the desire: the level of unbalance remains 
around 0.3; the agent mainly selects action option 1 because of its higher satisfaction. 
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Figure 3: Simulation Trace 2 – Addiction-like behaviour  
(σ1=σ2=10, τ1=τ2=0.5, γ1=γ2=0.05, α1=0.05, α2=β2=0.1, α3=β3=0.7, ρ =0.8, ϑ=0.1, η=0.02, 

ζ=0.01) 
 
 

In the next trace (see Figure 4), the effectiveness rates for the different action options have been 
given a distinct pattern, i.e. after some time α1 has been gradually increased with a term of 0.009, 
starting with an initial value of 0.05 until it reaches the value of 1, thereafter it has been kept 
constant to 1. In the same period the effectiveness rate α3 has been gradually decreased with 
0.009, starting with an initial value of 1, until it reaches the value of 0.05, thereafter it has been 
kept constant to 0.05, showing an exact opposite pattern of α1. Effectiveness rate α2 is being kept 
constant to 0.15 for all the time points. As can be seen in Figure 4, first the person selects action 
option 3 as the most effective one, but after a change in circumstances the person shows 
adaptation by selecting action option 1, which has now a higher effectiveness rate. 
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Figure 4: Simulation Trace 3 – Adapting to changing circumstances  
(σ1=σ2=6, τ1=τ2=0.5, γ1=γ2=0.1, α1=β1 increasing from 0.05 to 1, α2=β2=0.15, α3=β3 decreasing 

from 1 to 0.05,  
ρ =0.8, ϑ=0.1, η=0.04, ζ=0.02) 

 

4.   Formal Analysis Of The Model 
This section addresses formal analysis of the domain model and the simulation results 
presented above. First a mathematical analysis of the equilibria is made. Next, a number 
of more globally emerging dynamic properties are verified for a set of simulation traces. 
 
Mathematical analysis of equilibria  
For an equilibrium of the strength of the connection from feeling bi to preparation of bi, 
by LP9 the following holds: 
 

ηV1iV2i (1 - ω2i) - ζω2i = 0 
 

with values V1i for fee ng level and V2i  for preparation level for bi. This can be 
rewritten into 

li
 

ω2i    =  
η   

η    ζ

 

    =  
  ζ / η   

    

 
Using V1i, V2i  1 from this it follows that  ≤

ω2i  ≤  
  ζ /η

 

 

 
 

gives a maximal connection strength that can be obtained. This shows that given the 
extinction, the maximal connection strength will be lower than 1, but may be close to 1 
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when the extinction rate is small compared to the learning rate. For example, for the 
trace shown in Figure 2 with ζ = 0.01 and η=0.04, this bound is 0.8, which indeed is 
reached for option 3. For the traces in Figures 3 and 4 with ζ /η = ½ this maximum is 
2/3, which is indeed reached for option 1 in Figure 3 and option 3, resp. 1 in Figure 4. 
Whether or not this maximally possible value for ω2i is approximated for a certain 
option, also depends on the equilibrium values for feeling level V1i and preparation level 
V2i for bi. For values of V1i  and V2i that are 1 or close to 1, the maximal possible value of 
ω2i  is approximated. When in contrast these values are very low, also the equilibrium 
value for ω2i  will be low, since: 

ω2i  = 
η

η ζ
   

    
   

when one of V1i and V2i is 0 then also
 1 and 2 in Fig

 

  ≤    η V1iV2i /ζ 
 

So,  ω2i = 0 (and conversely). This is illustrated by 
e options ure 2, and option 2 in Figure 3. 

 
in the simulations cannot be 

deri

 ≤ ω2k V1k   ⇒  V2j  ≤ V2k   

  
β ) V  

oreover, (3) and 
he properties LP4, LP5, LP6, LP7, LP0 and 

 

herefore for ϑ >0 it holds  

th
Given the sigmoid combination functions it is not possible to solve the equilibrium

equations in general. Therefore the patterns emerging 
ved mathematically in a precise manner. However, as the combination functions are 

monotonic, some relationships between inequalities can be found: 
 

(1) V1jV2j  ≤ V1kV2k    ⇒  ω2j  ≤ ω2k       
(2) ω  < ω ⇒  V V  < V V   2j 2k    1j 2j 1k 2k

(3) ω2j ≤ ω2k   &  V1j  ≤ V1k    ⇒  ω2j V1j 

(4) V2j  < V2k   ⇒  ω2j V1j  < ω2k V1k 
(5) βj ≤ βk   & V2j  ≤ V2k   ⇒  (1+βj ) V2j  ≤ (1+βk ) V2k  ⇒ V1j  ≤ V1k 

(6)  V1j  < V1k   ⇒  (1+βj ) V2j  < (1+ k 2k
 

(1 d w bo e pressions based on LP9. MHere ) an  (2) follo  from the a ve x
(4) follow from LP3, and (5) and (6) from t
LP1 describing the body loop and as-if body loop.  

For the case that one action dominates exclusively, i.e., V2k = 0 and ω2k = 0  for all k 
≠ i, and V2i > 0, by LP8 it holds 

ϑ * (1-V) –  ρ * αi * V2i * V = 0 
 

where V is the level of body state b. T
 

V  =  
ρα ϑ /  

 ≥   
ρ ϑ α/  

    
 

As 0 (almost no development of 
nbalanc d nd ue V can be close to 0 as well. If, in contrast, 

v

owever, as in Figure 3 also option 3 is partially active, V reaches values around 
.35. Note that for the special case ϑ = 0  (no development of unbalance) it follows that 

V2i > 0  is assumed, this shows that i
e), an  ρ > 0 a αi > 0, the val

f ϑ  is close to 
u
the value of ϑ  is high (strong development of unbalance) compared to ρ and αi, then 
the equilibrium value V will be close to 1. For the example traces in Figures 2, 3 and 4, 
ρ =0.8 and ϑ=0.1, so ρ /ϑ = 8. Therefore for a dominating option with  αi  = 1, it holds V 
≥ 0.11, which can be seen in Figures 2 and 4. In Figure 3 the effectiveness of option 1 is 

ery low (α1 = 0.05), and therefore the potential of this option to decrease V is low: V ≥ 
0.7.  
 

H
0
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ρ *

L

e simulation runs, 
 of the properties, 

e aspects. TTL 
is b

 The first property, GP1 
(sh

ach bi will stabilise at a certain value (i.e. not deviate more 

, V1) & state(γ, t2) |= prep_state(B, V2) 
 ] 

tion which has the most 
 the highest preparation state value. 

r feeling 

3)  ⇒ V3 ≤ V1 ] ] ] ] 

 αi * V2i * V = 0 which shows that V = 0. Values for V at or close to 0 confirm that in 
such an equilibrium state the desire is fulfilled or is close to being fulfilled (via LP0, 

P1 and LP2 which show that the same value V occurs for the desire). 
 

 

Logical verification of properties on simulation traces 
In order to investigate particular patterns in the processes shown in th
a number of properties have been formulated. Formal specification
enabled automatic verification of them against simulation traces, using the logical 
language and verification tool TTL (cf. Bosse, Jonker, Meij, Sharpanskykh, and Treur, 
2009). The purpose of this type of verification is to check whether the simulation model 
behaves as it should. A typical example of a property that may be checked is whether 
certain equilibria occur, or whether the appropriate actions are selected.  

The temporal predicate logical language TTL supports formal specification and 
analysis of dynamic properties, covering both qualitative and quantitativ

uilt on atoms referring to states of the world, time points and traces, i.e. trajectories 
of states over time. Dynamic properties are temporal statements formulated with respect 
to traces based on the state ontology Ont in the following manner. Given a trace γ over 
state ontology Ont, the state in γ at time point t is denoted by state(γ, t). These states are 
related to state properties via the infix predicate |=, where state(γ, t) |= p denotes that state 
property p holds in trace γ at time t. Based on these statements, dynamic properties are 
formulated in a sorted first-order predicate logic, using quantifiers over time and traces 
and the usual first-order logical connectives such as ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ∀, ∃. For more details, 
see (cf. Bosse, Jonker, Meij, Sharpanskykh, and Treur, 2009). 

A number of properties have been identified for the processes modelled. Note that 
not all properties are expected to always hold for all traces.

ort for Global Property 1), expresses that eventually the preparation state with 
respect to an action will stabilise. 
 

GP1(d): Equilibrium of preparation state 
Eventually, the preparation state for e
than a certain value d). 
∀γ:TRACE, B:BODY_STATE 
 [ ∃t1:TIME   [ ∀t2:TIME > t1, V1, V2 :VALUE 
    [ state(γ, t1) |= prep_state(B
       ⇒ V2 ≥ (1 – d) * V1 & V2 ≤ (1 + d) * V1 ] ]
 

Next, in property GP2 it is expressed that eventually the ac
positive feeling associated with it will have
 

GP2: Action with best feeling is eventually selected 
For all traces there exists a time point such that the bi with the highest value fo
eventually also has the highest activation level. 
∀γ:TRACE, B:BODY_STATE, t1:TIME<end_time, V:VALUE 
[ [ state(γ, t1) |= feeling(B, V) & 
∀B2:BODY_STATE, V2:VALUE  

(B2, V2) ⇒ V2 ≤ V]  [ state(γ, t1) |= feeling
 ⇒ [ ∃t2:TIME > t1, V1:VALUE 
        [ state(γ, t2) |= prep_state(B, V1) &  

ALUE            ∀B3:BODY_STATE, V3:V
[ state(γ, t2) |= prep_state(B3, V
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Property e feelings experienced in the past 

 bi is higher than the accumulated feeling at time 

 

1 ≥ W2 ] ] 

ared. It 

gth 
strictly higher level compared to another 

 V1 > V2 ] & 
), preparation(B), W1) &  

1 ≥ W2 ] 

articular, it 

 between feeling and body state 
e point t1 after which the 

b, X) & body_state(B1, X1) ⇒ X < X1 ] ] ] 

in Table 1 for the three 

 

 GP3 expresses that if the accumulated positiv
are higher compared to another time point, and the number of negative experiences is 
lower or equal, then the weight through Hebbian learning will be higher. 
 

GP3: Accumulation of positive experiences 
If at time point t1 the accumulated feeling for
point t2, then the weight of the connection from bi is higher than at t1 compared to t2. 
∀γ:TRACE, B:BODY_STATE, a:ACTION, t1, t2:TIME<end_time, V1, V2:VALUE 

B, V2) & V1>V2 ][ [state(γ, t1) |= accumulated_feeling(B, V1) & state(γ, t2) |= accumulated_feeling(
  ⇒ ∃W1, W2:VALUE 

nnection_strength(feeling(B), preparation(B), W1) &  [state(γ, t1) |= has_co
state(γ, t2) |= has_connection_strength(feeling(B), preparation(B), W2) & W
 

Next, property GP4 specifies a monotonicity property where two traces are comp
expresses that strictly higher feeling levels result in a higher weight of the connection 
between the feeling and the preparation state. 
 

GP4: High feelings lead to high connection stren
If at time point t1 in a trace γ1 the feelings have been 
trace γ2, then the weight of the connection between the feeling and the preparation state will also 
be strictly higher. 
∀γ1, γ2:TRACE, B:BODY_STATE, t1:TIME<end_time, W1, W2:VALUE 
[∀t’ < t1:TIME, V1, V2:VALUE 

&   [ [ state(γ1, t’) |= feeling(B, V1) 
     state(γ2, t’) |= feeling(B, V2) ] ⇒
state(γ1, t1) |= has_connection_strength(feeling(B
state(γ2, t1) |= has_connection_strength(feeling(B), preparation(B), W2) ⇒ W
 

Finally, property GP5 analyses traces that address cases of addiction. In p
checks whether it is the case that if a person is addicted to a certain action (i.e., has a 
high value for the satisfaction disproportion rate λ for this action), this results in a 
situation of unbalance (i.e., a situation in which the feeling caused by this action stays 
higher than the overall body state). An example of such a situation is found in 
simulation trace 2 (in Figure 3). 
 

GP5: Addiction leads to unbalance
For all traces, if a certain action has λ > 0, then there will be a tim
feeling caused by this action stays higher than the overall body state. 
∀γ:TRACE, B1:BODY_STATE, L1:VALUE 
[ state(γ, 0) |= has_lambda(B1,L1) & L1 > 0 
⇒ [ ∃t1:TIME < last_time 

E     ∀t2:TIME>t1 X,X1:VALU
      [ state(γ, t2) |= body_state(
 

An overview of the results of the verification process is shown 
traces that have been considered in Section 3. The results show that several expected 
global properties of the model were confirmed. For example, the first row indicates that 
for all traces, eventually an equilibrium occurs in which the values of the preparation 
states never deviate more than 0.0005 (this number can still be decreased by running the 
simulation for a longer time period). Also, the checks indicate that some properties do 
not hold. In such cases, the TTL checker software provides a counter example, i.e., a 
situation in which the property does not hold. This way, it could be concluded, for 
example, that property GP1 only holds for the generated traces if d is not chosen too 
small. 
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Table 1. Results of verification 

property trace 1 trace 2 trace 3 
GP1(X) 0.0001 

 

r 

5   The Ambient A t Mo

model for the dynamics of desires, preparations 
nable the agent to reason about this process, and 

s_state(AA, performed(suggest(X))  

In esentations are introduced. For example,  
 

.7))))  

l of 0.7 for 
b. operties (ALP) that specify the 

en  the ambient agent AA will observe this. 

  (human, body_state(B, V, t)))) 

ody state  
If e,  

en
(B, V, t))))  

  

T serves and generates beliefs 
s. 

en it will generate a belief that after Δt the human will sense this body state 
e(B, V, t))))  

→→   has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(B, V, t+Δt)))) 

 X≥0.0001 X≥0.0005 X≥
 satisfied satisfiedGP2 

GP3 
satisfied
satisfied 
satisfied fo

satisfied Satisfied
all pairs of tra

 
ces GP4 

GP5 satisfied satisfied satisfied 

gen del 

Within the ambient agent model, the 
and feelings was embedded in order to e
to assess the person’s desires, preparations and feelings. In psychology, this capability is 
often referred to as mindreading or Theory of Mind (see, e.g., Gärdenfors, 2003). The 
embedding uses the format that the causal relationships of the model described in 
Section 2 above are transformed into relationships for beliefs of the ambient agent on 
mental states of the person. In order to achieve this, the idea of recursive modelling is 
used; e.g., (Marsella, Pynadath and Read, 2004). This means that the beliefs that agents 
have about each other are represented in a nested manner. To this end, each mental state 
is parameterized with the name of the agent that is considered, thus creating concepts 
like  

 
has_state(human, feeling(b, 0.5))  
ha

 
 

addition, a number of meta-repr

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(b, 0
 

tates that the ambient agent (AA) believes that the human has a feeling leves
The following are the resulting agent local pr

processes within the ambient agent. The step size is indicated by Δt.The first properties 
specify how the agent AA observes the human’s body state and creates a belief about it. 
 
ALP1 Observing the human’s body state 
If  the human has certain body state,  
th

has_state(human, body_state(B, V, t))  
→→ has_state(AA, observed(has_state

 
A s bLP2 Generating a belief for the human’

  the ambient agent AA observes that the human has certain body stat
  it will generate a belief on it. th

has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, body_state
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(B, V, t)))) 

 
 

he following properties specify how the ambient agent ob
bout the human’s sensing and sensory representation procesa

 
 

ALP3 Generating a belief for a human’s sensing  
If  AA believes that the human has certain body state,  
th

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_stat
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ALP4 Generating a belief for the human’s sensory representation  
If  AA believes that the human senses body state, 

en it will generate a belief that after Δt the human will have a sensory rep
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(B, V, t))))  

th resentation for this. 

A
If  body state b 

b, V, t+Δt)))) 

s that are triggered. 
 

A
 

i

 

lue for the preparation for B  

l generate the belief that the human’s preparation state for body state bi will 
) Δt 

))) & 

has tate(Bi), τi) 

i, τ i, V, Vi, ω1i, ω2i) - Ui) Δt), t+Δt))) 
 
V tions which affect the 
p m n not 

 do tha
 

tate(Bi), τi) & 

, t+Δt)))) 

T nt reasons about the 
h
 

ALP7 Generating a belief for the human’s sensory representation of body states 

e human senses his body state Bi with level V2 
 has sensory representation for Bi with level U 

d 

→→   has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(B, V, t+Δt)))) 
 
 

The ambient agent generates a belief on the human’s desires by: 
 

LP5 Generating a belief for the human’s desires  
  AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for

then it will generate a belief that after Δt the human will generate a desire 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(b, V, t))))  
→→   has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, desire(

 
 

Next it is shown how the ambient agent estimates the preparation
 

LP6  Generating a belief for the human’s preparations 
 AA believes that the human has a desire for b with level V  If

  and  AA believes that the human has feeling Bi with level Vi 
and  AA believes that the preparation for body state B  has level U     i

   and  ω1i   is the strength of the connection from desire for b to 
 preparation for Bi 

   and  ω2i   is the strength of the connection from feeling of Bi to  
 preparation for Bi 
   and  σ i  is the steepness value for the preparation for Bi 
   and  τ i  is the threshold va i

   and  γ  is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses 1
then  ambient agent AA wil

occur with level Ui + γ 1(g(σi, τ i,  V, Vi, ω1i, ω2i) - Ui
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, desire(b, V, t)
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(B, Vi, t)))) 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, Ui, t)))) & 

_steepness(prep_state(Bi), σi) &  has_threshold(prep_s
→→  has_state(AA,  

belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, Ui + γ1 (g(σ

ariants of this property have been used to incorporate interven
reparations of some Bi in the sense that they are assumed to beco e 0 (suggestio

t) or 1 (suggestion to do that). For example: to
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, desire(b, V, t)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(Bi, Vi, t)))) 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, Ui)))) & 
has_steepness(prep_state(Bi), σi) &  has_threshold(prep_s
has_state(human, sensor_state(suggestion(do, Bi))))) & 

1→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, 
 
 
 
 
 

he following five properties describe how the ambient age
uman’s body loop.  

 

If  AA believes that the human’s preparation state for body state Bi with level V1 occurred 
  and  AA believes that th

and  AA believes that the human  
  and  σ  is the steepness value for the sensory representation for Bi 
  an  τ   is the threshold value for the sensory representation for Bi 
  and  γ   is the person’s flexibility for bodily responses 
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then  ambient agent AA will generate the belief that the human’s sensory representation for body state 

 
(Bi, V2, t)))) 

V1, V2, 1, 1) - U) Δt), t+Δt) 
 
A
If  state Bi with level V,  
th

has_state(AA, be i

Bi, V, t+Δt)))) 

Bi with level V occurred,  
th vel V. 

has_state(AA, be i

, t+Δt)))) 

i

i

  
nd AA believes that the satisfaction disproportion rate of Bi for b is λi 

 

A dified body state b 
If th level Vi, 
  

 and AA believes that for each i the effectivity of Bi for b is i 

 
Bi, Vi, t))))  &  

 

 
 * V) Δt), t+Δt)) 

A d to incorporate external events p that 
in  as exercising): 
 

→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(b,  
3) )) * V) Δt), t+Δt)) 

 
T ths based on Hebbian 
le

 
 

Bi  will occur with level U + γ2 (g(σ, τ,  V1, V2, 1, 1) - U) Δt. 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, V1, t)))) &
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(Bi, U, t)))) & 
has_steepness(srs(Bi), σ) &  has_threshold(srs(Bi), τ) 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs((Bi, U + γ2 (g(σ, τ, 

LP8 Generating a belief for the human’s feelings 
tion for body  AA believes that the human has a sensory representa

en it will believe that the human has feeling Bi with level V. 
lief(has_state(human, srs(B , V, t)))) 

→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(
 

 ALP9 Generating a belief for the human’s body modification
If ody state   AA believes that the human’s preparation state for b

en it will believe that the human’s body state Bi is modified with le
lief(has_state(human, prep_state(B , V, t))))  

→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(Bi, V
 

 body state b  ALP10 Generating a belief for the human from effector state to modified
If V ,    AA believes that the human’s body Bi is modified with level 

and AA believes that for each i the effectivity of Bi for b is αi 
a
then AA will believe that the human’s body state Bi will have level f(λi, αi)Vi. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(Bi, Vi, t)))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(is_effectivity_for(αi, Bi, b))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(is_disproportion_rate_for(λi, Bi))) 
→→  has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(Bi, f(λi, αi)Vi), t+Δt)))

 
LP11 Generating a belief for the human from effector state to mo
  AA believes that the human’s body Bi is modified wi
 and AA believes that human’s body state b has level V, 

α  
then AA believes that human’s body state b will have level  V +(ϑ * (1-V) –  
       ρ * (1 – ( (1 - α1 * V1)  * (1 - α2 * V2) * (1 - α3 * V3) )) * V) Δt. 

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(b, V, t))))  &  
has_state(AA, belief(is_effectivity_for(αi, Bi , b))) 
→→ has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(b,  

V + (ϑ * (1-V) – ρ * (1 – ( (1 - α1*V1)  * (1 - α2*V2) * (1 - α3*V3) ))
 

 variant of this property has been use
cidentally increases the level of the body state (such

has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(Bi, Vi, t))))  &  
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, body_state(b, V, t))))  &   
has_state(AA, belief(is_effectivity_for(αi, Bi , b)))  &  external_effect(p) 

V+ ((ϑ+p) * (1-V) – ρ * (1 – ( (1 - α1*V1)  * (1 - α2*V2) * (1 - α3*V

he agent AA generates beliefs about the connection streng
arning 
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ALP12  Generating a belief for the human’s Hebbian learning  
If  AA b ω

d AA believes that
elieves that the connection from feeling Bi to preparation of Bi has strength 2i 

 human has feeling Bi with level V1i  
and  AA believes that the human’s preparation of Bi has level V2i  
and  the learning rate from feeling Bi to preparation of Bi is η 

have  

n(Bi), ω2i, t))) &  

))) &   

ength(feeling(B ), preparation(B ),  

B ent is made on the level of 
d
 
A
If n threshold th1,  

h_desire(b), t)))  
 to generate an intervention intention, whenever needed. 

 

T cision process, where the 
h ted preparation state is 

e effectivity rates of those options higher or lower than 0.5. The shaded 

 
 

ALP14a ion of in ient agent: p
I era  a hi
and       desire of human’s 
a s th ve
and      believes th

 
)) &  Vi < 0.1 & 

_intervention_at(suggestion(human, do, B ), t)) 

  an
  
  
  and  the extinction rate from feeling Bi to preparation of Bi is ζ 
then  after Δt  AA will believe that the connection from feeling B  toi  preparation of Bi will 

ω η ω ζω Δ strength 2i + ( V1iV2i (1 - 2i) - 2i) t. 
has_state(AA, belief(has_connection_strength(feeling(Bi), preparatio
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, feeling(B , V , t))))  &   i 1i
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(B , V , t)i 2i

has_learning_rate(feeling(Bi), preparation(Bi), η)  &   
has_extinction_rate(feeling(Bi), preparation(Bi), ζ)    
 →→   has_state(AA, belief(has_connection_str i i

ω2i + (ηV1iV2i (1 - ω2i) - ζω2i) Δt)), t+Δt) 
 

ased on the beliefs about the human’s states an assessm
 esire, as follows (where, for example th = 0.7): 

LP13 Assessment generation 
  AA believes that the human has desire with level V at time t which is higher tha

then an assessment will be ge gh desire of b at time t 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, desire(b, V, t)))) & V ≥ th1  

nerated by AA that human will have a hi

→→     has_state(AA, assessment(has_state(human, hig
 

The desire assessment is used
is Th intention persists until the point in time at which the intervention has to be

performed. 
able 2 shows the criteria used in the ambient agent’s de
uman is assumed to consider an option if the level of the associa

predicted above a certain threshold, which in the example scenario is set to 0.1, whereas 
the different options that are available are characterized as good or bad based on the 
values of th
cases in Table 1 indicate the cases for which intervention is intended: a bad option is 
considered by the human, or a good option is not considered. 
 

Table 2. Assessment criteria used by the ambient agent 
 

 Preparation state level > 0.1 Preparation state level ≤ 0.1 
Effectivity rate > 

0.5 
A good option considered by the human 

A good option not considered by the 
human 

Effectivity rate 

 Generat
f         AA has gen

AA has

tended intervention by amb ositive suggestion 
ted an assessment that human will have

wellbeing 
gh desire for b at time t 

nd      AA believe
 AA 

at the human’s preparation of Bi has le
at for each i the effectivity of Bi for b is 

l Vi 
αi 

and      Vi < 0.1 and αi > 0.5 
then     AA will intends to intervene the human at a later time t to suggest for doing B  i

has_state(AA, assessment(has_state(human, high_desire(b), t))) & 
has_state(AA, desire(wellbeing(human))) &
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, Vi, t+20))
has_state(AA, belief(is_effectivity_for(αi, Bi, b))) & αi > 0.5  
→→ has_state(AA, intended i

 
 

≤ 
0.5 

A bad option considered by the human A bad option not considered by the human 
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A tive suggestion 
If an will have a high desire for b at time t 
a
a  

)) &  Vi > 0.1 & 

_intervention_at(suggestion(human, don’t_do, B ), t)) 

A
If er time t1 to suggest for eating 
a
th

 has_state(AA, intended_intervention_at(X, t1)) 

t 
ime t1 to suggest for eating 

a
a

ng 

(X, t1)) & current_time(t2) & t2 = t1 - 3 

 the action performed by agent 

))))) 

ambient agent model  

B evious 
sections, a number of simulations have been performed within the LEADSTO 

e model was tested in 
ted by AA and human, 

respectively. As discussed above, the agent model was equipped with the model to 

LP14b Generation of intended intervention by ambient agent: nega
         AA has generated an assessment that hum
nd      AA has desire of human’s wellbeing 
nd      AA believes that the human’s preparation of Bi has level Vi

nd       AA believes that for each i the effectivity of Bi for b is αi a
and      Vi > 0.1 and αi < 0.5 
then     AA will intends to intervene the human at a later time t to suggest for not doing B  i

has_state(AA, assessment(has_state(human, high_desire(b), t))) & 
has_state(AA, desire(wellbeing(human))) & 
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, prep_state(Bi, Vi, t+20))
has_state(AA, belief(is_effectivity_for(αi, Bi, b))) & αi < 0.5  
→→ has_state(AA, intended i
 
LP15 Propagation of intended intervention by ambient agent 
       AA intends to intervene the human at a lat
nd    the current time is t2  and  t2 < t1 
en   the intended intervention by AA will persist 
has_state(AA, intended_intervention_at(X, t1)) & current_time(t2) & t2 < t1 
→→
 

Finally the intervention is performed: 
 
 

ALP16 Intervention by Ambient Agen
If       AA intends to intervene the human at a later t
nd    the current time is t2 
nd    t2 = t1-3 

and    AA does not observes the human in eati
then   AA will suggest the human to eat 

has_state(AA, intended_intervention_at
→→ has_state(AA, performed(X)) 

 

 sensing ofALP17 Human
If       AA suggests human to eat 

at then human will perform the action to e
has_state(AA, performed(suggestion(human, X, B))) 

te(has_state(AA, performed(suggestion(human, X, B→→ has_state(human, sensor_sta

6    Simulation Results of the 

ased on the model for the human and the agent model described in the pr

simulation environment (Bosse, Jonker, Meij and Treur, 2007). Th
a small scenario, involving an ambient agent and a human, indica

estimate the human’s levels of desire, preparation and feeling. The example scenario 
taken here considers a person who is getting hungry which generates a desire to eat for 
which a number of options is available at that time. As the level of desire increases this 
makes the person more tempted to eat, and in particular to choose the option that is 
associated to the best feeling. As the domain model is integrated within the ambient 
agent, it can predict the human’s desire level well in advance, and assesses the extent to 
which the human will consider the different options that are available to fulfill this 
desire. Based on the criteria given in Table 1 above, if the ambient agent predicts that 
the human will consider those options that are not effective for fulfilling the desire, then 
it will suggest not to choose them. Similarly, if the assessment process of the ambient 
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agent determines any options that are quite effective for the human to choose, but the 
human will not consider those, then it will suggest the human to choose them.  

The main goal of the ambient agent is to predict the level of desire of the human, 
assess it and, if needed, to suggest effective options to fulfill the desire. To this end, it 
starts with some initial values of the human’s desire and feeling levels, and then keeps 
on updating this, using the integrated model explained in Section 5. Two example 
simulation traces (under different but fixed parameter settings) are illustrated in Figure 
5, 6

is part, quantitative information is provided about the human’s actual 
des

 the dark lines. Note that the scale on the vertical axis differs over 
the diffe ties is shown. 
Ex

ts the 
ore, as can be seen in Figure 6 by the Hebbian learning 

, 7 and 8 (here the time delays within the temporal LEADSTO relations were taken 
1 time unit). 

In all of these figures, where time is on the horizontal axis, the upper part shows the 
time periods, in which the binary logical state properties hold (indicated by the dark 
lines); for example,  

 

has_state(AA, assessment(has_state(human, high_desire(b), 204))).  
Below th
ire, preparation states, connection strength levels, levels of different body states and 

the ambient agent AA’s prediction of these. Values for these levels for the different time 
periods are shown by

rent graphs, and only a selection of the relevant state proper
ample Simulation Trace 1 

For the example trace shown in Figures 5 and 6, for each i that represents an option, λi 
= 0 was taken, so in this example simulation the human is not developing an addiction 
to any option. Option 3 has the highest effectiveness rate, i.e. α3 =1. Its value is 
substantially higher than the rates for the other two available options. This affec
respective body states. Furtherm
it gives a strong effect on the strength of the connection from feeling to preparation for 
this option: the connection strength for option 3 increases over time until it reaches an 
equilibrium state.  
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Figure 5  Simulation Trace 1 – Normal ehaviour: desire and preparation states 
 (α1=β1 =0.05, α2=β2 =0. , α3=β3=1, γ1=γ2=0.05,  

As shown in the the ambient agent 
predicts that the desire lev e threshold set 
to 

for b at time 204.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 b
25

σ1=σ2=10, τ1=τ2=0.5, ρ =0.8, ϑ=0.1, η=0.04, ζ=0.01) 

 lower part of the Figure 5, at time point 10, 
el of human will increase but it will not cross th

0.7, i.e., it is not considered sufficient enough to make the human tempted to choose 
this option. This is confirmed by the graph of the desire level of the human, where at 
time point 20, it increases but does not cross the threshold. Hence the ambient agent 
does not intend to perform any action. But later, some external effects (e.g., the human’s 
habit to attend gym) causes an increase in this desire level, which is predicted by the 
ambient agent AA in the simulation at time point 102, as shown in the upper part of the 
Figure 5, by the state property has_state(AA, assessment(has_state(human, high_desire(b), 204))), 
expressing that an assessment has been generated that the human will have a high desire 
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Thereafter, as described in Table 2, AA predicts that the human will choose all three 
options because of the high values of the preparation states for those options, as shown 
in Figure 5, in the graph of AA prep_state b1, AA prep_state b2 and AA prep_state b3. After this, 

 
Figure 6 Simulation Trace 1 – Normal behaviour: adaptation process 

 

the agent will assess for these options whether they are good or bad, based on their 
effectivity rates. For this particular example simulation, the options b1 and b2 are 
assessed as bad because of their low effectivity rates, i.e., α1 =0.05, α2 =0.25, which are 
lower than the threshold set to 0.5. On the other hand, option b3 is assessed as good 
because its effectivity rate is higher than threshold, i.e., α3 =1. Hence the ambient agent 
generates the intention to suggest the human not to choose options b1 and b2 as shown 
in the upper part of Figure 5, by the state property has_state(AA, 
intended_intervention_at(suggestion(human, don’t_eat, b1), 204)) and similarly for b2. 
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Example Simulation Trace 2 
Figure 7 an e person is 

eveloping an nce λ1 = 
 was chosen, which makes the satisfaction rate for this option high: β1 = 1. Because the 

 is very low (0.05), the person is not very effective in 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 7 Simulation Trace 2 – Addiction like behavior: desire and preparation states 
(α1=0.05, β1 =1, α2=β2 =0 5, α3=β3=1, γ1=γ2=0.05,  
σ1=σ2=10, τ1=τ2=0.5, ρ=0.8, ϑ=0.1, η=0.04, ζ=0.01) 

 

d 8 show the simulation of an example scenario where th
addiction to a particular action, in this case to action option 1, sid

1
effectiveness rate α  for this option1
fulfilling the desire; the level of unbalance remains around 0.3. The human selects 
action option 1 because of its high feeling of satisfaction, as shown in lower part of 
Figure 7, in the graph of AA prep_state b1, which is strengthening the connection from 
feeling to preparation for this option. The ambient agent suggests not to choose the 
option. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.2
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7 

In  
ed, some logical properties (requirements) have been identified, formalised, and 

erified against the simulation traces of the model. In this section, first the language 
used to express such properties is briefly introduced, followed by the specification of 

 for 
desired properties of the ambient agent enables automatic verification of them against 

c properties are temporal statements formulated with respect to traces 
bas

 
 
 
 

Figure 8  Simulation Trace 2 – Addiction like behavior: adaptation process 

 An

order to investiga ording to what is

alysis of the ambient agent model by automated verification 

te whether the ambient agent indeed acts acc
expect
v

the actual properties, and the result of their verification. Using a formal specification

simulation traces. 
This automated verification is performed using the logical language TTL and  its 

software environment (cf. Bosse, Jonker, Meij, Sharpanskykh, and Treur, 2009). The 
temporal predicate logical language TTL supports formal specification and analysis of 
dynamic properties, covering both qualitative and quantitative aspects. TTL is built on 
atoms referring to states of the world, time points and traces, i.e. trajectories of states 
over time. Dynami

ed on the state ontology Ont  in the following manner. Given a trace  γ  over state 
ontology Ont, the state in γ at time point t is denoted by state(γ, t). 

These states are related to state properties via the infix predicate |=, where state(γ, t) 
|= p denotes that state property p holds in trace γ at time  t. Based on these statements, 
dynamic properties are formulated in a sorted first-order predicate logic, using 
quantifiers over time and traces and the usual first-order logical connectives such as ¬, 
∧, ∨, ⇒, ∀, ∃. For more details, see (Bosse, Jonker, Meij, Sharpanskykh, and Treur, 
2009). 
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An overall property to be satisfied by th agent is that if the level of a desire of the 
human exceeds a particular threshold, it should eventually become below the threshold. 
 
P1(th:real): Successful support 
In all traces γ and all time points t the level of a desire of the human if the desire of a human exceeds 
the threshold, then there exists a later time point at . 
∀t:TIME, 
⇒

 
 

 
tisfied for all traces (with a threshold value of 0.7). The overall behavior as expressed 

ntion by giving one or more suggestions at the 
e 

 

ate(AA, performed(suggestion(human, A, B))) ] ] 

his property holds for all traces (when a threshold of 0.7 is chosen). 

id a body 
s complish a body state B (i.e., eat), then the human will follow this 
s gestion, or a 1 
in

rformed(suggestion(human, do, B))) 

8

T Aarts, Collier, Loenen, 
R , Davide, Alcañiz, 

rting. Such a model enables them to 
2003; Goldman, 2006). The ambient 

agent model presented here focuses on mindreading concerning the interaction between 
nd feelings, based on neurological theories that address this 

representations of the body states involved and thus provide associated feelings. On 

e 

which this is not the case
γ:TRACE, V:REAL [state(γ, t) |= desire(b, V) & V > th  

γ ∃t2:TIME, V2:REAL [ state( , t2) |= desire(b, V2) & V2 < th ] ] 

For the simulation traces generated using the ambient agent model, this property is
sa
in P1 can be accomplished by interve
right moment (expressed in P2) in combination with the human responding to thes
suggestions (expressed in P3).  

P2(th:real, d:duration): Right moment for  intervention 
In all traces γ, if the ambient agent at time point t1 predicts that at time point t2 the human will have a 
desire exceeding the threshold th, then the ambient agent will give a suggestion to the human. 
∀t1, t2:TIME, γ:TRACE, V:REAL 
[ [ state(γ, t1) |= has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, desire(b, V, t2)))) & V > th ] 
  ⇒ ∃t3:TIME > t1:TIME, A:ACTION,  B:BODY_STATE 
                    [ state(γ, t3) |= has_st

 

T
 
P3(d:duration): Right response 
In all traces γ, if the ambient agent gives a suggestion to the human at time point t to either avo
tate B (don’t eat for this case) or ac
uggestion, indicated by a preparation state for B being 0 for the case of an avoidance sug
 the case of an accomplish suggestion for the body state B. 
∀t1:TIME, γ:TRACE, V:REAL, B:BODY_STATE 
[ [ state(γ, t1) |= has_state(AA, performed(suggestion(human, dont_do, B))) 
     ⇒ ∃t2:TIME > t1 [ state(γ, t2) |= prep_state(B, 0) ] ] & 
  [ state(γ, t1) |= has_state(AA, pe
     ⇒ ∃t2:TIME > t1 [ state(γ, t2) |= prep_state(B, 1) ] ] 

 

This last property is satisfied for all traces as well. 

   Discussion 

o function in a knowledgeable manner, ambient agents (e.g., 
1; Riva, Vatalarouyter, 2003; Aarts, Harwig, Schuurmans, 200

2005) need a model of the humans they are suppo
perform a form of mindreading (e.g., Gärdenfors, 

desires, preparations a
interaction.  

In this paper a formally defined ambient agent model was introduced integrating a 
dynamical model for cognitive and affective aspects of desiring, based on informally 
described neurological theories. The integrated dynamical model describes more 
specifically how a desire induces (as a response) a set of preparations for a number of 
possible actions, involving certain body states, which each affect sensory 
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their turn these feelings affect the preparations, for example, by amplifying them. In this 
way an agent model is obtained for desiring which integrates both cognitive and 
aff

Bechara, A., and Damasio, A. (2004). The Somatic Marker Hypothesis: a neural theory of 
 Economic Behavior, vol. 52, pp. 336-372. 

, M.M. (2001). Synaptic Modifications by Correlated Activity: Hebb’s Postulate 
Revisited. Ann Rev Neurosci, vol. 24, pp. 139-166. 

s Computing. Series on Ambient and Pervasive Intelligence, vol. 1. 

Bos kh, A., and Treur, J., (2009). Specification 

 Journal of Artificial Intelligence Tools, 

Bos

Dam Possible Functions of the Prefrontal 
Cortex. Philosophical Trans. of the Royal Society: Biological Sciences, vol. 351, pp. 1413-
1420 

ective aspects of mental functioning. For the interaction between feeling and 
preparation of responses, a converging recursive body loop is included in the dynamical 
model, based on elements taken from (Damasio, 1999, 2003; Bosse, Jonker and Treur, 
2008). Both the strength of the preparation and of the feeling emerge as a result of the 
dynamic pattern generated by this loop. The dynamical model is adaptive in the sense 
that within these loops the connection strengths from feelings to preparations are 
adapted over time by Hebbian learning (cf. Hebb, 1949; Bi and Poo, 2001; Gerstner and 
Kirstner, 2002). By this adaptation mechanism, in principle the person achieves that the 
most effective action to fulfill a desire is chosen. However, the dynamical model can 
also be used to cover humans for whom satisfaction for an action is not in proportion 
with the fulfillment of the desire, as occurs, for example, in certain cases of earlier 
addictive experiences which provide temptations for the future. In this case, action 
choice may become biased by such temptations, and this is where an ambient agent can 
play a supporting role. 

The agent model equipped with the dynamical model for the dynamics of desires, 
preparations and feelings was specified in the hybrid dynamic modelling language 
LEADSTO, and simulations were performed in its software environment (cf. Bosse, 
Jonker, Meij, and Treur, 2007). Simulation experiments show that the model behaves as 
expected, which also have been verified formally. 
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Discussion and Future Work 
 
In this final chapter, we will discuss what we have attained by summing up the main 
points and what could still be done in the future by identifying some future prospects. 
The research goal of this thesis, set down in Chapter 1, was to design ambient agents 
equipped with the ability of human-awareness. Looking back, this goal is hard to 
achieve in its entirety (at least in a 4 year period of time) as the term human-awareness 
carries knowledge about a wide spectrum of numerous characteristics and states of 
humans. In order to be able to inject these into an ambient agent to make these ambient 
agents human-aware in a proper sense, they have to be transformed into computational 
models. Such characteristics and states may include, for example, attention, intention, 
perception, understanding, processes of reflective reasoning and reasoning about others 
and attribution (known as mindreading), thoughts, processes of judgment, processes of 
building trust, feeling, emotion, consciousness, and self-consciousness. The list of 
attributes can increase if we let in all the human-directed scientific areas, such as 
cognitive science, psychology, neuroscience and biomedical sciences, which are 
investigating a variety of aspects of human characteristics and states. To make the 
objective of this thesis more focused, precise and for the sake of accomplishing the goal 
in a more manageable manner, the approach that has been taken as point of departure 
was to investigate the possibilities of Theory of Mind (mindreading) models. To achieve 
this goal we investigated the following three human aspects: 
 

• Aspects related to Cognitive states of humans 
• Aspects related to Affective states of humans 
• Aspects related to the interaction of both Cognitive and Affective states 

 
To explore the applicability of the approach proposed in this thesis, it has been 

applied in different specializations addressing integrated approaches to, for example, 
reasoning, emotion generation and reading, emotion contagion, believing, desiring, 
feeling, decision making, and attention. 
 
1. What has been achieved 
 
This thesis is mainly divided into three parts (excluding part I and part V that describe 
Introduction and Discussion and Future Work respectively), which comprise in total 11 
chapters. Some of the ambient agent models designed in those chapters follow the 
Theory Theory approach of Theory of Mind, some choose the Simulation Theory 
approach, while some other take a unified approach integrating Theory Theory (TT) and 
Simulation Theory (ST) approaches. On the other hand, while most of the proposed 
models have been integrated into an ambient agent model, still there are a few models 
which have been left to be integrated as future work. Another important dimension with 
respect to these models is whether the proposed human model is adaptive or non-
adaptive, and similarly whether the integrated ambient agent model is adaptive or not.  

In the first part of the thesis we investigated cognitive aspects related to human 
functioning. Here in all chapters, the Theory Theory perspective of Theory of Mind has 
been applied. First, in Chapter 2, mindreading of a human’s action generation based on 
desires and intentions is addressed. A model for reasoning based on a Theory of Mind 
making use of BDI-concepts at two different levels, is presented. To illustrate the 
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general applicability of the model, it has been applied to three different case studies: 
social manipulation, virtual storytelling, and even to animal cognition. Next, in Chapter 
3, a software environment implemented in Adobe Flex is presented providing adaptive 
human-aware ambient support for a human performing a task that demands substantial 
amounts of attention. The agent uses a built-in adaptation model to adapt on the fly the 
values of the parameters representing characteristics of the human to the real personal 
characteristics of the human. Chapter 4 employs an agent-based approach to present a 
computational leadership support model in the context of personal development, based 
on an informal model of situational leadership theory discussed in literature.  

In the second part of the thesis we investigated affective aspects related to human 
functioning. Chapter 5 presents two adaptive emotion reading models based on three 
ingredients originating in the neurological area: a recursive body loop to generate 
emotional responses and feelings, the mirroring function of preparation neurons, and 
Hebbian learning. The neural and cognitive models presented in this chapter were 
related to each other by an interpretation mapping and both integrate approaches to 
mindreading of two types: the Theory Theory and Simulation Theory perspectives. 
Being simulation-based models for mindreading, each of them can be used both as a 
domain model for a human and as a model for an ambient agent. Chapter 6 applies the 
idea of integration of an emotion reading model in an ambient agent system to estimate 
the process of emotion generation in an adaptive manner from the Theory Theory 
perspective. Chapter 7 analyses and compares three learning models for the induction 
strength of an emotional response on a stimulus, i.e., Hebbian learning, temporal 
discounting and memory traces. In Chapter 8, by adopting the Theory Theory 
perspective again, first a multi-agent-based model for emotion contagion processes has 
been presented and analyzed. Based on this, an ambient agent model is proposed that 
uses this computational model to assess the expected emotion levels at future time 
points, and proposes actions to the team leader to regulate these levels. 

In the third part of the thesis we investigated the interaction between cognitive 
and affective aspects related to human functioning. In Chapter 9, following the 
Simulation Theory approach to mindreading, a cognitive agent model is introduced for 
reading any mental state together with its associated emotional responses and feelings. 
This cognitive agent model describes how an empathic agent deals with another agent’s 
mental states and the associated feelings, thus not only understanding the other agent’s 
mental state but at the same time feeling the accompanying emotion of the other agent. 
As the model is a simulation-based model for mindreading, it can be used both as a 
domain model for a human and as a model for an ambient agent. Chapter 10 introduces 
a model incorporating the interaction between cognitive and affective factors in 
believing by adopting neurological theories on the interaction between emotions and 
feelings, where a connection from feeling to belief is being established using Hebbian 
Learning. This domain model was used in Chapter 11 to obtain an ambient agent model 
based on the Theory Theory approach, where an adaptive integrative ambient agent 
model is introduced to estimate a human’s interactive dynamics of believing and 
feeling. In Chapter 12, a formally defined ambient agent model was introduced that 
integrates a dynamical model for cognitive and affective aspects of desiring, based on 
informally described neurological theories. Also this chapter adopts the Theory Theory 
approach. 

In Table 1, as a summary it is shown which chapter employs which dimensions 
discussed above. The different chapters of the thesis are on the vertical axis. A cross 
indicates that a certain dimension is employed within a certain chapter. Note that the 
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reason for the table not being completely filled is not that some aspects were impossible 
to perform, but rather that the focus in that particular project was not on those tasks. 
 
2. Points for Discussion 
 
In this section, we will discuss on a few issues that have been encountered by studying 
the different domains addressed throughout the thesis. These issues are recurring themes 
in the literature on Cognitive Science and Philosophy of Mind over the last 20 years or 
more: subjectivity in observing and believing, adaptivity, rationality and emotion in 
decision making, physical grounding of agent models and causal efficacy of feelings 
and qualia. 
 
• The role of subjectivity in observing and believing 
 
How states and characteristics of the subject affect his or her observation and beliefs is a 
first theme discussed. In an idealized rational agent the generation of cognitive states 
might only depend on informational sources and be fully independent from non-
informational aspects such as emotions. However, in real life persons may, for example, 
have a more optimistic or pessimistic character and affect their beliefs and other 
cognitive states in a sense that an optimist person strengthens beliefs that have a 
positive feeling associated and a pessimistic person strengthens beliefs with a negative 
associated feeling. Thus the strengths may depend on non-informational aspects of 
mental processes and related personal characteristics as well. Chapter 10 discusses this 
issue presenting a model that not only allows to associate emotional responses and 
feelings to beliefs, but also describes how the resulting feelings affect these beliefs.  
 
• Adaptivity 
 
The issue of adaptivity concerns how a transparent mechanism can be obtained 
describing how the internal mental processes adapt to the subject’s experiences with the 
world. Classical symbolic models usually have limited or no adaptivity, as states are 
often taken binary. Throughout the thesis, such adaptivity is modelled based on the fact 
that states and connections are expressed by real numbers, and by use of an abstracted 
variant of Hebb’s learning principle [2], [12] and [16] in Chapter 5, Chapter 10 and 
Chapter 12, and by using sensitivity analysis of the parameters involved in Chapter 3, 
Chapter 6 and Chapter 11. It has been shown in a number of cases how this enables an 
agent to adapt to experiences with the world, for example learning direct emotion 
recognition by a form of classification of face expressions in Chapter 5. In Chapter 7, it 
has been analysed how the Hebbian learning principle compares to some other 
wellknown learning principles, based on temporal discounting and memory traces. 
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Ch  TT ST 
Human 
Domain 
Model 

Ambient 
Agent 
Model 

Relations Between 
Different Models 

Adaptivity 

Human 
Domain Model 

Ambient 
Agent 
Model 

2 X  X X human model within 
ambient agent model   

3 X  X X human model within 
ambient agent model  X 

4 X  X X human model within 
ambient agent model   

5 X X X X 

human model as 
ambient agent model; 
neural vs cognitive; 

TT from ST  

X  

6 X  X X human model within 
ambient agent model  X 

7   X  
hebbian vs  

temporal discounting 
vs memory traces 

X  

8 X  X X group model within 
ambient agent model   

9  X X X 

human model as 
ambient agent model; 
cognitive model and 

affective model 

  

10 X  X  cognitive model and 
affective model X  

11 X  

 

X 

human model within 
ambient agent model; 
cognitive model and 

affective model 

 X 

12 X  X X 

human model within 
ambient agent model; 
cognitive model and 

affective model 

X X 

Table 1. Overview of the dimensions addressed in the chapters 
 
• Rationality and emotion in decision making 
 
Another recurring theme is how rational and emotional aspects in decision making can 
be understood in a coherent fashion. A neurological theory addressing the interaction 
between cognitive and affective aspects in decision making is Damasio’s Somatic 
Marker Hypothesis [1], [9] and [10]. This is a theory on decision making which 
provides a central role to emotions felt. Within a given context, each represented 
decision option induces (via an emotional response) a feeling which is used to mark the 
option. For example, a strongly negative somatic marker linked to a particular option 
occurs as a strongly negative feeling for that option. Similarly, a positive somatic 
marker occurs as a positive feeling for that option. This theory provides an account on 
how emotions and rational aspects cooperate in the decision process. This has been 
exploited in Chapter 12. 
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• Physical grounding of agent models 
 
Yet another recurring theme is in how far agent models are embodied, or have some 
form of physical grounding. Agent models can be designed at different levels of 
abstraction. For example, the well-known BDI-model makes use of higher-level 
cognitive concepts such as beliefs, desires and intentions, as discussed in Chapter 2. In 
order to ground models for embodied agents in a physical, chemical or neurological 
context, often the focus is on their interaction as a coupled system with the 
environment; e.g [4] and [5]. However, they can be related to physical reality in a still 
more fundamental manner when the model of their internal functioning is fully 
immersed in a model of the world’s dynamics, and to this end concepts from a lower 
level are used in the model, or it is indicated how the concepts used in the model relate 
to such lower-level concepts. In this way cognition can be addressed by an artifical life 
like approach. The proposed models in various chapters of this thesis adopted abstracted 
variants of a number of neurological principles, among which body loops in Chapter 6, 
Chapter 7, Chapter 9, Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, Hebbian learning in Chapter 5 and 
Chapter 10, and a mirrorring function of preparation states in Chapter 5. Hence the 
models proposed in this thesis can be embeddable at the physiological and neurological 
level. Such an embedding has been described in more detail in Chapter 5. 
 
• Causal efficacy of feelings and qualia 
 
A recurring theme in relation to conscious experiencing or qualia is whether qualia have 
causal efficacy [18]. In neurological literature such as [8], qualia have been associated 
to certain representations of body states. Within a large number of the chapters of this 
thesis specific types of body states and feelings associated to internal representations of 
them take part in recursive loops. As such these feeling states can be said to be both 
causing and caused by preparation states and cognitive states. Their efficacy with 
respect to the preparation and cognitive states through these loops depends on the 
strengths of the connections in the loops. This shows that at least such feeling states 
have a certain extent of causal efficacy. Of course, these feeling states may be 
considered as being rather simplified as compared to qualia, so it is still open for 
discussion in how far this pattern can also count as a perspective on the question of 
causal efficacy of qualia. 
 
 
3. Global Evaluation 

 
4 years ago, there was very scarce literature available that connects the concept of 
mindreading with ambient agents. The available literature on Theory of mind, from the 
Theory-Theory (TT) and Simulation-Theory (ST) perspective, did describe both formal 
and informal models, e.g. TT has been endorsed in [11, 15, 19, 21], whereas ST has 
been defended by [7, 13]. The available literature about theory of mind did describe 
models about epistemic, motivational, intentional and emotional states formally but 
computational versions of those models were very scarce. The literature about ambient 
intelligence or agents hardly discussed its relation with ToM. Throughout this thesis, an 
effort has been made not only to build computational models of the informal and formal 
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models available in the literature but also to integrate those computational models in 
ambient agent models.  

The field of Ambient Intelligence which refers to electronic environments that 
are sensitive and responsive to the presence of humans, can only be made successful if 
the humans which are the ultimate users of those environments have trust and faith in 
them. This trust can be built by designing and constructing AmI environments which 
are more user-friendly, more responsive to humans, who have knowledge about the 
reasoning process of humans, e.g., knowledge about the human decision making process 
and knowledge about human’s internal states and feelings. Although numerous human 
states and characteristics have been addressed in this thesis, the question of which of 
them are the most prominent ones, depends on the application domain. For instance, 
imagine a domain area where the ambient agent needs to be more aware of the human 
attention state as compared to the human desire state. For example, the workspaces of 
naval officers may include systems that, among others, track their eye movements and 
characteristics of incoming stimuli (e.g., airplanes on a radar screen), and use this 
information in a computational model that is able to estimate where their attention is 
focused at. When it turns out that an officer neglects parts of a radar screen, such a 
system can either indicate this to the person or arrange on the background that another 
person or computer system takes care of this neglected part. The central and the key 
state in that project would be the attention state. The models designed in this thesis 
indeed help to develop ambient agents with all these capabilities so that these 
devices/environments can be made more trustworthy and their behavior and functioning 
can make humans enthusiastic to use these devices. 

Investigating ToM in general and ST & TT in particular in all the human states 
and characteristics identified above was difficult because sometimes the underlying 
formal or informal model from the literature did have some inherent issues that needed 
to be solved while building the computational model. For example, in [13], a number of 
possible informal emotion reading models from the Simulation Theory perspective are 
sketched and discussed to solve what can be called the paradox of reverse causation: 
how to simulate a process which in principle has the reverse order compared to the 
causal relations used in the simulation. The introduction of recursive body loop (or as if 
body loop), the causal chain used from facial expression to emotional state and the 
introduction of a mirroring process in this thesis, addresses and solves the problems of 
Goldman’s 4 informal models. 

One related aspect of how much difficult it is to investigate ToM by building a 
computational model of the underlying formal/informal model from the literature, is the 
extent or the degree of formalization the underlying model already has. The more 
precise it is in terms of the causal chains between the states of the model, the easier it is 
to formalize it. For instance, the model from the situational leadership theory discussed 
in Chapter 4, is already well formalized and elaborated as compared to Goldman’s 
informal model discussed in Chapter 9. 

The question of how appropriate it is to apply either ST or TT in different 
domains, depends on the purpose. For example, if the purpose in the project under 
consideration is to model reasoning backward, then TT will be more suited in those 
application areas as compared to ST, as shown in Chapter 2. On the other hand, from 
the developer’s perspective, when implementing theory of mind of a TT agent, the 
developer has to translate practical reasoning rules to epistemic reasoning rules, where 
as for the implementation of the ST agent, no such translation has to be made. Instead 
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existing code of one agent could be used to implement the theory of mind of another. 
See [20], for a discussion on this issue. 
 
4. Future Work 
 
In this thesis, with Theory of Mind models as a point of departure, we used a variety of 
approaches to design ambient agents equipped with the awareness of human cognitive 
and affective states and have facilitated these agents with the ultimate goal of improving 
wellbeing of humans as a whole. The solid foundation defined here will help to 
formulate subsequent research aims, and hopefully also to describe new research 
approaches. However, even if we covered a variety of issues on this topic we envision 
that important research still has to be done in the context of enhancing the ambient 
agent design research field. The models designed in this thesis indeed prove to a certain 
extent, that ambient agents can be made aware of the various characteristics of humans, 
e.g.; (single human characteristics) belief, desire, intention, interaction between belief & 
emotion, between belief & desire, and between desire & emotion, attention, emotion 
generation and reading, learning, feelings; (characteristics of groups of humans) 
management of a group development, emotion contagion in groups. Besides the points 
discussed above a number of human characteristics have not been addressed in this 
thesis, like; the process of reflective reasoning, self-consciousness, deception, 
cooperation, false-belief [11], and situation-awareness. To formalize these concepts and 
incorporate them into ambient agents to make them human-aware in a true sense, there 
is still much work left to do. 

The main direction for future research is the development of software tools to 
construct, analyse and implement the models proposed in this thesis. Tools to build 
ambient agents will facilitate the design, implementation and verification of the models 
designed in this thesis. Such tools should be able to guide the engineering process, by 
following the development methodology, and enable the specification, and the 
automatic configuration of ambient agents. They should support the verification of the 
proposed models as well. In the future, we plan to develop a software environment to 
specify an ambient agent model and automatically generate an agent system that 
implements that model. The resulting agent system should include the functionality of 
the specified model and the capabilities to facilitate the integration of external agents 
that will perform functional roles. 

Chapter 7 presents a comparative analysis of three adaptive modelling 
approaches and the differences between them addressing how induction strengths are 
adapted over time. Investigation of the applicability of individual learning principles in 
terms of an analysis based on the empirical evidence that compares which approach is 
best suited to which application domain has been left as future work. 

The models proposed in Part III and Part IV are based on the assumption that it 
is possible to measure a person’s emotional reactions to certain events. Obviously this 
has not been fully realized till now. For future research the plan is to test the models in 
laboratory experiments; here emotion recognition approaches like [3], [6], [14] and [17] 
may be used. In recent years, such approaches have proven to be very adequate in 
recognising emotion elicitation processes in humans. Future work should point out how 
different types of approaches can be compared.  
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Samenvatting 
Het Modelleren van Mensbewustzijn voor Ambient Agents: 
Een Menselijk Gedachtenlezen Perspectief 
 
 
De opkomst van de Informatie- en Communicatietechnologie (ICT) is duidelijk 
zichtbaar geworden in ons dagelijks leven. Onderzoekers hebben de laatste jaren 
stappen genomen om de visie te realiseren om deze technologieën te doen verdwijnen in 
de omgeving met behulp van geavanceerde technologie en computers, daarmee een 
ergonomische ruimte voor de mens creërend, die een actieve leefomgeving omvat. Deze 
visie heeft verschillende namen en definities die nauw op elkaar lijken; het kan 
ubiquitous computing worden genoemd, maar ook pervasive computing of ambient 
intelligence (AmI). AmI doet gedistribueerde vaste en draadloze computers en 
communicatie naar de achtergrond verdwijnen en stelt de gebruiker op de voorgrond. 
Het uiteindelijke doel is om de kwaliteit van ons leven te verbeteren door een 
betrouwbare en veilige interactie met onze sociale en materiële omgeving. Om dit doel 
te bereiken is kennis over mensen en hun functioneren een belangrijke factor, omdat 
apparaten in de omgeving die over deze kennis beschikken een meer mensachtig begrip 
kunnen tonen.  

Om dit doel te realiseren moeten er apparaten gebouwd worden met kennis over 
de mens, apparaten die in staat zijn om een meer diepgaande analyse uit te voeren van 
het functioneren van de mens. Hiervoor hebben we de hulp nodig van mensgerichte 
disciplines zoals cognitiewetenschappen, psychologie, neurowetenschappen en 
biomedische wetenschappen, die modellen ontwikkelen voor vele verschillende 
aspecten van het menselijk functioneren. Indien dergelijke modellen van menselijke 
processen worden gerepresenteerd in een formele en computationele vorm, en worden 
ingebouwd in deze apparaten, dan kunnen dergelijke apparaten gebruikersvriendelijker 
worden gemaakt en beter inspelen op de mens. De integratie van deze modellen binnen 
de AmI toepassingen is meer bekend aan het worden als human-aware ambient agent 
modelling. In dit proefschrift is het aspect dat als uitgangspunt is genomen om zulke 
ambient agents te modelleren mindreading of Theory of Mind (ToM): een vermogen om 
mentale toestanden zoals geloof, intenties, verlangens, pretenties, kennis, emotie etc. 
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aan anderen toe te kennen en om te begrijpen dat deze toestanden gelijk of anders 
kunnen zijn dan de eigen toestanden.  

Twee filosofische perspectieven op het hebben van een Theory of Mind zijn 
Simulation Theory and Theory Theory. In het eerste perspectief wordt ervan uitgegaan 
dat mindreading plaatsvindt door de faciliteiten met betrekking tot de eigen mentale 
toestanden te gebruiken die tegenhangers zijn van de toestanden die zijn toegeschreven 
aan de andere persoon. Bijvoorbeeld, de toestand om zelf pijn te voelen wordt gebruikt 
in het proces om te bepalen of de andere persoon pijn heeft. Het tweede perspectief is 
gebaseerd op redeneren met behulp van kennis over relaties tussen cognitieve 
toestanden en waargenomen gedrag. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijk patroon is: 'Ik 
hoor dat de persoon 'au!' zegt. Het hebben van pijn veroorzaakt het zeggen van 'au!'. 
Daarom heeft de persoon pijn'.  

In dit proefschrift worden zowel modellen onderzocht vanuit het Simulation 
Theory perspectief als vanuit het Theory Theory perspectief, waarbij cognitieve en 
affectieve aspecten en de interactie tussen deze twee menselijke toestanden betrokken 
zijn. Deze modellen zijn opgenomen in ambient agent modellen om AmI toepassingen 
bewustzijn van de mens te geven. Om de toepasbaarheid van de in dit proefschrift 
voorgestelde aanpak te verkennen, is zij toegepast in verschillende specialisaties die 
zich richten op geïntegreerde aanpakken voor, bijvoorbeeld, redeneren, emotiegeneratie 
en -herkenning, emotieverspreiding, geloven, verlangen, gevoel, beslisprocessen, en 
aandacht. 

Dit proefschrift is hoofdzakelijk verdeeld in drie delen (met uitzondering van 
deel I en deel V, die respectievelijk ‘Inleiding’ en ‘Discussie en Toekomstig Werk’ 
beschrijven), die in totaal uit 11 hoofdstukken bestaan. Sommige van de ambient agent 
modellen die in deze hoofdstukken zijn ontworpen volgen de Theory Theory aanpak 
van Theory of Mind, sommigen kiezen voor de Simulation Theory benadering, terwijl 
anderen een gecombineerde aanpak hanteren, die de Theory Theory (TT) en Simulation 
Theory (ST) aanpak integreert.  
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